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Abstract
Jim: Shred it.
Bernard: Shred it?
Jim: No one must ever be able to find it again.
Bernard: In that case, Minister, I think it’s best I file it.
Yes Minister - The Death List

T

he ability to program Multi-Processor System-on-Chip (MP-SoC) platforms
and verify applications are key issues in tackling the MP-SoC challenge. Using
the requirements of an MP-SoC application design-flow as input we derive adequate communication services and MP-SoC communication architecture (our goals).
We thus follow a system-level approach and experiment on complete MP-SoC platform emulators as well as on transaction-level simulators.
The application design-flow assumes a distributed shared-memory platform and
performs software-controlled scratch-pad management to hide the memory and communication latency. To guarantee composability of independently optimized applications it requires virtualization of communication resources (hard bounds on bandwidth and latency). It furthermore requires hardware support to perform efficient
data transfers in the memory hierarchy.
This PhD thesis discusses design-time and run-time virtualization of Network-onChip (NoC) communication architectures. We introduce the novel hard-guaranteed
SuperGT Quality-of-Service (QoS) and the associated SuperGT NoC. We show, on a
realistic example, improvements up to 8x in latency of SuperGT connections when
compared to the GT QoS. The SuperGT NoC supports all three QoS classes besteffort, guaranteed-throughput (GT) and SuperGT. We provide two main contributions to the run-time management of NoCs. On the one hand we detail a central
dynamic time-slot allocation algorithm for networks-on-chip and its efficient implementation on an embedded processor. On the other hand we discuss both central
and distributed approaches to reactive communication control of networks-on-chip.
Finally, we introduce a communication-assist to provide support for scratch-pad
management in MP-SoC memory hierarchies. We quantitatively and extensively
benchmark the mapping of a video encoder application using our combined MP-SoC
design-flow and adequate architecture to a state-of-the-art cache-based approach.
The experiments shows that, conversely to the cache-based solution, our combined
design-flow/MP-SoC architecture for scratch-pad management can efficiently exploit the virtualization capabilities of a QoS-enabled network-on-chip.
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C HAPTER 1

System-level Challenges of the MP-SoC
Paradigm Shift
I don’t need to waste my time with a computer
just because I am a computer scientist.
Edsger Dijkstra

M

ost of us own and daily use a mobile phone. Furthermore, many of us
have recently changed for a better, lighter model packed with the latest
fancy features: Bluetooth, PDA functionality, mp3 decoder, still and video
camera, with yet a better resolution. Interestingly, while the complexity of embedded portable multimedia and wireless appliances is skyrocketing, their price-tag and
battery life-time remained fairly constant.
The integration technology used for building these nomadic consumer devices is
often a System-on-Chip (SoC). Indeed, modern mobile phones already have up to
eight processors, including one or several Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC)
processors for user-interfaces, protocol stack processing, a Digital Signal Processor
(DSP) for voice processing; an audio processor for music playback; a picture processor for still image camera functionality and even video processors for new videoon-phone functionality [127]. Today’s SoCs can have over 100M transistors, or the
equivalent of 1000 32-bit RISC processors on a single die [118].
However, the development of both these SoC platforms and their applications requires hundreds of man years. The Non-Recurring Engineering (NRE) costs due to
platform and application design have become much higher than other NREs, such
as the mask set price. Indeed, the manufacturing NRE costs for a mask set for an
SoC has been multiplied by a factor ten in three product generations, exceeding 1M$
for 90nm process technologies. At a price tag of 5$ (with a 20% profit margin) per
chip, a design house has to sell over 1M units to simply cover the cost of the mask
set NRE. And even though maskless lithography is expected to remove the needs
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for costly masks [178, 177], the total NRE costs are unlikely to diminish. Indeed, to
face the increasing complexity of SoCs, the design NRE costs are one to two orders of
magnitude higher than the actual mask sets (10M$ to 100M$ for yesterday’s 0.13μm
designs) [118]! Using the aforementioned assumptions, volume sales of 10 to 100M
chips are required to break even!
With the advent of integrating furthermore services (telephony, GPS, WiFi, PDA,
camera, multimedia center) into a single multimedia personal communicator, platform and application complexity is projected to furthermore raise exponentially. Indeed, additionally to the yearly increase rate of 56% in number of transistor counts
(following Moore’s projection) there is a yearly increase of 140% in embedded software complexity [118]. A paradigm shift in the design of embedded SoCs is required to address not only the mask set NRE costs but especially the design NRE
costs by improving platform flexibility and programmability. Design productivity
tools are required to leverage both platform design and the mapping of applications
[181] to keep into account the ever tighter time-to-market constraints. Hardware
and software reusability needs to be improved to amortize design NRE costs across
many product types and generations. We refer to this paradigm shift as the MP-SoC
paradigm shift.
As noted by researchers in the field, the challenge of improving both hardware and
software reusability on multi-processor SoCs is not simple to solve. Magarschack
and Paulin humoristically qualify the abstraction gap between application refining
and its mapping to a platform of abstraction grand canyon [118]. The challenge of
bridging the abstraction grand canyon consists in automatization of the application
mapping, which in turn requires appropriate abstraction and services from the underlying MP-SoC platform architecture. Van der Wolf recommends using abstract interfaces to raise the abstraction level and provide MP-SoC platform services in terms
of multi-tasking, platform reconfiguration and inter-task communication. This way
application mapping technology can be made to support systematic refinement of
application models into optimized implementations over a broad range of MP-SoC
platforms, from message-passing architectures to (distributed) shared-memory machines [192]. Wayne Wolf adds that the most difficult thing that hardware designers
have to get to when moving to an MP-SoC paradigm is to worry about software
design from the beginning: ”The hardware architect can’t simply create a machine
and throw it over the wall for someone else to program” [197]. Grant Martin discusses and classifies the key architectural questions involved in the design of MPSoCs [126, 127]. The ones relevant to the system-level are addressed in this thesis:
1. How to provide concurrency, synchronization and programming models?
2. How to determine memory hierarchy and estimate latencies?
3. How to provide efficient inter-processor communication?
4. How to enable scalability of both platform and application design?
5. How to determine the application partitioning, provide appropriate APIs, communication models and associated design-space exploration?
These challenges can be summarized in a set of problem statements we strive in
addressing in this thesis:
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1. How to raise platform abstraction to simplify programming models?
2. How to provide scalable, efficient inter-processor communication?
3. How to provide predictable communication latencies?
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 presents three state-ofthe-art SoC platforms, derives commonalities about their design and draws conclusions about the requirements of systematic MP-SoC design. Section 1.2 discusses the
programming models commonly used for MP-SoC platforms. Section 1.3 summarizes the key architectural challenges for MP-SoC platforms and derives the three
challenges of MP-SoC. Section 1.4 presents the contributions of this thesis and how
they relate to the key challenges identified for MP-SoC platforms. Finally, Section 1.5
discusses the structure of the thesis.

1.1 State-of-the-Art Systems-on-Chip
In this section we present an overview of three commercial System-on-Chip (SoC)
designs that address the needs of portable multimedia and wireless appliances and
derive platform commonalities. The two first designs are major players in the mobile
and smart phone industry and are thus characteristic of the nomadic embedded SoCs
designs we focus on. The last design, though pertaining to set-top boxes and less
to the nomadic, has been selected because it nicely illustrates the rationalization of
the communication architecture and is a first step towards the NoC communication
backbones we expect to see in future MP-SoCs.

1.1.1 ST NomadikTM
ST NomadikTM is an SoC platform that aims at providing video-coding algorithms
and chip implementation schemes for the mobile industry [16]. It is designed to
support multi display sizes (up to VGA), MPEG-4 (among others) video encoding
and decoding. It is reported to consume 20 mW while decoding MPEG-4 at 15 fps
QCIF resolution, including MP3 audio [197].
The Nomadik platform (Figure 1.1) has a distributed-processing architecture with
independent, programmable video and audio accelerators engineered for real-time
application processing and features 48 Kbytes of on-chip SRAM. It is archictected
around an ARM926EJ-S CPU that concentrates on the control and program flow
tasks. The ARM926EJ-S host-CPU is a 32-bit RISC core that can typically run at
350 MHz in ST’s 0.13-micron CMOS process [16]. The core includes a memory management unit (MMU), 32 Kbytes of instruction cache, 16 Kbytes of data cache, a 16 x
32-bit multiplier capable of single- cycle MAC operations and uses JavaTMhardware
acceleration (ARM’s JazelleTMtechnology). The audio and video accelerators processing are small processor clusters built around the ST MMDSP+ embedded Very
Long Instruction Word (VLIW) DSP. MMDSP+ is a small 175-MHz embedded core
(1 cycle per instruction) that provides 16- or 24-bit integer arithmetic and 32-bit floating point arithmetic.
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The central communication backbone that interconnects the ARM host processor to
the various accelerators and peripheral buses is an Advanced Microcontroller Bus
Architecture (AMBA) multi-layer crossbar and DMA transfers are possible between
the video and audio accelerators, the ARM processor and the main memory.
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Figure 1.1: The ST NomadikTM architecture is composed of an ARM-926 host processor
and of an audio and a video accelerator clusters based on the MMDSP+ VLIW. It uses a
multi-layer AMBA crossbar as communication backbone.

The video accelerator is architected around an MMDSP+ and includes a number of
hardwired accelerators: a picture input formatting unit, a video codec unit, a picture
postprocessing unit and an interrupt controller. The MMDSP+ VLIW is software
programmable in C. The cluster uses two buses: one to interconnect the MMDSP+,
hardware units, memory, and interrupt controllers; the other to interconnect the
hardware units to each other and to the system AMBA multi-layer bus. The audio accelerator cluster requires fewer hardware units and is fully programmed in C.
It includes an MMDSP+, memory, I/O units, and two internal buses.

1.1.2 TI OMAPTM -2
The TI OMAPTM -2 architecture, derives from the TI OMAPTM architecture and is
designed to address mobile entertainment and communications such as all-in-one
smartphones or converged portable multimedia devices [93, 58]. Based on multiple engines for parallel processing, each optimized for a specific function such as
video/imaging, audio and 3D graphics, it supports up to VGA resolutions. The
OMAP-2 is reported to provide 30 fps at CIF resolution for video conferencing and
30 fps at VGA resolution when decoding video. In addition to wireless support for
basic voice services it provides support for 6+ Megapixel still-video cameras, DVDquality video, high-end gaming console functionality, Hi-Fi music with 3D sound
effects, Digital TV and 3D graphics.
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The TI OMAPTM 2420 SoC includes an ARM1136 Central Processing Unit (CPU) (330
MHz), a TMS320C55x DSP (220 MHz), an accelerator for 2D/3D hardware (Imagination PowerVR MBX), a video accelerator based around an ARM7 CPU and various caches, memory controllers and I/O interfaces (Figure 1.2). The SoC is architected around a proprietary high-speed, low-latency cross-bar interconnect with
Open Cores Protocol (OCP) interfaces to ease Intellectual Property (IP) integration.
We believe this interconnect to be a Silicon Backplane III μ-network from Sonics Inc.
The Silicon Backplane III is a 128-bit wide bus, clocked at 200MHz and that supports
QoS based on pre-allocated time-slices. The OMAP-2 platform has 5Mbit on-chip
SRAM and a DDR system in package memory stacking that provides up to 768 Mb
storage.

TMS320C55x
DSP

ARM 11

Imaging
Video
Accelerator

2D/3D
Graphics
Accelerator

USB
OTG

Memory
Controller

Internal
SRAM

Peripherals

LCD
I/P
Camera
I/F

Peripherals

Crossbar Interconnect

Figure 1.2: The TI OMAP-2420TM chip is composed of an ARM-11 host processor that
controls a TMS320C55x DSP and dedicated accelerators for image processing and 2D/3D
rendering. It is interconnected by a TDMA crossbar interconnect from SonicsTM .

TI’s software infrastructure supports C/C++ and other high-level programming languages [93]. Helmig discusses in [93] how to develop core software technologies for
the OMAPTM family of SoC platforms.

1.1.3 Philips Viper2
The PNX8550 (Viper2) set-top box SoC is based on the Philips NexperiaTMplatform
[70]. It is a highly integrated multimedia SOC targeted at advanced set-top box and
mid to high-end analog, digital, and hybrid (both analog and digital) TV, including
wide-XGA plasma and LCD displays [86]. It contains three processors (one MIPS
PR4450 RISC processor for control and two TriMedia TM3260 DSPs for data intensive computations) and 60 function-specific cores (Figure 1.3). Viper2 provides progressive HD, and interlaced SD and HD outputs. Viper’s main functions are video
decoding (e.g. MPEG2), audio decoding (e.g. AC3), and video pixel processing to
improve picture quality and to convert between image formats (e.g. de-interlacing).
It simultaneously supports two video streams (e.g. one high definition of 1920x1080
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pixels interlaced at 100/60Hz, and one standard definition of 720x480 pixels interlaced at 100/60Hz) and three audio streams. It also includes advanced video improvement algorithms, such as motion-compensated Digital Natural Motion for SD
pictures, supports video recording features, high speed Internet access and provides
file transfer services.

Figure 1.3: Block diagram of the Viper2 chip. The communication architecture is divided
into three specific parts to support three types of traffic classes: control, cache-misses and
c
streaming-data (Kees
Goossens [86]).

The type of traffic present on an MP-SoC such as Viper2, can be divided into three
classes:
- High Bandwidth, Low Latency: traffic generated by the cache misses of the
MIPS and the 2 TriMedia processors
- Medium-High Bandwidth, Latency Tolerant: streaming traffic
- Low-Bandwidth, Low Latency: control traffic
An interesting architectural feature of the Viper2 chip is the partitioning of the interconnect on the basis of traffic types. Cache misses, streaming data and control traffic
are separated in three interconnects, respectively:
- High Bandwidth, Low Latency Interconnect: The MIPS and 2 Trimedia processors are connected directly to the memory controller, using non-pipelined
wires.
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- Medium-High Bandwidth, Latency Tolerant Interconnect: The PMA, or the
pipelined memory access interconnect is Viper2’s medium to high-bandwidth
latency-tolerant interconnect has been chosen to be a pipelined circuit-switched
interconnect to reduce the length and amount of wires, to ease lay-out and timing verification. It has to support communications of many masters with a single slave and the arbitration is broken into local sub-arbitrations. It uses a tree
topology to expose a single transaction to the memory controller, as transactions of different cores converge toward the top.
- Low-Bandwidth, Low Latency Interconnect: The low-bandwidth, low-latency
interconnect is a synchronous or asynchronous wired-OR bus to lower the
length and number of wires, and so increase its frequency and improve its
testability. Only single-word transactions are allowed, to ensure low latency.
Furthermore to ensure low latency, the load on the DCS buses (Figure 1.3) is
kept to less than 0.5% (one data word per cycle corresponds to 100%)!
The split of the three communication classes into three communication architectures
has several advantages:
• it allows a logical partitioning of traffic into classes,
• no bridges are required between the different communication architectures,
• arbitration is distributed and simplified.
The concept of separating traffic into classes based on rate and latency and not only
on bandwidth constraints is general and should be retained for future architectures.
However the particular approach taken for the Viper2 chip has some drawbacks that
reside in the need to design three separate communication architectures with separate protocol stacks. Moreover the bus-based approaches taken limit bandwidth
and scalability. To address these issues, Goossens et al. advocate the use of NoCs
as possible interconnects for future versions of Philips’ Viper chips [86]. Murali et
al. use a benchmark inspired by Viper2 set-top-box to present a study of dynamic
re-configuration mechanisms for the NoC configuration to the communication characteristics for different use-cases [138].

1.1.4 Commonalities of state-of-the-art SoC platforms
Although the three platforms considered in the overview do not address the exact
same application domain (Viper-II is dedicated to set-top boxes, whereas the OMAP2 and Nomadik platforms focus on the mobile wireless/multimedia market) there
are a number of commonalities between them. Firstly they are all heterogeneous
multi-processor platforms; they use a central RISC host processor to control the system: a MIPS for Viper-II and ARM processors for the OMAP-2 and Nomadik. Secondly, they all have multiple independent accelerators dedicated to speed-up processing specific computationally-intensive tasks such as video or audio decoding. It
is interesting to note that though they are dedicated to a certain functionality most
of these accelerators are in fact DSPs and are thus largely programmable in software.
The tendency of increasing programmability of dedicated accelerators is expected to
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further generalize to improve platform and application reusability. All three platforms contain embedded memory and controllers to access extra off-chip SD-RAMs.
Though the interconnects of the three SoCs are different, there are some notable similarities. All systems depart from the classic shared-bus architecture and use forms of
interconnects that can be assimilated to partial cross-bars. The AMBA multi-layer of
the Nomadik is one of the most known and used forms of a partial cross-bar. Much
attention has been paid in the design of the Viper-II interconnect to accommodate
the different types of traffic on the SoC and thus address the issue of the latency
predictability. The OMAP-2 interconnect takes a different approach to the same issue. Latency predictability is obtained by allocating pre-determined time-slices to
the various connections in the system. Finally, all three chips use combinations of
caches and of DMAs to hide the latency of the interconnect and of the memory subsystems.
Future MP-SoC chips are expected to be also architected around a host-processor
controlling an ensemble of programmable dedicated accelerators. We expect the
programmability of these accelerators to be further emphasized. We furthermore
expect to see communication backbones provide differentiated QoS levels to accommodate the different traffic type requirements. The scalability of the interconnects is
expected to play an increasing role, so the state-of-the-art partial cross-bars are expected to evolve into their more generic NoCs. We also expect the role of DMAs and
especially distributed DMAs to increase in order to hide the ever-increasing memory
latencies of MP-SoCs.
The differentiated QoS services provided by the interconnect (and propagated to
the memory hierarchy) should increase the level of platform virtualization and thus
help reducing interferences between the various sub-systems. Nevertheless, the increased parallelism and programmability is expected to further widen the MP-SoC
design gap. Bridging the design gap requires a paradigm shift where the software
programming techniques have be taken into account at the moment of the hardware
design.

1.2 MP-SoC Programming Models
MP-SoCs are processor-centric, hence software-centric, so the the first key challenge
is the choice of an appropriate MP-SoC programming model. By nature MP-SoCs
are parallel architectures and cause fear of concurrency in many software designers,
mostly acquainted with a sequential programming paradigm [127]. Currently different programming models are emerging for MP-SoC but all rely on parallel programming. We would like to point out that, though the topic is out of the scope of
this thesis, the software tools used for application to platform mapping in this thesis
attempt in providing automated help for parallelization (Chapter 2).
There are two main classes of programming models for MP-SoC:
• Message Passing. The message passing paradigm is typically based on the send
and receive primitives in distributed memory architectures. Both sender and receiver of a message have to be actively involved in the process of the message
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passing. Synchronization is usually implicit as the passing of a message guarantees the order and the completeness of all transactions in the system. The
Message Passing Interface (MPI) is a well-known API used in multi-processor
computing and has seen some exposure in the MP-SoC world [164]. Most approaches based on synchronous data-flow, such as TTL naturally map to message passing architectures [26, 192]. The DSOC approach supported by the
MultiFlex design tools and the StepNP platform is a CORBA-alike programming model, also based on message passing [157, 156, 118]. Message passing
architectures use distributed (private) memories.
• Shared Memory. The shared memory paradigm relies on threads communicating through shared memory. Explicit synchronization is required at the application level and it typically uses synchronization primitives such as semaphores
and barriers. Examples of shared memory programming APIs are OpenMP
[45, 5], POSIX and the light-thread model we use with the Memory Hierarchy and Layer Assignment (MHLA) application mapping (Section 2.1). Shared
memory machines come in two main different types:
– Symmetric Multi-Processor (SMP). SMP assumes a global, symmetric, uniform view of the memory hierarchy [95] (Figure 1.4). Often, shared memory coherency is guaranteed.
– Distributed Shared Memory (DSM). In distributed shared memory machines (also called Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA)), the access
to memory is not symmetrical from all processors on the platform (Figure
1.5). This is the reason why ensuring memory consistency is more difficult
in DSM. Indeed, assume two writes occur at the consecutive addresses
A, then B. Because the memory is distributed, A and B could be on different physical locations. Therefore, the asymmetry could allow the write to
address B to complete before the one to address A, disrupting memory access order and thereby the memory consistency1 . Whereas SMP machines
are often architected around shared buses, DSM architectures typically
use switched communication backbones where broadcasting is not implicit. Therefore, simple coherency mechanisms based on bus snooping
are not accessible to DSM machines and require much more complex coherency schemes, such as directory-based cache-coherency protocols [95].
Note however, that most shared memory MP-SoCs are likely to be DSM
architectures simply because of the large IP heterogeneity due to the massive design reuse. Chapter 8 discusses software cache-coherency in DSM
machines.
Choosing one programming model over another is a matter of application domain,
programmer taste and of the services provided by the underlying platform. Whereas
most software programmers are more familiar with the shared memory paradigm,
because of the predominance of standardized thread models, such as POSIX in modern operating-systems, most of the programming in MP-SoC has been axed around
message passing. For instance, the application design methodology based around
1 Note that SMP machines with write-back caches can also suffer from memory consistency problems
if no particular care is taken to explicitly flush cache lines when required.
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Figure 1.4: SMP architectures have distributed shared memory. The access time to remote
memories is the same for every processor in the same node.

Synchronous Data Flow (SDF) graphs naturally maps to message passing architectures [109, 153, 26, 192, 183].
Despite the fact that message passing seems to be less attractive to software programmers 2 it has been adopted for pragmatic reasons. Indeed, the primary use model of
shared memory are thread libraries and their implementation usually has an unacceptably high overhead for energy and latency conscious architectures such as MPSoCs. De Michelli and Benini furthermore add that despite being more difficult the
message passing programming model helps reducing latency and improving predictability [66]. Paulin reports execution efficiency of threads of only 30% due to context switching and long NoC latencies [157]. One pragmatic approach Paulin et al.
take is to enhance their StepNP MP-SoC platform template to provide hardware acceleration for context switching3 and for inter-processor communication. In contrast,
we adopt a light-weight threading model with engineered self-synchronization, latency hiding mechanisms that can achieve high predictability (Chapter 8).
Additionally, it may be desirable to combine the different programming models as
they are better in different domains. The MultiFlex mapping tools and StepNP platform of Paulin et al. support this mixed view of MP-SoC programming models and
provide support for both message passing with the DSOC API (related to CORBA)
and shared memory with hardware acceleration of threads [157]. They demonstrate
the mapping of a traffic manager using a mix of both programming models.
In collaboration with Philips Natlab centered around the master thesis of Baert [18]
we have realized a comparison of the QSDPCM video encoder application (Chapter
8) mapped on the one hand with the SDF programming style of the Hijdra model
[26, 184] and on the other hand with our MHLA model, based on shared memory.
2 This is a matter of taste and of the psychological perceptions of the software designers. Many people are likely to disagree with this, and many of them are likely to be trained as hardware designers.
The author, though a hardware-minded designer has gradually shifted to understanding why the shared
memory paradigm is attractive to software designers.
3 The hardware context switching support entirely relies on processor support for hardware simultaneous multithreading. The number of software threads is strictly limited to the number of hardware threads
the processor supports.
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Figure 1.5: DSM architectures have distributed shared memory. The access time to the
memories across nodes is not uniform depending on where data is stored.

Though this is out of the scope of this thesis, it is interesting to note that we concluded that a mix of both message passing SDF and shared memory MHLA programming models is beneficial within the same application. We have furthermore
shown that the platform architecture support for both message passing and shared
memory can be provided for a limited hardware overhead.

1.3 Approach and Challenges of MP-SoC Platforms
A systematic approach of MP-SoC systems requires separations of concerns; to this
end we define an MP-SoC abstraction stack. We identified the two top-most layers
of this abstraction stack to have most impact at the system-level.

1.3.1 MP-SoC Abstraction Stack
We define the MP-SoC abstraction stack as a division of SoC into four orthogonal
layers, conceptually very close to the model presented in [118]. Top-down these
layers are:
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• System application design. Application design happens in software at a highlevel of abstraction and relies on software productivity tools. At this level the
designer can specify the configuration of the existing platforms. This paradigm
is the one we adopt and that Chapter 2 details.
• MP-SoC platform design. Focuses on designing highly-flexible platforms, programmable in software and targeting well-defined application areas such as
wireless, multimedia and networking. This layer is the network and (communication) services layer and it is at the core of this thesis.
• High-level IP-block design. This level deals with the implementation of embedded processors (CPUs, DSPs, etc.) and of the interconnect technology. The
interconnect technology is forecasted to be based on networks-on-chip and to
drift away from the traditional shared-bus communication infrastructure. The
study of high-level properties of NoCs and their use to abstract the complexity of communication from the platform programmer is extensively discussed
throughout this thesis.
• Semiconductor technology and basic IP design. This layer deals with implementation of standard cell libraries, with design of I/Os, memories, etc. Though
an important topic, it is out of the scope of this study that focuses more on
system-level issues.

The two top-most layers of the MP-SoC abstraction stack are the ones that are foreseen to have the most dramatic impact at the system-level, and their design will
likely drift away from purely evolutionary changes.

1.3.2 Key Challenges in MP-SoC platforms
We have identified three key challenges required to address the key MP-SoC architectural questions and the related MP-SoC paradigm shift requirements:
1. Platform Programmability. The MP-SoC platforms we address are mainly composed of programmable embedded processors of various types (CPUs, DSPs,
reconfigurable processors). Programmability ensures increased flexibility in
SoC platforms and makes it easier for applications to be changed later in the
design-flow when standards change, or improved to derive a new product
generation. Programmability improves reuse of the platform and thus shortens the time-to-market of new products. The platform architecture supports
both message-passing and shared-memory programming models. We have a
stronger focus on the latter as the application design-flow assumes a sharedmemory programming model. Bridging the gap between the hardware and the
software requires providing the application designer (or mapping tools) with
abstract interfaces to hide the details of the MP-SoC platform. Abstract interfaces are a set of API giving access to the services provided by the platform.
We focus on the communication, synchronization and platform reconfiguration services.
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2. Platform Scalability. In a multi-processor environment, efficient inter-processor
communication is critical. A main issue in providing platform scalability is a
scalable and efficient interconnect. We rely on networks-on-chip to be the communication backbone of MP-SoCs because they are scalable and can provide
differentiated services (Section 3.1.1 discusses the pros and cons of NoCs versus buses). We focus on NoCs that are reconfigurable to provide maximum
flexibility and improve platform reuse.
3. Platform Virtualization. Platform virtualization is a key component in ensuring
platform and application scalability and reuse. It consists of allowing applications to (exclusively) reserve platform resources (processing, memory, communication bandwidth and latency). We focus on providing platform virtualization in the communication across the memory hierarchy. The differentiated
services provided by the scalable interconnect are at the core of platform virtualization for communication resources.
This thesis focuses on the MP-SoC platform design layer and mainly contributes to
solving the platform programmability and virtualization key issues. The two problems we are addressing are indeed (1) to improve programmability by providing
platform programming services adequate for the MHLA programming model and
(2) to provide platform virtualization services to enable application composability.
Whereas platform scalability is an important (yet unsolved) issue, we only indirectly address it by our using of networks-on-chip as the communication backbone
of MP-SoCs. In other words, though we extensively use NoCs in this thesis, we
mainly focus on the system-level (virtualization and programmability) aspects of
NoCs pertaining to MP-SoCs rather than on the circuit-level techniques (such as
Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous (GALS)). The underlying assumption,
now widely accepted in the MP-SoC domain, is that NoCs will greatly help in addressing platform scalability.

1.4 Contributions
This section lists the main contributions of the thesis together with the number of the
key challenges they address:
• Reactive communication-control of a NoC (3,2): traffic in a packet-switched NoC
is monitored at run-time. Upon detection of congestion, traffic is re-shaped
at the network interfaces to reduce congestion and improve overall packet latencies. In state-of-the-art reduction of packet latencies mainly relies on adaptive routing and has two disadvantages: packet order can be disrupted and
though congestion is on an average reduced, it is impossible to guarantee it.
We present the first approach to actuators shaping traffic on a packet-switched
NoC [148]. We furthermore present a central [17], run-time managed flow control mechanism and the hardware support for a distributed congestion-control
mechanism [125] (Chapter 4). This chapter is in great part shared with the PhD
thesis of Vincent Nollet [146].
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• SuperGT QoS (3,2): we introduce SuperGT a new QoS class that combines the
advantages of guaranteed-throughput bandwidth reservation techniques and
those of best-effort traffic (Chapter 6). SuperGT provides a minimum level of
guarantees and allows using more bandwidth than strictly reserved [122]. It
is beneficial to traffic sources that have unpredictable peaks of high traffic and
that also require guarantees, caches are good examples of such traffic sources.
State-of-the-art research NoCs that provide guarantees cannot absorb these unpredictable peaks and latency is accordingly increased. We present a thorough
system-level proof-of-concept of a NoC that implements three classes of QoS:
Best Effort (BE), Guaranteed Throughput (GT) and SuperGT. We demonstrate
with a HDL implementation of the critical block of the SuperGT router that the
new QoS class is an inexpensive enhancement to advanced NoCs with differentiated services such as Æthereal.
• Run-Time QoS Management (3,2): in Chapter 7, we introduce an algorithm to
perform run-time time-slot allocation [120] on a simple embedded ARM processor, representative of the central controller of an MP-SoC platform. Runtime allocation and assignment of virtualized communication resources is essential for the dynamic instantiation of applications on a MP-SoC. To the best
of our knowledge, no other publications have yet addressed this issue. We
demonstrate on a case study that it is practical for MP-SoCs to use central
time-slot allocation. We furthermore introduce and demonstrate on an MPSoC simulator the reconfiguration mechanisms used by a run-time manager to
create/modify connections on an NoC (with or without time-slots for QoS).
• MP-SoC proof-of-concept (1,3): Chapter 8 presents, to the best of our knowledge, the first real-life case study performing a detailed comparison and analysis of scratch-pad versus cache-based NoC-supported MP-SoC systems [121].
We parallelize and map a video encoder to different types of MP-SoC platforms: one using caches and software-coherency and the other using scratchpad memories. The scratch-pad mapping uses the MHLA design-flow in combination with our communication assist to prefetch data and hide communication latency. We show great improvements in terms of performance with respect to a cache-based design-flow. We furthermore show that a combination
of our design-flow combined with guaranteed communication permits application composability and thereby validate our MP-SoC methodology based on
software controlled scratch-pad management.

Implementation-oriented contributions focus on IPs to provide advanced DMA support in a distributed shared-memory platform and on providing MP-SoC exploration, verification and demonstration frameworks:
• Gecko2 (1,2,3): is a proof-of-concept implementation of an MP-SoC system emulated on an Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) [124]. The StrongARM
processor present inside a Compaq iPAQ PDA is linked to an FPGA that contains 8 slave processors interconnected by two NoCs (one for control and one
for data). Applications such as a motion-JPEG video decoder, an edge detector, and a small 3D game run in real-time on the platform. The Gecko2 platform
is used to demonstrate on the one hand hierarchical re-configuration of slave
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processors on the FPGA [146] and on the other hand to demonstrate operatingsystem based NoC reconfiguration and congestion-control (Chapter 5). This
chapter is in great part shared with the PhD thesis of Vincent Nollet [146].
• NoCturn (1,2,3): is an advanced, performant and XML-configurable MP-SoC
platform simulator. Implemented in SystemC, it features highly-configurable
transaction-level models of NoCs, communication assists, cache controllers,
memory models and instruction set simulators for various types of processors: StrongARM SA-1110, TI-C62 DSP, Architecture for Dynamically Reconfigurable Embedded Systems (ADRES) reconfigurable-processor, etc. NoCTurn
is engineered to run complex multi-media applications on cycle-accurate models of advanced MP-SoC platforms. It outputs performance and energy statistics and allows to validate IMEC’s MP-SoC design methodology as well as
to perform application development. Chapter 8 gives a brief overview of the
NoCTurn MP-SoC platform simulator and uses it to compare scratch-pad versus cache-based NoC-supported MP-SoC systems. Results of chapters 6 and 7
are also generated with NoCTurn-based system-level simulations. Appendix B
further details NoCTurn, the MP-SoC platform simulator.
• Communication Assist (1,2): Appendix A presents our communication assist,
a distributed advanced Direct Memory Access (DMA) engine that performs
block transfers in a complex MP-SoC memory hierarchy. It derives from the
requirements of the MHLA design-flow and provides support for complex 2D
data transfers. Finally, Appendix A gives an overview of the hardware implementation of the communication assist used of in the first version of the 3MF
MP-SoC platform (Section 2.4.2).
Table 1.1 gives an overview of the accuracy-level of the experimental parts of the
contributions and furthermore specifies the co-authoring credits when appropriate.
The development of the Gecko2 MP-SoC platform emulator is a collaborative work
that has many contributors among whom Vincent Nollet, Jean-Yves Mignolet, Andrei Bartic, Will Moffat, Paul Coene, Prabhat Avasare, Nam Pham Ngoc, Anders
Rångevall and Diederik Verkest (apologies to those I may have forgotten). The author of this thesis claims major contributions to the Gecko2 idea, system architecture,
system integration, development of the system and network interface layers (and
of the network layer in the first generation Gecko), to the testing and application
development. The development of the NoCTurn MP-SoC platform simulator is a
collaborative work with Geert Vanmeerbeeck and Prabhat Avasare. The author of
this thesis claims the concept and system architecture of NoCTurn as well as major
contributions to development and testing of the simulator.
The communication assist of Appendix A is a high-level functional implementation
integrated to NoCTurn and targetting a connection-oriented NoC. Appendix A further details (in Section A.4) a bus-oriented implementation of the communication
assist. That bus-oriented version is described in HDL, has been taken to layout
level and is integrated to the 3MF MP-SoC (chip-accurate) emulator. The author
of this thesis is responsible for a major part of the specification of its architecture and
firmware. However, the HDL and C-implementation of the firmware are the work of
others members of the 3MF project (mainly Leoš Kafka and Geert Vanmeerbeeck for
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Chapter and contribution
4. NoC reactive communication-control

5. Gecko2 proof-of-concept platforms
6. SuperGT
7. Run-time QoS management
8. MP-SoC proof-of-concept

Section
4.2.3
4.4.3
4.4.4
4.4.5
5.3
5.4.1
5.4.2
6.6
6.7
7.3
7.4
8.4
8.5
8.6

Implementation type
Gecko2
GeckoMNET++(V N )
Gecko2(V N/T M)
GeckoMNET++(V N )
Gecko2(V N )
Gecko2(V N/T M)
Gecko2
NoCTurn
RTL
StrongARM: ISS & hardware
NoCTurn
C-code(EB)
NoCTurn
NoCTurn

Table 1.1: Overview of (experimental part of) contributions. Gecko2 is an FPGA-based
emulator (Chapter 5), NoCTurn is a SystemC (TLM) simulator (Appendix B) and GeckoMNET is a C++ network simulator of the Gecko2 network (implemented with the OMNET++ library [4]). (VN): Vincent Nollet. (VN/TM): Software by Vincent Nollet, hardware by Théodore Marescaux. (EB): Application code/mapping by Erik Brockmeyer.

the HDL part, Adrian Sârbu and Paul Coene for the firmware, under the supervision
of Olivier Cantineau).

1.5 Thesis Structure
Figure 1.6 gives a graphical overview of the organization of the thesis and how the
different chapters span the MP-SoC platform stack. Chapter 1, motivates the need
for MP-SoC platforms in the design of portable embedded SoC and most importantly
highlights the necessity to improve the programmability, flexibility and reusability of
multi-processor platforms. To this end, we approach MP-SoC platforms from a topdown view in Chapter 2. We give an overview of our application design-flow and
our run-time manager, derive the requirements they have from an MP-SoC platform
and propose a platform template fulfilling them. The application-mapping designflow and the run-time manager are the works of respectively Erik Brockmeyer and
Vincent Nollet.
Chapter 3 presents background information on networks-on-chip, on their associated quality-of-service and gives an overview of NoCs deemed practical to be used
as the communication backbone of advanced MP-SoC chips. Chapter 4 discusses reactive communication control of a NoC steered by the run-time manager. We present
centralized and distributed control techniques. Chapter 5 details the Gecko2 platform, our proof-of-concept MP-SoC emulation platform composed of 9 processors
interconnected by NoCs and entirely steered by an operating-system. Chapters 4
and 5 are written in collaboration with Vincent Nollet and are to be in great parts
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Figure 1.6: The thesis spans the whole MP-SoC system-level view.

also to be found in his thesis work [146]. In contrast to the reactive communication
control techniques, Chapter 6 discusses proactive techniques to provide advanced
QoS support to packet-switched NoCs. We introduce a novel QoS class (SuperGT)
and its associated router and network interface and show its efficiency for advanced
MP-SoC platforms. Chapter 8 is a proof-of-concept of our software-oriented topdown approach of MP-SoC platforms. Based on a system-level simulation of a reallife multi-media application, we demonstrate that the combination of our application design-flow performing scratch-pad management thanks to the services offered
by our advanced MP-SoC platform template outperforms a classic design-flow and
MP-SoC platform based on caches. Appendix A discusses the hardware support provided for scratch-pad management in an NoC-enabled MP-SoC platform. NoCTurn,
the TLM SystemC MP-SoC platform simulator we have developed to explore MPSoC architectures and verify the mapping of applications is detailed in Appendix
B. Finally, Chapter 9 concludes and looks into the future work required to make
advanced MP-SoC platforms programmable, flexible, re-usable and composable.

C HAPTER 2

Top-down Approach of Multi-Processor
System-on-Chip Platforms
Those are my principles,
and if you don’t like them...
well, I have others.
Groucho Marx

O

ne of the most difficult challenges in the MP-SoC paradigm shift for a hardware designer is to take software design into account from the beginning
[197]. What is then a good approach to combine both software and hardware design for MP-SoC platforms from the start?
In this chapter we take a top-down approach to define the MP-SoC platform. Starting
from the software principles of the application design-flow and the run-time management we assume, we derive a set of requirements for a multi-processor platform
architecture. These requirements specify in more details how the three architectural
requirements of programmability, scalable interconnect and platform virtualization are to
be addressed.
Section 2.1 gives an overview of the application design-flow and programming model
we assume in this work. Starting from the works of Erik Brockmeyer on data-reuse
and hierarchy assignment and the concept of block-transfers [42, 41], we derive the
required platform support. Section 2.2 gives an overview of the requirements coming from the run-time management and configuration of the platform. These requirements are based on the works of Vincent Nollet on MP-SoC run-time management
and are detailed in his PhD thesis [146]. Section 2.3 synthesizes the requirements we
have from an MP-SoC platform. Finally, section 2.4 presents an MP-SoC platform
template that fulfills these requirements. This platform template is illustrated in section 2.4.2 by a particular hardware instantiation: the first version of IMEC’s 3MF
MP-SoC.
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2.1 Application Design Flow
Existing platforms nearly always have more than one layer in their memory subsystem. These layers are inserted to bridge the enormous performance, latency and
energy dissipation gap between the large off-chip memories and the processor. Indeed, in the Future of Multiprocessor Systems-on-Chips, Wolf identifies the architecture and optimization of the memory system as a key area to handle both real-time
and energy/power problems [197].
Memory hierarchy layers can contain (software controlled) memories or caches [95].
An application has to be mapped efficiently on this memory hierarchy. Often this
requires that smaller copies stored in the smaller layers are made from larger data
arrays stored further away from the processor [10, 98, 72]. Those copies must be
selected such that they minimize the miss cost of all the layers globally.
Efficient programming of multi-processor platforms proves to be extremely difficult
because of the inherent parallelism and complexity of such architectures. Often their
programming leads to an unacceptably high design time and/or a suboptimal result,
leading to increased non-recurring engineering costs. In order to control the design
time, a sequence of steps must be defined in a design flow. Such a design flow guides
a designer through the huge optimization space limiting design iterations.
The process of mapping an application to an MP-SoC architecture is illustrated in
Figure 2.1. Making an efficient mapping of a non-trivial application such as a video
encoder to an MP-SoC architecture is a complex task involving parallelization of
code, mapping threads to processors, mapping arrays to the memory hierarchy, performing data transfers and synchronization. To obtain a predictable and efficient
mapping in terms of energy, performance and memory footprint we take a top-down
approach. That consists of using design tools that can analyze the application in
help in its mapping. In turn, the design tools have requirements from the platform
architecture to assist in the transfer of data across the various layers of the memory
hierarchy.
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Figure 2.1: Mapping an application to an MP-SoC platform.
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By having a top-down approach of MP-SoC systems, we have a strong focus on application design. We propose an application design flow for embedded MP-SoCs
with distributed-shared memory. One of the main goals of this thesis is to study and
optimize the interactions between the proposed design flow (work of Erik Brockmeyer at IMEC) and the platform architecture. For the purpose of our study, the
design flow is taken as an input. Its requirements are translated into platform requirements to provide an optimal trade-off between software and hardware support.
Typically advanced multimedia systems use large amounts of data storage and include many transfers moving data across the memory hierarchy down to the processing elements. A major part of the energy consumption of embedded systems
is spent in memories and in the communication backbone performing these transfers [73, 132]. Figure 2.2, derived by Lambrechts et al., shows a power breakdown1
of a multi-processor embedded system [108]. Global data optimizations are thus required to reduce the cost and make efficient use of the target platform by reducing
the number of expensive transfers. Despite the large gain these global optimizations
can bring, they are difficult to perform and require a systematic design approach.

Figure 2.2: Power breakdown of a core in an embedded MP-SoC platform [108].

The application design-flow used in IMEC to map applications to multi-processor
platforms [41] has its roots in the Data Transfer and Storage Exploration (DTSE) design flow [44]. We give an overview of how data reuse and hierarchy assignment
can be reused to reduce energy consumption in an MP-SoC platform. Indeed, in
many current designs, intermediate memory layers are not used efficiently and can
be engineered to consume factors less energy while maintaining an equally small
miss rate and meeting the performance requirements. This happens most efficiently
under software control because a compiler can take a global view of the application
control flow whereas (hardware controlled) caches can only use local information
(Chapter 8). In the case of local memories, copy operations and transfers of data
(block transfers) should be explicitly added to the code [42, 69]. Typically data transfers are performed by a dedicated controller (e.g. DMA). In order to gain time,
block transfers and processing should happen in parallel. Therefore the block transfers must be scheduled (pre-fetched) in such a way that data arrives in time [65]
1 Though the authors of the article note that the power estimation of the NoC (3.2%) is overly optimistic
(a figure about 10% would be expected), it gives a good idea of the large impact due to the memory
hierarchy, both for data and instructions.
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avoiding the processor to stall. This section details the Memory Hierarchy and Layer
Assignment (MHLA) steps of the design flow and derives requirements for an MPSoC platform that efficiently supports it.

2.1.1 Data Reuse Analysis
By exploiting data reuse, a part of an array is copied from one layer to the lower layer
from where it is read multiple times. As a result, energy can be saved since most
accesses take place on the smaller copy and not on the large, more energy consuming,
original array.
Many different opportunities exist for making a data reuse copy. A possible data
reuse copy is called a Copy Candidate (CC). Only when it has been decided to instantiate a CC we call it a copy. A relation exists between the size of a CC and the
number of transfers from the higher layer, typically called misses. Figure 2.3 shows
a loop nest with one reference to an array A with size 250. The array has 10000 accesses. Several CCs for array A are possible. For example we could add a copy A” of
size 10 which is made in front of the k-loop by adding the statement for (z=0; z<10;
z++) A2[z]=A[j*10+z];. This copy statement is executed 100 times, resulting in 1000
misses to the A array2 . This CC point is shown in Figure 2.3b.
In theory any CC size ranging from one element to the full array size is a potential
candidate. However, in practice only a limited set of CCs leads to efficient solutions. Obviously, a larger CC can retain the data longer and can therefore avoid more
misses. The relation between misses and copy size for all possible CCs is shown in
Figure 2.3b. The most promising CC sizes and miss counts are kept into a data reuse
chain as shown in Figure 2.3c. This data reuse chain is completed with the 250 writes
to the array. The above example considers only a single array with one reference. In
practice multiple arrays exist, each with one or more references. Each read reference
has a corresponding reuse chain, with nodes (the CCs) for every loop level in the nesting hierarchy. These chains are combined in a reuse tree for each array. For example,
the upper left of Figure 2.4 shows two data reuse trees for the two arrays (A and B
from which array A has 2 references). In this example, the second reference of A has
no promising CC. More details on identification of data reuse chains and trees can
be found in [44, 10, 103, 98].

2.1.2 Memory Hierarchy Assignment
In the next step, CCs and arrays are assigned to a data memory hierarchy. Consider
a generic target platform with multiple memory layers, where each layer can contain
multiple memories. All memories within a layer are of the same type but can vary
in size and port number (we assume a fixed energy per access for each layer).
We can define the MHLA problem as: MHLA=selecting a set of CCs and assigning them
together with the arrays to the memory layers of the platform, in order to find Pareto optimal
energy consumption and execution time.
2 Though the copy candidates are instantiated as arrays in the application we reserve the name array
for the “original array”.
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int A[250];
for (i=0; i<10; i++)
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Figure 2.3: Data reuse information. a) example code. b) number of misses for a given
CC-size (optimal replacement policy). In principle any size is possible. c) Data reuse
chain with the most interesting copy candidates.
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MHLA determines the energy consumption of a mapping by calculating the activity
of the individual layer and using the energy consumption per access. This cost is a
function of size and other memory parameters and is modeled in a memory library.
The MHLA mapping process results are depicted at the bottom of Figure 2.4. MHLA
has selected A” and B to be stored in L1 and assigned array A to L2. As a result 250
writes occur on L2 for A, 500 reads for the second access and 1000 misses for A”. The
L1 layer has 150 writes for the B array, 1000 writes due to the misses of A” and 15000
reads for both A” and B. Note that the 500 accesses of the second A reference do not
affect the activity of the L1 for this architecture (Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.5: Combining copy candidate sizes from A and B determines the L1 size and the
number of misses. A trade-off design space is generated.

The mapping of arrays and CCs must be performed globally in order to minimize
energy consumption. The size of one CC must be traded off for the size of another
because layer size is constrained or needs to be kept low for energy reduction. Figure 2.5 gives a simple illustrative example of the copy candidate selection tradeoff
having multiple references. The two curves on the left hand side show the miss
count versus copy size tradeoff for two access references in an application. The access to array A has a maximum of 6000 misses which can be reduced below 1000
misses when the largest interesting CC is selected. Similarly, the array B has about
4000 misses without CC and 500 for the largest CC. The number of misses is minimal
when selecting the largest CC for both. However, this assignment leads to an infeasible implementation as the total size does not obey the layer size constraint given
at the right hand side of Figure 2.5. The column at the right hand side of this figure
shows the feasible combination of CCs in this layer. The upper solution combines
the largest CC of B and uses the remaining size to fit the largest feasible CC of A.
The total number of 3000 misses is the sum of the misses for individual CCs. While
constructing the other solutions, some space of the B copy candidate is traded for the
A copy candidate. As a result the number of misses for A reduces and the number of
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misses of B increases. In this simple example it is easy to determine that the optimal
solution has 2750 misses. In general however, realistic applications have too many
possibilities to still find the best solutions manually, certainly when trading-off the
selection and assignment of CCs together with the assignment of arrays to a layer.
This trade-off is needed in order to avoid unnecessary copying from one layer to the
next. Additionally, the problem must be considered over the entire memory hierarchy because misses in one layer can be traded for misses in another layer. To this end
we use automated techniques implemented in the experimental MHLA tool [42].

2.1.3 Block Transfers
A Block Transfer (BT) is a concept related to copy candidates. Whereas a copy stands
for storage, the BT represents data movement. A CC is associated with one or more
BTs that fill the CC with data. A BT moves the data from a higher layer to the copy
(and vice-versa).
Figure 2.6a shows the code generation associated to the example in Figure 2.3. It
shows the modified code that has the allocation of the copy A”, the modified read to
A2 instead of A and an additional loop that copies the data (=BT). The copy can be
made by adding a copy loop or by instructing the DMA controller (see Figure 2.6b).
The latter only needs some parameters to copy the data efficiently by a dedicated
controller. An important requirement from MHLA to an MP-SoC platform architecture is efficient hardware support for block transfers (Chapters A,8).
a) Extra code to copy data

int A[250];
for (i=0; i<10; i++)
for (j=0; j<10; j++)
int A2[10];
for (z=0;z<10; z++)
A2[z] = A[j*10+z];
for (k=0; k<10; k++)
for (l=0; l<10; l++)
Read(A2[l]);

b) BT function to
copy data (DMA)
int A[250];
for (i=0; i<10; i++)
for (j=0; j<10; j++)
int A2[10];
BT(A, A2, j*10, 10);
for (k=0; k<10; k++)
for (l=0; l<10; l++)
Read(A2[l]);

c) BT function to copy data
in parallel with processing
(DMA)
int A[250];
for (i=0; i<10; i++)
int A2[2*10];
BT_issue(A, A2, 0, 10);
for (j=0; j<10; j++)
BT_sync();
if (j+1<10)
BT_issue(A, A2, (j+1)*10, 10);
for (k=0; k<10; k++)
for (l=0; l<10; l++)
Read(A2[l]);

Figure 2.6: Block transfers move data from the original array to the copy. The implementation can be done by adding a copy loop (a) or DMA (b). The DMA can copy the data in
parallel with processing (c).

2.1.4 Prefetching
By prefetching data, processor time spent in stalls waiting for data to arrive can be
reduced. A BT can copy data in parallel with processing because the DMA is done
by a separate controller. Such a controller must be programmed to start a certain
DMA transfer; we call this a Block Transfer Issue (BTissue). Moreover, the controller
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int A[],B[];
int A_copy[];

proc

DMA

for y {
BT_issue(id);

/* issue BT: A[] -> A_copy[] (250 cycles)*/

for x1 {
... = B[];
}

/* loop L1 (100 cycles)*/

BT_sync(id);

/* wait until BT is finished */

BT_issue

loop L1
(100)

BT
BT_sync

(250)

idle
loop L2

Time

for x2 {
/* loop L2 */
... = A_copy[];
}
}

Figure 2.7: Code example including a (private) blocktransfer. The right hand side shows
the timing behavior. The BT is partially in parallel with processing.

can be asked if a certain transfer has been finished; this we call a Block Transfer
Synchronization (BTsync). If the BT is not finished the processor (typically) has to
wait. The goal is to balance the processing and transfer of data to reduce processor stalls. Assuming a certain degree of platform virtualization, processing time as
well as the number of cycles spent on transferring data can be estimated regardless
of other applications potentially sharing the same communication resources. The
communication aspect of the platform virtualization is thus a very important requirement the design-flow puts on an MP-SoC platform. Platform virtualization is
addressed throughout this thesis.
Figure 2.7 gives a small example of prefetching. The timing behavior for one iteration
of the y-loop is given on the right hand side of the figure. After the blocktransfer is
issued, the application thread goes further with processing (loop L1 in this example)
until BTsync is called. The blocktransfer itself is handled in parallel by the DMA. The
processor has to wait for the BT completion, with a BTsync, before it enters loop L2.
The BT takes longer, therefore the BTsync introduces some delay and the processor
has to wait (idle in Figure 2.7).
The waiting time can be reduced by scheduling the BTissue and BTsync properly. We
distinguish three types of prefetching: simple, pipelined and parallel pipelined.
Simple prefetching exploits the freedom to move the issue of a block transfer in front of
earlier sub-loops with respect to the sub-loop with the accesses to the copy as shown
by the code fragments below.
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int A[], B[]
for y
for x1
B[]
BT_ISSUE_AND_SYNC(A
for x2
A_x2[]
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A_x2)

int A[], B[]
for y
BT_issue(A
for x1
B[]
BT_sync()
for x2
A_x2[]

A_x2)

For the duration of the x1-loop, the block transfer will be in parallel with processing.
If no earlier sub-loops are available, or if the block transfer is not performed completely in parallel, pipelined prefetching exploits the freedom to move the issue of block
transfer before sub-loops in an earlier iteration of the loop.
int A[], B[]
for y=0..W
int B_x1[]
BT_ISSUE_AND_SYNC(B
for x1
B_x1[]
for x2
A[]

B_x1)

int A[], B[], B_x1[]
BT_issue(B
B_x1)
for y=0..W
BT_sync()
for x1
B[]
if (y<W)
BT_issue(B
B_x1)
for x2
A_x2[]

Except for the first block transfer, the block transfer will be in parallel with processing
of the x2-loop. The disadvantage of this type of prefetching is more complex code.
If a simple or pipelined prefetch cannot manage to hide the BT latency or if no subloops are present (fully nested case), a parallel pipelined prefetching can put the transfer
for the n-th iteration in parallel with the processing of the n − 1-th iteration3 .
int A[]
for y=0..W
BT_ISSUE_AND_SYNC(A
for x
A[]

A_x)

int A[], A_x[2][]
BT_issue(A
A_x[0])
for y=0..W
BT_sync()
if (y<W)
BT_issue(A
A_x[(y+1)%2)
for x
A_x[y%2]

Except for the first block transfer, the block transfer will be in parallel with processing
of the x-loop for subsequent iterations. Note that this simultaneously copies data
for next iteration and reads data for the current iteration. The copy size must be
increased accordingly and MHLA must check whether enough space is available in
the layer. Figure 2.6c shows the parallel pipelined prefetching code for the example
of Figure 2.3.
The MP-SoC platform architecture should ideally provide support for all types of
block transfers prefetching: simple prefetching, pipelined prefetching and parallel pipelined
prefetching. A direct implication is that the MP-SoC communication architecture
needs to support several BTs in parallel.
3 Pipelined

prefetching can be generalized to put in parallel the n-th iteration with the n − k-th one.
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2.1.5 Bandwidth Balancing
Exploiting the same basic idea as prefetching gives furthermore control on the bandwidth required from the communication backbone and from the memory hierarchy.
Scheduling block transfers even earlier than strictly needed, provides a time slack.
This slack can be used to spread the memory bandwidth over time and hence reduce
the peak use of communication resources. In other words, BT scheduling can be exploited to balance the required bandwidth over a longer time period to avoid bursty
bandwidth usage (Chapter 8).
Figure 2.8 illustrates bandwidth balancing based on BT prefetching. As BTs are given
more time, less peak bandwidth is required but it accordingly increases the required
L1 space.

% of Link Capacity

A logical channel is defined as a unidirectional data-transfer-pipe between two memory layers. Logical channels have associated properties such as supplied bandwidth
and latency. Between every layers pair only one such logical channel needs to be
allocated. The BTs sequence is determined by the program that issues them. A
first implication for the MP-SoC platform arises from this design-flow requirement:
communication pipes with guaranteed performances need to be reserved (QoS is addressed in Chapters 3,6,7,8). Moreover, it is possible to schedule multiple BTs to be
concurrently moved on a single logical channel between two given memory layers.
However, this creates a second requirement from the MP-SoC platform: BTs need to
be multiplexed on the same communication channel. Therefore, the hardware device performing the block-transfers needs to be able to preempt block-transfer transactions so as to interleave them, based on priorities and in a round-robin manner
within the same priority (Appendix A).

BTs for 1 block
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Figure 2.8: BT scheduling allows to smooth irregular bursty use of the communication
resources. Scheduled BTs can be made to have a more constant use of bandwidth, reducing the peak size. Chapter 8 demonstrates how this is put to advantage when combined
to platform virtualization.
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2.1.6 Overview of Data Reuse and Hierarchy Assignment
MHLA takes advantage of temporal locality and limited lifetime of data in order to
minimize the energy dissipation within the constraints. The search space is explored
for the minimum energy within timing and memory architecture constraints while
taking into account the copy overhead. In fact, a trade-off exists between performance, bandwidth, memory footprint and energy consumption. Multiple solutions
that are Pareto optimal in terms of energy, time and resource usage (such as size and
bandwidth) are retained (Section 2.2.2). The number of generated points must be
kept limited, requiring pruning.
To sum up, the decisions to be made in this step are:
1. Analysis of possible data reuse CCs.
2. Selection of data copies.
3. Assignment of data (copies + arrays) to memory layers.
4. Scheduling of block transfers such that processing and data transfers happen
in parallel.
5. Multiple solutions are retained that are Pareto optimal in terms of multi dimensional parameter spaces (dimensions are for instance, energy, time and
memory usage). The number of generated points must be kept limited, requiring pruning, because different implementation points require different code
versions (thereby increasing application binary size) and because the run-time
selection of a trade-off point needs to remain short.
Step 4 introduces requirements for the MP-SoC platform architecture, namely:
• Platform virtualization, to support the characteristics (bandwidth, latency) of
the logical channels,
• Efficient support for BTs, to minimize BT latency and overhead,
• Support for parallel BTs on the same communication channel, to optimize the
bandwidth usage within the logical channels.

2.2 Run-Time Management and Application APIs
This section addresses the need for run-time management of the MP-SoC platform
and in particular its impact on the communication architecture. Section 2.2.1 introduces concepts of communication control, further detailed in Chapter 4. Section 2.2.2
discusses the specific run-time requirements for Pareto-point switching.
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2.2.1 Communication Control
Our application design flow attempts to optimize at design-time the use of the communication resources (proactive communication control). Nevertheless, there are two
limiting factors to the optimizations that should be considered. On the one hand,
realistic systems only provide limited platform virtualization. The consequence is
that not all requirements of the application design flow can be fulfilled and communication needs to be monitored and steered at run-time with a reactive system.
On the other hand, to perform pro-active communication management, the application design flow works with estimates of the behavior of the application and of
the platform performance. As these estimates are imperfect a reactive communication control system may be required in addition to the pro-active work performed
off-line. Run-time reactive communication management is covered in Chapter 4.

2.2.2 Pareto-Point Switching
IMEC’s MPSoC activity creates a synergy between design-time application exploration and run-time decision making. During the MHLA design-time phase, an application is transformed and analyzed with respect to a given set of potential platform properties. The result of the design-time exploration is an improved, scalable
application that contains multiple code versions optimized for different criteria. Every code version, together with meta-information such as task-graph, resource needs
(processing power, memory usage, communication bandwidth and QoS) is stored as
a Pareto point. Every Pareto point represents a different trade-off in terms of availability of platform resources, timing constraints and energy consumption. The tradeoffs, defined by design-time analysis, can only be guaranteed as long as the platform
provides a certain level of virtualization, such as providing guaranteed services for
the communication resources. The Pareto point contains thus the required QoS level
for one particular application trade-off. Run-time management of MP-SoC systems
is covered by the work of Vincent Nollet [146]. We report here these concepts in
order to derive specific requirements for the targeted MP-SoC platforms.
The ensemble of the Pareto points of an application forms its Pareto surface (Figure
2.9). Either one of these points is selected and a single implementation of the application results, freezing the trade-off with given requirement for the platform resources,
or multiple implementations of the same application can be generated. However,
various application trade-offs can be exploited at run-time by moving from one
Pareto point (one particular trade-off) to another. This process, called Pareto point
switching (Figure 2.9), involves an interaction between a master run-time manager
and the run-time managers locals to the tasks in the application’s task-graph. Switching from one point to another involves a freeze time for every task (Figure 2.10) that
should be kept to a minimum to optimize user experience. The main concepts of
these needs are quickly introduced here; an interested reader will find more details
in IMEC’s internal report on Pareto point switching [150].
The different steps of the Pareto point switching mechanism, with their respective
local run-time manager states, are detailed in Figure 2.10. We assume cooperative
scheduling between application tasks (also referred to as threads). Whenever the
master (i.e. the switching policy) decides to perform a Pareto switch, all the run-
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Figure 2.9: Application Pareto Surface. Pareto-point details contain information such as
L1 usage, data layout, application task-graph and communication requirements (bandwidth, latency). Changing application operating point is called a Pareto-point switch.

time managers local to the tasks in the application are notified (1) . Periodically, the
application task checks whether a yield request is pending (cooperative scheduling)
(2)
. Upon yield, the application specific state is saved and sent to the local run-time
manager (3) . The state of the local run-time manager is set to SWITCH CLEAN and
the freeze time begins. The local run-time manager is now responsible for getting
the application into a clean state (e.g. finishing all pending communication) and for
saving all required application data (stack and other state). To minimize the freeze
time, it is desirable to finish all pending communication and transfer the application
state as fast as possible. Note that this requirement is contradicting with the platform virtualization that reserves communication resources for guarantees, but at the
same time restricts the peak bandwidth it can use. Chapter 6 addresses this issue by
introducing a novel class of QoS that trades-off both requirements.
Once SWITCH CLEAN is performed, the master run-time manager is notified (4) and
the local run-time manager resorts to the INIT state. The master reallocates communication resources for the new Pareto point and the (potentially new) local run-time
managers are informed of the tasks that need to be executed and of their respective
initialization data (5) . Communication resources need thus to be flexible and configurable at run-time. Efficient communication resource allocation and configuration is
addressed in Chapter 7.
Then, during SWITCH INIT the task code is loaded and started with the initialized
data (e.g. loop iterators and local arrays) (6) . Finally, the state is set to EXECUTING
and the application is executing again.
The process of Pareto switching requires run-time management of the processing,
memory and communication resources. Application threads may need to be reallocated processors, the memory allocation and layout may change all impacting the
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Time
Master Run-Time Manager
(1)
(4)

(5)

Local Run-Time Manager
(2)
Skeletoni

YPz

(3)
YPx
(6)

Reaction Time

YPy

Skeletonj

Freeze Time
EXECUTING

SWITCH
CLEAN

INIT

SWITCH
INIT

EXECUTING

Local Run-time manager state

Figure 2.10: Pareto-point switching. In our design-flow, an application that allows
Pareto-point switching is composed of a skeleton that specifies where the yield points
(YP) are. Yield points are points in the application control-flow where the application
cooperatively returns control to the underlying (local) run-time manager. These points
are defined at application design-time and are engineered to reduce Pareto switching
overhead (e.g. by minimizing the amount of state information in the application at the
yield point). Freeze-time needs to be minimized to accelerate the Pareto-point switching
mechanism.

communication resources. Not only does the communication infrastructure needs
to be reconfigured, but also transient periods may appear when switching from one
Pareto point to another.

2.3 Summary of Requirements
The specific requirements that IMEC’s MP-SoC design-time and run-time flows have
from an MP-SoC communication architecture are:
• Run-time re-configurable, flexible, communication resources. Dynamically starting
an application implies allocating and configuring shared resources, such as
processors and memories. On an MP-SoC platform with a switched communication backbone, a run-time manager needs furthermore to allocate and configure the communication resources (as broadcasting cannot be assumed). The
communication back-bone needs thus to be flexible and to provide interfaces
for run-time reconfiguration.
• Platform virtualization. Communication resources on the platform need to be
virtualized, so that the design-time application mapping flow can use estimates of bandwidth and latency in order to compute how much in advance
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block-transfers need to be scheduled. Moreover, platform virtualization guarantees composability of applications, which allows applications to be independently optimized.
• Reactive communication control. Because perfect pro-active virtualization of communication is expensive and because the application requirements are difficult
to accurately estimate (leading to over-allocated virtual resources), a reactive
communication control mechanism is required.
• Support for BTs. The transfer of blocks of data across the memory hierarchy
has to be efficiently supported in hardware. The hardware communication
support allows to put communication in parallel with the computation. The
efficiency comes from reduced data overhead (and timing) when transferring
multi-dimensional blocks of data.
• Multiplexing of BTs. Support for parallel BTs on the same communication channel can be used by the mapping tools to efficiently make use of the reserved
logical channel. This technique allows to reduce the number of connections
required between any two memory layers and thereby reduces the hardware
overhead required to manage these connections (Chapter 3).
• Reduce Pareto-point switching time. To efficiently make use of the MP-SoC platforms, the operating (Pareto) points of applications may need to be changed
at run-time. However, Pareto switching creates a transient peak of traffic to
save/initialize application contexts. When using state-of-the art platform communication virtualization, this peak of traffic is difficult to absorb, thereby increasing application freeze-time. Advanced platform communication virtualization techniques help absorbing the traffic peaks due to Pareto-point switching.
More generic requirements are scalability, flexibility and high-level interfaces to easily decouple communication from computation. These requirements call for the deployment of generic, performant and scalable communication backbones such as
NoCs.

2.4 Platform Template
Based on the requirements of the design flow, the MP-SoC activity at IMEC, we
have defined a platform template adapted to the design-flow. Section 2.4.1 discusses an MP-SoC platform template that fulfills our requirements. In particular it
introduces the communication-assist (system-layer bridge) that efficiently supports
block-transfers in an MP-SoC memory hierarchy (Appendix A further details the
communication assist). Section 2.4.2 concretely illustrates the platform template by
giving an overview of IMEC’s 3MF platform.
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Processor Node

Memory or I/O Node

L3
L1

CPU
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/Cache

L1
Inst.
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Interface

L2

Bridge
(DMA or $ ctrl.)

Bridge
(DMA or $ ctrl.)

NI

NI

NI

Network-on-Chip
Figure 2.11: MP-SoC Platform Template. Multiple processor nodes based on RISC and
DSP processors are interconnected with memory and I/O nodes using an NoC as a
communication backbone. Bridges, such as cache-controllers or DMAs provide a (distributed) shared-memory view of the platform on top of the NoC.

2.4.1 High-Level Platform Template
We adopt a distributed shared-memory paradigm to support the shared-memory
programming model required by the MHLA design-flow. Strictly speaking, the
MP-SoC architecture is also suited to perform message passing, but the emphasis
is put on hardware support for distributed shared memory. More specifically, for
a distributed shared memory paradigm there is a need for bridges. Bridges encapsulate bus-based transactions into NoC transactions to access the remote parts
of the distributed memory. We support three types of bridges: load-store, cache
and an advanced version of a distributed Direct Memory Access (DMA) called a
communication-assist. We consider the most generic type of communication backbone: a packet-switched NoC, with differentiated services to achieve platform virtualization. Figure 2.11 illustrates the type of MP-SoC platform template we are
considering.
Performing block transfers on an MP-SoC platform, such as the one depicted in figure 2.12, requires hardware support from the platform from a communication assist
bridge. Introduced by Culler, the concept of Communication Assist (CA) allows
to decouple communication from computation [57]. Our CA is a distributed DMA
module that performs transfers of data across the memory hierarchy. It is distributed
in the sense that both CAs at the initiator and the target of the block transfer are involved in the transfer. This technique allows memory nodes to act as masters and
thereby enables memory to memory transfers in a complex MP-SoC memory hierarchy. A Block Transfer (BT) protocol is required between both ends to perform a
BT transaction. Figure 2.12 shows an example of such a transaction. The bottom left
DSP issues a BT (write) request to its local CA; once the request is issued, the DSP
can continue processing. The initiator CA sends control information (the BT proto-
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col) over the NoC announcing an incoming block of data to write to the target CA4 .
The control information is followed by the actual data to be written. The target CA
receives the BT control information, configures its local DMA engine and has it effectively copy the incoming data to the local memory hierarchy. Upon completion
of the writing, the target CA sends an acknowledgment to the initiator CA, thereby
finishing the transaction. From this moment on, whenever the DSP checks whether
the BT is finished, it will be informed it has been completed.
BT destination (target)
DSP

DSP

L1
Data

L1

RISC

Inst.

L1

L1

Data

Inst.

L1

DSP

L1

Data

Inst.

Bridge
(CA or $)

Bridge
(CA or $)

Bridge
(CA or $)

NI

NI

NI

NI

NI

Bridge
(CA or $)

Bridge
(CA or $)

L1
Data

L1
Inst.

BT source (initiator)

DSP

L1
Data

NI
Bridge
(CA or $)

L1
Inst.

BT Control
BT Data

L2

NI
Bridge

L2

External
Memory
Interface

L3

Figure 2.12: 7-node MP-SoC. Block transfers are (distributed) DMA data copies performed by a communication assist in the complex memory hierarchy of an MP-SoC platform. The CA takes care of the data transfer to allow concurrent computation and communication on the requesting processor. DMA functionality is distributed because both
initiator and target communication assists are involved in the data transfer. Note that
memory nodes have communication assists as well, so complex memory node to memory node block transfers are possible.

The communication assist we consider is meant to perform block transfers on top of
a NoC. In contrary to a shared bus architecture, a NoC supports concurrent input
and output data transfers, so our CA has two DMA engines. One copies data from
the local memory onto the network interface layer. The other copies data from the
Network Interface (NI) layer up to the system layer into the local memory (Figure
2.13). Concurrent input and output BTs are supported, as long as the local memory is
banked (and the scratch-pad management has scheduled the BTs to access different
banks). The CA furthermore contains a (possibly programmable) core to support the
BT protocol and control the input and output DMA engines. The functionality of
4 Note that this mechanism assumes there is a connection reserved on the NoC between initiator and
target CAs. On a transaction-oriented NoC, such as the Arteris NoC used in the 3MF platform, connections have to be provided at the system layer (in the CA itself). This higher-layer connection has either
been pre-reserved at design-time or the BT protocol has to be extended to negotiate connection opening.
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the communication assist and a specific HDL instantiation are further discussed in
Appendix A.
To provide a shared memory view of the platform, the bridges need to resolve the
address of the target node on the NoC. To this end, bridges contain a look-up table
associating memory address to the network ID. Figure 2.13 shows an example of a
bridge that combines cache and communication-assist functionality. Load and store
requests from the processor on the local bus are handled by the cache controller.
Cache line misses are packetized and sent as NoC transactions (Bus packetize in
Figure 2.13). The responses to these misses (coming from the NoC) are depacketized
by the bridge for the cache-controller to read.
L1 memory (banked)

uP
M

S

S
M

S

Lookup Table
Start Address

End Address

NoC Addr.

Posted WR

0x00000000

0x0A000000

3,2,4,1

Yes

…

….

…..

….

$-Controller
CA-Core
Bus packetize
DMA-Out

Bus depacketize
DMA-In

Bridge: $ and CA
Figure 2.13: Communication Assist and Cache Bridge. The cache and Communication
Assist (CA) bridge provides a shared-memory view of the platform with respectively
(distributed) DMA and cache functionality over an NoC. The communication-assist has
a controller (programmable CA-core) that steers two advanced DMA engines. The DMAIn engine copies block transfer data from the network interface layer into the local memory, whereas the DMA-Out engine copies data from local memory onto the network interface layer. DMA-Engines In and Out can function concurrently if the memory in the
local node is banked (in the absence of bank conflicts). The CA core handles the blocktransfer protocol. The cache controller handles loads and stores on the local processor
bus. Requests for cache-lines are packetized and sent over the NoC.

2.4.2 3MF Platform Implementation
This section illustrates our platform template by discussing a particular chip instantiation developed within IMEC’s Multi-Media Multi-Format (3MF) project [74]. The
3MF HW platform takes a pragmatic approach and is a first step towards the requirements stated above. For instance, platform virtualization is not taken into account
in the first version of the 3MF chip, as we use the commercial NoC from Arteris. To
date, the use of NoCs in commercial products is still rare and NoCs are for the moment marketed as bus-replacements. This has two implications for the NoC we use
in this first version of the platform. On the one hand, no QoS support is yet provided (though the very latest versions of the Arteris NoC start providing some form
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of QoS). On the other hand, IP blocks access the NoC through standard bus interfaces provided by the Arteris Network Interface Unit (NIU): an AMBATM Advanced
High-performance Bus (AHB) in the case of the 3MF platform. Whereas for connecting a processor directly to the NoC this is a great feature, the communication assist
pays an overhead in hardware and latency with respect to an implementation where
it would have a direct access to the Network Interface Unit (NIU) protocol.
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Figure 2.14: Simplified block-diagram of the 3MF-v1 platform. Six ADRES coarse-grain
reconfigurable processors, an ARM core and memories are interconnected by an Arteris
NoC. Communication Assists (CA) provide advanced DMA functionality and ensure
support for a distributed multi-layered shared-memory.

Figure 2.14 provides a block diagram of the 3MF chip with all significant modules
appearing on the block diagram. Block arrows represent interfaces with the external
world. The figure shows the following subsystem coexisting through the central
NoC:
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• ARM subsystem: includes an ARM926EJS processor clocked at 75 MHz. It is targeted at achieving general control tasks and, optionally, audio encoding. The
following tasks are handled by this sub-system: system configuration (clock
frequencies, voltage island management, clock activation/deactivation, system start-up (boot), general data movement (from FIFO interface to and from
L3 and between L3 and L2 memories), task scheduling on the various processors in the system, synchronization and communication with the external
world, control and relay of debug information from the ADRES processors.
• L3 EMIF: the EMIF is the interface to external SDRAM.
• FIFO interface: this is a dedicated communication channel between the 3MF
SoC and the external world. Typically raw and compressed data will be exchanged between 3MF chip and the external world through this channel.
• Six ADRES cores: the Architecture for Dynamically Reconfigurable Embedded
Systems (ADRES) cores are DSP alike coarse-grain reconfigurable processors.
They are composed of a VLIW processor tightly coupled (through a shared
register file) to an array of coarse-grain Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU)s that
are controlled by instructions stored in local loop buffers. The VLIW is used
for control-flow and reconfiguration of the coarse-grain array. The array is
used to accelerate compute-intensive loops. The 3MF instance of ADRES uses
a 4 × 4 array of functional units (with 16 specialized instructions for video
CODECS), out of which 8 have multipliers. The VLIW can issue 3 instructions
per cycles. The data-path is 32-bits and the whole core is clocked at 300 MHz.
ADRES processors are programmed in C, thanks to the compiler companion
of the architecture: Dynamically Reconfigurable Embedded Systems Compiler
(DRESC) [131, 130].
• Two L2 data memories: these are used to store data at a L2 stage (4 banks of
256 KB). All these memories are shared by the different actors of the system.
• Two L2 instruction memories: these are used to store instructions at a L2 stage (2
banks of 512 KB). All these memories are shared by the different actors of the
system.

Each sub-system is connected to the NoC through a Communication Assist (CA).
The CA modules perform complex 2D data movements autonomously and offload
the processing elements from these data movement tasks. Processors can perform
simple data load/stores through the NoC by bypassing the CA and directly accessing the NIU5 .
The network-on-chip is targeted to interconnect all peripherals present in the system.
This device can be considered as a large bus matrix with many slave and master ports
interconnected by routers providing a peak bandwidth of 5 Gbits/s when clocked at
150 MHz. The ports of the NoC are all compliant to AHB-Lite6 . This allows interconnecting a set of master devices to a set of slave devices. The 3MF Application
5 The ARM subsystem features a direct AHB access to the NoC through an additional NIU-I. This
connection is optional as an equivalent connection exists within the CA but it allows the user to perform
preliminary system tests without going through a CA. This is mainly intended for debug purpose.
6 AHB-Lite is a simplification of the AHB protocol for single-master buses.
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Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) features 20 AHB-lite masters, connected to Initiator Network Interface Unit (NIU-I) ports and 13 AHB-lite slaves, connected to Target
Network Interface Unit (NIU-T) ports.
The 3MF MP-SoC platform is targeted to be implementable in TSMC 90nm standard cell technology. Early synthesis estimates of the 3MF chip give an area of
60mm2 (without pad cells, test logic and power rings) and a power consumption
under 800 mW. A full version of the chip is working in emulation on the Mentor
GraphicsTM VSstation platform emulator.

C HAPTER 3

Abstracting Communication with
Networks-on-Chip
Elegance is not a dispensable luxury but a factor
that decides between success and failure.
Edsger Dijkstra

F

or a number of years the Network-on-Chip (NoC) paradigm has been advocated to become the communication backbone of choice of complex SoCs because of their properties of scalability, flexibility, energy efficiency, testability
and differentiated services [89, 59, 66, 101, 86, 106, 28]. NoCs can be seen as an elegant replacement for buses and ad-hoc SoC interconnects.

This chapter presents an overview of networks-on-chip and of quality-of-service.
Section 3.1 introduces NoCs and gives a definition of the NoC protocol stack. Section
3.2 aims at giving sufficient background information to understand the mechanisms
behind packet-switched NoCs that support differentiated QoS services over a complete protocol stack: from system-level transactions such as processor load/stores
down to link layer transactions of the NoC. Section 3.3 gives background information on QoS for NoCs and discusses related work. Section 3.4 furthermore details
how hard guaranteed QoS mixing best-effort with hard real-time guarantees can be
provided on a pure packet-switched NoC in order to achieve various platform virtualization levels. Section 3.5 discusses the state-of-the-art in NoCs, with a particular
emphasis on NoCs that provide a complete NoC stack implementation. As a conclusion, section 3.6 sums-up the different requirements we have to derive an NoC
template that meets them.
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3.1 Networks-on-Chip
This section provides an overview of networks-on-chip. Section 3.1.1 situates NoCs
in the evolution of SoC communication backbones and compares them to shared
buses. Section 3.1.2 presents a decomposition of the NoC protocol stack in four abstraction layers. Section 3.2 details the fundamental concepts of the four layers in the
NoC protocol stack.

3.1.1 Evolution of SoC Communication Backbones
NoCs are an unifying concept of SoC communication rather than a new revolutionary approach [34]. It is interesting to note that NoCs and their application to
MP-SoCs originate from two different communities: on the one hand from the SoC
designers that have an Electronic Design Automation (EDA) background and are accustomed to design ad-hoc systems based on buses, and on the other hand the multiprocessing community that has a more general-purpose approach of computing, often from the scientific computing angle. The latter has a very important history of a
network approach to interconnecting multiple processors at the board level. Much
of the theory, principles and techniques of these interconnection networks [102, 60] apply to networks-on-chips, with a few notable differences. One main difference noted
by Dally in ”Route Packets, Not Wires” (article often considered as one of the founding acts of NoCs), is that the wire density on a chip can be much higher than for
inter-chip interconnects [59]. Another important difference is that buffering is very
expensive in terms of area and energy, so it needs to be minimized for SoCs, be it at
the expense of an increased latency.
In the SoC community systems are traditionally architected around shared buses or
ad-hoc point-to-point interconnects (Figure 3.1). However, these become unusable
for many complex SoCs, because they lack scalability, flexibility and have a poor
re-use factor. Indeed, for systems interconnecting a high number of cores, the bus
rapidly becomes a bottleneck. In terms of energy, the more cores are connected to
a bus, the higher the capacitive load and the more energy is required to drive the
wires. Also, even for standard buses, the arbiters are specific to a particular instance
so their reuse is poor [34]. Many state-of-the art SoCs use multi-layer system buses
such as the ST-Bus or the multi-layer AMBA (Section 3.5). These are in fact switched
communication architectures, based on (partial) crossbars, and that often packetize
the data they communicate. In fact, the distinctions between the different communication architectures are beginning to fade away [34]. Companies that commercialize
NoC solutions, such as Arteris, market their NoC as a bus-replacement, specifically
to address the fear of NoCs in the SoC community. Table 3.1 summarizes the pros
and cons of networks versus shared buses. Networks encompass all forms of crossbars and to some extent also multi-layered buses. They can be seen as an extension
of multi-layered buses where wires are pipelined and bridges replaced by (routing)
switches [34]. Point-to-point interconnects, though optimal for latency, are not considered because of their high area usage and lack of reusability that restricts the
required platform flexibility.
There are several answers to the downsides of NoCs. Internal contention can be
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Figure 3.1: Practical NoC topologies for SoC.

avoided (or limited/controlled) by applying QoS techniques, such as the contentionfree time-slot allocation in Æthereal [85, 120]. Wrappers for bus-oriented IPs are
supported by NoC vendors such as Arteris or Sonics and also available for evolved
non-commercialized NoCs such as Æthereal. In terms of hardware cache-coherency,
simple cache snooping protocols only make sense on shared buses, however they
require write-through caches that load the bus with traffic thereby increasing bandwidth usage, increasing overall latency and increasing energy consumption. For
systems with more than 4 to 8 nodes where scalability is of concern, NoCs should be
considered as the communication backbone of choice.

3.1.2 Overview of the NoC Protocol Stack
Traditionally, networks are decomposed into several layers of abstraction. Each layer
enhances the communication services of the layer just below it and shields the layer
above it from the implementation details of the lower layer. The Open Systems
Interconnect (OSI) protocol stack is a commonly accepted standard description or
”reference model” for how messages should be transmitted between any two points
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Bus Pros & Cons
The more units attached, the
higher the parasitic capacitance.
Electrical performance is degraded.
Timing difficult in deep submicron technologies
Arbitration grows with the number of masters and becomes a bottleneck
The arbiter is instance-specific.

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

Testability is tedious and slow.

-

+

Bandwidth is limited and is
shared by all cores.
Latency is wire-speed once arbitration granted control.

-

+

+

-

Standard interfaces improve IPreuse.
Inexpensive
cache-coherency
based on snooping.
Well-known and simple concepts.

+

-

+

-

+

±

Network Pros & Cons
Only point-to-point wires are
used. Wire performance does not
degrade with network scaling.
Point-to-point wires can be
pipelined.
Routing/arbitration is distributed.

The same router can be reinstantiated, improving reuse
factor.
Locally placed Built In System Test
(BIST) is fast, reduces hardware
dedicated to test and offers good
test coverage [51, 48, 49, 50, 56].
Aggregated bandwidth scales
with the network size.
Internal contention may increase
latency. Multiple hops increase latency.
Bus-oriented IPs need special
wrappers.
Cache-coherency requires complex directory-based protocols.
The fear of networks of SoC designers is gradually fading away
in front of their necessity.

Table 3.1: Bus versus network arguments (adapted from [34]).

in a telecommunication network and can be adapted for NoC usage [29, 112]. While
Benini later argues that a three-layer micro-network stack is sufficient to describe
NoCs, we prefer the logic of the four-layer decomposition used by Bjerregaard (Figure 3.2) that is top to bottom defined as:
• System. This layer deals with how IPs perform transactions or send messages
to one another and deals with synchronization. The IP uses an Application
Programming Interface (API) to perform communication and synchronization
at the coarse granularity of a transaction or a message.
• Network Interface. The network interface (or network adapter) resolves the destination of the message (or transaction) and encapsulates it to be sent over the
network. Data is either directly streamed (circuit-switching) or decomposed
and encapsulated into packets to be sent onto the network (packet-switching).
At the receiving end, the network adapter performs the inverse operation: de-
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capsulate and reassemble the data into the original message. At this layer endto-end control flow is performed to ensure the delivery of the encapsulated data.
• Network. The network layer is composed of an ensemble of switches, interconnected by wires that define the network topology. They implement the node-tonode protocol and control-flow. At the network layer, for packet-switched networks, the atomic transaction is a packet. Packets are furthermore decomposed
into flits, or flow-control units. For circuit-switched (streamed) networks, the
atomic transaction is performed at the flit level.
• Link. The link layer performs flow-control at the flit level. Flits are typically
composed of a data-path (also called in-band communication) and of a control
path (also called out-of-band). To take advantage of wire pipelining and hide
the latency of the link controller (and possibly of the network layer) flits are
furthermore decomposed into phits (physical units). A phit is the minimum
size block of data that can be transmitted in one link transaction. Link level
research is mainly concerned with circuit issues such as synchronization and
encoding.
Figure 3.3 gives an example of the decomposition of a message at the networkinterface layer into packets at the network layer and into flits at the link layer. A
message is sent on a particular connection (in a connection-oriented NoC) or to a
given destination (in a transaction-oriented NoC). At the network interface layer
headers are added to portions of message to create packets. The headers added contain sufficient information for the network layer to route the packet from source to
destination.
In an NoC the different layers are much more integrated and streamlined than in
general networking. They can be tuned and be totally customized, the only requirement is the System-level API to be standardized to improve IP and platform-reuse
[66].

3.2 NoC Fundamentals
This section gives a qualitative insight into the background theory of NoCs required
to understanding the concepts presented in this thesis. A more thorough description
of the theory behind NoCs and interconnection networks at large can be found in the
books of Duato and of Dally and Towles [102, 60]. Examples and concepts specific
to NoCs are to be found in [100]. Further state-of-the-art surveys and NoC concepts are discussed by Benini and De Michelli, Bjerregaard and Leroy in [66, 34, 112].
Networks-on-chip support differentiated levels of service. QoS aspects are discussed
in the following section, but one should keep in mind that QoS needs to be taken into
account at all layers in the network protocol stack.

3.2.1 System Layer
The system layer is the API that allows a node to communicate over the NoC. It constitutes a bridge between the interface of the IP and the native protocol used by the
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Block-Transfer,
Object FIFO put/get,
Load/Store,
Synchronization

System Layer
Message send/receive
Connection open/close

Network Interface
Layer
Packet send/receive

Network Layer
Flit send/receive

Link Layer

Layer Level

API Type

Figure 3.2: Four-layer NoC protocol stack. The network and link layer are usually only
directly accessed by the network itself. Nodes typically interface to the NoC at the system layer and perform transactions such as loads/stores or block-transfers. They can
also interface directly at the network interface layer to perform message passing with
the provided message send/receive API. On connection-oriented NoCs it is also at the
network-interface layer that connections are opened or closed.

NoC. The system layer abstracts thus the underlying network hardware to orthogonalize the concerns of computation and communication. To this end, many NoCs
present standard sockets such as Open Cores Protocol (OCP) or Virtual Component
Interface (VCI) to the system level. They are not only sockets and bus interfaces, but
also ease integration of signaling such as interrupts, errors, controls status and testing [34, 12, 53]. Bridges may also need to adapt the data format (width, endianness)
used by an IP to the native data format of the NoC. Particular attention to these data
format translations is paid in the Xpipes NoC and on the NoC in the StepNP MP-SoC
platform [31, 157].
The bridge needs furthermore to be adapted to the programming model of the platform: message-passing and/or shared memory. For instance, Arteris provides a
selection of protocol adapters for bus-oriented IP blocks: OCP, AMBA (AHB and
AMBA eXtensible Interface (AXI)) among others. These adapters are in fact bridges
between a transaction-oriented shared-memory view of the platform that a busoriented core has and the NoC Transaction and Transfer Protocol (NTTP), the native proprietary protocol of the Arteris NoC. The Æthereal NoC has similar concepts, called network interface shells that provide a shared-memory view of the plat-
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Figure 3.3: The network interface layer decomposes messages into pieces and encapsulates them in a packet. Packets have headers so that the network layer can route them.
At the link layer, packets are further decomposed into flits (flow-control units). Flits are
of different types header (H), body (B) or tail (T). Flit type-information is transmitted
out-of-band.

form for different standard protocols such as OCP, AXI and Device Transaction
Level (DTL) [170, 169]. Figure 3.4 gives an example of an advanced bridge that
provides a shared-memory view of an SoC platform. To this end it uses a lookup table to translate the bus addresses of the transaction into a NoC address where
the targeted resource is located. It performs both DMA and cache-controller functionality and encapsulates (decapsulates) the DMA and cache transactions into the
NoC protocol. In Chapter 8 we present a bridge between a cache-controller and a
packet-switched NoC providing a distributed shared-memory view of the SoC platform to the local processor. Furthermore, Chapter 8 compares this type of bridge
to a communication-assist bridge that supports complex block transfers in a sharedmemory platform. The communication assist bridge, detailed in Chapter A can be
furthermore extended to support message passing of tokens and provide high-level
communication services similar to [26] and [192].
It is important to note that the insertion of an OCP interface on top of the network
interface can degrade performance up to 50% with respect to accessing a native interface [152]. Therefore much attention is to be paid to optimize away unnecessary
abstraction layers in the protocol stack as well in hardware as in software. For instance the design of the communication assist specific to the 3MF platform (Chapter 2 and Chapter A) interfaces to the Arteris NoC through an AMBA AHB socket.
This is a pragmatic decision due to the fact that the Arteris network interface layer
is proprietary and by consequence not directly accessible to third party hardware.
An ideal version of a communication assist bridge would directly access the native
NTTP protocol and avoid the area and latency penalties due to the additional abstraction layer.
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Figure 3.4: Advanced SoC bridge. This bridge integrates DMA and cache-controller
functionality. The bridge provides a shared-memory view of the SoC by encapsulating
DMA and cache requests into the NoC protocol. The bridge represented has two master
ports (M) to concurrently performs reads and writes between a banked memory in the
node and the NoC. It has a slave port (S) for the cache controller to get (load/store)
requests from the processor bus.

3.2.2 Network Interface Layer
The Network Interface (NI) decouples the bridge (or the IP block) from the communication infrastructure and allows to separate the clock domain of the NoC from that
of the IP block (or cluster of blocks) (Figure 3.5). It often offers data buffering and
typically uses asynchronous (or bi-synchronous) FIFOs to cross over the clock domains. The native communication scheme of NoCs is message passing. An initiator
network interface sends a message and the target network interface actively receives
it. The NI has the three main roles of encapsulation/decapsulation, QoS management and
NoC control services (for instance NoC reconfiguration, monitoring or debugging).
The transactions or messages from (to) the system layer need to be transported over
the network. To this end, the initiator network interface may need to decompose
the system layer data into smaller pieces. Every piece needs then to be encapsulated
(and decapsulated at the target side) to be adapted to the NoC-specific protocol. In
packet-switched NoCs an encapsulated piece of system layer data is called a packet.
The network protocol is usually included in a packet header and is used by the network layer to determine the path the packet needs to follow through the topology.
Network interfaces provide either connection-oriented or connection-less services.
The concept of connection is simple to understand, but an accurate formal definition
is more difficult to formulate. A connection exists between a source network interface and a destination network interface if status of control-flow parameters is kept
at both ends for a duration of more than one transaction.
Let us take an example of a connection-less communication. Assume a bus transaction originating from the system layer, such as a data read on a remote memory. It is
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Figure 3.5: Network Interface Functionality. The network interface uses FIFOs to buffer
data and cross clock domains. On the sending side its role is to decompose messages into
packets and packets into flits, then to inject flits into the network layer given a scheduling
policy. On the receiving side the network interface depacketizes data and reassembles it
into a message for the system layer to read.

composed of a read request and a read response (Figure 3.6). The request is encapsulated by the initiator (local) network interface and received by the target (remote)
network interface that in turn sends a response back. Once the target NI has sent
the response back, it does not need to keep any control-flow parameters related to
the initiator NI and can serve any other request coming from an arbitrary network
interface. Note that no explicit connection opening or closing was necessary.
The concept of connection is tightly intertwined to those of end-to-end flow control
and QoS. In the previous example, it might be desirable to know at the initiator
network interface whether the target can immediately service the request. Failing
this the request would either need to be retransmitted or would be buffered in the
network layer, thereby increasing the chance of congesting the network. In either
case the latency of the transaction cannot be predicted. Instead, status information
over the target network interface could be kept (and updated) at the initiator side
(and vice-versa), thereby establishing a connection. Note that the status information
needs to be initialized; this is performed with a special protocol upon connection
opening. When the connection is no longer necessary it can be closed, freeing the
status information to be used for another connection. For instance, the Æthereal NI
implements a credit-based end-to-end flow control to ensure that all data offered to
the network layer can be immediately consumed [169, 85]. This scheme guarantees
that the network layer can never congest because of overflown buffers at the network interface layer. It is an important requirement for the Æthereal NoC to provide
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Figure 3.6: A system-level transaction through the protocol stack. The CPU performs a
read request (1), the bridge encapsulates it as a NoC transaction (2), the request is forwarded through the network (3). The target network interface depacketizes the request
(4), the bridge places it on the local bus (5), encapsulates the response (6), that is then
packetized by the network interface (7), sent back over the NoC (8), depacketized (9) and
finally the bridge returns the read response to the CPU. The logical pipe through the
network layer (steps (3) and (8)) is called a connection if it stays opened for longer than
the system-level transaction.

guaranteed services QoS. Note that all circuit-switched NoCs are (by convention)
connection-oriented.
Depending on the services offered by the network layer, the network interface layer
may have to perform flow-control to guarantee the integrity of the message transmitted. For instance, if data can be dropped at the network layer, the network interface layer needs to implement a retransmission scheme. Furthermore, the network
layer may not guarantee the order in which the encapsulated pieces of a message are
delivered. It is then the responsibility of the network interface layer to re-order the
pieces before re-assembling the message. Most NoCs with a complete protocol stack,
allowing their integration in a realistic SoC do not allow packet dropping at the network layer and require it to guarantee in-order delivery. Æthereal, Arteris, Xpipes
and MANGO are a few examples of such NoCs [85, 15, 31, 37]. Packet re-ordering
requires large buffers at the target network interface and is too expensive for SoCs.
Packet dropping requires retransmission and therefore requires large retransmission
buffers in the initiator network interface and negatively impacts message latency.
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To enforce various levels of quality of service, network interfaces can control the
admission of encapsulated data into the network. Section 3.3 discusses admission
policies and traffic shaping for QoS more in details.

3.2.3 Network Layer
The role of the network layer is to relay (portions of) messages from one side of the
network to another. Ideally, seen from the network interface layer, the network layer
should behave as simple point-to-point wires transporting data [59]. In fact it is a
switched medium that relays data over multiple hops sharing wires and gates for high
efficiency [128]. The hops are switches or routers interconnected by point to point
wires. Networks are typically defined by two main parameters: their topology and
the protocol used to forward data from switch to switch. The topology of the network
is defined as the directed graph G(V, E) where the vertices (V) are the ensemble of
routers and the edges (E) are the ensemble of unidirectional point-to-point links.
Injection
Channel

Ejection
Channel

LC

LC

LC

LC

LC

LC

Input Channels

Output Channels
LC

LC
Switch

LC

LC
Routing and
Arbitration

Figure 3.7: Example of a 5x5 router. Routers are composed of input and output link
controllers (LC), a central switch, data buffers (FIFOs) and of routing and arbitration
units.

Figure 3.7 gives an example of a generic router. A router is composed of an ensemble
of input ports. Some of these input ports are connected to neighboring routers in the
network (Input Channels in Figure 3.7), others are possibly connected to the network
interface layer, called injection channels. It furthermore contains an ensemble of output ports, composed of the Output Channels connected to neighboring peer routers
and optionally of an ensemble of ejection channels, connected to the network interface layer. The role of the router is to take encapsulated data from one of its inputs,
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select an output port and forward the data over it1 . The router contains a central
switch that connects the input ports to the output ports. A given input → output
configuration of a switch is decided based on the network protocol and it is maintained for the duration of the encapsulated block of data.
Switches
A router essentially forwards data from one of its inputs onto one of its outputs. The
switch has the role of physically connecting this selected input and output pair. It is
thus a critical element of the router and represents roughly 50% of its area (depending on the number of inputs and outputs, of virtual channels and on the connectivity
of the switch). Many type of switches with different trade-offs in terms of performance, area and energy consumption can be considered:
• cross-bar,
• partial cross-bar,
• Multistage Interconnection Network (MIN) switches (Figure 3.8), such as the
Butterfly, the Omega, the Batcher-Banyan and the Beneš networks [102, 112].
Most routers in NoCs have an equal number of inputs and outputs, so do have
their switches. Note that MIN switches have multiple stages and are thus usually
pipelined to reduce the critical path. For NoCs with such switches, flits composed of
multiple phits are desirable to hide the switch latency.
The detailed study of switches for NoC routers is tightly related to circuit-level issues
and is thus out of the scope of this thesis. We refer the interested reader to the books
on interconnection networks of Duato and Dally [102, 60] and to the PhD. thesis of
Leroy [112].
Packet and Circuit Switching
Network layers are divided into two sub-classes depending on their switching methods: circuit switching and packet switching. The word switching refers to the fact that
the routers composing an NoC contain a switch that creates input → output connections to transmit data. The difference between circuit and packet switching comes
from the manner the switch inside the router is controlled. Circuit switching occurs
when the information to control the switch is sent on beforehand and the connection is maintained so that any consecutive bursts of data follow the same circuit.
The routers of circuit switched networks keep local state about a limited number of
connections that last for longer than the duration of an encapsulated block of data.
The local state for a given connection is used in determining the configuration of the
1 Whereas a router may change a few bits in the network protocol information in which the message
data is encapsulated it never modifies the data content. Over a complete piece of encapsulated data, the
encapsulation protocol is only represents a fraction of it and thus only a few bits may be changed by
the router. By consequence the power consumption of the network layer is extremely dependent on the
traffic patterns it is being offered. For the purpose of power estimations of this layer it is thus extremely
important to use realistic traffic patterns and not randomly generated data as it is often practiced.
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Figure 3.8: Example of an 8x8 MIN switch. The Banyan Network is composed of 2x2
switched building blocks.

switch. The local state has to be initialized during a phase called connection opening, that initializes all switches along a path from an injection point to an ejection
point in the network interface layer 2 . In circuit switching a circuit, composed of all
input → output configurations of switches along the path, is effectively established
for the time of the communication. The advantage of this approach is that there is
no protocol overhead once all the switches on the path have been configured, but if
no data is sent during a period of time the unused bandwidth is wasted.
On the contrary, routers of packet-switched networks do not need to maintain state
information for longer than the duration of the transaction consisting of forwarding
the complete encapsulated block of data from input to output. Indeed sufficient network protocol information is encapsulated together with the data payload for the
router to determine the required switch configuration. An encapsulated block of
data at the network layer in packet-switched networks is called a packet and is composed of a packet header containing routing information, of a packet body containing
payload data and of a packet tail that signals the network layer the end of the packet.
In packet-switching the configuration of the switches has to be transmitted with ev2 Note that, unlike in packet-switching, the datapath of a pure circuit-switched NoC is not sufficient to
initialize states to open a connection so an additional communication network destined to configuring the
switches is required (the NoC is not self routing so configuration information cannot be sent to configure
arbitrary switches).
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ery packet thus generating overhead. However, when no data is sent, switches are
free to switch other packets thus avoiding waste of bandwidth. Often, the distinction
between the different parts of the packet is implicit, or is transmitted out-of-band.
Typically, the packet header uses-up in-band data to carry the routing information
and the packet body and tail only carry payload data. Note that even though the network layer of packet-switched networks is by definition connection-less, the concept
of connection can exist between two end nodes at the network interface layer. State
information about the switch configuration is only maintained for the duration of a
packet. As soon as the packet tail has left the output port of the router, the temporary
local input → output connection is freed. In other words, at the network layer the
atomic transaction unit is a packet.
At the link layer a packet is decomposed into sub-units called flits, or flow-controlunits (Figure 3.3). A packet is thus composed of a head flit3 , any number of body flits
and finishes with a tail flit. Packets composed of a single flit, that is both head and
tail, are allowed on most NoCs, we call them atomic flits. As mentioned previously,
the flit type information is transmitted out-of-band and it is processed at the link
layer.
Buffering
For every input and output port in Figure 3.7 there is a link controller (LC) that processes the data-flow of flits through the network. Routers may buffer flits and buffers
can be placed at the input, at the output, or can be central, or hybrid techniques can
be adopted [97]. Figure 3.7 gives an example of a router that has both input and
output buffering. The buffers in a packet-switched router roughly represent 50% of
its area and energy consumption (depending on the number of virtual channels and
on the amount of buffering). Figure 3.9 shows an input buffered router, an output
buffered router and a router with virtual output queuing.
Input and output queued (or buffered) routers are two versions of packet-switched
routers constructed around cross-bar switches [105]. Input queued routers require
only one queue per input and only need to be clocked as fast as to match the data
arrival speed. Indeed incoming flits can be buffered in the input queues so these
do not need to function faster than the arrival rate. However, input queued routers
suffer from inherently low performance due to Head-Of-Line (HOL) blocking. HOL
blocking occurs when the input buffer serves packets in a First In First Out (FIFO)
order: a packet destined to an output that is free may be held up in line behind a
packet that is waiting for an output that is busy [129]. It has been theoretically shown
that HOL, even under benign traffic can limit the throughput of the router to 58.6% of
the link capacity [105]. To sustain the input link throughput, output queued routers
with N input ports need to be internally accelerated by a factor N. Indeed, on a router
with N inputs, up to N packets can arrive concurrently and may target the same
output port. As the N packets need to be buffered on the output queue, internally the
router needs to be able to buffer data at a rate N times the incoming speed. Finally,
as it is desirable to clock the routers at the same speed as the links, the concept of
3 Theoretically it is possible to have a packet header span multiple flits. Though in practice, flits are
dimensioned so that the packet header only occupies the first (few) phits of the flit so as to hide the routing
latency.
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Input Queuing

Output Queuing

Virtual Output Queuing

Figure 3.9: Examples of router buffering. Input queued routers require only one queue
per input, but suffer from low performance because of head-of-line blocking. Output
queued routers need to be internally accelerated by a factor N to match the data arrival
speed of N inputs. Virtual output queued routers require N 2 FIFOs, but function at the
same clock rate as their inputs and can achieve 100% throughput.

Virtual Output Queuing (VOQ) has been introduced by Tamir [188]. VOQ routers
with N inputs and N outputs require N 2 buffers, but can reach 100% throughput
performance. Indeed, as every input is equipped with as many queues as there are
outputs, the input controllers only need to process data at the arrival speed. Packets
are queued at the input on the queue reserved to the wanted output, so that the
head-of-line blocking phenomenon is avoided and thereby allowing throughputs of
100% to be reached. Scheduling algorithms such as iSLIP are used to arbitrate such
switching fabrics in a fair, inexpensive and efficient way [129].
Packet Switching Techniques
The buffers (or flit FIFOs) play an important role in the area the router occupies and
in its performance [96]. Buffers are tightly connected to the concept of switching. In
routers rich in buffering, such as the routers in the Internet, the network layer often
waits for the link layer to have a complete packet before processing it. This switching
policy is called Store and Forward (SAF), simply because the block of data needs to
be completely stored before being forwarded (Figure 3.10). Such a switching policy
not only requires large and expensive flit buffers, but also negatively impacts packet
latency.
Most NoCs implement optimized switching policies that minimize both latency and
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Figure 3.10: Store and Forward (SAF): packets are completely received at the link layer
before being processed by the network layer.

are less expensive in buffering space. One of the most popular switching policies
is called wormhole switching [141]. In wormhole switching, as soon as flits are accepted by the data-link layer they are offered to the network layer to be routed and
forwarded (Figure 3.11). The packet propagates through the network as a ”worm”
composed of flit segments. Upon blocking in the network, flits of the packet may be
distributed over FIFOs in multiple consecutive routers along the packet path. Wormhole switching allows flits to be pipelined through routers and accordingly reduces
the packet latency. Furthermore, in wormhole switching the minimum size of the
buffers is a flit, so FIFOs are typically multiples of flits and can thus be much smaller
than FIFOs that are multiples of the packet length on SAF routers.

Node
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Time
Figure 3.11: Wormhole Switching: the link layer works at the granularity of a flit and exposes flits to the network layer before the complete packet is received. Flits are pipelined
to reduce latency and buffers can be smaller than one complete packet.

Another popular switching technique in NoCs is Virtual Cut Through (VCT) (the
NoC used in Chapter 5 uses VCT switching). In terms of switching VCT behaves
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exactly as wormhole: flits are forwarded by the network layer as soon as they are
received by the link layer. VCT and wormhole only differ by the buffering mechanism occurring at the network layer upon blocking. Whereas in wormhole a packet
is blocked in place and can span several routers, thereby blocking their corresponding input → output channels, VCT buffers the complete packet at the router where
the blocking occurred. VCT requires as much buffering space as SAF and has latency
properties better than wormhole. The latency of the blocked packet is the same for
VCT and wormhole. However, as VCT does not block several input → output channels on the path of the packet (it is completely buffered locally), blocking occurs less
often, so overall latency is better for the same network load.
Routing Techniques
Packet-switched routers, based on the information in the packet header, determine
an input → output configuration of the switch to forward the packet. This operation
is called routing and can be deterministic or adaptive. Formally, a routing function is
defined as:
(3.1)
R[p, i] : P × I → On
Given the routing information in the packet header p (P is the ensemble of possible
packet headers) and the corresponding input port i from the ensemble of the input
ports I of the router, it maps to an ensemble of output ports O{0,...,n−1} of the same
router. A deterministic routing function has n = 1 and ∀(p, i) ∈ (P × I), ∃! o ∈
O / R(p, i) = o. An adaptive routing function has 1 < n ≤ card(O), so for a
given packet header p, multiple output ports O{0,...,n−1} are possible. A selection
function is then required to choose a single output port o from the routed ensemble
O{0,...,n−1} . The selection function typically does not depend on p, but on an internal
state of the router, so that at different moments in time, a different output port can
be selected for the same (p, i) ∈ (P × I) input pair.
While under heavy traffic loads, adaptive routing may help diminishing packet latency, under less heavy loads it may actually increase it with respect to a deterministic shortest-path algorithm. To this end algorithms such as DyAD that combine deterministic and adaptive routing have been introduced [97]. Nevertheless,
most NoCs currently used to design complex SoC chips, such as Arteris, Æthereal or
STNoC, use deterministic routing. Deterministic routing is not only much simpler
and more efficient to implement but it also permits in-order packet delivery (Section
3.2.3).
Routing can be furthermore divided into two categories: source routing and destination routing. In source routing4 , the path to take through the NoC is explicitly specified in the packet header by the network interface layer at the source of the packet.
For instance the header can contain the series of output ports to take at every hop
from source to destination. At every hop, the corresponding output port is stripped
off from the header before forwarding the packet. Source routing is especially relevant to deterministic routers. In destination routing, the packet header contains the
address of the destination of the packet. Every router along the path uses this destination address to determine on which output port to route the packet. Typically, the
4 Source

routing is sometimes referred to as relative addressing.
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packet header does not need to be modified. Destination routing applies to either
deterministic or adaptive routing. For maximum flexibility the routing function can
be a look-up table (also called routing table) and can be conceivably reconfigured,
but this comes at the expense of a small local memory. Alternatively, many routing
algorithms, such as dimension-order or odd-even [47] can be efficiently hardwired
in a router.
Source routing has the advantage of offering a high routing flexibility, as decisions
are taken at the network interface layer, without costly reconfigurable routing tables
at every hop in the network layer. However, source routing can present a higher
overhead in its packet header than destination routing. Indeed, the network interface layer needs to encode the series of output ports to take along the path and in
practical systems this represents more information than the address of the destination. Nevertheless, for small systems, source routing is practical and an interesting
alternative. For instance, for a mesh network, routers have at maximum four neighbors, so two bits are sufficient to encode an output port, allowing to encode 16 hops
in a single phit of a 32-bit wide NoC (data path width). The maximum distance in
hops on a n × m mesh network is (n − 1) + (m − 1). For a hypothetical 32-bit wide
NoC with a square mesh topology, 16 hops give a 9 × 9 mesh NoC. Interconnecting
81 IP blocks, is indeed practical for current complex SoCs.
One important issue of routing algorithms is that they need to be deadlock free.
A necessary and sufficient condition for routing algorithms to be deadlock free is to
avoid cycles in the path taken along the network[102, 64]. Packet dropping is another
technique to avoid deadlocks in interconnection networks, but packet dropping is
usually not desirable on an NoC [171].

Arbitration and Flow-Control
Packet order delivery is an important property of the flow-control at the network
layer and nowadays most practical network interface layers require the network
layer to guarantee in-order packet delivery. Adaptive routing functions, in general,
do not guarantee packets to be delivered in the same order they have been sent.
Indeed, as packets can take different paths, some packets can be blocked in the network layer and be overtaken by others arriving later but forwarded along a less
congested path. Adaptiveness is often claimed to achieve lower latencies than its
deterministic counterpart [97], at the expense of large packet-reordering buffers in
the network interface. While this claim holds for latencies at the granularity of individual packets, the latency that really matters is the one observed at the system layer:
the message latency. And the message latency is constrained by the latency of the
slowest packet in the message, shading some of the gains for other packets. To the
best of our knowledge, no real-life quantitative study has yet compared the performance gains of adaptive routing with respect to deterministic routing. This could be
an interesting track to explore as future work, provided a realistic SoC running a (set
of) real-life application(s) is taken into account. In particular, much attention should
be paid to the area and energy overhead, caused by the more complex routing algorithms and the re-ordering buffers in the network interface layer of the adaptive
system.
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Arbitration in a packet-switched router is performed at the granularity of a packet.
When multiple packets coming from different inputs of a router compete for a given
output, arbitration is required to select one of them. Arbitration can be central to the
router or distributed so that conflicts on several output ports can be simultaneously
arbitrated. Arbitration should be fair in order to ensure that all router inputs are
eventually served, avoiding starvation and an ensuing deadlock. An important characteristic of a router is to determine what to do when a packet has lost arbitration.
In many interconnection networks as well as in the Internet, packets can be dropped,
meaning they are simply discarded by the network layer [102]. It is then the responsibility of higher layers in the network protocol stack (usually the network interface
layer) to detect that packets are missing and re-transmit them. Some NoCs, such
as Nostrum, use hot-potato routing (a form of deflection routing [202]), where packets are typically dropped [190, 136]. Nevertheless, most industrial-grade NoCs at the
image of Æthereal and of the Arteris NoC do not allow any packet dropping because
of the prohibitive cost of re-transmission buffers in the network interface and because of the message latency penalties due to packet retransmissions[85, 79, 171, 128].
A simple and often used technique to guarantee in-order packet delivery has three
components:
1. Service packets in the order of arrival (FIFO),
2. use a deterministic routing function,
3. and enforce a strict non-dropping policy.
We require the NoCs used in this thesis to guarantee in-order packet delivery. In
particular, enforcing in-order packet delivery is at the core of the novel SuperGT
router (providing the SuperGT QoS class) we detail in Chapter 6.

3.2.4 Link Layer
The link layer deals with the point-to-point wires between two neighboring routers.
It abstracts many circuit-level and physical implementation details from the higher
layers of the NoC to which it only exposes its atomic transaction: the flit. The issues
the link layer deals with are:
• GALS: at 10GHz the clock wavelength is so small that it will take about 10
cycles to cross a chip [66]. There is thus a worry that having global synchronicity over an entire chip is no longer possible. It is envisioned that there will
be synchronous islands on a chip (an IP node is synchronous) that are interconnected with an asynchronous communication backbone. This is known
as the Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous (GALS) paradigm, and
many researchers advocate NoCs because their link layer can be asynchronous,
whereas the network interface layer interfaces with synchronous islands [43,
25, 167]. Some NoCs, such as the Arteris NoC have synchronous islands of
routers but allow using globally asynchronous link layers. Routers are still
clocked, but the clock phases or even frequencies do not need to be perfectly
matched. Asynchronous clockless NoCs also exist, the most known ones being
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MANGO [37, 33, 36, 35] of DTU and the Silistix NoC, based on the techniques
developed for the asynchronous interconnect Chain [19].
• Wire driving: because the capacitive load is low, circuit techniques such as lowswing can be used to reduce the energy consumption in the wires [59, 66, 186].
Proper buffer dimensioning to drive wires is an important circuit-level issue
for the link layer of NoCs [137].
• Serialization: circuit-level research on the BONE NoC shows that it is more
energy efficient to perform a 4:1 serialization of NoC point to point connections [111, 110]. Indeed, bit serialization of packets allows lowering the voltage
swing on the link (and thereby the energy consumption) thanks to the usage of
clocked sense-amplifiers and differential signaling.
• Bus encoding: Bus encoding schemes have been proposed for error correction
and reduced wire switching to lower power consumption [30, 194].
• Wire pipelining: To further increase the NoC clock speeds it may be needed
to pipeline the point-to-point wires between routers. Xpipes, and Arteris are
notable NoCs that have paid close attention to wire pipelining to sustain bus
frequencies.
• Flow control: Flow control is performed at the link layer on flits for several reasons. For instance, if buffers of a router are full, the flow of flits towards the
saturated router needs to be suspended. Moreover, advanced flow-control involves the concept of virtual channels (further discussed in Section 3.4.1). Each
physical channel is associated with several small queues or virtual channels
to decouple buffer resources from transmission. Virtual channel flow control,
allows to increase throughput on the physical channel by factors because in
input-buffered routers it reduces head-of-line blocking and in general because
they increase the number of data-streams sharing the same wire [62, 63]. Moreover virtual channels can be assigned priorities and are an essential component
to QoS (Section 3.3). The latest advances in link-layer flow-control techniques
use predictive models of the traffic sources based on traffic history [151].

This thesis only develops aspects of the link layer related to flow-control. All other
points are out-of-scope because they are related to circuit-level techniques.

3.3 QoS Fundamentals
Quality of Service can be defined as a measure of the service quality for a communication service. Performance can be assessed based on physical measurements of
the network, the methods by which network traffic is prioritized, and on how the
network is managed. It typically involves the specification of latency, jitter, loss and
the availability to describe a network’s ability to customize the treatment of specific
classes of data. Advanced NoCs offer control over how data traffic is classified into
classes and greater flexibility as to how the treatment of that traffic is differentiated
from other traffic.
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Networks on chip are shared communication resources. Providing hard-guaranteed
QoS requires exclusive reservations of resources on the communication channels.
To provide QoS, reservations happen either in space -typically buffer space in the
routers or wires are reserved for a particular guaranteed communication- or in time
-communication channels are multiplexed in time and time-slices are allocated to a
particular guaranteed communication. The latter technique is called Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA). It is of course possible to mix these techniques to provide
differentiated levels of QoS.

3.3.1 QoS for Circuit-Switched NoCs
On circuit-switched NoCs the hard guarantees on the communication are inherent
to the circuit switched property that effectively reserves communication resources
along the whole path from source to destination. Resources can either be reserved in
time, with the TDMA approach that allows sharing of physical links between several
virtual circuits, or in space, where a set of wires are reserved to a given connection.
Time multiplexed circuit-switched NoCs
Providing hard-guaranteed QoS by using TDMA requires exclusive reservations of
bandwidth in time. The more time-slices are allocated to a communication channel, the larger the bandwidth reserved. In this case, the circuits are only physically
connected during a time-slice (also called time-slot), so that routers contain time-slot
tables (also called output reservation tables) that specify the output → input configuration of the switch at every time-slot Ti , with i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} on a system with
a wrap-around time of |S| = n time-slots (Figures 3.12(a) and 3.13). Such a timesliced circuit is called a virtual circuit. The hard guarantees on the communication
are inherent to the circuit switched property that effectively reserves communication resources along the path. TDMA is used to share physical links between several
(virtual) circuits.
A valid and efficient time-slot allocation between any two data streams is both contention free and pipelined (Figure 3.12(b)). The time-slot allocations of two streams
are said to be contention free if and only if for every output port Or,p (where p is
a port at router r) in the system no two streams are scheduled in the same timeslot Ti . This stringent time-slot allocation avoids contention between streams of
the highest priority. For efficiency reasons, the time-slot allocation ensures every
stream is pipelined. This means that if at router r, output port Or,p has the time-slot
list {Ti,...,i+j } allocated, the following router on the path r + 1 will have time-slots
{Ti+1,...,i+j+1 } allocated (Figure 3.12(b)). This technique has two advantages: on the
one hand it minimizes buffer space on the path since only one data element needs to
be stored and on the other hand it minimizes latency as data always gets through.
The first versions of the Æthereal network on chip provide guaranteed throughput
and latency by using a circuit-switched NoC, in combination with a packet-switched
NoC that provides best-effort services and can be used to reconfigure its guaranteed
circuit-switched counterpart [85, 78]. The network layer of circuit-switched Æthereal
is non work-conserving (Section 3.3.2), in the sense that routers have time-slot tables
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Figure 3.12: (a) Time-slot wheel with |S| = 8, (b) Contention-free, pipelined allocation.

that specify when a guaranteed packet is to be serviced. Nevertheless, Æthereal uses
a pipelined time-slot allocation (Figure 3.12(b)) so that guaranteed packets incoming
are serviced in the next time-slot. In other words, the time-slot allocation ensures the
network layer to behave in a work-conserving manner.

Spatially multiplexed circuit-switched NoCs
The Spatial Division Multiplexing (SDM) technique consists in allocating a sub-set of
the link wires to a given circuit for the whole connection lifetime. Whereas a TDMA
router uses a I × O switch with fixed n-bit bus sizes at every input and output, an
SDM router has a finer switching granularity. In SDM, data is serialized on a number
of wires proportional to the bandwidth allocated to the circuit. Therefore, the output
bit-width of the SDM serializer has to be parameterizable and has a granularity of
m-bits. A more complex (n/m) × (n/m) crossbar is necessary to select the wires of
the n-bit port on which data will be sent [112]. The SDM router contains a switch
and a switch control unit (Figure 3.14). The switch needs to be larger than its TDMA
counterpart as it must be able to potentially interconnect any group of wires present
at the router input port to another group of wires of any output port. For SDM, an
n-bit port is divided in n/m individually switchable groups of m wires. Therefore, for
the same bandwidth and number of hops, at the same clock frequency, the number
of input and output ports of the switch is increased by a factor m for SDM. The SDM
router requires a |I ×m|×|O ×m| n/m-bit wide crossbar [112]. Figure 3.14 illustrates
spatial multiplexing with the example of an SDM router with three virtual circuits
A,B and C.
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Figure 3.13: Architecture of a time-multiplexed router. The switch configuration is determined as a function of the current time-slot and of the local output reservation table
c Leroy [112]).
(

A disadvantage of SDM with respect to TDMA is that the granularity of bandwidth
allocation is constrained by the complexity of the switch (the lower m, the more
complex the switch). Moreover, the bandwidth allocation granularity is bounded by
the bus width: in a 4-bit bus it is impossible to allocate less than 1 wire, or 25% of
the bandwidth. Another disadvantage is the overhead due to the serialization/deserialization mechanism. An advantage of SDM is that the output reservation table
has to be read only once at the circuit establishment as opposed to every time-slot
for TDM. Accesses to the time slot table contribute heavily to the router energy consumption in TDMA (about 50%), SDM could thus allow a considerable energy saving as switch configuration energy is only spent at the establishment of the circuit
[112].
Two notable NoCs provide spatial multiplexing, one is described by Wolkotte in
[200, 198, 199] and the other is extensively discussed by Leroy in [112].
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Figure 3.14: Architecture of a spatially-multiplexed router. The central switch allows
switching data at a finer granularity than the physical bus width. Bandwidth is allocated
by reserving portions of m-bit chunks of the bus (Leroy [112]).

3.3.2 QoS for Packet-Switched NoCs
Packet-switched NoCs do not need TDMA or SDM to allow the sharing of physical links as packets from several communications can be interleaved. However, as
reservations are not required, no hard guarantees are provided by default. QoS can
nevertheless be offered provided reservations can be made in space by reserving
buffer space on the routers along the path or in time by using TDMA and ensuring
that packets belonging to a certain communication are only injected in the network
at their reserved time.
An interesting survey of quality of service for packet-switched networks, albeit related to interconnection networks rather than NoCs, is given by Zhang [201]. QoS
policies are divided into two classes:
• Work-conserving scheduling. For these scheduling policies a server (a router or a
network interface), in the presence of packets to serve, never stays idle. Data
is always streamed out of the server, but the latter may vary the debit of the
stream by performing traffic shaping. Zhang presents a framework that encompasses some work-conserving service disciplines: virtual clock, delay earliest due-date, weighed fair queuing. In all mechanisms there is a state variable
associated with each connection to monitor and enforce its traffic shape. Upon
arrival of each packet from that connection, the variable is updated according
to 1) the reservation made for the connection during the connection establishment time and, 2) the traffic arrival history of this connection and/or other connections during the data transfer. The packet is then stamped with the value of
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the state variable for the connection to which it belongs. The stamped value is
used as a priority index. Packets are served in the order of increasing priority
index values [201]. In work-conserving scheduling policies the traffic shape
is distorted in the network as a function of the other traffic streams and may
result in non-uniform burst traffic.
• Non work-conserving scheduling. Non work-conserving scheduling means that
a server, even in presence of packets to serve, may remain idle for a period of
time. In other words, the server waits for the right moment to service a packet.
The advantage of this technique is that traffic can be globally shaped in the
network to result in smooth traffic. On the one hand the average latency of a
packet is longer, because it may have to wait longer before being served. On
the other hand, by globally scheduling all injection times, non-work conserving
scheduling policies allow to bound the value of end-to-end delay, an essential
property when providing quality-of-service. Zhang presents a framework that,
by combining a regulator and a scheduler encompasses four classic non-work
conserving service disciplines (jitter-earliest-due-date, stop-and-go, hierarchical round-robin and rate-controlled static priority). The regulator assigns each
incoming packet a certain priority and queues them on priority queues, the
scheduler selects the priority queue to serve and the moment to serve it.
Similarly to circuit-switched networks, QoS can be achieved in packet-switched networks by performing resource reservations in time or in space. Reservations in space
rely on reserving buffer space in routers for certain communication classes. This is
typically done in NoCs that use virtual channels with priorities. MANGO [37] and
QNoC [71] are examples of NoCs that rely on virtual channel reservations to provide
different classes of QoS. Other NoCs such as Æthereal [85] or Nostrum [134] rely on
time-multiplexing to provide differentiated services. Section 3.4 explains in details
a time-multiplexed QoS scheduling mechanism for packet-switched NoCs, believed
to be very close to the one implemented in the Æthereal NoC.
To keep a low complexity at the network layer, most packet-switched NoCs implement very simple work-conserving policies (packets are forwarded as soon as possible and no traffic shaping is performed)5 . The network interface layer of packetswitched NoCs with hard real-time QoS requirements tends to implement non workconserving scheduling policies. For instance, the guaranteed throughput (and latency) Æthereal NoC injects packets only during allocated time-slots and is idle
during non allocated slots [169, 85]. Indeed, a non work-conserving policy in the
network interface allows a scheduling of all traffic at the system-level and offers
guarantees with bounded values that are easy to compute.

3.4 Time-multiplexed QoS in Packet-Switched NoCs
This section details the Time Divsion Multiple Access (TDMA) techniques to provide
hard real-time QoS in packet-switched NoCs. This particular configuration, similar
to the GS-BE (guaranteed services and best effort) version of the Æthereal NoC [85],
5 A notable exception is the router presented by Ogras, that performs flow-control based on predicted
traffic patterns [151].
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is highly relevant to this thesis as it is an efficient implementation of a NoC that
fulfills the requirements of our MP-SoC design-flow. The network interface layer
implements a non-work conserving scheduling policy whereas the network layer is
assumed to be work-conserving to keep the simplest possible implementation.

3.4.1 Virtual Channels and Virtual Lanes
Routers are connected to one another by (unidirectional) physical channels (Figure
3.15). On a packet-switched router, a physical channel is occupied by a given connection for the duration of a packet. Different connections are interleaved on the
physical channel at the granularity of a packet. Interleaving of connections on the
same physical link at the finer granularity of a flit is possible, provided the physical channel is divided into virtual channels. A virtual channel provides separate
buffering and a virtual channel identifier that allows multiplexing of packets on a
single physical link. Figure 3.15 shows an example of a router with two virtual channels. Historically, virtual channels have been introduced in NoC as a means to break
Virtual Channel

Router

Physical Channel

Router

Figure 3.15: Physical channels with two virtual channels.

cycles in order to avoid deadlocks [102, 60, 64]. Another reason was the need to optimize the usage of the scarce physical wires in interconnection networks and improve
latency and network throughput, by multiplexing several packets on a single physical channel [63, 62, 59]. In the example of Figure 3.16 the link between R1 and R2
is shared between connections A and B, allowing both messages to make progress
without blocking each other. In the absence of virtual channels, head-of-line blocking
could occur: the header of a packet on connection A would reserve the physical link
for the duration of the packet stopping the progress of packets on connection B. A
series of virtual channels used by a given connection in such a manner is called a
virtual lane. The arbitration scheme implied in the example of Figure 3.16 is of a
round-robin type, equally sharing the physical bandwidth between the virtual channels. Nevertheless, virtual channels can be assigned priority levels and thus provide
several classes of QoS. The more virtual channels, the more QoS levels can be defined
but also the more area the router consumes. To optimize the ratio of router area to
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Figure 3.16: Virtual channels reduce head-of-line blocking.

QoS level, this thesis focuses on NoCs with two prioritized and time-multiplexed
virtual channels.

3.4.2 TDMA Packet-Switched Routers
TDMA hard real-time guarantees can be provided with a purely packet-switched
router with 2 virtual channels [169, 76]. The mechanism explained here is likely
to be very close to the GS-BE centralized programming-architecture version of the
Æthereal router [85]. This NoC supports two classes of traffic, Best Effort (BE) and
Guaranteed Throughput (GT). The GT QoS is provided by TDMA, but unlike in a
circuit-switched NoC there are no time-slot tables required in the routers but only at
the network-interfaces that control the injection of the packets [123, 148, 76].
Let us assume a packet-switched router with two virtual channels. The first one
(VCGT ) is assigned the highest priority and is used for hard real-time GT traffic,
whereas the second one (VCBE ) of lower priority is used for BE traffic (Figure 3.17).
Assuming that the injection-time of flits on the VCGT respects a congestion-free allocation schedule, we can deduce two properties:
1. Any two flits injected on VCGT never collide, thanks to the congestion-free
allocation. Arbitration is thus never required on VCGT .
2. All flits on VCGT have higher priority than flits injected on VCBE . In case of
a conflict between a GT and a BE flit, the GT flit is guaranteed to have access
to the resources and the BE flit is buffered locally (assuming wormhole switching).
The direct consequence of these properties is that GT flits are guaranteed to never be
delayed on their path on the NoC, thus ensuring hard real-time guarantees on their
delivery time.
Also, GT flits may not be buffered on the routers. The end consumer of the GT flits
should therefore be fast enough to guarantee that all GT data is taken out of the NoC
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Figure 3.17: Packet-switched router with two virtual channels: VCGT has a higher
priority than VCBE . The network layer injects traffic on VCGT following a pipelined
contention-free time-slot allocation so that collisions between high-priority streams never
occur.

timely. This condition is very difficult to guarantee in realistic systems, hence techniques such as end-to-end credit-based flow-control techniques are used to inform
the producer NI of the level of occupation of the FIFOs inside the consumer NI. This
allows the producer NI to control the amount of data it may inject in the NoC and
thus guarantee that the NoC never gets congested on VCGT .
If bandwidth is reserved on VCGT , but GT slots are not filled, it can be reused for
traffic on VCBE . This happens automatically on the routers along the path, as it
happens when interleaving virtual channels on classic packet-switched networks.

3.5 State of the Art in NoCs and QoS
This section presents a selection of the academic and industrial work in the NoC
domain. Bjerregaard presents a good survey of NoCs, with some emphasis on asynchronous circuits [34]. To the best of our knowledge the most exhaustive survey
of NoCs can be found in the PhD thesis of Leroy [112]. NoC technology and tool
aspects are discussed in [28].
We focus on the more mature research that spans the whole NoC protocol stack and
is thus (in principle) applicable to practical MP-SoC chips:
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• AMBA (ARM Ltd.)
• STBus (ST Microelectronics)
• SonicsMX (Sonics)
• STNoC (ST Microelectronics)
• SPIN (LIP6)
• ANOC (CEA-LETI)
• MANGO (DTU)
• Nostrum (KTH)
• QNOC (Technion)
• Xpipes (Bologna)
• μSpider (LESTER/IETR-INSA)
• Arteris (Arteris)
• Æthereal (Philips Research, now NXP)

3.5.1 AMBA - ARM Ltd.
The Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture (AMBA) covers a set of specifications of SoC buses from ARM Ltd [115]. AMBA is dedicated to interconnect microprocessors to a hierarchy of on-chip memories or to (high performance) peripherals.
While AMBA is not an NoC per-se, its most advanced protocol, AXI supports bursts
and split transactions over a hierarchy of buses. These buses are connected by partial
crossbar switches, and therefore come close to an ad-hoc version of a NoC (Figure
3.18). Arbitration is central, priority-based and has a fixed protocol.

3.5.2 STBus - ST Microelectronics
STBus is the preferred interconnect in use at ST-Microelectronics for SoC design.
Similarly to the AMBA buses, the STBus has several versions (called types). Type 3,
the most complex one is a hierarchy of buses interconnected by partial crossbars. It
supports bursts, split transactions and out-of-order delivery. Wrappers are available
for all major sockets: VCI, OCP and AXI.

3.5.3 SonicsMX - Sonics
The SonicsMX SMART Interconnect is a fully configurable SoC interconnect, at the
image of AMBA or STBus. It is the successor of the Silicon Backplane MicroNetwork
and is most notably found in the TI-OMAP chip (Section 1.1.2).
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c
Figure 3.18: Multilayer AMBA AHB advanced on-chip bus architecture (AMBA).

It supports threaded and non-blocking communications by offering both (8x8) full
and partial crossbars and shared bus structures. Up to four crossbars are supported
and wrappers to standard sockets: AMBA AHB, AXI, and OCP are supported as well
as facilities such as data width conversion for I/O matching to buses. Interestingly,
Sonics provides support for multiple-levels of QoS, based on TDMA sharing of the
bandwidth.

3.5.4 STNoC - ST Microelectronics
STNoC, also called Spidergon, is one of the NoCs researched at ST Microelectronics
and is being proposed as an evolution of the STBus [55]. It is a packet-switched NoC,
inspired by the Octagon NoC and topology [104]. STNoC uses deterministic routing,
wormhole switching and output buffering. QoS is provided by a fair bandwidth
allocation scheme (TDMA-based) [112].
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c
Figure 3.19: Spidergon topology (ST
Microelectronics): (a) bi-directional chordal ring
view (b) 2D-mesh planar view.

The STNoC is based on an interesting (patented) chordal ring topology that is deemed
to be a good trade-off between performances and area/energy cost for practical SoCs
[39] (Figure 3.19).

3.5.5 SPIN - LIP6
SPIN is an academic packet-switched NoC [89, 88], probably one of the very first
NoCs to be actually implemented in hardware. SPIN (Scalable Programmable Interconnect Network) aims at reducing latency. To this end it uses aggressive techniques:
it uses a fat-tree topology (32-bit links) to minimize the network diameter, uses VCT
switching and 4-phits flits for deeper pipelining (Figure 3.20). To connect IPs the
SPIN NoC provides VCI interfaces [89].

c Guerrier).
Figure 3.20: SPIN uses a fat-tree topology (

Andriahantenaina presents a proof-of-concept implementation of the SPIN NoC in
0.13μm standard cell technology. The aggregated bandwidth of a 32 ports SPIN network (16 routers) is over 100 Gbit/s for a total area of 4.6 mm2 (0.25 mm2 per router)
[14].
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3.5.6 ANOC - CEA-LETI
ANOC is an asynchronous NoC that uses two virtual channels (VCs) to provide
best-effort on the low-priority VC and real-time guarantees on a high priority VC
[25]. Complete paths are reserved for the high-priority VC thus ensuring collision
avoidance. If more simultaneous real-time connections are required to share a part
of a path, the topology of the NoC has to be adapted to relax this condition [25].
Dedicated on-chip and off-chip interfaces are provided to interface the synchronous
and asynchronous domains.
The ANOC architecture is used as the communication backbone of the FAUST (Flexible Architecture of Unified System for Telecom) prototype chip to interconnect an
ARM946 core, embedded memories, smart DMA engines, numerous highly programmable HW blocks and reconfigurable data-paths engines. This 8Mgates chip
of 80mm2 targets 4G Telecom configurable applications and currently implements a
Telecom MC-CDMA MIMO application and is expected to operate at at least 150MHz
with a 2D mesh NoC topology (170MHz for the synchronous parts), consuming
1Watt at 1.2V.

3.5.7 MANGO - DTU
MANGO (Message-passing Asynchronous NoC providing Guaranteed services over
OCP interfaces) is a clockless asynchronous NoC that mixes a BE router and a guaranteed services (GS) router to provide both best-effort and real-time guarantees [37,
33] (Figure 3.21). Connection-oriented GS are provided by reserving virtual channels through the NoC. End-to-end flow control at the flit level is inherent to the
architecture. BE services are connection-less and can be used to setup GS connections at run-time. An Asynchronous Latency Guarantees scheduler (ALG) grants
the access to the virtual channels to ensure the required latency guarantee independently of the bandwidth guarantees, but requires virtual channels to be exclusively
reserved. Network adapters provide OCP-based standard socket interfaces, based
on the primitive routing services of the network. The adapters also synchronize the
clocked OCP interfaces to the clockless network [35, 33, 34].
A demonstrator based on a 5x5 33-bits router has been implemented. The router
offers 7 independently buffered GT connections on every network port and 4 flits
deep BE buffers. The pre-layout area is estimated to 0.277 mm2 (0.13μm technology)
and offers 420 Mflits/s per port in worst-case timing conditions.

3.5.8 Nostrum - KTH
Nostrum is a communication backbone and platform-based design methodology for
SoCs, where NoCs are emphasized for their reusability [136, 135, 100, 94, 90, 107]. A
SystemC simulation environment is provided [117, 116]. The possible regularity of
topology of NoCs is deemed positive because the electrical circuit properties remain
constant and thus predictable.
The Nostrum Mesh Architecture is a packet-switched NoC using hot-potato switch-
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c Bjerregaard).
Figure 3.21: The MANGO communication architecture (

ing that offers connection-less best-effort services and connection-oriented guaranteed throughput and latency [136]. Hot-potato is a deflection routing algorithm that
upon congestion may choose to deflect packets from their optimal (shortest path)
path in the network. Packets that loose arbitration may be dropped [143]. To avoid
creation of hot-spots, routers send backpressure signals to notify their neighbors of
congestion ahead of sending packets. This technique is called Proximity Congestion Awareness [142]. The Panacea chip, uses an instance of Nostrum that explicitly
drops packets upon arbitration loss and sends a drop signal to the router for statistics
collection purposes [143].
Guarantees are provided by injecting loop-containers (high-priority packets) that
loop over a pre-reserved path (virtual circuit) [134]. Loop-containers can be loaded
with data when they pass by a node authorized to access them. Loop-containers
have priority over best-effort traffic and they never collide with one another as they
are scheduled offline in a contention-free manner. This technique is conceptually
very close to the way the GS-BE architecture of Æthereal provides guaranteed services. Instead of having a high-priority loop-container the cycles along the path, the
pure packet-switched version of Æthereal has cyclic time-slot tables that allow injection of high-priority packets at the same moment the Nostrum loop-container would
pass through the node. We tend to think that the Æthereal version is more flexible
as it is reconfigurable and connections can be opened at run-time. Moreover it is unclear whether unused bandwidth of an empty (or partially filled) loop-container can
be reused for best-effort traffic, whereas Æthereal explicitly authorizes BE traffic to
fill in the reserved but unused bandwidth. Note furthermore that, on the contrary to
Nostrum, Æthereal does not allow packet dropping and does thus not require area
costly re-transmission buffers as we expect the Nostrum network-interface to require
(at the expense of an increase in congestion of best-effort traffic).
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3.5.9 QNOC - Technion
Bolotin et al. propose QNoC [38, 71], an NoC that supports four levels of QoS
(signalization, real-time, read/write and block-transfer) by employing pure packetswitching with four prioritized virtual channels. All communications have to be
estimated at design-time in simulation to provide the expected QoS levels, limiting
the scope to application-specific NoCs with static configurations. QNoC uses deterministic X-Y routing with wormhole switching.
Based on a 2D mesh, the topology of QNoC is optimized to a specific application
following a design method. Modules are initially placed based on high-level simulations using traffic generators. Based on performance estimates, module placement
and topology of the NoC are iteratively optimized to minimize cost, balance traffic
and meet QoS requirements.

3.5.10 Xpipes - Bologna
Initiated at Bologna by Benini et al. Xpipes is a highly parameterizable packetswitched NoC designed by the Universities of Bologna, Stanford and Lausanne [99,
31]. Similarly to QNOC, Xpipes has a design-methodology to customize it to a given
application: XpipesCompiler.
Xpipes is a connection-less best-effort NoC with a strong focus on silicon implementation (known implementations are made in ST Microelectronics 0.13 μm standard
cell technology). Wrappers for AXI, OCP and STbus sockets are available. A flexible
hardware/software support for message passing on a distributed shared memory
architecture is discussed by Poletti in [164]. At the network layer, Xpipes uses wormhole switching with source routing and guarantees loss-less in-order packet delivery
[31]. At the link layer, flits use CRCs to guarantee correctness.
Xpipes
component
Lib

Synthesis
P&R
System
config

Platform
Generation

SystemC
Code

Simulation

xpipesCompiler
Figure 3.22: ×pipesCompiler.
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Xpipes is implemented as parameterizable SystemC models of switches, links and
network interfaces. Based on this library of components, the XpipesCompiler takes
as an input an XML description of the desired network architecture and generates
a synthesizable SystemC top-level of the corresponding network instance (Figure
3.22). Standard synthesis tools are then used to produce the STD cell implementation. Xpipes is one of the interconnects used in the MPARM MP-SoC environment
(Section 8.3).

3.5.11 Æthereal - Philips Research, now NXP
Æthereal is a NoC architecture that supports both best-effort (BE) and guaranteedservices (GS) QoS [76, 85, 169, 166, 85, 21, 168, 165, 78, 68, 80]. Guaranteed services guarantee hard real-time bounds on both throughput and latency. Actually, as
Æthereal uses a (non-work conservative) stop-and-go scheduling policy, latency and
throughput guarantees are necessarily coupled [201]. Æthereal guarantees in-order
packet delivery and does not allow packet dropping. It uses deterministic routing
and wormhole switching. Buffering is done in custom-made hardware FIFOs to optimize the router area.
Several versions of Æthereal have been developed over the years. In the first architectures, the guaranteed services are provided on a circuit-switched network, with
time-slot tables at the routers. The BE NoC is packet-switched. The GS-BE architecture of Æthereal is purely packet-switched, uses routers with two virtual channels
(one for BE and a high priority one for GT) and time-slot tables are only required in
the network interface layer.
At the system layer, to provide a distributed shared-memory view of the platform,
Æthereal provides network interface shells that implement DTL, OCP and AXI socket
interfaces to the NoC [169]. Software APIs and hardware accelerators to support
higher-level communication services such as message passing of tokens on top of
the Æthereal NoC are discussed by Bekooij and van der Wolf [26, 192]. An Æthereal instance synthesized in 0.13 μm CMOS technology is presented in [87, 169]. It
is based on six 32-bit ports and exploits custom designed queues (area overhead
divided by more than a factor 16 with custom designed queues compared to RAMbased and register-based FIFO). The total router area is 0.175mm2. The bandwidth
per port provided by the router reaches 16 Gbit/s. The area of the network interface
is 0.172 mm2 in 0.13 μm technology.
Æthereal benefits from an automated design flow that allows either high-level (TLM)
SystemC simulation or VHDL generation of a NoC for custom MP-SoC platforms
[160, 138, 84, 81]. The input to the design flow is an XML description of the network
requirements. It contains a description of the modules and their traffic requirements
in terms of bandwidth, latency and QoS. NoC topology, node mapping, traffic balancing and time-slot table generation is automated thanks to the UMARS (Unified
MApping, Routing and Slot allocation) design-flow [92].
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3.5.12 µSpider - LESTER/IETR-INSA
μSpider is a packet-switched NoC that supports several classes of QoS, hard guaranteed throughput with GT and differentiated classes of statistical priority-based
guarantees (best-effort) [75]. It uses deterministic source-routing to ease run-time reconfiguration (only need to reconfigure one point in the the network interface layer)
and to optimize for area. At the system layer, μSpider provides AMBA and VCI sockets. In essence, μSpider seems to be very close to the GS-BE Æthereal architecture,
with the addition of multiple differentiated classes for non-GT traffic.

3.5.13 Arteris NoC - Arteris
Arteris provides a commercial packet-switched NoC, marketed as a bus-replacement
for SoCs. As such it has a rich system-level IP library that supports wrappers for
OCP, AMBA AHB and AMBA AXI protocols. The NoC uses a proprietary packetbased NoC Transaction and Transport Protocol (NTTP). Point-to-point physical implementation leverages the Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous (GALS)
paradigm, allowing operating frequencies of 750 MHz or more in 90nm silicon process, using standard cells libraries and EDA tools. Packets are routed between Network Interface Unit (NIU)s by a user defined topology of Packet Transport Units and
configurable, synchronous or mesochronous 32 or 64bit links supporting the GALS
paradigm. NoC debug and service units provide NoC monitoring and control to embedded software through registers during software integration debug or application
monitoring. IP components of the Arteris NoC are provided in the Danube library.
Arteris provides a NoC design-flow composed of two configuration environments:
NoCexplorer and NoCcompiler. NoCexplorer is a high-level simulation tool that
captures the dataflow requirements of the IP blocks and helps the designer to choose
the NOC topology based on an exploration of various topologies that match the
required worst-case traffic pattern. It uses a dataflow simulation engine and parameterizable dataflow source and sink generators to model the system behavior.
NoCcompiler is a graphical design tool used to instantiate and configure and interconnect components of the Danube library to generate a custom NoC instance.
NoCcompiler supports many backends to generate RTL and SystemC models (both
circuit-level and transaction-level models) as well as documentation for a given NoC
instance.
The latest versions of the Arteris NoC support a priority-based QoS. The version
used in the IMEC 3MF chip only supports best-effort traffic and uses AHB socket
interfaces (Section 2.4.2).

3.6 Network on Chip Template
Chapters 4 and 5 use a packet-switched NoC with a single virtual channel and with
virtual cut-through switching. QoS is enforced at the network interface layer in a non
work-conserving manner by performing injection rate control. The reactive communication control techniques exposed in Chapter 4 are relevant to any packet-switched
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NoC, regardless of its switching technique or its number of virtual channels. In
particular, the reactive traffic shaping techniques can be applied to the low-priority
virtual channel of a NoC with differentiated services, at the image of the packetswitched version of the Æthereal NoC.
To support our design-flow, the NoCs we are considering in this thesis are packetswitched and support differentiated QoS levels. We deem the TDMA technique the
most efficient one to provide GT on packet-switched NoCs. Thus the NoCs we recommend are very similar to Æthereal or μSpider.

C HAPTER 4

Reactive Communication Management of a
Network-on-Chip
Informed decision-making comes from a long tradition
of guessing and then blaming others for inadequate results.
Scott Adams

N

etworks-on-Chip are reconfigurable and thus bring flexibility to programmable MP-SoC platforms. As a consequence, several applications can be
run concurrently on the platform, raising the problem of application composability. Indeed, as the NoC is a shared medium, how are communications of
different applications impacting one another? In fact, two questions are raised, the
first one relates to the matching between application and platform resources and the
second one to imperfect platform virtualization.
Because applications can be developed independently of the MP-SoC platform (and
possibly downloaded onto it), there can be potential mismatches between platform
communication resources and their use by an application. There are several types
of mismatches. For instance, applications can have been developed for another platform under the assumption no resource sharing would occur. Another cause of mismatches are misbehaving applications that generate more traffic than authorized,
either because of a bug or intentionally (security threat). Can mismatches between
expected and actual application communication behavior be detected at run-time?
How can application communication be controlled at run-time? How can a run-time
manager dynamically decide to give more priority to the communication of one (already executing) application over another (for instance giving priority to an audio
decoding task over a file downloading task)?
A possible answer to the previous questions is to provide perfect virtualization of
platform communication resources, so that applications execute independently of
one another (virtual resources are private to an application). By characterizing a
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static application at design-time, one can often determine both the communication
and computation requirements of every task with respect to the user requirements.
This characterization information can be included in an application’s task graph to
be used at run-time in order to statically reserve sufficient computation and communication resources. This guarantees correct operation and expected application
performance. Moreover a run-time manager can exploit the design-time application
characterization and steer the available platform hardware components to achieve
composability of several applications. However, the dynamism inherent to many
applications makes them difficult to accurately analyze. In these situations the system has to operate with estimations of application requirements and must therefore
dynamically adapt the platform resource usage to the needs, making perfect virtualization difficult to exploit. Another reason for dynamic adaptation of platform
resource usage is the high cost of perfect platform virtualization support.
To either match application behavior to platform resources or to deal with partial (or
no) virtualization of platform communication1 , the run-time manager needs to detect
changes to its environment and reactively tune platform parameters to maintain the
projected operating point. To create such a feedback loop, the run-time manager
needs (hardware) support to monitor changes in the usage of platform resources,
algorithms to react to unexpected changes and (hardware) actuators to act upon the
environment.
This chapter discusses reactive communication control of a NoC steered globally by
run-time manager or in a distributed manner. Section 4.1 introduces the concepts of
reactive run-time NoC congestion management: monitoring, decision-making and
actuating. At the time of publication, none of them was addressed in the field of
networks-on-chip. The section furthermore discusses the differences of congestioncontrol and flow-control. Section 4.2 addresses the injection rate control actuator
we use to perform traffic shaping. It discusses the concepts, theoretical aspects and
presents a proof-of-concept demonstration of traffic shaping on an emulated MPSoC platform. Section 4.3 presents the (vast) design-space associated to reactive congestion control of NoCs. We choose to implement two points at the extremes of this
design-space: a globally controlled congestion management and a distributed one.
Section 4.4 details the global connection-level management. As some links of the
NoC are shared between different applications, the run-time manager can exploit
this mechanism to minimize inter-application communication interference, emphasizing the need for a reactive NoC communication control system. Section 4.5 discusses the hardware extensions required for the distributed congestion management.
Section 4.6 presents the related work. Finally, section 4.7 concludes and discusses future work for reactive congestion management of NoCs.

1 Reactive communication control is also relevant to NoCs with more virtualization capacity, such as
a guaranteed throughput NoC, for instance to regulate the traffic of lower priority QoS classes. The
interaction of reactive and proactive communication management systems is out of the scope of this thesis.
It is an interesting and relevant topic for future work.
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4.1 NoC Communication Management Concepts
This section deals with important concepts of NoC communication management. It
starts with a definition of the components of reactive communication-control mechanisms. We then discuss the differences between flow-control and of congestioncontrol.

4.1.1 Components of Reactive Communication Control
Reactive communication control is a control mechanism so it can be decomposed
into three key components (Figure 4.1):
1. Monitoring,
2. Decision-Making,
3. Actuating.

Monitoring

Actuator
System
Under Control
Decision
Making

Figure 4.1: Control Loop. A system under control is monitored (for instance a given network interface in a NoC). Statistics of the NI are passed to the decision-making module
that given an algorithm and an objective function generates the inputs of the actuator.
The actuator in turn modifies a parameter of the system under control (it shapes traffic
for instance).

As its name indicates, the monitoring mechanism measures NoC parameters at runtime and provides statistics over the communication. Monitoring of NoC communication can be performed at either of the layers of the NoC protocol stack. For instance, at the link layer, the link throughput can be measured at the individual local
links. At the network layer, measures are local to a router and relevant parameters
are average throughput, packet service time, buffer occupancy, etc. At the network
interface layer we can measure end-to-end latency of packets, throughput, jitter, NI
buffer occupancy, etc. Monitoring at the level of the network interface gives information about a connection and abstracts away details of the links and routers used
by this connection. At the system level, statistics give latency (and jitter) of messages
(or transactions) as well as data throughput.
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To capture accurate statistics about the ongoing NoC communication, the monitoring mechanisms need to function at least at the speed of the considered NoC layer.
Monitoring is thus often implemented in hardware.
Actuators are systems that, given an input control signal, act to regulate a particular parameter. In our case, the actuators regulate the communication properties of
NoCs. Unlike for other control systems where it may make sense for an actuator to
amplify a signal, for the matter of NoC communication control an actuator is only
active to reduce the amount of data being communicated per unit of time (only IPblocks at the system-level generate data).
Differing by the manner in which they reduce the amount of data communicated
per unit of time, actuators fall into two categories, they are either work-conserving
or non-work-conserving (Section 3.3.2). In presence of data to be communicated, a
work-conserving actuator always outputs data albeit at a lower rate (for instance by
serializing it). On the contrary, a non-work-conserving actuator, may decide to delay
the sending of data currently available. So far, for reactive communication control
on NoCs only non-work-conserving actuators have been used. There are at least
two reasons to prefer them over work-conserving ones. On the one hand they do not
require complex bit serialization/deserialization hardware and on the other hand
non-work-conserving mechanisms allow to centrally schedule the traffic in the NoC
(work-conserving actuators independently distort the traffic in the NoC making it
much more complex for a predictable global schedule).
Naturally, as monitoring, actuators can be defined at either of the network layers.
For instance, at the link layer an actuator can enforce the moment when a flit can
be sent (or received to be buffered). At the network-layer, actuators can delay the
service of given packets to regulate the traffic. At the network-interface layer, an
actuator can control when a packet is to be injected into the network. Finally at the
system-layer, actuators can decide when to issue a certain message or transaction. By
delaying certain packets (or flits) by given amounts, the actuators shape the traffic at
the various layers of the NoC.
The decision-making components have as inputs the statistics from the monitoring
modules and produce as outputs the control signals to feed to the actuators. Given a
certain objective and control algorithms, these components try to regulate NoCs by
creating a feedback-loop (or control loop) between the actuators that shape the traffic
and the monitoring mechanisms that report measured communication properties
(Figure 4.1). Because monitoring mechanisms and actuators can be defined at all
layers of the network stack, so can the decisions-making mechanisms.
Decision-making mechanisms can not only be implemented at one or more layers of
the stack, but they can also decide to integrate monitoring information from several
layers. Moreover, within a layer, decision-making mechanisms can be central (they
integrate information from all monitoring modules in the layer), fully distributed
(one decision-making system for every monitoring and actuator in the layer) or all
possible in-between combinations.
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4.1.2 Flow-Control versus Congestion-Control
Flow control is defined by Tanenbaum as a point-to-point data-link or transport layer
issue that deals with one data producer task outrunning a single data consumer task
[189]. Flow control is employed to ensure that the producer (temporarily) does not
send out more data than the consumer is able to receive and process. For an NoC
flow-control can be defined at every layer of the network stack (Figure 4.2). For instance, at the data-link layer, handshaking controls the exchange of flits between the
two end points of a link. Flow-control is used here for instance to avoid buffer overflow at the receiving router and/or to ensure integrity of the transmitted flit. Another example of flow-control at the data-link layer is virtual channel flow-control,
or the flit-level interleaving of packets from different sources onto the same physical
link [159]. At the network-layer the flow-control is in charge of scheduling packets
for output as a function of several parameters such as: presence of backpressure,
internal congestion or packet priorities. At the network-interface layer flow control can for instance be used on a connection base. Mechanisms such as end-to-end
credit-based flow control ensure that the receiver end has sufficient buffering space
to receive all packets sent. At the system level, flow-control deals for instance with
the level of occupancy of the buffers within the network layer and transactions can
be blocking if the latter are full.
P1

Network Interface

P2

End-to-end
Flow-Control

Congestion
(Hot-Spot)

Link-Level
Flow-Control

C1

Network Interface

C2

Figure 4.2: Flow Control and Congestion. Flow control can be defined at all network
layers. At the network interface layer it pertains to a single connection. Congestion
occurs, at the network layer, when multiple connections interact. Congestion can be
controlled by synchronizing the flow-control between several connections.

Congestion control is usually defined only at the network-layer. Whereas flow-control
deals with data flowing onto a single point-to-point connection, congestion-control
addresses the impact multiple point-to-point connections (sharing network or data
layer resources) have on one another. At the network layer, when congestion builds
up, packet transmission latencies as well as jitter (latency variations) increase tremendously and throughput plummets possibly resulting in unacceptable degradations
for multi-media applications. Figure 4.3 illustrates the evolution of latency when
congestion builds up in an NoC that does not allow packet dropping. When no
packet dropping can occur the latency is bound by the worst case delay a packet
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would incur by loosing arbitration at all hops. Let λ be the routing time for one
packet once arbitration has been won and assume a connection going over n hops,
where pi is the number of input ports at hop i. Assuming a buffer of size one, the
worst case end-to-end
latency (Λ(n)) for a packet occurs when loosing arbitration at
n
every hop is Λ(n) = λ i=1 (pi −1). Congestion control covers techniques to monitor
network utilization (to detect early signs of congestion building-up) and to modify
data transmission to keep traffic levels from overwhelming the network medium.

Latency

Saturation

Congestion Builds Up

0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Offered Traffic Load

0.8

1

Figure 4.3: Congestion building up. Congestion is characterized as a dramatic increase
in latency with increasing offered network load. In an NoC that does not allow packetdropping, the latency saturates. The saturation level corresponds to the worst case delay
a packet would incur by loosing (fair) arbitration at all hops.

Though distinct, the concepts of flow and congestion control are nevertheless connected. One could use the flow control mechanisms to control the amount of traffic
that is put onto the network hereby reducing the network congestion. For instance
at the data-link layer, virtual channel flow-control reduces the effect of head-of-line
blocking and thereby globally decreases congestion. At the network layer, packet
dropping is a common congestion control technique in classic networking, though
it is not generally desirable in NoCs because of the large retransmission buffers it
requires. The novel NoC congestion-control techniques we relate here rely on a form
of traffic shaping performed by controlling the data flow at the network-interface
layer.

4.2 Actuator - Injection Rate Control
This section discusses the non-work-conserving actuator (injection rate control) used
throughout this chapter. This actuator performs traffic shaping at the networkinterface layer. Restricting ourselves to actuators at this layer has been a deliberate
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choice because the network-interface layer controls the initial injection of traffic into
the network layer so it has a major impact on congestion. At the network layer, actuators typically discard packets or deflect packets from their optimal path. Both packetdropping and adaptive routing are often undesirable for industrial-grade NoCs because of high implementation costs (re-transmission and re-ordering buffers are required). Only very recently have actuators at the data-link layer been addressed in
related work (Section 4.6).
This section first gives an overview of the conceptual mechanism of injection rate
control actuators. We then discuss theoretical aspects of algorithms to perform injection rate control. Finally, we show the effects of a proof-of-concept implementation
of this actuator in the Gecko2 (Gecko Square) MP-SoC platform emulator (Gecko2 is
further discussed in Chapter 5).

4.2.1 Mechanism Concept
The amount of traffic that is injected into the network layer can be limited by providing an injection rate control mechanism on the level of the network interface (NI).
Traffic is shaped at the sender NI by controlling three parameters of the packets sent:
their priority-level, their length and the time they are injected in the NoC. Adapting
traffic shapes to the current quality requirements allows to control the communication in the NoC and is a pre-requisite to providing soft real-time guarantees.
The time wherein an NI is allowed to inject packets into the network is denoted as the
send window. The shape of the send window is defined in the injection rate control
actuator thanks to one running counter giving a global timing and three registers.
The first shape register, winLow (L) specifies when the window starts and the second
shape register winHigh (H) when it ends. By setting the low and high value, a
controller is able to describe a single send window within the whole period of length
T (Figure 4.5(a)). The third register winModulo (M) specifies how often the window
appears over time within the period of a running counter wrap-around time. By also
using the modulo value, a single send window can be spread over the whole period
(Figure 4.5(b) and Figure 4.5(c)). Figure 4.4 contains pseudo-code that shows how
the injection windows behave.
if(winLow ≤ (counter % winModulo) ≤ winHigh)
allow packet injection = TRUE;
else
allow packet injection = FALSE;
Figure 4.4: Pseudo code showing the behavior of the send windows.

The concept of window spreading over a maximum period T is related to the implementation of injection rate control in the Gecko2 (Gecko Square) MP-SoC platform
emulator (Chapter 5). The maximum period T is defined by a running counter (19
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Figure 4.5: It is possible to specify the size, the location and the amount of spreading of
the ’send window’ by adjusting the low (L), high (H) and modulo (M) value.

bits wide2 ). The modulo3 M is a unit-less value that allows to reduce the maximum
period T to the actual period used tperiod = T /M . Hereafter when we speak about
window spreading over the maximum period T, we really mean a smaller window,
but repeating more often as tperiod is smaller.
We define Ω to be the size of the window over tperiod :
Ω=

H −L
tperiod

By adjusting the send windows for the different network interfaces in such a way
that they do not overlap, it is possible for a central run-time controller to ensure that
two tiles never inject packets at the same time.

4.2.2 Theoretical Aspects of Injection Rate Control
The traffic shaping actuator in our system is based on a sliding window mechanism. Packets are only injected in the network during the time a window of size Ω is
opened. The purpose of defining a control algorithm is to answer two questions. (1)
How should the size of this window be modified in time to quickly reduce throughput? (2) How should the window be modified in time once throughput has been
reduced?
The size of the window is based on binomial congestion avoidance [20]:

W indow Increase :

Ω(t + R) =

Ω(t) +

W indow Decrease :

Ω(t + δt) = Ω(t) − βΩ(t)

α
Ω(t)k
l

(α > 1)

(4.1)

(0 < β < 1)

(4.2)

While no congestion is notified, the window size is gradually increased at a rate R
(Figure 4.6(a)).In the general case, the increase amount is proportional to Ω−k (Equation 4.1). Shortly after congestion has been notified (within δt), the window size
2 The most significant 16-bits are exported as a time-stamp to the run-time manager. Gecko2 is clocked
1
at 33MHz so that the counter wraps around after 16 ms (219 · 33
· 10−6 , roughly matching the scheduling
time of the run-time manager.
3 M is really implemented as a bit-mask and is used to set t
n
period = T /2 (n ∈ [1, 19]).
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is decreased (Equation 4.2), usually by a larger amount than it is increased (Figure 4.6(a,b)). The parameters k and l in Equations 4.1 and 4.2 define the aggressiveness at which the windows are opened and closed and therefore their impact on
response to congestion. To ensure a good trade-off between probing aggressiveness
and congestion responsiveness, we use the k + l rule4 defined in [20]: k + l = 1 and
l ≤ 1. Figure 4.6 shows the effect of two different sets of (k, l) values that follow
the k + l rule. Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) uses (k, l) = (0, 1)
and yields a windowing mechanism that is both efficient and simple to implement
(Figure 4.6(a)). The square root algorithm √
(SQRT) uses (k, l) = (0.5, 0.5) and thus
changes the window size proportionally to Ω which yields a smoother traffic shaping but is more computationally intensive (Figure 4.6(b)).

Ω
= 0.8
AIMD (k=0;l=1)

Congestion Notified

R
Time

t1

t2
(a) Window increase/decrease illustrated on AIMD.

Ω
Congestion
Avoidance

SQRT (k=0.5;l=0.5)

Warm Up

AIMD (k=0;l=1)
Time

t1

t2

(b) SQRT gives a smoother window variation compared to AIMD (AIMD steps
from previous figure are here smoothed-out due to a coarser time-scale).

Figure 4.6: Traffic shaping is based on a sliding-window mechanism.

4.2.3 Traffic Shaping - Proof-of-Concept
In order to demonstrate the effects of the injection rate control actuator, we created
on our emulation platform the setup detailed in Figure 4.7 (Chapter 5). We use the
traffic generated by a Motion-JPEG video decoder running on the emulator. It is
composed of four tasks running concurrently on the computation resources of the
platform (Figure 4.7). Two of these tasks, the sender and the receiver, run in software
on the StrongARM processor (tile 3). The two other tasks, are hardware blocks: a
4 The k + l rule ensures that the system responds quickly and remains in a stability region. See [20] for
a thorough analysis.
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task that performs the Huffman decoding and the dequantization, further denoted as
Huffman block, and a task that performs a 2D-IDCT and a YUV to RGB conversion,
further denoted IDCT block. These tasks are mapped on tiles 1 and 8 respectively. The
sender task sends an encoded video data-stream to the Huffman block. The Huffman
block sends the decoded data stream to the IDCT block. The output of the IDCT is
sent back to the StrongARM to be displayed by the receiver task.
0

Huff
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
6

8
7

2D
IDCT
8

Video decoder communication

Figure 4.7: Mapping of the Motion-JPEG application application on the platform. We
monitor the connection 2D IDCT → StrongARM (path 8 → 7 → 6 → 3).

The purpose of the experiment is to show the effects of the actuator (varying window sizes and spreading) has on real NoC traffic. In this example monitoring is
performed at the network-interface layer. Statistics are gathered locally by dedicated hardware in the NIs and are centrally collected by the run-time manager. They
include, for every task in the application, the number of messages effectively sent, received and blocked at a given NI. In this experiment, the run-time manager samples
the relevant NIs every 20 ms5 .
Figure 4.9 shows a combination of the messages statistics captured at NIs 8 and 3
as they are communicated to the run-time manager (Figure 4.8). It is a stack plot
composed of the number of packets sent at NI 8 and at NI 3, of the number packets
received and among them how many have been blocked (input buffer overflow at
NI 3). This figure shows two experiments ran one after the other. The same video
sequence has been played twice with different windowing techniques (spread and
continuous allocations). During both experiments the window size is gradually diminished from a size T (window completely opened during the send period of T)
down to the smallest possible (non-zero) value, corresponding to the sending of a
single packet over the period T. Experiment 1 in Figure 4.9) has been obtained by
applying a window spreading technique and gradually diminishing the size of the
window (Figure 4.5(b,c)). Experiment 2, uses the same diminishing window sizes,
but shows the effect of having the window composed of continuous blocks of bandwidth (over the period TMAX ) (Figure 4.5(a)).
Experiment 1 in Figure 4.9 shows how, for a spread window technique, an optimal
value of window size can be found to match the application to the platform and reduce the network congestion. Indeed, around t = 3.3 (109 OS ticks), the number of
blocked messages drastically diminishes without impacting the number of sent/re5 The regular sampling rate on the emulator is of 50ms, but to capture more details in the graphs
displayed in here we have increased the sampling rate.
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Run-Time Manager
Data NoC

window size

blocked
received

sent

2D IDCT
Tile 8

Receiver
Tile 3

Figure 4.8: Data and control networks on the path 8 → (7 → 6) → 3. The control
network interface in the sender NI (Tile 8) enforces the window size to shape traffic and
collects the number of messages sent. The control network interface in the receiver NI
(Tile 3) collects the number of messages received and the number of messages blocked in
the NI upon receiving. The run-time manager in the StrongArm (Tile 3) collects message
statistics and varies the window size in the sender NI.

ceived messages). Further diminishing window size throttles the IDCT sender and
the number of sent and received messages goes below the application requirements
(but can be used to give priority to another application sharing one of the links on the
connection 8 → 3). Experiment 2 shows that, for this application, the block allocation technique very rapidly throttles the IDCT sender without actually diminishing
the level of (instant) blocking at the network interface layer. Because windows are
allocated in a complete block, when the window is closed the IDCT quickly fills up
its send buffers and then its computation stalls. Only when the window is opened
again (in a single long block) and its send buffers are emptied can the computation
be resumed. As the granularity of the send period T is much larger than the computing time of the IDCT block it is impossible to find a good window size to match
application and resources. This second experiment outlines the importance of using
the modulo value winModulo in the spread technique additionally to the overall
window size (over the period T).

4.3 Exploration of Design Space Axis
The design space exploration of reactive communication control can be naturally
decomposed along three axis that correspond to the three components previously
mentioned: monitoring, decision-making and actuator. In our exploration, we have
chosen to fix the actuator at the network-interface layer, because it is the layer that
injects packets into the network, thus the one that has most impact on congestion
and on end-to-end flow control. More specifically, we use the injection rate control
actuator implemented in Gecko2 .
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Figure 4.9: Traffic shaping of the MJPEG on connection 8 → 3. Two experiments using
the same video sequence are ran one after the other. In both experiments the window
size is diminished from completely opened down to almost closed. The first experiment
spreads the window opening over the maximum period T by increasing the value of M
and decreasing H-L, the second one keeps M=1 and only decreases H-L.

This section discusses the design space of reactive communication control and addresses the following questions. Given an actuator, how to explore the decisionmaking and monitoring axis of reactive communication control? What should be
the granularity of communication control?

4.3.1 Decision-Making Axis
The role of the decision-making algorithms is to control the actuators in order to
regulate traffic.
Types of Decision-Making
We have seen in Section 4.2.2 that the window size is one of the control parameters
of an actuator. It is up to the decision-making algorithm to choose an appropriate
value for these parameters. Nevertheless, there are actually two different types of
decision making:
1. Need to act at all? The very first question a decision-making algorithm has to
make is if it is needed to trigger an actuator at all. Indeed it is desirable to
maintain a stable system, avoiding to permanently be in a transient mode. A
certain level of hysteresis is thus desirable.
2. How to regulate the actuator? The second level of decision-making is how to
modify the input parameters of the actuator. In the example of injection rate
control of section 4.2.2, parameters are window size, window modulo and values for k and l (Equations 4.1 and 4.2).
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Levels of Decision-Making
Decision-making, whether pertaining to flow-control or to congestion-control can be
made by integrating information from one or more layers of the network protocol
stack. Moreover, at each of these layers, information can be considered locally or
globally.
Let L, R and N respectively be the ensembles of the L links, R routers and N network interfaces in the system. Let furthermore λ, ρ and ν, be three vectors of sizes L,
R and N with elements valued 0 or 1, representing selected elements of L, R and N ,
and let δm be Kronecker’s delta.
At one extreme of the decision-making spectrum, decisions can be done independently of each other, locally at the data-link layer. There are as many independent decision points as there are links in the system. At this decision-level, called
LocalF C , only (data-link) flow-control decisions can be taken because information
for congestion-control is not available.
In terms of congestion-control, the extreme of the spectrum of decision making is
localized in the routers at the network layer. The most localized decision making
mechanism can independently run in every router by taking into account any subset
of the links entering router r: {δλr l/l ∈ L} (where λr selects the relevant links a subset at router r). The local congestion-control decision-making can take into account
any combination of the links into the local router.
At the other extreme of the decision-making spectrum, information about all layers
of the network protocol stack is globally integrated for a (single) central congestioncontrol decision-making mechanism, called GlobalCC . GlobalCC (global congestioncontrol) considers all connections globally so as to control congestion in the system.
The ensemble of collected information points for decision-making is {GlobalCC } =
{L × R × N }. In general, any possible combination of information can be used for
the decision making process Decλ,ρ,ν .

{Decλ,ρ,ν } = {{δλDec l} × {δρDec r} × {δνDec n}/(l, r, n) ∈ [L × R × N ]}

(4.3)

Design-Space of Decision-Making
Remember that the decision making algorithms can be defined at all layers of the
NoC protocol stack. We have also seen that there is a spectrum of locality of the decision making process. At one extreme it can be fully distributed to make decisions on
every individual link and at the other extreme it can be completely centralized and
integrate information from all NoC monitoring modules throughout the platform.
It is interesting to note that the two types of decision making (if and how) are orthogonal to whether decisions are made locally or globally. As all combinations of
decision types and levels are possible, the resulting design space, illustrated in Table
4.1, and explained next is quite large.
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Decision Type
If
How

Decision Level
Flow-Control
Congestion-Control
LocalF C ⇔ GlobalF C LocalCC ⇔ GlobalCC
LIF C
...
GIF C
LICC
...
GICC
LHF C
...
GHF C
LHCC
...
GHCC

Table 4.1: Design-Space of Decision-Making. For both flow-control (FC) and congestioncontrol (CC), between the Local and Global decision-level extremes, there is an ensemble
of solutions (denoted by . . . ) combining elements of Equation 4.3.

GI At the network-interface layer, it is relevant to consider a global co-scheduling
of all connections in the system (GICC ). The assumption here is that the runtime manager manages all connections and can for instance assign them priorities. Based on these priorities and monitoring information, the run-time
manager can decide whether certain actuators have to be reconfigured or not.
A global view of the system, pertaining to flow-control (GIF C ), is explored in
the central communication control management system discussed in Section
4.4.
LI It is also possible to locally decide on the activation of an actuator only based
on local monitoring information. For instance monitoring information from
the local router can be used by a local decision-making mechanism (situated in
the router or associated network-interface).
GH At a global level, more information can be taken into account to optimize the
control parameters of the actuators. One particular example exploiting a global
view of the system (for flow-control) is the pipelined window allocation addressed in Section 4.4.5. In essence, the start times of the windows are set as
to take minimize the waiting send times for a pipeline of tasks. Setting the
window start time only based on local information would fail to capture this
pipelining.
LH A simple algorithm such as AIMD can be locally applied to decide on the window size variations. This local view of the first level of decision-making is
addressed in the distributed congestion control mechanism of Section 4.5.

4.3.2 Monitoring Axis
Monitoring modules measure NoC communication parameters at all layers of the
network protocol stack. This section mainly focuses on monitoring at the network
interface layer and at the data-link layer, because they are the two layers that inject
data into the network layer so that they have an important impact on congestion6 .
6 Additionally, at the network layer the parameters with most impact in board-level multi-processor
systems, such as the packets dropping rates are irrelevant to the NoCs we consider.
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Connection-Level Monitoring
At the network interface layer, monitoring is performed inside the network interface
and measures parameters pertaining to end-to-end connections. Figure 4.10 shows
the network interfaces of a connection between a producer and a consumer. At the
producer network interface we measure the amount of packets sent per unit of time,
whereas at the consumer network interface we measure the total amount of packets
received and the fraction of these packets that got blocked due to buffer overflow.

P1

Network-IF Level
Monitoring

Network Interface

P2

Network-IF Level
Monitoring

C1

Network Interface

C2

Figure 4.10: Monitoring at the network-interface layer. The connections P 1 → C1 and
P 2 → C2 share a link. Monitoring at the NI layer measures parameters such as number
of packets received and sent and end-to-end packet latency. Congestion can only be
indirectly detected.

Congestion occurs at the network layer, when several connections compete for access
to a shared link (saturation occurs when requirements are above link capacity). On a
connection it is possible to detect congestion by observing the variations of the communication properties (increased packet latency for instance). However, determining which link on the connection is congested (hot-spot detection) is only possible
indirectly. Indeed, one needs the statistics (and information about the placement) of
all connections that share links with the congested connection to locate the hot spot.
When using only network-interface layer monitoring, a global view of the connections is thus required to determine how they interact with one another. Section 4.4
discusses reactive communication control in a system where only connection-level
monitoring is available.
Link-Level Monitoring
The other extreme of monitoring is measuring the properties of individual links.
Figure 4.11 shows an example containing two producer, consumer pairs that share
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the output link of router R1. For instance, by measuring the levels of the input buffers
of router R1, we get an indication of the level of congestion a particular data-link (one
data link is associated to one input buffer).

P1

Link-Level
Monitoring

P2

C1

C2

Figure 4.11: Data-link monitoring. The connections P 1 → C1 and P 2 → C2 share
a link. Monitoring at the data-link layer measures parameters such as throughput or
buffer occupancy and permits to directly detect congestion.

However, note that though the measure of buffer occupancy of a particular data-link
directly locates a hot-spot, it is not sufficient to determine which particular connections are responsible for creating congestion. Network interface layer information
such as the source of congesting packets needs to be associated7 . This implies that
data-link monitoring requires higher network layers to transmit information about
the source of the packet and in many NoCs this information is optimized away to
reduce packet header size. In Section 4.5 we use data-link monitoring, but this has
required modifications to our emulator platforms specifically to modify the packet
header to add a packet source field.

4.3.3 Design-Space Choices
We have seen that both axis of monitoring and decision-making permit wide variations in the design-space. What granularity of control is relevant for reactive communication control of NoCs? Table 4.2 gives an overview of the reactive congestioncontrol design-space.
This design-space being fairly large, we fix the actuator to be the injection rate controller at the network interface layer and study two points at the extremes of the
design space (one associated to flow-control, the other to congestion control).
• Connection-level monitoring + GlobalF C (GI F C ,GH F C ,) decision-making
• Link-level monitoring + LocalCC (LI CC ,LH CC ) decision-making
7 If connections are to be individually identified, both source and destination of the packet are required.

Global Connection-Level Management

Monitoring
Decision-Making
Actuating

Parameter
Layer
If
How
Layer

Link
LI F C
LH F C
Link

V aluesF C
Net.
NI
⇔
GI F C
⇔
GH F C
Net.
NI
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Link
LI CC
LH CC
Link

V aluesCC
Net.
NI
⇔
GI CC
⇔
GH CC
Net.
NI

Table 4.2: Design-Space of Reactive Communication Control.

The configuration of monitoring at the connection level and of global decision making for flow-control is studied in detail in Section 4.4. Because monitoring is performed at the network-interface layer, we need to assume that connections are coscheduled and co-placed globally (at the system level) so that hot-spots in connections can be detected. As a consequence, the decision-making process also needs to
assume a global system-level view, taking into account which connections have priority over others. Both levels of decision-making (when to react, how to modify the
parameters) are assumed to be global.
The configuration of monitoring at the link-level and local (hence distributed) decision making for congestion-control is discussed in Section 4.5. We detail router extensions with link-level monitoring mechanisms that detect hot-spots at a fine granularity. In terms of decision-making, the first-level is based on connection priorities
and assumes a global system-level placement of connections (and priority assignment). The distributed part of the decision-making process is actually the adaptation
of actuator parameters (window sizes).

4.4 Global Connection-Level Management
In our NoC communication management scheme, the run-time manager is able to
monitor the traffic at every network interface. Based on this information the runtime manager can manage traffic by limiting and/or shaping the amount of packets
a tile is allowed to inject into the NoC. This way, the packet rate of the data producer
can be matched with the consumption rate of the data consumer in order to handle
network blocking conditions.

4.4.1 Setting and Problem Definition
Consider the assignment of two task graphs, T G1 and T G2 , depicted in Figure 4.12.
The run-time manager’s resource assignment algorithm [146], attempts to cluster
communicating tasks as much as possible in order to optimize resource usage and
minimize inter-application interference. However, it still occurs that a communication link is shared between two applications. In this example case, the link l34 is
shared between T G1 and T G2 . Every task graph edge is associated with a load estimate, i.e. a number that denotes a worst case estimate of the amount of communication throughput required by this edge. This number is provided by the application
designer either by design-time analysis or by application profiling. During the as-
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signment, the run-time manager ensures that the cumulated communication load of
all connections sharing a certain link does not exceed the maximum load of the link.

t1

TG1(T,C)
c12
c23

t3

t2

l12
p1

p2

l21

TG2(T,C)
c45

l23

t4

p3

l32

l34
l43

p4

l12 l23 l34 l45
c12 c23 c23 c45
c45

t5

l45
l54

p5

lmax

AG(P,L)
Figure 4.12: Assignment of two application task graphs, T G1 and T G2 , to an architecture
graph AG (graph representation of the MP-SoC communication resources). The link l34
is a shared link between the two applications. The run-time manager ensures that the
total assigned communication load does not exceed the link capabilities.

Although both producer and consumer can be well matched on average when it
comes to production and consumption of messages, there might be transient differences. For example, the production of messages can happen in bursts, while the
consumption happens at a steady rate. To overcome these transient differences, message buffers are inserted in the network interface both for sending and receiving
messages. Figure 4.13 illustrates a producer-consumer pair that is, on average perfectly matched. However, due to the burstiness of the producer, temporary buffer
space is required. For small bursts or variations in the sending pattern (1), a small
amount of buffer space is sufficient, for very bursty traffic (2), a larger amount of
buffer space is required.
N
TCons

1

# message

TProd

time

time

time

time

2

Figure 4.13: Although producer and consumer can be matched on average with respect
to production and consumption of messages, there is still a need for buffer space to handle temporary differences due to e.g. message bursts. The amount of required buffer
space depends on the difference in production/consumption rate: small variations require, small buffers while very bursty traffic requires a large amount of buffer space.
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As the amount of message buffers is platform dependent, a buffer overflow is still
possible even when producer and consumer are well matched (assuming the absence
of end-to-end flow control at the network-interface layer). Figure 4.14 zooms-in on
the situation of the shared link at tile P4 . Due to bursty communication of task t2
combined with steady consumption of task t3 , the buffer in the network interface
is still full, while a new message (red) is already lining up on link l34 . As l34 is
a shared link, a message coming from t4 (blue) is waiting on the same link to be
routed to its destination. The router has two options in this case. The first option
is to drop the packet. This option assumes a mechanism that (1) detects packet loss
and that retransmits messages at the sender side and that (2) re-orders messages
at the receiver side. The second option is to temporarily queue the packet inside
the network router buffers (rely on the flow control at the network layer to block
communications). This second option assumes that such situations occur very rarely
as producer and consumer are well matched. However, queuing the packet in the
network can create blocking conditions. This means that the message coming from t4
(blue) cannot be routed until the message from t2 (red) has been routed.

l34

l45

Statistics
Collection

Task t3 on Tile P4

Figure 4.14: Blocking conditions in a router. Congestion builds up at the network layer
because of buffer overflow at the network interface layer (mismatch between consumer
and producer tasks). Unrelated applications, sharing the congested link, are impacted.

Intuitively, it is clear that the amount of buffer space inside the network interface will
determine if and when such a blocking condition occurs. In this case, one extra buffer
space would avoid the message coming from t4 (blue) being blocked. Hence, it is up
to the run-time manager to match the communication speed between producer and
consumer given the amount of buffer space available. Furthermore, if blocking occurs due to the fact that producer and consumer are (temporarily) not well matched,
the run-time manager is responsible for minimizing any potential inter-application
interference. This scenario is illustrated by Figure 4.15.
Producer t2 sends messages to Consumer t3 , while Producer t4 communicates with
Consumer t5 . Both communications share a common link (between R2 and R3). Now
suppose that, for a short time, Producer t2 produces more messages than Consumer
t3 can handle. In our approach, incoming messages for Consumer t3 that cannot be
stored in the input buffer are stored in the network until the required buffer space becomes available (Figure 4.15b). However, this creates interference for the communication between Producer t4 and Consumer t5 resulting in more jitter and a decreased
throughput. This kind of interference is further denoted as (network-layer) blocking.
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Figure 4.15: (a) Two communicating producer consumer pairs: t2 communicates with t3
and t4 communicates with t5 . (b) Blocking occurs due to a mismatch between t2 and t3
with respect to production and consumption. This causes interference with producerconsumer pair t4 and t5 . (c) The run-time manager monitors traffic, collects statistics
information and reshapes producer traffic to reduce blocking. (d) The end result is fluent
traffic and a reduction of inter-application interference.

As soon as the run-time manager is informed of the blocking issue, it limits and/or
shapes the output of the offending Producer t2 (Figure 4.15c). This limiting/reshaping is achieved by using the injection rate controller to apply a send window. This will
result in fluent traffic for all communications (Figure 4.15d). The experiments of section 4.2.3 have shown that this mechanism is able to effectively limit the amount of
communication interference caused by blocking. Furthermore, the same mechanism
(traffic re-shaping) can be used to provide a soft form of QoS.
It is important to realize that, with the presented approach, the run-time manager
only needs to react in case there is disturbing interference on a shared link between
two or more communication pairs. A temporary usage of network buffer space on
an unshared link will not cause any interference to other communications and hence
does not require immediate action. Furthermore, it might be that no action is needed
because the blocking (e.g. multimedia) application has a higher priority than the
affected (e.g. batch) application.
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4.4.2 Base Window Management Algorithm
As Figure 4.16 illustrates, one can model an application task graph as a combination
of a set of producer-consumer pairs. Hence, the base algorithm focuses on window
management for a single producer-consumer pair that needs to be matched. The
run-time manager receives input from the statistics collection component of the consumer network interface and, if necessary, adjusts the send window values of the
injection rate controller of the producer.
Run-Time Management Components

Control NoC

Run-Time Manager
Data NoC

Statistics
Collection

Injection Rate
Controller

Producer Tile

TA

Consumer Tile

TB

TC

TD

Figure 4.16: Modeling an application task graph as a combination of producer-consumer
pairs. The run-time manager is modeled as a (central) algorithm capturing statistics and
handling the injection rate controller.

When confronted with blocking conditions, the first goal of the run-time manager is
to minimize inter-application interference as fast as possible. This effectively means
reducing the send window of the producer that causes blocking, even if that temporarily reduces the throughput of the offending producer-consumer pair. Secondly,
the run-time manager is responsible for matching producer and consumer given the
platform properties and the assignment of producer and consumer. This is done by
reshaping the send window in such a way that blocking is eliminated, while optimizing throughput. Algorithm 1 details this procedure.
This window management algorithm, starts by calculating initial modulo multiplier
(μ) and window size (ω) values (line 2). μ is defined as the multiplier of the minimum
window duration ωmin (the resolution of the running counter of period T) so that
tperiod = μ × ωmin . ω is defined as the time the window is opened during tperiod . In
other words ω = Ω × tperiod and ω = μ × ωmin . The run-time manager calculates
these initial values based on the application task graph communication details, the
user requirements with respect to the application (e.g. required video throughput)
and the available buffer space in the network interface.
Equation 4.4 and Equation 4.5 detail the relation between production rate P , consumption rate C, the network interface buffer space N and the time ω that the producer is allowed to inject messages into the network. Equation 4.4 states that initially
(during the first window opening) the difference between producer and consumer
rates can be completely absorbed by the buffering space available. To avoid overflows during steady state, it is sufficient to impose that the difference between pro-
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Algorithm 1: Window management algorithm

Input: T Gi , AG, T G(T, C) → AG(P, L)
Output: ω,μ
C OMMUNICATION M ANAGEMENT()
(1) WindowStable=false
(2) μnew =μinitial ωinitial =CalcInitialWindow()
(3) ωnew =ωinitial
(4) while (WindowManagement is active)
(5)
(ωcurrent , μcurrent )=SetWindow(ωnew , μnew )
(6)
CurrentStats=GetStats()
(7)
if (CurrentStats.Blocking > BlockingThresholdLow)
(8)
if (WindowStable)
(9)
WindowStable=false
(10)
ωnew =ωinitial
(11)
μnew =μinitial
(12)
ResetValues(ωbest ,ωblocking ,μbest )
(13)
else
(14)
if (CurrentStats.Blocking > BlockingThresholdHigh)
(15)
ωnew = ReduceWindow(LargeReduction, ωcurrent )
(16)
else
(17)
ωnew = ReduceWindow(SmallReduction, ωcurrent )
(18)
ωblocking =ωcurrent
(19) else
(20)
if (CurrentStats.Throughput < RequiredThroughput)
(21)
ωnew = IncreaseWindow(ωcurrent ,ωblocking )
(22) if ((ωnew ==ωcurrent ) for ρ consecutive times)
(23)
if CurrentStats > BestStats
(24)
ωbest = ωcurrent
(25)
μbest = μcurrent
(26)
BestStats = CurrentStats
(27)
if μcurrent > μminimal
(28)
(ωnew , μnew ) = SpreadWindow()
(29)
else
(30)
ωnew = ωbest
(31)
μnew = μbest
(32)
WindowStable=true
ducer and consumer rates (window opened) is smaller than the consumption rate
while the producer window is closed (Equation 4.5).
(P − C) × ω ≤ N

(4.4)

(P − C) × ω ≤ C × (tperiod − ω)

(4.5)

After setting the initial (or new) window values (line 5), the run-time manager periodically collects traffic statistics (line 6) from the relevant network interfaces. These
statistics include the amount of sent, received and blocked messages together with
the maximum message blocking time. After acquiring the statistics, the run-time
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manager checks if the reported amount of blocked messages exceeds a certain threshold value (line 7). If so, the algorithm has to (re)calculate and update the currently
used window values: ω and μ. This primarily involves reducing the size of the send
window ω of the producer until blocking drops below the threshold. The reduction
of the send window size (in amount of slots) depends on the ratio of the amount
of blocked messages versus total amount of received messages. Two cases can be
distinguished: LargeReduction (line 15) and SmallReduction (line 17), depending on
whether the amount of blocked messages is larger or smaller than half the amount
of received messages (Table 4.3).
If the amount of blocking does not exceed the threshold value and the throughput
is lower than required (line 20), then the send window size will be increased by a
single window-slot (e.g. 100μs) for as long as the new window size ωnew remains
smaller than the blocking window size ωblocking (line 21).
As soon as the window values converge (i.e. are stable for ρ sampling times) (lines 2732), the algorithm will spread the send window using the window modulo μ value.
Spreading the window over the send spectrum has two effects. First, it reduces
the impact of bursty communication by spreading it over the send spectrum. Secondly, it enables a more effective use of the send window for non-bursty communication, meaning that a number of contiguous timeslots in a single block provide less
throughput than the same number of timeslots spread over the send spectrum. However, the downside of send window spreading is that it makes communication less
controllable by the run-time manager with respect to minimizing inter-application
interference (see Section 4.4.5). Table 4.3 details how window size ω and modulo
size μ are modified.

Table 4.3: Window size and modulo size changes.

SmallReduction
LargeReduction
Throughput < 80%
Spreading

ω =ω−1
ω = ω/2
ω =ω+1

ω = ω/2
μ = μ/2

For each modulo value, the algorithm determines the send window size ωblocking
at which blocking starts. This way, the algorithm searches to reduce the impact of
bursty communication, while keeping throughput as high as possible. After maximally spreading the send window over the send spectrum, the window values ωbest
and μbest , that deliver the best communication performance in terms of throughput
and blocking are selected and instantiated. Note that, to keep the base windowing
algorithm simple, send window low value (L) is always kept at zero, i.e. the window
high value (H) equals the window size ω.
If a significant amount of blocking (re)appears in future (line 8), for example due
to a change in burst characteristics, the send spectrum is again searched in order to
eliminate blocking.
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4.4.3 Base Algorithm Experimental Results
The efficiency of this algorithm is measured in terms of two key factors: one regarding blocking and throughput with respect to the NoC communication and the second
one regarding the computational resources that the algorithm requires.
As Chapter 5 explains, the maximum period T of the final demonstrator platform
spans 16ms. In the following experiments, we have divided the send spectrum into
time-slots of 100μs wide. Hence, the window size ω denotes the amount of 100μs
slots.
In our explorations, we found that the window modulo μinitial value of 16 is a good
starting point for the window-spreading in absence of detailed burst characteristics.
The higher μinitial , the more iterations are needed to reach the optimum window
values. Typically one higher order8 of starting modulo value will result in four to
five additional iterations before reaching the optimum. Hence, the practical upper
bound for a modulo μinitial with respect to the presented results is 64.
In order to simulate changing application characteristics due to e.g. altered user settings, all experiments contain two experiment phases, denoted Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. When transitioning to Experiment 2 (i.e. after five seconds), the producer
generates the same number of messages in only half the amount of time. This results
in more bursty traffic causing more NoC communication blocking.
Figures 4.17(a), 4.17(d), 4.17(b) and 4.17(c) show different performance aspects of the
algorithm.
Consider the plot of Figure 4.17(a) and Figure 4.17(b). Figure 4.17(b) shows that,
when the application starts, there is a significant amount of blocking. This causes a
large reduction of the high value (H) and thus the size of the window ω. Due to this
action, the next message statistics samples do not show any blocking (Figure 4.17(b)).
In turn, this results in a few minor increases of the send window size. However, the
following message statistics collected by the run-time manager again indicate blocking. This means the run-time manager will continue decreasing the send window
size.
Whenever the window size remains stable for three consecutive sampling periods
(i.e. ρ = 3), the modulo value μ is decreased (Figure 4.17(a)) in order to spread the
window. Spreading the window should alleviate blocking caused by bursty message production behavior and increase the overall throughput for non-bursty traffic.
However, spreading the window can also cause blocking to re-occur. Although the
total send window size remains equal, there is a new distribution of computation
and communication. This means that due to spreading, messages will be produced
and stored in the network interface output buffers during the tclosed time. Hence, the
actual utilization of the send window will rise, which again increases the blocking
risk. In order to decrease blocking for the newly set window modulo value μ, the
window high value (H) is decreased again.
After maximally spreading the send window (i.e. after reaching the minimal modulo
value μminimal ), the window values ωbest and μbest with the best throughput with
8 A factor of two in case of our algorithm since it uses a window-spreading factor of two as shown in
Figure 4.5)
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Figure 4.17: Window management experimental results. In Experiment 2 (t ∈ [5, 10])
twice as much data is sent as in Experiment 1 (t ∈ [0, 5]). (a) Finding optimal send window values. Upon change of the communication characteristics (at the begining of each
experiment), one can observe a transient period of under one second where the run-time
manager adapts the window sizes. (b) Blocking traffic comparison with and without
communication management. Without communication management, message blocking
at the receiver proportional to the producer output. With communication management,
blocking only occurs during the transient period. Once the run-time manager has found
good window values, matching sender and receiver rates, all blocking is removed. (c)
Comparison of maximum blocking time with and without window management. Displaying the maximum blocking time, shows more clearly that after the transient times, all
blocking is removed when using communication management. (d) Throughput comparison with and without communication management. Using communication management
only marginally degrades the application throughput.

minimal blocking are selected and reinstated. For Experiment 1, this takes about 16
iterations. This corresponds to about 800 ms when the run-time manager samples
the communication values every 50 ms.
In Experiment 2 (i.e. after 5 seconds), the production of messages gets more bursty:
the producer creates the same amount of messages, but transmits them in only half
the amount of time. The previously stable send window values are now reset and
new stable values are determined using the same procedure: decreasing the send
window size until blocking is removed. Decreasing the send window also decreases
the throughput. In order to find the optimal throughput without blocking, the mod-
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ulo value is decreased. Finally, the most optimal window values are selected (around
the 5.8 s timestamp).
Figure 4.17(d) shows that the throughput with windowing is at most 6.7% lower
than the throughput without applying a send window (i.e. best effort), while, at the
same time, blocking (and hence inter-application interference) is almost completely
eliminated (Figure 4.17(b) and Figure 4.17(c)).
The communication management functionality is obviously a load on the processing
element executing the run-time manager. Figure 4.18 details the load of the communication management scheme when executing on a StrongARM processor. It shows
that statistics collection requires a small constant load, even in absence of blocking.
In the future, this statistics polling could be replaced by an interrupt driven mechanism that only informs the run-time manager is case of blocking at a certain node.
The time required for executing the heuristic is mostly stable, but depends on the
collected statistics. The total time for traffic management includes the mechanism
for collecting traffic statistics, executing the heuristic and the mechanism for setting
the new window values.
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Figure 4.18: Algorithm execution time details, measured on a StrongARM ISS (processor
load ¡ 1%).

4.4.4 Case Study on the Gecko2 Emulator
In order to support the case study, we first briefly detail the used emulation platform. An in-depth discussion of the MP-SoC architecture of our emulation platform
and the capabilities of the NoC it contains, including the run-time management controlled traffic monitoring mechanisms [145], is presented in Chapter 5 .
Our emulated packet-switched multiprocessor MPSoC is implemented using a 3x3
bidirectional mesh NoC linking the StrongARM SA1110 processor (206 MHz) of a
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handheld device to an FPGA containing eight slave processing elements and the
NoC (33 MHz clock).
Our packet-switched NoC actually consists of two independent NoCs. The data NoC
is responsible for delivering data packets, while the control NoC is used for transferring run-time management control messages. This separation is vital to our communication management scheme since the control NoC provides a way to control the
traffic even in case of data NoC congestion.
We measured on our NoC emulation platform (running at 33 MHz clock-speed) that
at every sampling time, the run-time manager takes about 60μs to gather communication statistics from a tile network interface. In total, incorporating such a traffic
management inside our NoC platform operating system takes on average 182μs per
tile at every sample time (set to 50ms in our system).
Our case study application is an MJPEG video decoder, detailed in Figure 5.17 of
Section 5.4. Initially, the setup is run without any traffic management. However, the
MJPEG decoder throughput can be significantly reduced due to heavy blocking on
the shared link (between tiles 6 and 7 in Figure 5.17).
When starting the window management, we first notice a negligible additional load
caused by activating the algorithm on the StrongARM of less than 1%. We also notice
that the algorithm converges to optimal window values, i.e. values that allow the
application to reach the required throughput for the message generator, and that
effectively reduce the interference with the MJPEG application.
Although the simple producer-consumer communication management model used
to develop the windowing algorithm converges within about 16 iterations (i.e. 800
ms), the case study takes about 20 iterations (i.e. about 1 second) to find good window values for the IDCT and the generator task that share a communication link.
This can be attributed to the more bursty nature of the MJPEG communication. This
could be solved by a more detailed application model that details communication
burst characteristics such as periodicity, burst width and burst magnitude. Another
solution would be to extend the modulo range. This would allow to control burst
at a finer granularity. However, one should avoid increasing the run-time of the
algorithm.

4.4.5 Algorithm Improvements
This section details a set of improvements for the windowing algorithm. The first
improvement deals with algorithm convergence speed and accuracy. The second improvement deals with window placement in the send spectrum. The final improvement introduces the concept of task pipelines, which extends the simple producerconsumer communication management model.
Improving Algorithm Convergence and Granularity
The base algorithm typically uses a modulo of 16 timeslots in order to find new window values in a timely manner. This restricts the granularity at which bursts can be
spread over the send window. However, decreasing the time-slot size and increas-
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ing the modulo range to find optimal window values also dramatically increases the
run-time of the algorithm.
This section changes the modulo range to 219 − 1 and reduces the timeslot size to
30ns. In order to ensure the algorithm execution time does not explode, we replaced
the convergence of window size ω and modulo μ (Table 4.3) by a variable step size
δ, as detailed by Table 4.4. This exponential convergence assumes a relatively stable
optimal window size, i.e. one that only changes due to, for example, user interaction.
Table 4.4: Variable changes (δ) to window size (ω) and modulo size (μ).



SmallReduction



LargeReduction

Throughput < 80%
Spreading

⎧
⎨
⎩

ω =ω−δ
δ = δ/2
ω = ω/2
δ = δ/2
ω =ω+δ
δ = δ/2
ω = ω/2
μ = μ/2
δ = μ/2

Assume that during the first iteration (i = 0), the algorithm takes an initial window
ω0 that is completely opened during the modulo μ0 , that is ω0 = μ0 (this also means
that the window is completely opened during the period T). Assume for now we
keep the modulo constant μn = μ0 , ∀n ∈ [0, ∞]. At iteration n, ωn writes as:
ωn = ω0 −

n

δ
2i
i=0

(4.6)

How can we determine the initial value of δ (called δ0 ) so that all window values
from ω0 down to 0 are covered? This means that for n → +∞, ωn = 0, in other
words:
ω0 =

+∞

δ
i
2
i=0

(4.7)

The geometric series of 4.7 converges absolutely to the value 2δ. Hence, if we want
to exploit the maximum window range and reach every possible window value,
then initially δ is δ0 = μ0 /2 (remember ω0 = μ0 ). When at iteration i the modulo
value μi changes, the value of δ is reset (Spreading in Table 4.4). One could equally
consider a smaller δ0 value, like e.g. δ0 = μ/4. The larger δ0 , the more aggressively
the algorithm will react to close the window upon blocking conditions.
Window Co-Placement
The base algorithm essentially changes the send window size ω = (H − L) by keeping the window low value (L) at zero and by altering the window high value (H).
This essentially means that, in order to minimize interference, we have to make the
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windows of two producers that share a communication link as disjoint as possible.
Although it might seem trivial, one has to consider that communication paths shared
by several producer-consumer pairs can be quite complex.

Figure 4.19: Relative placement for two windows. (a) Equal moduli, non-overlapping
windows. (b) Equal moduli, window shift minimizing overlap. (c) Moduli are prime
numbers with respect to one another, overlapping always occurs. (d) Moduli are powers
of two, windows of comparable sizes can be placed to reduce overlapping. (e) Moduli
are powers of two, windows sizes differ too much for placement to significantly reduce
overlap.

Let’s first deal with the issue of placing two windows. In case both moduli are equal,
one can place the second window after the first one (Figure 4.19a). If this would
result in crossing the modulo boundary, the window is shifted until this is no longer
the case (Figure 4.19b). As the moduli are equal, the first window period will be
representative for all consecutive periods.
In case of different moduli this is no longer the case. So, there are essentially two
options. First, if the moduli are prime numbers with respect to one another, then
the windows will continuously shift with respect to each other. This means that all
window placements are equivalent (Figure 4.19c). Second, if the moduli are confined
to being a power of two, we can again find an optimal configuration. In the setup
of Figure 4.19d, we can minimize the overlap by stating that L2 = H1 modulo M2 .
Note that, if moduli are orders of magnitude apart, window placement will have
little effect (Figure 4.19e).
For handling multiple windows in an efficient way, we make some assumptions.
First, we rely on the fact that the run-time manager will attempt to cluster applications and by consequence minimize inter-application communication interference
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during task assignment. Second, the remaining dependencies will be for a relatively
small amount of producer-consumer pairs. Consider the following experiment: exploring all possible assignments for two to four producer-consumer pairs in a 3-by-3
mesh network and examining the amount of shared links. As Table 4.5 illustrates,
most cases will have to deal with combining two or three windows when placing
4 producer-consumer pairs. Hence, the suggested approach for multiple windows
is to choose a reference window that is relevant to every window that needs to be
placed in the pipeline of producer-consumer pairs.

# Pairs
2
3
4

2 pairs
share a link
41%
80%
96%

3 pairs
share a link
8%
28%

4 pairs
share a link
1%

Table 4.5: Percentage of pairs that share a link for every possible assignment in a 3x3
mesh network.

Dealing with Task Communication Pipelines
Up till now, the algorithm considered an application as a set of producer-consumer
pairs (Figure 4.16). This, however, is a simplification of reality.
Consider a pipeline of tasks like the one depicted in Figure 4.16. If the pipeline stalls
at the last task TD , messages will be blocked. As a result, the send window of TC will
be decreased. This might cause TC to slow down and, hence, consume less messages.
In turn, blocking will appear for task TC . This will affect the send window of TB , and
so on. Eventually, the send window of TA could be reduced. It is clear that during
this type of transient periods the throughput is strongly impacted in other stages of
the pipeline, like e.g. for TC . This example shows that the algorithm requires support
for handling communication pipelines. However, considering that calculating new
window values happens at run-time, we require a lightweight approach for handling
window sizes of pipelines.
The proposed solution is to consider the two end points of the pipeline in order
to converge faster9 . Still, a new window value is determined for every producerconsumer pair (if necessary). However, instead of communicating this new window to the window-setting mechanism, the new window values are stored until all
producer-consumer pairs have been covered. For every producer that is about to
receive new window values, the run-time manager checks whether there is a producer earlier in the pipeline that is also going to receive new window values. If
so, only the earlier producer(s) will receive a window update. This is illustrated by
Figure 4.20(a) where T4 and T5 require new windows, but have T3 and T2 as predecessors. This solution only works for directed task graphs. In cyclic task graphs, one
cannot determine which task is first.
9 Because of the sampling period of the monitoring, it is not possible to guarantee that for multiple
stages in the pipeline the assignment algorithm would not get into an oscillation loop. By considering only
the two end points in the task communication pipeline we also ensure that the algorithm will converge.
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Figure 4.20: Setting windows for pipelined task pipelines: (a) concept and (b) experimental setup.

In order to verify this improved algorithm, consider the set-up depicted in Figure 4.20(b). Initially, this setup is completely balanced with respect to the producerconsumer pairs, i.e. there is no blocking and there is no significant slack-time. When
cutting the consumption of task TD by half after 100 ms, blocking will occur and the
effect should propagate down to task TA .
The base windowing algorithm reacts by altering the send window sizes of tasks TA ,
TB and TC (Figure 4.21(a)). However, due to the window interaction, the blocking
with respect to TD is not at all resolved (Figure 4.21(b)).
By analyzing the task-graph of the application, only the send window of a TA is
altered (Figure 4.21(c)). Because this window change ripples through the pipeline,
blocking of task TD can be handled (Figure 4.21(d)).

4.5 Distributed Communication Control
This section addresses a form of distributed reactive communication control. We assume link-level monitoring, system-level placement of connections and priority assignment and a distributed decision-making in adapting actuator parameters. Window sizes are computed with an AIMD algorithm. We use the Gecko2 (Gecko Square)
MP-SoC platform emulator as a basis for implementing distributed reactive communication control and take advantage of the simple RISC micro-controllers readily
available in the network interfaces to implement the distributed decision-making algorithms. The actuators are the injection rate controllers in the network interfaces
that shape the input traffic into the network. We naturally use the control network
of the Gecko2 platform to transmit monitoring statistics and actuator control signals.
The routers of the Gecko2 emulator are extended to implement link-level monitoring.

4.5.1 Distributed Congestion Control in Action - an Example
This section shows a simple example of how congestion is detected and how congestion notifications are propagated to the source of congestion. The congestion control
mechanism is triggered when a buffer in a router on the data NoC fills up above the
threshold level and is thus considered as being congested.
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Figure 4.21: Pipeline window management experimental results. (a) Setting windows
for all tasks in the pipeline and (b) the resulting throughput and blocking for task TD .
(c) Only setting the window for task TA . and (d) the respective resulting throughput and
blocking for task TD .

Figure 4.22 shows how the congestion notification is propagated through the system.
In step (1) a monitor at the data-link layer (buffer monitor) detects congestion. Step
(2) shows a part of the distributed decision-making process that is implemented in
hardware. Because a data-link buffer is shared by several connections, which one
of the connections should diminish its window to reduce congestion? Our system
relies on system-level assigned priorities and the connection with the lowest priority
is chosen to reduce sending. A hardware system keeps a history of the latest connections that have used the congested buffer and returns (in step (3)) the source of the
connection with the lowest priority to a congestion monitor.
Congestion monitors are hardware blocks at the network layer that aggregate the
statistics of the local data-link monitors. It is also the role of congestion monitors to
send congestion notifications (through the control network) to the congestion monitor at the source of congestion (steps (4) and (5)). Decision-making algorithms run on
distributed micro-controllers (uC) in the network interfaces. In step (6), the decision-
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making algorithm gets the congestion notification from its local congestion monitor.
In step (7) it runs an AIMD algorithm to compute new window values for the injection rate control actuator (Traffic Shaper) and reconfigures it (thereby reducing the
amount of traffic sent).
Source of Congestion
Control Network Interface

Traffic Shaper

Control Network Interface

Control
Network

uC

uC
6

Data
NI

4
Congestion
Monitor

5

Traffic Shaper

7
Data
NI

Congestion
Monitor

3
1
2

Data Network

Congested Router
1.

The buffer monitor detects congestion in the local buffer.

2.

The buffer monitor searches packet history for congestion source.

3.

The source address of the congestion is given to the congestion monitor.

4.

The congestion monitor sends a congestion notification to the congestion
source through the control network.

5.

The congestion notification is processed by the receiving congestion monitor.

6.

The uC polls the congestion monitor and gets the congestion notification.

7.

The uC computes a new window size and configures the traffic shaper to
reduce throughput accordingly.

Figure 4.22: Distributed congestion control in action. A buffer in the left router is congested. The arrows show how the congestion notification is propagated to the source of
congestion.

On the Gecko2 implementation steps one to five take place in hardware and take
three clock cycles to execute (not including possible, but short, conflicts on the control network). Steps six and seven execute in software on the local μC, typically
consuming about 100 clock cycles.

4.5.2 NoC Extensions
Providing distributed congestion control on the data NoC requires hardware and
software modifications to our system. The packet header has been extended with the
address of the source of the communication, to be able to identify the source of the
congestion, and with a priority field (Figure 4.23). The router has not been modified
since it processes the contents of the first header flit and the header extensions only
affect the second header flit.
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The FIFOs inside the data NoC routers have been modified to provide visibility on
the number of packets queued and on the source and priority fields from the header
of the last packet buffered. The resulting signals are fed into a buffer monitor module
that has the role of sensing congestion. A FIFO is considered congested when its
occupancy goes above a settable threshold level. The buffer monitor keeps a history
of source and priority of the latest packets received. Upon congestion, the history is
searched and the source of the lowest priority packet is notified to a congestion monitor module. The congestion monitor multiplexes the congestion notifications of all
buffer monitors in the router and copies them to the data memory of the μC in the
local control NI. The μC local to the router that has sensed congestion can then notify the μC of the source router to throttle the traffic coming out of its data NI. As a
consequence, congestion is reduced and the path is left free for other communication streams sharing part of the congested path. Thanks to the NoC extensions, the
StrongARM processor running the central operating-system does not need to take
part in this distributed congestion control system.
Message
Class [15:14]

Message Tag [13:6]
Dest. Logic ID [15:7]

Dest. Input Port [7:4] Dest. Address [3:0]
Priority [6:4]

Src. Address [3:0]

st

1 word
nd

2 word

Figure 4.23: Packet header extended with source and priority fields.

4.5.3 Buffer Monitor
The relatively small size of the buffers in the routers of the Gecko2 data NoC leads to
a network that can congest rapidly. In worst-case scenarios, congestion can build-up
in as few as 3 × buffer depth clock cycles, hence the congestion detection mechanism
needs to rapidly counteract. The congestion detectors are called buffer monitors and
there is one buffer monitor connected to each output buffer in the routers of the data
NoC. On a 2D mesh NoCs a router has between three to five buffers and hence as
many buffer monitors.
The buffer monitor uses the four signals that are exported from each buffer in the Data
Router to get information about the packets (Figure 4.24). Whenever a packet enters
the buffer, the router asserts the signal new packet. At the same time the router
exports the source and priority of that packet, the source and priority signals.
The fourth signal from the router is the packets outqueue that tells how many
packets there are in the buffer.
The primary role of the buffer monitor is to sense congestion by measuring how many
packets are stored inside the buffer in the router. If there are more packets than
the threshold level set by the operating system, the buffer is considered to be
congested.
Upon congestion, the role of the buffer monitor is to select where to send a congestion
notification. To make an informed decision, the buffer monitor stores information
regarding recent packets in a separate history FIFO (hFIFO) that contains the source
address and the priority of a packet. Whenever a packet header enters the data router
buffer, its source address and priority are shifted into the hFIFO.
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Figure 4.24: The buffer monitor, keeps a history of packets sorted by priority. Upon congestion it reports the lowest priority packet to the congestion monitor.

When a buffer monitor senses congestion it uses the find lowest function to search
among all the priority fields inside the hFIFO to find the source address of the packet
that has the lowest priority. If two packets have the same priority the most recent
packet is selected.
A congestion notification containing source address and priority is then reported to
the congestion monitor (Figure 4.24). The entry in the history FIFO is then tagged as
notified to avoid subsequent congestion notifications. The notified tag is local
to the buffer monitor hFIFO, therefore the same packet may trigger more congestion
notifications on the next hops along the path.
The absolute maximum size of the hFIFO is set at design-time by the HISTORY DEPTH constant. Nevertheless the effective size of the hFIFO can be controlled at
run-time, for the needs of the control algorithm, by setting the depth register in
the buffer monitor. The size of hFIFO can be larger than the actual buffer depth, so
that a history of past packets (no longer buffered) is kept. All entries in the hFIFO
are searched in parallel with a search tree to allow a very short reaction time, at the
expense of increased area. However that area increase is only linear with HISTORY DEPTH (Section 4.5.5). The hFIFO implemented in our emulation platform stores
information about four packets.
Two depth settings are of particular interest: 0 and buffer depth. With a depth of
0, information is only stored for one packet. This packet is the most recent one that
has entered the buffer. This setting is interesting because it equates to very simple
hardware, just store and search one packet. The other setting where depth equals
buffer depth means that the hFIFO stores information about as many packets as
the actual buffer holds.
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The threshold and depth variables, although they seem similar, are quite different.
The threshold variable defines when the buffer is considered to be congested. This
is done by comparing the threshold value to the number of packets in the buffer.
The depth variable on the other hand only affects for how many packets the source
address is remembered.
Another setting of interest is when the threshold and depth are both set to the
same number of packets. For example if the threshold and the depth are both set
to two packets, then the source address will be taken from one of the two currently
buffered packets. It will not be taken from a packet that has already left the buffer,
which can be the case if the threshold is set to two packets and the depth is set to
three packets.
To further enhance the flexibility of the congestion control, there is a possibility to
completely exempt packets with certain priorities from triggering a state of congestion. This behavior is controlled through the exemption register. By setting the
exemption to 3, packets with a higher priority than three – and cause congestion –
will never trigger any congestion notifications to be sent. When congestion is caused
by another packet, the tile that sends the exempt packet will never receive a congestion notification. In this example the packets with priorities 2, 1 and 0 cannot trigger
any congestion notification from being sent. It is important to realize that the exemption mechanism does not prevent congestion from occurring; it merely hides it from
the congestion control.

4.5.4 Congestion Monitor
Every router on the data NoC contains one congestion monitor that fulfills two major
roles. On the one hand it acts as a multiplexer/decoder to give the local μC visibility
and control over all the buffer monitors contained in the data router. On the other
hand it is able to autonomously send/receive notification of congestion to/from remote congestion monitors. Congestion notifications are sent over a separate control
network reserved for low-latency traffic management [124, 145].
Each congestion monitor connects to a μC in the local Control Network Interface (Figure 4.22) and its registers are memory-mapped in the address space of the microcontroller. It is the microcontroller that assigns values to the different variables such as
the depth and the threshold that affect the buffer monitors. The congestion monitor also contains statistics registers that count the number of congestion notifications
received and sent.
The μC controls the behavior of the congestion monitor and of its buffer monitors. For
instance it can selectively enable buffer monitors through a memory-mapped register.Incidentally the congestion monitor also contains a hardware timer that is read and
set by the μC. It is used to provide the μC with a time-base related to the NoC traffic.
Congestion signaling of the buffer monitors is detected by the congestion monitor and
is relayed as a congestion notification. The destination for the congestion notification is provided by the buffer monitor signal source. If several buffer monitors of the
same router indicate congestion at the same clock cycle, only the highest priority
congestion notification is sent, the other ones are dropped.
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Congestion notifications can be automatically sent from congestion monitor to congestion monitor through the control network. The autonomous congestion notification can be overridden by the μC by setting the autonomous mode register to zero
in the congestion monitor. The latter allows the μC to implement in software more
complex notification schemes but puts it in charge of sending congestion notifications. By default our system functions in autonomous mode.

4.5.5 Synthesis Results of NoC Extensions
The distributed congestion-control system is fully implemented and integrated to
our emulation platform. An instance with a history depth of 3 packets and 8 levels
of priority requires about 3% of the Virtex-II 6000 for all 9 congestion monitors and
33 buffer monitors required for the 3 × 3 2D mesh data NoC on the Gecko2 . The
average total response time to congestion is 100 NoC cycles with a variance of 20.
Additionally to the FPGA implementation, we have also synthesized the congestion
detection system to standard cell technology using the UMC 0.13μm libraries. We
believe these numbers to give a good indication of the impact our distributed congestion control system would have in a real chip.
We have compared the area and contribution to the critical path of the whole congestion controller -composed of a congestion monitor and 4 buffer monitors- to the
router of the data NoC. It results that the area impact of our congestion control system is negligible with respect to the router area (Figure 4.25(a)). For instance for a
router with 4 ports, the congestion controller occupies about 15000μm2, which only
represent 5% of the router. As Figure 4.25(b) shows, the critical path of the congestion
controller has a negligible effect on that of the router.
Figure 4.26(a) shows a linear increase to the area contribution of the congestion controller when varying the number of ports, hence the number of buffer monitors. Figure 4.26(b) details the area contribution of a congestion controller with only one buffer
monitors when varying its HISTORY DEPTH. The dependency is again linear, which
shows that HISTORY DEPTH can be increased to slightly higher values to allow more
complex control algorithms without having a dramatic impact on area.

4.5.6 Distributed Congestion Control Latency
A critical requirement of our system is a low latency when responding to a congestion notification. We measure that response latency from the moment a buffer in a
data NoC router is congested to the moment the window size is adapted in the traffic shaper to reduce the data throughput at the source of congestion (steps 1 to 7 in
Figure 4.22).
The whole control loop executes in about 100 clock cycles (Figure 4.27(a,b)), unless it
needs to respond to commands sent from the central operating system.
The μCs in the network interfaces are tiny micro-controllers, without floating-point
units and have a very limited amount of memory, making it difficult to store constant tables. Therefore, to rapidly compute window sizes, the congestion control
algorithm initially implemented on our system is AIMD. In the current implemen-
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Figure 4.25: The congestion controller proves to be inexpensive (UMC 0.13 μm).
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Figure 4.26: Congestion controller implementation details (UMC 0.13 μm).

tation the sending rate is divided by half upon notification of congestion and the
increase rate is 2048 NoC cycles, or the equivalent of sending 8 packets of maximum
length (512 bytes). The polling by the microcontrollers determines to a large extent
the latency for the congestion control.
The hardware composed of buffer monitors and congestion monitors is optimized, so
that the congestion detection and notification only takes 3 clock cycles. All the remaining cycles reported in Figure 4.27(b) are spent in software on the μC local to the
source of congestion to compute window sizes with AIMD, perform I/O accesses
or respond to requests from the central operating system. With statistics collection
and reporting to the central OS enabled, the average response latency to congestion
is about 100 clock cycles, with a variance of 20.
On our system the packet payload length can vary between 0 and 256 data words
(16-bits). The packet travel time is proportional to the number of hops in the system
and to the payload length. For packets longer than 100 data words, the congestion
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Figure 4.27: Control loop on the μC and impact on congestion control latency.

control system reacts in a time that is inferior to the packet travel time. For more
reasonable packet lengths, the latency of the congestion control is in the order of
magnitude of the flight time of 10 packets. The system is therefore fast enough to
rapidly counteract when congestion is building-up in the NoC.

4.6 Related Work
Advanced NoCs such as Æthereal provide hardware support for end-to-end creditbased flow-control at the level of network interfaces [169]. The purpose of this endto-end flow control is to ensure that guaranteed packets can be timely removed from
the network layer. Failing this, the flow-control mechanisms at the network and
data-link layers would be used to block packets and congestion would potentially
build-up disrupting guarantees. Our approach to global connection-level management provides a similar flow-control but at coarse granularity. On the one hand the
coarse granularity of flow-control cannot guarantee that individual packets do not
get blocked at the network interface layer, so this flow-control should not be used
to provide hard real-time guarantees. But, on the other hand the same mechanisms
(monitoring, actuating and part of decision making) can be reused to also perform
congestion-control (this requires enhancing the decision-making mechanism to correlate statistics of several connections).
Congestion control is a topic that has been extensively studied for computer networks, but it is only very recently that is has started to be addressed in networkson-chip. In the Internet, one of the most known congestion-control mechanisms is
the sliding-window algorithm implemented in TCP [13]. In terms of traffic shaping,
two very known algorithms extensively used in computer networks are leaky bucket
and token bucket [189]. These two algorithms correspond to classes of actuators in
our definition.
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The token bucket is a non-work-conserving algorithm and as such allows a certain
level of traffic burstiness. The algorithm simply controls when packets can be injected in the network. At a rate of 1/r a token is added to a bucket (a simple counter
of maximum size b). Before sending a packet of size n < b, there must be at least
n tokens available in the bucket (and they are consumed when the packet is sent).
When not enough tokens are available, the packet is either buffered or discarded,
depending on the policy implemented.
The leaky bucket algorithm is a related traffic-shaping algorithm, that is typically
used to smooth traffic bursts. The algorithm can be understood as a bucket (of size
B bytes) in which different streams converge. The bottom of the bucket has a hole
that permits a constant flow rate to get out of the bucket (thereby smoothing traffic
bursts). Leaky bucket belongs to the work-conserving class of algorithms because it
always serves packets when there are any available.
In network-on-chips, most related work pertains to congestion avoidance rather than
to congestion control. To avoid congestion, packets either take different routes (adaptive routing) to spread the traffic and reduce the creation of hot-spots, or they may
even be dropped. The Nostrum NoC implements a form of adaptive routing, called
hot-potato routing [136] and allows packets to be dropped [143]. In hot-potato routing, packets can be deflected (onto random output ports) from the optimal path if
it is deemed congested. To avoid creation of hot-spots, routers send backpressure
signals to notify their neighbors of congestion ahead of sending packets. This technique is called Proximity Congestion Awareness [142]. The creation of hot-spots is
thus diminished, but some packets take longer paths than the deterministic shortestpath and thus arrive out-of-order at destination. The DyAD algorithm is another
known form of congestion avoidance algorithm [97]. An NoC implementing the
DyAD routing algorithm performs deterministic shortest-path routing. Upon detection of congestion, the routing switches to an adaptive form to take less congested
paths. Though congestion avoidance algorithms, do reduce congestion on an average, they cannot guarantee it is removed. Moreover out-of-order delivery or packet
dropping are expensive congestion control techniques for NoCs because they require
large re-ordering or re-transmission buffers.
In terms of monitoring mechanisms for NoC, Ciordas has recently proposed to extend the Æthereal NoC with an event-based monitoring service [48]. The original
purpose of this mechanism is to offer run-time observability of NoC behavior mainly
to support system-level debugging, but can also be used for performance analysis.
Hardware probes are attached to NoC components with a target area overhead for
monitoring and control of 15 to 20%. The monitoring system requires an increase in
the arity of the router as monitoring signals are sent to an additional port onto the
local network interface. The router area is accordingly increased from 0.11mm2 to
0.13mm2 (0.13μm standard cell technology). Monitoring packets can be sent onto the
NoC either as BE or as GT packets. The GT QoS class is preferred for this purpose as
it permits a deterministic rate of monitoring information, but it may require increasing the number of time-slots of the NoC for the additional GT connections and thus
create an additional area penalty.
Only very recently have other researchers addressed congestion-control in NoCs.
Ogras and Marculescu propose a novel data-link level flow-control technique to reduce congestion in NoCs [151]. The authors build a model of the neighboring routers
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to predict whether congestion could occur. When congestion is predicted, the flowcontrol is used to limit the injection of packets into the next router and thereby reduce
its congestion. Another very interesting approach is described by Van den Brand in
[191]. Building on top of the link-level monitoring mechanism proposed by Ciordas
[48], the authors build a model predictive control of the NoC as a decision-making
process. Though the actuators in the system are not explicitly mentioned in the article, we presume that the network interfaces are reconfigured to control how much
traffic is injected into the network layer. The latency of the congestion-control system
is reported to be in the order of magnitude of microseconds. Monitoring information
uses GT connections and is reported to have a low bandwidth usage (0.3 MBytes/s)
when sampling at 1000 ns.

4.7 Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter covers techniques for reactive communication control so as to answer
two questions. On the one hand the communication of applications designed independently of the platform may have to be dynamically matched to the platform
resources. On the other hand, platform virtualization that perfectly isolates applications from one another can be ineffective. It can be too expensive to implement,
and/or the requirements of the application are only imperfect worst-case estimates
resulting into over-allocated (and thus wasted) communication resources.
To perform reactive communication control, three components are required: monitoring of NoC usage, actuators to shape the traffic and decision-making processes to
control the actuators. A control loop is built feeding the output of the monitoring
into the decision-making process and using its output to control the traffic shaping.
All three components can be defined at either of the layers in the network protocol
stack, creating a large design space. Using the Gecko2 MP-SoC platform emulator as
an experimental platform, we fix an actuator (injection rate control) at the network
interface layer because it is the source of network traffic. We explore the decisionmaking and monitoring axis by fixing two points at the extremes of the design-space.
On the one hand, we consider monitoring at the connection-level combined to a
global decision making under the control of a run-time manager. We show how a
global decision making algorithm implemented on a StrongARM processor can efficiently manage the injection rate controller actuators in order to re-shape traffic
at run-time to reduce congestion on an NoC. Taking a global decision-making approach permits an efficient reactive control of communication of a pipeline of tasks.
On the other hand, we study a system where monitoring is performed at the linklevel, combined to distributed decision making. Monitoring at the link-level is relevant to directly detect the hot-spots characterizing congestion, but it requires extensions of the existing data NoC of the Gecko2 emulator. The packet header is
modified to add a source field in order to explicitly identify connections and independently manage them. Hardware monitors are added to the data-link layer to
measure buffer occupancy and keep a history of the latest connections (and associated priorities) that have used the buffer. At the network interface layer the traffic
shaping is under the control of an AIMD algorithm implemented on the distributed
microcontrollers already existing in the network interfaces of the Gecko2 MP-SoC
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for other control purposes. The area penalty is thus only due to the extensions in the
data-link layer (about 5% for a 4 × 4 router). The latency of the control loop is in the
order of magnitude of 10 packets, a good figure for streaming applications such as
the multi-media applications we are considering.
We show that reactive communication management is a beneficial addition to MPSoC platforms and demonstrate how it can be used by exploring two extreme points
of the design space. The centralized algorithm should be used to optimally adapt
the parameters of the actuators for slowly changing traffic characteristics, whereas
the distributed control of traffic shaping should be used to cope with fast transient
changes in traffic. Nevertheless, as many combinations and trade-offs are possible,
the design space of reactive communication control is very large and worth exploring. Future work could start by combining both central and distributed approaches
we have taken here. For instance it would be very interesting to have the global controller fine-tune the parameters of the window size algorithm (such as the values of
k and l controlling the aggressiveness of the window) and let the distributed mechanism control the actuators for faster reaction time. Another important exploration
direction for future work could be the combination of pro-active communication
control (for instance hard real-time QoS with TDMA) and reactive communication
control.

C HAPTER 5

Gecko Proof-of-Concept Platforms
Experience is simply the name we give our mistakes.
Oscar Wilde

T

he work on the Gecko series of platform emulators started at IMEC in 2001
as an ambitious engineering project (the youthful, naive, kind of ambition) to
explore, in real-time, NoC-enabled multi-processor SoCs with heterogeneous,
run-time reconfigurable, computing resources. It was only natural to include runtime management of the platform, with a particular focus on the NoC, on dynamic
partial reconfiguration of the computing resources, and on task migration between
heterogeneous computing resources (other coffee-brewing and world-peace making
extensions were planned, but could not be carried out for lack of time).
By October 2003, after many liters of coffee, sleepless nights and having overcome
a James-Bond like disappearing of the equipment, the second (and last) generation
of Gecko emulators, dubbed Gecko2 (Gecko Square) has been publicly introduced
at the IMEC Annual Research Review Meeting (ARRM) and later demonstrated at
the occasion of major international conferences. Gecko2 is an elaborate NoC-enabled
MP-SoC platform emulator, with hierarchically reconfigurable computing resources,
under the control of a run-time manager.
This chapter describes the hardware of the Gecko platform, focusing on the Gecko2
instantiation. It brings a concrete demonstration of the reactive communication control concepts developed in Chapter 7 and extends them with a proof-of-concept of
a centrally controlled congestion-control and of dynamic re-routing. It furthermore
introduces the exotic concept of hierarchical hardware reconfiguration and demonstrates it on a realistic emulation platform. Though, the main contribution of Gecko is
maybe to have served as an initiatory journey through technical and sometimes less
technical matters, earning it a warm place in the very middle of the other chapters,
rather than in an appendix. The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 describes
the emulator platform and details the Gecko2 hardware instantiation. Section 5.2 dis-
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cusses the driver applications and the envisaged usage-scenario of a run-time reconfigurable MP-SoC platform. Section 5.3 discusses the run-time manager controlling
the MP-SoC platform and briefly introduces the concept of hierarchical reconfiguration. Section 5.4 is a textual transcript of the two proof-of-concept demonstrations
running on the Gecko2 emulator. The first one explains the demonstration of hierarchical reconfiguration and the second one that of managing inter-task communication interferences (including reactive communication control of the data NoC).
Finally section 5.5 concludes.

5.1 Gecko Platform Hardware
The Gecko series of platforms are based on the same hardware that connects a StrongARM processor, present inside a Compaq iPAQ PDA, to an FPGA by means of the
iPAQ expansion port (direct access to the StrongARM processor bus). This setup is
illustrated by Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Gecko is built by linking a Compaq iPAQ PDA to a in-house development
FPGA board containing a Virtex-II 6000 FPGA.

The Gecko2 multiprocessor system is a an elaborate MP-SoC emulated on this hardware setup (Figure 5.2(a)). In this configuration, the FPGA (Virtex-II 6000) is divided into eight slave processor tiles. It furthermore contains a master Instruction
Set Processor (ISP) tile that interfaces to the external StrongARM processor. All nine
tiles are interconnected by two networks-on-chip also emulated on the FPGA. One
NoC is used for application data and the other for platform monitoring and control.
Slave tiles 1 and 5 are fine-grain reconfigurable hardware slave processors, meaning
that they expose the FPGA fabric. The FPGA is clocked at 33 MHz, and the StrongARM SA-1110 processor, present in the PDA, is clocked at 206 MHz.
Our packet-switched NoC, called data NoC, is instantiated as a 3x3 bidirectional mesh
and is responsible for delivering data packets for tasks executing on the Processing
Element (PE)s. A second NoC, the control NoC, is used for run-time control mes-
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Figure 5.2: (a) Our heterogeneous MPSoC is emulated by coupling an ISP (master)
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sages1 [123] (Figure 5.2(b)). Separation of data and control NoCs ensures that application data circulating on the data NoC does not interfere with run-time control
messages. Some commercial NoCs, have since taken a similar approach. For instance, the configuration bus of the Arteris NoC has a very similar purpose as our
control network.
The following sections describe the most important platform hardware components,
i.e. the NoC data router, the data NI and the control NI (Figure 5.2(b)).

5.1.1 NoC Data Router Design
The data NoC [23, 24, 22] is a packet-switched network. The data routers in the
network use Virtual Cut Through (VCT) switching and output buffering.
Virtual cut-through switching ensures a low communication latency: flits are forwarded as soon as they arrive if the output channel is free, as happens in wormhole
switching. Upon congestion, VCT, unlike wormhole switching, allows the buffering
of complete packets inside the routers and thus ensures a low latency by leaving the
crossbar free for other packets.
Virtual cut-through achieves, at low traffic, the same low latency as wormhole switching, paired with the same high throughput at high loads as store and forward (Section 3.2.3). Because in our system the size of the payload is relatively large (limited to
544 bytes for run-time management efficiency reasons [133]) a wormhole switching
network would saturate much faster than the virtual cut-through one. The drawback
is the large buffer size required to store the packets. On an FPGA implementation,
buffer size is less of a problem thanks to the richness of the device in embedded
Block RAMs.
1 The control NoC is implemented as a single-master central shared bus. There are two reasons to this
technical choice. On the one hand we needed visibility in the platform while debugging the data NoC
(probably one of the very first complete NoC implementations ever) and on the other hand it fitted the
low-latency requirements of the short control messages of the run-time manager running on the StrongARM. Nevertheless, the communication scheme on this bus is packet-based message-passing, making it
easy to change to a packet-switched fabric with only minor changes to the Control NI.
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Packets need to be stored (i.e. buffered) in case of blocking. There are several different buffering strategies. The buffers can be placed before the crossbar switch,
denoted as input queuing, centrally, or after the switch, denoted as output queuing.
Our routers use output queuing and there is one buffer per output block (Figure
5.3). Thanks to output queuing, we avoid the head of line blocking effect which occurs
in input queued routers [102]. As our routers are output buffered, packets are stored
on the outputs, leaving (upon blocking) the input port free to serve other packets
with different output destinations and hence reduce overall NoC latency.
N Input

Routing
Table
S Input

Routing
Table

N Output

Crossbar
switch

Arbiter Output
Queue
S Output

Arbiter Output
Queue

Figure 5.3: Structure of a 2-inputs, 2-outputs Gecko2 router.

We implement a deterministic routing algorithm based on an run-time management
configurable lookup table2 . The table has an entry for each IP-node in the network,
offering the possibility to customize the routing for each IP at the network level.
Deterministic routing on the Gecko2 platform guarantees in-order packet delivery,
hence avoiding the packet reordering overhead required by adaptive routing NoCs
(Section 3.2.3).
The design is optimized for performance: every input block (buffer and link controller) has a routing table (Figure 5.3), and every output block an arbiter and a
buffer. This solution provides the shortest possible latency at the cost of silicon area
(minimally 3 cycles are required to transmit the first flit of a packet across a hop). A
packet traveling 5 hops has a base latency of 15 cycles plus a number of cycles equal
to the number of packet flits. For a large packet the delay to receive the first flit is
only a small fraction of the time needed to receive the entire packet. Once the first flit
arrives the IP can start processing the data right away, the next flits will follow every
clock cycle (assuming no waiting in the network). The overhead delay incurred by
the routing through the network is kept to a minimum.
To save area the routing table and the arbiter could be shared by introducing a
mechanism to serialize the input or output accesses to them. However, for routers
with a small number of ports, duplicating the routing table provides a better performance/area trade-off. On Virtex FPGAs this table is very efficiently implemented
using distributed dual-port selectRAMs. A router requires 2∗N oInP orts ∗N oOutP orts
LUTs (every input-block requires an entry for every output port; and two LUTs per
entry).
The cumulated arbiter sizes (Figure 5.4) grows quadratically with the number of input signals (there are as many arbiters as input-blocks and their complexity grows
linearly with the number of ports). The equivalent number of gates is given as calcu2 Whereas earlier versions of Gecko used source routing, we found it more convenient for an FPGA
implementation to use the distributed Look-Up Tables (LUTs) for routing tables.
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lated by the Xilinx tools. For a 5 inputs 5 outputs router3 the arbiter takes 30 slices,
representing half the size of the output block and about 25% of the router size. For
routers with more ports, required for high dimensional network topologies, its size
would increase considerably. For these topologies a centralized arbiter would result in a strong area reduction at the expense of an unpredictable increase in packet
latency.
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Figure 5.4: Arbiter scaling of Gecko2 router.
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The router size as a function of the number of ports (inputs = outputs) is shown
in Figure 5.5. The equivalent number of gates represents the logic and the Block
Random Access Memory (BRAM)s used by the output buffers. The BRAMs are responsible for more than 95% of the area usage. The number of slices required only
by the logic shows a quadratic increase with the number of ports due to non-linear
scaling of the arbiter and the crossbar switch. A better implementation of these two
modules would result in improved scalability. Even so, the size of a router required
for low dimensional topologies, excluding the buffers is very small.

10

Figure 5.5: Gecko2 router scaling, for number of input ports equal to output ports.

Figure 5.6 shows the network size as a function of the number of nodes for mesh
topology. Because of the fixed dimensionality of the topology (and therefore a fixed
number of router ports) the size increases linearly with the number of nodes. The
equivalent number of gates includes also the BRAMs used for the output buffers,
3 On

a regular direct 2D mesh NoC, a router has a maximum of 5x5 ports (4 neighbors and 1 NI).
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which in all cases represent more than 97%. However BRAMs are very efficiently
implemented in Virtex FPGAs, therefore their relative cost compared to cost of logic
is strongly decreased. For a 9 nodes mesh network, implemented in a Virtex2Pro 40,
the logic takes 14% of the logic resources and the buffers 17% of the available memory. The network can be run at 50MHz which, considering a 16 bit data channel,
results in a data rate of 100MB/s per channel.
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Figure 5.6: Gecko2 Network scaling, mesh topology.

5.1.2 Data Network Interfaces
The computing resources of our MPSoC are interfaced to the packet-switched data
NoC by means of a data Network Interface (dNI). From the computing resource
viewpoint the main role of the data NI is to buffer input and output messages and to
provide a high-level interface to the data router (Figure 5.7).
Msg_send()

Msg_recv()

Injection
Rate
Control

Ctrl NI

Statistics Collector
Data NI

Data Router
Figure 5.7: Gecko2 data NI

At the system layer, inter-task communication is done by message passing on a
socket input/output port basis. Figure 5.8 shows an example of an application task
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graph with the input/output port connections between tasks. Each application registers its task graph with the run-time manager upon initialization [144, 119].
For each task in the application, the run-time manager assigns a system-wide unique
logic address and places the task on the platform, which determines its physical address (Figure 5.9). For every output port of a task the OS defines a triplet (destination
input port, destination logic address, destination physical address). The destination physical
address denotes the tile of the communication peer for this output port. The destination logic address enables the destination tile to determine the destination task in case
multiple tasks are present on that tile. Finally, the destination input port denotes the
input port at which the message should be stored.
For instance, task C in Figure 5.8 communicates with task D on output port 0 and
with task E on output port 1. Hence task C is assigned two triplets, which compose
its Destination Look-up Table (DLT) (Figure 5.9). In our system a task may have
up to 16 output ports, thus there are 16 entries in a DLT. The run-time manager can
change the DLT at run-time, by sending an control message on the Control Network.

Figure 5.8: Application Task Graph
showing Input-Output port connections.

Figure 5.9: Destination Look-up Tables
for every task in the graph.

The data NI is also responsible for collecting the local computing resource message
statistics. This involves keeping track of the number of messages sent, received and
blocked. The blocked message count denotes the number of received messages, that
were blocked in the data router buffer while waiting for the computing resource
input buffer to be released. Moreover, as chapter 7 details the data NI implements
an injection rate control mechanism to perform traffic shaping by allowing control
of the amount of messages the attached computing resource injects in the data NoC
per unit of time [145, 123].

5.1.3 Control Network Interfaces
The control network is used by the operating system to control the behavior of the
complete system. It allows data monitoring, debugging, control of the IP block, exception handling, etc. Run-time management control messages are short, but must
be delivered fast. We therefore need a low bandwidth, low latency control network.
To limit resource usage and minimize latency we decided to implement the control
network as a shared bus, where the run-time manager running on the ISP is the only
master and all control network NIs of tiles are slaves. The communication on this
bus is message-based and can therefore be replaced by any type of NoC.
The control NI of every tile is memory-mapped in the ISP. One half of this memory
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is reserved for the ISP to control-NI communication and the other one for NI to ISP
communication. To send a control message to a tile, the run-time manager first writes
the payload data, such as the contents of a DLT (Fig. 5.9) and finishes by writing a
command code on the the control network, in this case an UPDATE DLT command.
The control NI reads the command opcode and processes it. When done, it writes
a status opcode in the NI to NoC memory, to indicate whether the command was
successfully processed and posts an interrupt. The run-time manager retrieves this
data and clears the interrupt to acknowledge the end of command processing.
It is in the control NI, that statistics and exceptions originating in the data NI are
processed and communicated to the run-time manager. It is also through the control NI that the run-time manager sends destination look-up tables or injection-rate
windows to the data NI.

Figure 5.10: The Lezard16 microcontroller is at the heart of the Gecko2 NI.

The heart of the control NI contains a Lezard16 ISP (Figure 5.10). This in-house
developed softcore ISP is based on the instruction set of the Xilinx PicoBlaze 8-bit
microcontroller [46]. The Lezard16 is a 16-bit microcontroller with 18-bit instruction
words. The Lezard16 instruction set is similar to the one of the PicoBlaze, except that
the Lezard16 is not able to handle interrupts. Furthermore, it features a 1024 instruction word deep program memory, as opposed to the 256 instruction word memory
of the PicoBlaze. The program memory is implemented as a dual-port memory, allowing the program code to be updated through the second access port. The size
of the 18-bit instructions perfectly match the width of the Virtex2’s Block RAMs. By
extending the Picoblaze’s data-path of 8-bits to 16-bits while only adding 2 more bits
for instructions, the loading of immediate constants is limited to 10-bit numbers. An
in-house assembler, developed using the GNU Bison and GNU Flex tools, facilitates
software development. The Lezard16 firmware provided with the FPGA configuration bitstream contains bootstrap code to load the code to run in the control NI at
platform boot-time. This way, the control NI functionality can easily be updated.
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Figure 5.11: Gecko2 emulation floorplan on a Xilinx XC2V6000 FPGA.

5.1.4 Hardware Implementation Results
The second generation of Gecko demonstrators (Gecko2 ) emulates a control bus and
a 3x3 data bidirectional mesh network that connect 9 heterogeneous processors. The
StrongARM processor on the iPaq is used as the master CPU of our system, whereas
the 8 slave processors and the data and control NoCs are emulated on the FPGA (Fig.
5.11). Various configurations have been generated; the one typically demonstrated
contains:
• S1 , S3 , S4 , S6 , S7 are simple 16-bit RISC processors (Lezard16),
• S2 , S5 are fine-grain reconfigurable processors,
• S8 is a fixed 2D IDCT block
• and the interface to the external Master CPU, the Strong ARM.

Processors
SA-1110
Reconf. S2 , S5
Lezard16
Conv. Filter
Fixed HW

Huffman
Decoder
X
X

Task Implementations
2D IDCT 3D Text. Lezard16
Mapper Processor
X
X
X
X
X

X

Conv.
Filter
X
X
X
X

Edge
Detect
X
X
X
X

X

Table 5.1: Implementations of various HW/SW tasks on Gecko2 heterogeneous processors
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As Table 5.1 explains, various tasks have been implemented to run on one or more of
these heterogeneous processors. Some task implementations, such as the Lezard16
and the convolution filter are programmable machines. They are therefore also considered as processors when instantiated in reconfigurable hardware. The concept
of changing programs on a processor that has been instantiated by reconfiguration
is called hierarchical reconfiguration [149, 147]. Hierarchical reconfiguration is discussed in details in the PhD thesis of Nollet [146].
The driver applications (Section 5.2.2) can concurrently run on the platform and
HW/SW trade-offs can be explored at run-time by dynamically changing task locations on the heterogeneous processor system.
The floorplanning of the Gecko2 system follows Xilinx’s Modular Design [113] technique to isolate reconfigurable computing modules from communication modules
through NoC interfaces [119] so as to enable dynamic partial reconfiguration. The
FPGA is divided into 3 independently reconfigurable modules (Figure 5.11).
Fixed Module contains the data and control NoCs, their interfaces, as well as all
fixed slave processors (S1 , S3 , S4 , S6 , S7 , S8 ) and the fixed interface to the external Master CPU.
Reconfigurable Module 1 contains raw Virtex 2 logic, block-RAMs and multipliers.
It connects to the Fixed Module on data and control NoCs as slave processor S2
and contains route-through wires to connect the Fixed Node to Reconfigurable
Module 2.
Reconfigurable Module 2 contains raw Virtex 2 logic, block-RAMs and multipliers.
It connects to the Fixed Module on data and control NoCs as slave processor
S5 .

5.2 Gecko Applications
This section details the envisioned Gecko application scenario and details the applications that have driven Gecko research and development.

5.2.1 Envisioned Application Scenario
Run-time task migration can be exploited to optimize resource usage on an heterogeneous reconfigurable platform. The following use case scenario, depicted in Figure
5.12 demonstrates the need of task migration in the case of mobile multimedia terminals.
A user is watching a movie on the handheld multimedia terminal (1). As the movie
originates e.g. from a broadcast public TV stream [158], it is occasionally interrupted
for commercials. When this occurs, the user wants to take advantage of that time to
execute another application, while keeping an eye on the video window in order to
resume watching the movie whenever the advertisements are finished. The video
window is thus downsized in the corner of the screen (2), while another application
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Figure 5.12: Multimedia applications scenario. 1. The user is watching a movie - the
video decoder (M) executes using as much hardware resources as it can; 2. During advertisements, the user downsizes the video window - the decoder is therefore relocated
on fewer resources; 3. The user starts a 3D game (3D) - the 3D engine uses the hardware
resources made available.

(e.g. a 3D game) is started on the terminal. Figure 5.12 also shows the behavior of
the platform corresponding to the use case scenario. The platform is composed of
a set of flexible computing resources (ISPs, reconfigurable hardware, etc.). Initially,
the movie player is the only application requiring the platform resources. Hence
the video decoder can use all needed resources, effectively enabling it to run at full
resolution and at full frame rate (1). When the user downsizes the video window,
both resolution and frame rate can be reduced. Consequently, the video decoder
tasks can be migrated to a smaller amount of computing resources4 (2). The resources
that are no longer used can be made available to the 3D engine (3) that is required
by the game.
The user interaction on the terminal thus creates dynamism that affects the mapping
of the applications on the available resources. This dynamism is one of the reasons
for having flexible, yet computing intensive (multimedia application are computation hungry) resources on the platform, i.e. reconfigurable hardware. It also clearly
justifies the opportunities of run-time task migration capabilities.

4 The computing resources can of different type of those used in scenario (1). For instance in a full resolution, full frame-rate scenario, hardware acceleration such as IDCT could be performed on a specialized
module running on FPGA fabric. Whereas in scenario (2) the IDCT functionality could be relocated as a
software block running on an ISP.
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5.2.2 Driver Applications
This section details the three Gecko driver applications: an edge detection application, an Motion JPEG (MJPEG) video decoding application and a 3D game.
Edge Detection
The Laplace edge detection application is a simple, but compute-intensive filtering application. The algorithm applied is a 2D Laplace edge detector that is based on the
convolution sum with a (4-neighborhood) 3 × 3 convolution kernel with the following coefficients:
⎡

⎤
0 1 0
∇2 = ⎣ 1 −4 1 ⎦
0 1 0
The application is composed of three tasks. The first one cuts the image into smaller
10 by 10 pixel blocks and sends them to the second task for a 2D filtering operation.
Consequently, the second task returns the filtered blocks for the third task to insert
into the completed filtered image.
Several pure hardware, pure software or hardware/software versions of the application have been implemented (Table 5.1) and serve both as test applications and as
a proof-of-concept for the hierarchical configuration concept [149, 146].
MJPEG Video
The Motion JPEG video decoder [133, 145] is composed of four pipelined tasks. Task
T1 is responsible for reading the video-stream from disk and to send it to task T2 .
T2 performs Huffman decoding and dequantization. Consequently, T3 performs a 2D
IDCT function and a YUV to RGB color conversion. Finally, task T4 constructs and
displays the output images.
T1 and T4 are software only tasks, while T2 and T3 are HW/SW tasks designed using
the OCAPI-XL design flow [133, 193, 173, 175, 155]. These HW/SW tasks can be
migrated from a high performance FPGA tile to an ISP tile and vice versa.
Shoot ’em Up 3D Game
The 3D game is a simplified first-person shoot ’em up game [139]. The aim of the game
is to shoot the targets on the walls that compose the 3D scene. The wet bottom of
the 3D scene contains a water rippling effect. This rippling effect increases the scene
realism and increases computational requirements.
The application task graph contains four tasks. Task T1 is responsible for 3D scene
transformations, while task T2 and task T3 are responsible for the texture mapping
and water rippling effect respectively. Finally, task T4 is responsible for displaying
the 3D scene.
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Task T1 and task T4 are software only tasks implemented in C, while task T2 and task
T3 are HW/SW tasks. Similar to the MJPEG HW/SW tasks, these tasks have both a
C and a VHDL implementation. Both implementations are generated from a unified
OCAPI-XL application representation [140].

5.3 Run-Time Resource Management
This section covers all run-time management components of the Gecko and Gecko2
demonstrator and illustrates how the run-time management algorithms [146] are
functioning inside real-life proof-of-concept demonstrators. In that sense, Section
5.3.1 details how the run-time resource manager extends an existing RTOS to create a MPSoC operating system. Section 5.3.2 details the different steps the MPSoC
operating system takes when the user starts an application. Section 5.3.3 details the
mechanism responsible for handling a configuration hierarchy.

5.3.1 Extending an Existing RTOS
Instead of starting from scratch, we decided to extend an existing RTOS. For Gecko,
we used RTLinux as base RTOS, while for Gecko2 , we used its open source counterpart RTAI. In order to create a heterogeneous MPSoC operating system. The main
reasons for this approach is that support for regular software tasks is already present
and that it enables finalizing the demonstrator in a short amount of time with only
limited resources. It also illustrates how to extend an existing operating system,
which improves portability of components to other platforms/operating systems.
This OS extension approach aligns with the industry practice: eg. Texas Instruments
is providing a porting kit to extend an existing operating system to manage their
OMAP MPSoC platforms [58].
According to the classification of distributed operating systems [176], the created operating system can be classified as a master-slave configuration. This implies that one
processor unit (the master) is responsible for monitoring the status of the system and
for assigning work to all the other processor units (slaves). In terms of classical distributed operating systems, this configuration is considered to be the most straightforward type. A drawback for this type of system is the possibility that the master
processor becomes a bottleneck and, consequently, will fail to fully utilize the processing potential of the system. This is why we distributed all platform monitoring
and a big part of the enforcement of the decisions made by the master processor to
the local run-time managers present in the slave processing elements (Figure 5.13(a)).
Task Management Structures
The operating system keeps track of the applications by maintaining a list of task
graphs. For every task, the operating system creates a task information structure. The
task information structure retains all information needed for the run-time manager
to make its decisions.
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Figure 5.13: (a) The overall MPSoC operating system can be classified as a master-slave
operating system. (b) The MPSoC operating system is created by extending an existing
RTOS that executes on the master PE. Every slave PE has local run-time management
functionality.

For example, every task has a state that indicates what is happening to that particular
task: e.g. not assigned, setup, initialized, selected for migration, etc. In addition, the
operating system maintains a link to the available task binaries and their respective
properties and acts as the task state repository during task migration.

PE Management Structures
The operating system manages its computing resources by using a processor information structure for every PE in the system. In addition, the operating system keeps
track of the interconnection between these PEs, as this will be important information
when making resource assignment decisions. In addition to hard (i.e. fixed) PEs, the
operating system also employs a processor information structure for every softcore.
Every processor information structure contains a set of interface functions that completely describe the functionality of a computing resource. The way every PE module implements these interface functions depends on its specific properties. Through
these interface functions, the operating system is able to perform task management
(i.e. create, suspend, resume and delete a task), control inter-task communication,
and handle computing resource exceptions. For the Gecko2 demonstrator, every processing element type is described by a RTAI module that can be inserted at run-time.
This allows, for example, a user to download and install additional softcore PEs on
a running system5 .
The operating system is also able to monitor the state of the computing resource
through a number of variables contained in its information structure. This mainly
includes the load of the computing unit, the number of running tasks, the typical
task setup time and a link to the host processor information structure in case of a
softcore PE. All this information helps in making resource assignment decisions.
5 Adding

the softcore PEs at run-time is part of the Gecko2 demonstration.
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Management of inter-task communication
The operating system also maintains a communication structure to keep track of the
platform communication information. This includes the topology of the on-chip interconnect, the routing tables of every router, the destination lookup table of every
tile as well as the state of the tile injection rate controllers.

Master-Slave Control Communication
The close interaction between the master run-time manager and the local (slave) runtime management functionality, resembles classic Remote Procedure Call (RPC). The
master maintains for each control NI a structure that describes its functionality and
that allows the master to remotely execute a function on a slave node. So the control
NI structure in the master run-time manager can be seen as the RPC stub.
Figure 5.14 illustrates how the slave run-time management functionality is used.
First of all, the master makes a function call to the respective control network interface component (cNIC) stub (1). This stub translates the call into a control message
containing the desired function number and its required parameters. Consequently,
this message is sent to the slave node (2). Once the message is received on the slave
node (3), its function number and parameters are unwrapped and the respective local run-time manager executes the required function at the slave node (4). The return
value (5) is packed into a message (6), sent over the control network to the cNIC stub,
where it is unpacked (7). Finally, the original master run-time management function
call returns with the respective return value (8).

Core OS
(1)

(8)

Local OS
(5)

CNIC i
stub
(2)

(4)

CNIC i
stub
(7)

(6)

(3)

Control
NoC

Control
NoC

Master ISP

Slave i

Figure 5.14: Communication between master run-time manager and the local run-time
management functionality.

Certain network events (such as synchronization upon flushing the buffers in the
network layer) require action from the master run-time manager. In such a case, the
slave node triggers an interrupt to initiate a function call to the master using the
same mechanism.
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5.3.2 Flow for Starting an Application
Figure 5.15 details the operating system flow used for starting an application on the
Gecko2 platform. The flow contains three distinct parts: application registration (1),
the actual run-time management (2) and the management mechanisms (3).

Figure 5.15: Operating System flow for starting an application on the Gecko2 platform.
(1) The application task-graph is loaded from the application binary, task structures are
created to represent the application threads and the representations of the various binaries for one given task. (2) The run-time manager assigns communication, computation
and storage resources and executes the application starting mechanism. (3) Binaries are
loaded on their respective tasks (hardware binaries are sent through the FPGA reconfiguration bus and software binaries are sent over the data NoC), tasks are initialized with
eventual data, the communication infrastructure is reconfigured and the application is
started.

When the user starts an application (1), the operating system parses the application
binary and extracts the application task graph and its properties. Consequently, a
set of task structures is created and the binaries for every task’s supported PEs are
registered. The next step is to start the run-time manager in order to find and allocate
the required resources to execute this application.
The run-time management components of the second part (2) represents the situation where an application consists of a single task graph, i.e. contains only a single
application operating point. This means that the quality management is, in this case,
not responsible for selecting the right operating point, but merely for determining
the required PE and communication resources with respect to the task graph and
the user requirements. After determining the load properties of the task graph, the
resource manager can start assigning resources taking the current resource usage of
the platform (i.e. the already executing application) into account. Once resources
assignment decisions have been taken, they need to be enforced. This is the responsibility of the resource management mechanisms.
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The resource management mechanism (3) is responsible for setting up the task on its
assigned processing element and for setting up and initializing the inter-task communication structures. In that sense, the resource assignment mechanism starts by
loading the task binaries to their assigned processing elements and, consequently,
initializes the tasks with e.g. initial parameter values. Then, the communication
structures are initialized. This involves setting up a Destination Look-up Table (DLT)
on every tile according to the task graph and the location of the communication
peers. This also entails setting up the right task send-windows. As Chapter 4 details,
these send-windows enable bandwidth management to reduce inter-task communication interference. Finally, all tasks belonging to the application are started (i.e. set
as runnable).

5.3.3 Supporting a Configuration Hierarchy
When setting up a task on a softcore, allocating the PE to the assigned task involves
a little more work. First, the PE management structures of the softcore(s) and the
respective host PE(s) need to be linked. This linking allows a softcore PE to use the
services provided by the lower layer, like message-passing over the NoC. This successive linking associated with allocate PE is detailed in Figure 5.16(a). The ability
to link more than one soft PE enables creating a hierarchy like the one used for the
ThumbPod [174]: a Java Virtual Machine instantiated on top of a soft LEON microprocessor, in turn instantiated on FPGA fabric (Figure 5.16(b)).
When setting up a task on a soft PE, one first needs to set up the underlying softcore
PE. Only after setting up the configuration hierarchy, the task can be setup on top of
the softcore. If the softcore is already instantiated (even unused), it does not need to
be re-instantiated. In that sense, a soft IP core is just a task to the underlying host. A
similar approach is taken when initializing the task.
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Figure 5.16: Flow (a) for linking the softcores to their host, which results (b) in a configuration hierarchy. Setting up a task on a softcore hierarchy (c).
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5.4 Proof-of-Concept Demo: Gecko2
The Gecko2 demonstration contains two distinct parts. The first part illustrates the
dynamic creation and use of a configuration hierarchy. The use of a configuration
hierarchy is also demonstrated in combination with task migration. The second
part illustrates how the run-time can manage the communication of a NoC enabled
MP-SoC platform. Inter-task communication interference is handled in three different ways: by using the injection rate control mechanism described in Chapter 7, by
rerouting communication and, finally, by migrating interfering tasks to another tile.
Note that in this demonstration, though the decision mechanism is a simple script,
the injection rate control actuator is used to perform congestion-control. In Chapter
7 the same actuating mechanism is used to perform flow-control under the supervision of a decision-making algorithm in the run-time manager.

5.4.1 Handling a Configuration Hierarchy
Using the edge detection application, we illustrate the use of hierarchical configuration6 . First, we assign all edge detection tasks to execute in software on the StrongARM processor. An animated sequence of images (320x240, 16-bit colors) is edgedetected and displayed on the screen of the iPaq PDA.
The software implementation of edge detection is very compute intensive and does
not meet real-time constraints. Upon user request the run-time manager can migrate
the edge-detect task to a hardware accelerator on the FPGA. As table 5.1 shows, the
edge-detect application has registered four binaries targeting different architectures:
a StrongARM binary, the FPGA bitstream for a dedicated reconfigurable hardware
module, a binary for the Lezard16 and coefficients for a generic hardware convolution filter. Whereas the dedicated reconfigurable hardware task only requires the
run-time manager to partially reconfigure the FPGA with its bitstream, the Lezard16
and convolution filter implementations illustrate hierarchical configuration. Indeed,
if the (virtual) machines that execute these binaries are not currently instantiated
on the platform, the run-time manager first reconfigures an FPGA module with the
hardware to run the virtual machine and then configures it with the registered binary. Finally, it redirects messages to decode to the newly created task.

5.4.2 Managing Inter-task Communication Interference
After assigning the MJPEG video application tasks to tiles 1,3 and 8, we have purposely mapped a message generator task and a message sink task as a perturbing application on tiles 7 and 6 respectively (Figure 5.17). This way, the perturbing application
will congest the communication channel (7 → 6) it shares with the video decoding
application (Figure 5.17). Measurements have been performed for both bandwidth
allocation techniques detailed in Chapter 7: window-spreading and block-allocation
windows (Figure 5.18).
6 In our experience, the speed of hierarchical reconfiguration is constrained by the FPGA reconfiguration (proportional to the area to reconfigure). We expect to use hierarchical reconfiguration upon user
interaction (application start-up or upon a change in quality requirements)
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Figure 5.17: Assignment of the video application and the perturbing application. Tiles
1,3 and 8 run the video decoder application and tiles 6 and 7 run a synthetic application
to create congestion on the link 6 → 7.

The effect of diminishing window size is clear on the message sink task in the case
of the continuous-window allocation: the amount of messages sent (Figure 5.18(a)bottom). Optimal Video Decoder performance is obtained when less than 1% of
the total bandwidth is allocated to the message generator (Figure 5.18(a)-top, time
interval [3.91e9;3.95e9]). The run-time manager can trade-off performance between
both applications by changing their respective injection rates.
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Figure 5.18: Messages sent by Tile 8 (top) and messages received by Tile 6 (bottom). The
send windows of Tiles 8 and 7 are non-overlapping; their sum equals the send period.
(a) Congestion-control experiment 1: Traffic shaping with continuous window allocation
reduces blocking on messages received at Tile 6 (perturbing application) but also accordingly decreases the throughput. (b) Congestion-control experiment 2: Traffic shaping
with window spreading better matches the perturbing traffic source. When blocking is
removed, the throughput of the perturbing application is not diminished.

When using the window-spreading technique, the effect of diminishing the total
window size is not directly proportional to the bandwidth allocated and the tradeoffs obtained in the previous case are not possible (Figure 5.18(b)-bottom). However, using window-spreading has other advantages: jitter is greatly reduced because communications are evenly spread over time. Moreover, a proper window
setting can hide the latency of the receiver side and completely suppress blocking
on the network. In Figure 5.18(b)-bottom at the time-stamp 2.41e9, the message sink
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task no longer causes message blocking in the NoC. This happens when the window of the message generator is less than 0.02% of the total bandwidth. Note that
the message sink, is not disturbed by this window reduction: it still consumes 40000
messages per second. The run-time manager has simply matched the window size to
the optimal sending rate in the perturbing application. As a consequence, thanks to
the bandwidth saved by the run-time manager, the video decoder reaches its optimal
frame-rate.
Besides exploiting the injection rate control mechanism, the run-time manager can
also solve interference issues between applications in other ways. First of all, as Section 5.1.1 explains, it is possible to avoid the congested link by rerouting the video
application stream around the hotspot, providing a form of operating-system controlled adaptive routing on the NoC. This technique allows maintaining the in-order
packet delivery guarantee.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.19: (a) Rerouting the video application stream between tile 8 and tile 3. (b) This
is achieved by changing an entry in the routing table of the tile 7 router.

This concept is illustrated by Figure 5.19. Rerouting communication involves a few
steps. First, the communication link needs to be flushed in order to avoid out-oforder delivery of messages. The flushing is achieved by interaction between the
run-time manager and the control NI. Upon request from the run-time manager,
the initiator NI tags the last message it sends. Upon reception of a tagged message,
the target NI notifies the run-time manager thereby acknowledging the virtual path
between imitator and target network interfaces is empty. Once the link is flushed,
it is safe for the run-time manager to alter the routing table of tile 7 (Figure 5.20).
This change ensures that messages for tile 3 are no longer routed through tile 6, but
through tile 4. This avoids the congested link. Based on our platform configuration
from [123] (NoC clock at 22MHz and StrongARM access to control bus at 50MHz),
we estimate the reconfiguration of a routing table entry to take about 450 NoC cycles
and a link flush to take between 750 and 2800 NoC cycles depending on the amount
of data to flush (and neglecting congestion).
The third possibility to avoid creation of a hotspot is for the run-time manager to
dynamically migrate the message generator task to another node in the NoC. This
technique avoids the video decoder to interfere with the traffic generator. It is illustrated by Figure 5.20.
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Figure 5.20: Using task migration to resolve inter-application interference.

5.5 Conclusion
The Gecko series of demonstrators are emulators of NoC-enabled MP-SoC platforms
that execute real-life applications. They feature a complete MP-SoC stack that spans
from real-time operating system layer down to the network link layer (Figure 1.6).
The application programming model is message passing, so the system layer is very
thin as it simply provides direct access to the message passing API of the network
interface layer. More than a convincing proof-of-concept of MP-SoC architectures
controlled by advanced real-time operating-systems, they are platforms that allow
exploration of the design-space of (multi-processor) reconfigurable computing, of
network-on-chip and of MP-SoC run-time management.
To the best of our knowledge, the Gecko platforms were the first to demonstrate
NoCs emulated in a realistic real-time MP-SoC environment. Quite ahead of their
time, they were also the first world demonstration of (realistic) partial reconfiguration of Xilinx FPGAs and later on introduced the (exotic) concept of hierarchical
reconfiguration. Finally, they demonstrate the concept of reactive communication
control of an NoC: both in terms of flow-control (Chapter 7) and congestion-control.
They open the way to exploring close interaction between a run-time manager and
the underlying MP-SoC platform architecture.
Many lessons have been drawn from the Gecko experience. Some exotic concepts,
such as dynamic partial reconfiguration and hierarchical reconfiguration versions
thereof, are still ahead of their time. We expect partial reconfiguration to remain
exotic or to remain confined to some niche markets, such as network-processing.
Though it is not impossible that FPGA fabric may be embedded into MP-SoC ASICs,
opening an application for hierarchical reconfiguration. Other, then exotic, concepts
such as NoCs have since made their way into more mainstream MP-SoCs (though
they are still on the bleeding edge).
Other lessons concern the message-passing programming model that directly uses
the API offered by the network interfaces. Though usable (and natural to hardware designers), software designers of embedded systems often prefer the sharedmemory paradigm, so the system-layer is required to extend the network stack to
provide bus-like load/stores (or DMA-like) support. It is interesting to note that the
commercial NoCs (Arteris, Sonics) that have appeared since are marketed as busreplacements, confirming this conclusion.
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The lesson learned concerning emulators, is that they are convincing, fun to use and
are great for software exploration at the system-level, but they also cost blood, sweat
and tears to design and they are more difficult to exploit for architectural research,
where TLM-simulators are to be preferred. We have also found that it is sometimes
uneasy to be too ahead of time and that it is important to have one particular component to sell. Finally, we also concluded that though daring engineering is a step
to technical success, recognized achievements require the engineers to furthermore
qualify in the art of marketing. At the same time we have found that being naive and
over-optimistic about the complexity of some engineering projects can sometimes be
a way of solving problems (oh, I did not know that this is not possible).

C HAPTER 6

Advanced Quality-of-Service Management
Prediction is very difficult, especially about the future.
Niels Bohr

P

redictability of multi-processor systems-on-chip communication is critical and
needs to be addressed by providing the right mix of soft and hard real-time
guarantees. To this end, state-of-the-art packet-switched networks-on-chip
(NoC) provide different levels of quality-of-service (QoS) such as best effort (BE)
and guaranteed throughput (GT). Unfortunately, GT resources have to be reserved
for the worst-case, resulting in over-allocated resources.

The main contribution of this chapter is SuperGT, a new QoS class that allows the
NoC to follow much closer the offered traffic load. We present the SuperGT QoS and
introduce the routers and network interfaces of the SuperGT NoC. The SuperGT
NoC supports three QoS classes: BE, GT and SuperGT.
A SuperGT connection combines guaranteed high-priority and non guaranteed lowpriority traffic while maintaining in-order packet delivery. The traffic source is still
offered guaranteed throughput (and latency) for the amount reserved. In addition,
traffic peaks over the reservations are transmitted in non-guaranteed (best-effort)
manner. To this end, time-slots are allocated to provide guarantees, while extra BE
resources are claimed by injecting data during free time-slots. Advanced virtualchannel management (based on priority transfer) is performed to guarantee in-orderpacket delivery over a SuperGT connection.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 details the motivation
and some use-cases for the SuperGT QoS. Section 6.2 introduces background information and related work. Section 6.3 introduces the SuperGT router and gives
an overview of how the SuperGT QoS is supported by performing priority transfers between virtual channels. Section 6.4 details the SuperGT network interface and
focuses on how throughput and latency can effectively be guaranteed on SuperGTconnections. Section 6.5 discusses advanced matters such as the support of multi-
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flit packets on SuperGT connections, buffer sizing in SuperGT routers and network
interfaces and packet and virtual channel switching issues specific to the SuperGT
NoC. Sections 6.6 and 6.7 present respectively performance results of the SuperGT
NoC and synthesis results of the SuperGT virtual channel manager in 90nm TSMC
standard cell technology. Finally, Section 6.8 concludes.

6.1 Motivation
Many of the applications targeted at multi-processor systems-on-chip (MP-SoC),
such as multi-media applications, display a mixture of predictable streaming data
and of less predictable traffic such as cache misses or operating-system (OS) communication. State-of-the-art NoCs, such as Æthereal, provide connection oriented
guaranteed services, such as guaranteed throughput (GT), with TDMA sharing of
the bandwidth and use BE services to fill in the bandwidth reserved but not claimed
by the GT QoS [76, 85].
A connection is defined as the ensemble of a request path and a response path connecting the network interfaces of two communicating IP-blocks over the NoC. A
connection is assigned a particular QoS class and is typically established for a duration much longer than a packet round-trip time.
Consider a system with a GT connection between an L1 cache and an L2 memory. As
cache misses are not completely predictable it is preferable to largely over-allocate
bandwidth, possibly preventing other GT connections from being allocated. Instead,
it would be desirable to reserve enough bandwidth for the predictable traffic and absorb peaks of less predictable traffic with additional non guaranteed bandwidth. In
Figure 6.1, the offered traffic load has peaks higher than the amount of bandwidth reserved. With a regular GT connection, throughput saturates hence increasing overall
application latency.
Throughput

Extra
Bandwidth
(Minimum)
Guaranteed
Bandwidth

SuperGT QoS
extra

guaranteed

GT QoS
time

Figure 6.1: SuperGT may follow offered load above reservations, GT saturates at reserved amount.

6.1.1 SuperGT for Scratch-Pad Management
Consider a similar system with two levels of memory hierarchy. In this case L2 is still
accessed over the NoC, not by a cache, but by a DMA engine that is controlled by
software. For a very predictable kernel, such as motion estimation, blocks of data can
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be prefetched by the DMA from L2 to the local L1 so that the processor performing
the computation does not stall for lack of data. A typical motion estimation kernel
works on blocks of 30x30 pixels (Figure 6.2). At iteration x = 0, the red 30x30 block
is the reference window, for the next iteration x = 1 the blue 30x30 block is the
reference window. As typical video codecs are macro-block based (typically of 16x16
pixels), there is an overlap of 14x30 pixels between two consecutive iterations of the
same image slice. Once the first 30x30 block of the slice has been copied from L2 to
L1, it is sufficient to copy blocks of 14x30 to obtain the reference window for the next
iteration.

x=1

x=0

30

30

30

16

16

14
16

Figure 6.2: Only part of the motion estimation search window needs to be transferred at
every iteration.

These smaller update blocks require 46.7% of the bandwidth of a full reference window. On a state-of-the-art BE/GT NoC, it is desirable to reserve the maximum required amount of bandwidth, in this case enough to transfer a reference window.
However, most of the bandwidth will be unutilized, resulting in poor resource allocation, potentially stopping other applications from concurrently using the platform.
Format
HDTV (1080p)
HDTV (960p)
HDTV (720p)
VGA

Resolution
1920x1080
1280x960
1024x720
640x480

GT
178.0
106.3
64.9
27.2

sGT-Hi
83.1
49.6
30.3
12.7

sGT-Lo burst
94.9
56.7
34.6
14.5

sGT-Lo average
1.5
1.3
1.0
0.7

Table 6.1: Bandwidth reservations. SuperGT QoS (sGT) allows a better bandwidth reservation scheme.
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An interesting optimization that the SuperGT NoC allows is to use the sGT QoS
to reserve just enough bandwidth to transfer the update blocks and rely on extra
non-guaranteed bandwidth to transmit the extra 16x30 block of pixels in the first iteration over a 30-pixel slice. Table 6.1 compares, for several resolutions, the amount
of bandwidth (in MB/s) that needs to be reserved in the worst case for a GT connection to the amount required to reserve for the sGT QoS1 . All examples consider a
frame-rate of 30 frames per second and 24 bits per pixel. Periodically, at the beginning of every frame slice of 30 pixels, the SuperGT NoC needs to compensate with
a brief burst of non-guaranteed traffic. The total used bandwidth amounts then to
the reserved value in the GT case. Over the duration of a slice the average amount
of non-guaranteed bandwidth required is very low, between 2% and 5% of the guaranteed sGT bandwidth, depending on the resolution.

6.1.2 SuperGT for Pareto Switching
This last usage scenario for SuperGT is specific to the needs of IMEC’s MP-SoC research project and addresses the needs of Pareto-point switching (Section 2.2.2). The
SuperGT QoS can greatly help in reducing the freeze time during a Pareto-point
switch. Indeed a consequent part of the freeze time is due to the switch-clean and
switch-init phases that consist in saving and restoring thread context (stack, etc.) (Figure 2.10). As guaranteed connections are allocated based on the application run-time
requirements, performing the transfer of the threads context may be limited by the
amount of reservations. The SuperGT QoS minimizes the freeze time by allowing
the state information of the Pareto point being switched out to be transmitted at a
higher rate than the regular application rate (going above its reservations).

6.2 Background
This section introduces the related work on QoS for NoC and discusses packet ordering on packet-switched routers with differentiated services.

6.2.1 Related work: QoS on NoCs
Bolotin et al. propose QNoC [71], an NoC that supports four levels of QoS (signalization, real-time, read/write and block-transfer) by employing pure packet switching
with four prioritized virtual channels. All communication properties have to be estimated at design-time in simulation to provide the expected QoS levels, limiting the
scope to application-specific NoCs with static configurations.
ANOC is an asynchronous NoC that uses two virtual channels (VCs) to provide
best-effort on the low-priority VC and real-time guarantees on a high priority VC
[25]. Complete paths are reserved for the high-priority VC thus ensuring collision
avoidance. If more simultaneous real-time connections are required to share a part
of a path, the topology of the NoC has to be adapted to relax this condition [25].
1 sGT-Hi

denotes reserved bandwidth and sGT-Lo non-guaranteed bandwidth.
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The MANGO NoC [37] is another asynchronous NoC that mixes a BE router and
a guaranteed services (GS) router to provide both best-effort and real-time guarantees. Connection oriented GS are provided by reserving virtual circuits through the
NoC. End-to-end flow control is inherent. BE services are connection-less and can
be used to setup GS connections at run-time. MANGO has a work-conserving [201]
scheduling discipline: the offered application load on a GS connection is immediately served.
The techniques to provide BE and GT that are based on Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) techniques for synchronous NoCs, such as in the Nostrum NoC [134]
and the Æthereal NoC [76, 85, 169] are the closest to the one applied here. They all
have non-work-conserving scheduling disciplines for the guaranteed services.
The Sonics MXTM NoC performs (at the edge of the network) priority promotion and
demotion of packets, based on a token-bucket scheme. Arbitration inside the network fabric, is based on epochs (a form of TDMA compatible with asynchronous networks) [195]. Because of the proposed priority transfer mechanism, in-order packet
delivery for streaming connections cannot be guaranteed.
The SuperGT NoC contribution can be best understood as a potential evolution of
the GS-BE central programming architecture of Æthereal (ÆGS−BE ). ÆGS−BE is a
pure packet-switched NoC, where both BE and GT2 packets have headers and where
time-slot tables (Figure 6.9) are only situated in the network interfaces [85].

6.2.2 Packet Delivery Order
Packet re-ordering at the level of the network interface is impractical as it requires
expensive re-ordering buffers and greatly increases latency. Many NoCs try thus to
avoid out-of-order packed delivery. For instance, the Æthereal ÆGS−BE guarantees
in-order delivery for both GT and BE services. Is it then possible to construct a service similar to the proposed SuperGT by using a mix of GT and BE packets on the
same connection3 between two IP-blocks, such as an L1 cache and the L2? GT packets would be used to provide the reserved bandwidth and BE packets to absorb the
offered load that is superior to reservations. However, as this section demonstrates,
such a scheme would lead to out-of-order packet delivery.
Let us assume a packet-switched router with two virtual channels, similar to the
Æthereal ÆGS−BE router. The first virtual channel (VCGT ) is assigned the highest
priority and is used for hard real-time GT traffic, whereas the second one (VCBE ) of
lower priority is used for BE traffic. Assuming that the injection-time of flits (flits, or
flow-control units, are sub-units of packets) on the VCGT respects a congestion-free
allocation schedule [76, 85], we can deduce two properties:
1. Any two flits injected on VCGT never collide, thanks to the congestion-free
allocation.
2. All flits on VCGT have higher priority than flits injected on VCBE . In case of a
2 GT provides throughput and latency guarantees, so the use of the term GS is more appropriate. For
simplicity, we do not make the distinction and use the term GT.
3 Using separate BE and GT connections clearly requires re-ordering buffers.
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conflict between a GT and a BE flit, the GT flit is guaranteed to have access to
the resources, the BE flit is buffered locally.

The direct consequence of these properties is that GT flits are guaranteed to never be
delayed on their path on the NoC, thus ensuring hard real-time guarantees on their
delivery time. Note that in this configuration of packet-switched NoCs no time-slot
tables are required at the routers, but only at the GT network interface (NI) [148, 76].
Also, GT flits may not be buffered on the routers. The end consumer of the GT flits
should therefore be fast enough to guarantee that all GT data is taken out of the NoC
timely. This condition is very difficult to guarantee in realistic systems, hence techniques such as end-to-end credit-based flow-control techniques are used to inform
the producer NI of the level of occupation of the FIFOs inside the consumer NI. This
allows the producer NI to control the amount of data it may inject in the NoC and
thus guarantee that the NoC never gets congested on VCGT .
On a router, in the absence of GT packets on VCGT , the bandwidth can be reused for
BE traffic (of other connections) on VCBE . This happens automatically when interleaving virtual channels on classic packet-switched networks. Given deterministic
routing, packet-order delivery is guaranteed.
Assume now the network interface of the aforementioned cache can inject BE packets as well as GT packets (on the same connection) destined to the same L2 remote
memory. For instance, the NI sends flits 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 on this hypothetical GT+BE connection (Figure 6.3). The allocation of time-slots ensures that flits 3, 5 have GT priority and go on VCGT on the underlying router, whereas flits 2, 4, 6 are injected on
VCBE . Assume, the low priority 1-flit packet 2 has lost contention to a low-priority
packet on another connection. Packet 2 is buffered locally long enough for guaranteed 1-flit packet 3 to take over, disrupting packet order. Special attention is thus
required to provide in-order packet-delivery on such a connection with reserved and
non-reserved resources.

6.3 SuperGT Router
The SuperGT NoC is a packet-switched NoC that provides 3 QoS classes: BE, GT
and SuperGT. Packets of all three QoS classes have headers and are guaranteed to be
delivered in-order. Priority and flit-type information are transmitted out-of-band.
The SuperGT router is a packet-switched router with 2 virtual channels with priorities, featuring a SuperGT virtual channel, sGT, next to a high-priority-escape virtual
channel, escHi. Similarly to the ÆGS−BE architecture, GT packets are assigned a
high-priority (Hi) and are sent on escHi, whereas BE packets have a low priority (Lo)
and are sent on sGT.
SuperGT packets are special. Not only can the network interface assign them either
of the priority levels (Hi and Lo), but packet priority can be promoted or demoted by
routers along the path. Moreover, whereas escHi is only used by SuperGT packets
with Hi priority, sGT accommodates for both low and high priority traffic (Table 6.2).
Section 6.3.1 details the SuperGT virtual channel management in a router.
On a given SuperGT connection, flits are injected with a high priority (Hi) during the
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Figure 6.3: Packet order inversion on ÆGS−BE for a mixed BE/GT QoS connection.

QoS
BE
GT
sGT

Slots Used
Free
Allocated
Allocated+Free

Flit Priority
Lo
Hi
Hi+Lo

Channels Used
sGT
escHi
sGT+escHi

Table 6.2: QoS levels in SuperGT NoC.

allocated time-slots and with a low priority (Lo) during free time-slots. A contentionfree central time-slot allocation is performed for GT traffic together with the Hi part
of the SuperGT traffic.

6.3.1 SuperGT Virtual Channel Management - Principles
The SuperGT mechanism relies on a particular management of the escHi and sGT
virtual channels and does not depend on the type of queuing (input queuing, virtual output queuing, etc.) nor on the switching method (within the network layer).
For simplicity, this chapter describes a wormhole-switched, 2x2 input-queued SuperGT router (Figure 6.4). Every input port on the SuperGT router has a SuperGT
virtual channel manager (sgtVCM). Its role is to buffer flits and keep in-order packet
delivery for all three QoS classes. We assume the use of a 2NxN switch.
To provide in-order delivery on a SuperGT connection the sgtVCM may have to demote guaranteed Hi packets to Lo and simultaneously promote best-effort Lo packets
to real-time Hi priority. Priority transfer is only performed on sGT when flits from a
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Figure 6.4: 2x2 input-buffered SuperGT Router, with a 2NxN switch and its two sgtVCM.

Lo priority packet are buffered on the sGT FIFO and a Hi priority packet belonging to
the same connection enters the sgtVCM. The incoming flit is pushed at the tail of the
sGT FIFO and its priority token (1-bit out-of-band field) is transferred to the flit at
the head. This mechanism conserves both in-order packet delivery and the number
of priority tokens on a given connection, thus its real-time properties.
Figure 6.5 details the priority transfer process in time. Assume a Lo packet {1, 2, 3}
has lost contention on router Rr+2 (1 is a Head flit, 2 is a Body flit and 3 is a Tail
flit). The routers in the example implement wormhole switching and the sGT FIFO
can buffer two Lo flits. Flits {1, 2} are therefore blocked at router Rr+2 and flit 3 is
blocked at router Rr+1 . A Hi packet {A, B, C} enters router Rr at time T on the
same connection as the previous packet {1, 2, 3}. At time 2T on router Rr+1 the
first priority transfer occurs between the Head flit A and the Tail flit 3. At time-slot
3T two priority transfers occur, the first one at router Rr+1 between the Body flit B
and the Head flit A and the second one at router Rr+2 between the Tail flit 3 and
the Head flit 1. The priority transfer is pipelined, so that at router Rr+2 the Head
flit 1 is leaving during time-slot 3T and the Tail flit 3 is leaving at time-slot 5T . The
packet {A, B, C} has been completely demoted to Lo and is buffered on Rr+1 and
Rr+2 (in place of the packet {1, 2, 3}) until the contention on Lo on router Rr+2 is
won (or until a subsequent packet with Hi priority on the same connection transfers
its priority). A minimum amount of bandwidth corresponding to the three allocated
slots is guaranteed.
The sgtVCM priority transfer technique imposes a small constraint on the link controller: the sGT FIFO may only buffer (parts of) Lo packets from a single given con-
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Figure 6.5: Priority transfer on sGT for packets on the same connection.

nection at a time. Any (part of) Lo packet from another connection is to be buffered
at the previous router until the current packet is processed. In the example of Figure
6.5 this means that the empty space on the sGT FIFO of router Rr+1 can only be used
by Lo packets coming on the same connection as packet {1, 2, 3}. The reason to this
constraint is simple: if the Lo packet {Z} from another connection was allowed to
be buffered on router Rr+1 its sGT FIFO would contain the following flits: {Z, 3}.
When the Hi packet {A, B, C} would enter router Rr+1 on the same connection as
flit 3, the priority transfer mechanism would not make sense for flit {Z} as it is on a
different connection4 .
Since we have seen that priority transfer only makes use of sGT one may wonder
what the purpose of escHi is. Consider the situation of Figure 6.6 where Lo flits of
a given SuperGT (or BE) connection ({1, 2, 3}) are being buffered on sGT and Hi
flits from a packet on a different SuperGT connection ({A, B, C}) enter the sgtVCM.
4 This constraint can be alleviated by duplicating the sGT virtual channel to allow the management
of several connections simultaneously (one sGT per connection). The resulting hardware complexity is
comparable to that of virtual output queuing used to avoid head-of-line blocking. The maximum amount
of sGT per sgtVCM is constrained to be at maximum equal to the number of input ports on the previous
router (Section 6.5.7). Quantitative detailed study of the trade-offs that can be made with respect to how
many connections can be processed in parallel are an interesting topic for future work.
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As the connections are different, re-ordering does not make sense, so the Hi packet
must take over the Lo flits buffered on sGT. In this case only the Hi flits are pushed
on the other virtual channel of the sgtVCM, the escape channel escHi, and keep their
priority tokens. Packet {1, 2, 3} stays in place on sGT, buffered across routers Rr+1
and Rr+2 and packet {A, B, C} uses the escape virtual channel escHi to exit router
Rr+2 in the reserved time. Note that packet {A, B, C} has totally left router Rr+2
at time-slot 6T , exactly at the same time as packet {1, 2, 3} in the previous example,
where priority transfer was needed.
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The same sgtVCM supports also BE and GT connections. Only SuperGT connections
mix packets of Lo and Hi priorities and thus may require priority transfer. As BE and
GT connections always keep the same priority level, the priority transfer mechanism
of the sgtVCM is simply never triggered for these type of connections.
The sgtVCM contains a simple connection tracker module to indicate whether the current packet belongs to the same connection as the packet that occupies (or last occupied) the sGT FIFO. The connection tracker checks the connection ID field (Section
6.4.3) in the header flit of the entering packet against the stored value of the previous
one.

6.3.2 SuperGT Virtual Channel Management - Details
This section details the function of the SuperGT virtual channel manager for all possible input types and all possible states of the virtual channel manager. For simplicity, we only deal here with 1-flit packets; multi-flit packet schemes are covered in
Section 6.5.3.
A virtual channel manager is in the first place composed of two FIFOs. To support
pipelining of flits through the NoC, these FIFOs are designed to allow concurrent
reads and writes. To this end we decompose the function of a FIFO into an output
phase (reads) followed by an input phase (writes) (both phases occur in the same
clock cycle). For instance, on the escHi FIFO, at the end of the output phase of cycle
c, the FIFO is empty since a flit eventually entering in the input phase of cycle c − 1
has necessarily been ejected (Hi priority and contention-free time-slot allocation).
Similarly, during the input phase of cycle c a new Hi flit can be admitted and at the
beginning of next cycle (c + 1) it will exit. The escHi FIFO is thus stateless across flit
cycles. Conversely, the sgtVCM can buffer data on the sGT FIFO. The virtual channel
manager has thus state information and several cases need to be distinguished.
Let Hink be a Hi packet on connection n and Lopl Lo packet on connection p (p = n).
The indices k and l represent the packet number on their respective connections n
and p (on connection n, packet Hink+1 follows packet Hink ). Depending on the method
implemented to provide guarantees, we may furthermore need to distinguish regular packets from dummy packets. A dummy packet does not carry any payload,
nor end-to-end flow-control credits and is furthermore tagged as being dummy (by
a bit in the flit control-path). The tagging allows to distinguish empty packets (no
payload, possibly with credits) from dummy ones. Dummy packets are starred, so
is a dummy Hi packet on connection n.
that Hin,∗
i
Using all possible states of the sgtVCM at the end of the output phase and all possible
inputs, Table 6.3 gives the state at the end of the input phase in the sgtVCM, thereby
covering all possible actions of the virtual channel manager. Row 2 in Table 6.3
describes a situation that is not allowed by the virtual channel manager: a packet Lopl
from another connection than the one currently buffered (Lonk ) is scheduled for input.
It is up to the link-controller of the router not to allow flits from a different connection
to be admitted to the virtual channel manager (note that the HDL implementation
of the virtual channel manager in Section 6.7.1 performs the same-connection check
and provides a backpressure reject signal for a link-controller to use).
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Incoming
Lonk
Lopl
Lonk+1
Hink
Hipl
Hink+1
Hin,∗
k
Hip,∗
l
Hin,∗
k+1

Output Phase
escHi sGT
Lonk
Lonk
Lonk
Lonk
Lonk
Lonk

Input Phase
escHi sGT
Lonk
Lonk
Lonk+1 ,Lonk
Hink
p
Hil
Lonk
Lonk+1 ,Hink
n,∗
Hik
Hip,∗
Lonk
l
n
Lon,∗
k+1 ,Hik

Comment
accept
not allowed (p = n)
accept, if space
accept
escape channel (p = n)
priority transfer
accept dummy
escape dummy (p = n)
priority transfer

Table 6.3: States of the SuperGT virtual channel manager for 1-flit packets. The state at
the end of the input phase is computed as a function of the state at the end of the output
phase and of the possible (1-flit) packet incoming. For all connections p = n.

Rows 5 and 6 in Table 6.3 are of particular interest. In row 5 we see the use of the
escape virtual channel in preserving the guarantees of a Hipl packet from a connection
different than the buffered one (Lonk ). On the contrary, on row 6, the incoming Hink+1
packet belongs to the same connection as the buffered Lonk packet, so priority transfer
needs to occur on the sGT FIFO, resulting into low-priority packet Lonk+1 and highpriority packet Hink . Table 6.3 proves that there is conservation of the number of
priority tokens per connection. Moreover, the packet headers remain unchanged as
only the priority bit (part of the flit control-path) changes. Furthermore, because
dummy packets are not allowed to carry credits of the end-to-end credit-based flow
control, we guarantee that credits arrive in time (see Section 6.5.6 for a complete
discussion of credits and queue dimensioning in the network interface).

6.4 SuperGT Network Interface
The SuperGT network-interface supports all three QoS classes provided by the SuperGT NoC: BE, GT and sGT. This section focuses on how the sGT QoS is supported
by the network interface. In particular, it proves how minimum throughput and
latency guarantees can be effectively be provided by the sGT QoS and how extra
data can be injected outside of the minimum guaranteed amount (thereby increasing throughput and diminishing latency). For clarity, we describe in here a SuperGT
network interface as a derivative of the Æthereal network interface detailed in [169].
This section is further organized as follows. Section 6.4.1 discusses contention-free
packetization schemes for sGT connections (and for simplicity we restrict the discussion to the specific case of 1-flit packets). Section 6.4.2 explains how the network
interface must inject packets into the network layer so as to effectively provide the
minimum guarantees on sGT connections. Finally, Section 6.4.3 details the architecture of the SuperGT network interface and compares the size of its packetization
table to the time-slot table of a regular Æthereal network interface.
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6.4.1 Contention-Free Packetization Schemes
On all guaranteed connections we assume a contention-free time-slot allocation, so
that all flits with Hi priority never collide in the system. To furthermore guarantee
the system is contention-free, all Hi packets (for both GT and sGT) that potentially
use the high-priority escape channel escHi need to free the switch configuration at
any router R during their allocated slots at R. This is ensured by having the network
interface to inject a Tail flit (with payload) before or during its last consecutively
allocated time-slot to close any packet it had opened. Because all flits composing
a Hi packet have Hi priority, they are guaranteed to be ejected timely of the router,
with the Tail flit tearing-down the switch configuration in time for another Hi packet
to use.
While for GT connections this scheme is granted, particular care has to be paid to
sGT connections. Indeed, on sGT connections, priority transfer can occur within
the network, with Hi packets transferring their priority to push stalled Lo packets
ahead of them. In the general case, mixed-priority packets could result from transfer
of priority tokens (some flits in the packet have Hi priority while others have Lo
priority). Unfortunately, it is impossible to guarantee that mixed-priority packets
would timely release the switch configuration on the escHi virtual channel (thereby
breaking the contention-free time-slot allocation). We thus need to ensure that no
mixed-priority packets may result from a transfer of priority tokens. It would be
possible to have the SuperGT router to re-packetize data so as to ensure that all
packets have flits of the same priority, but we deem this solution too complex and
costly in terms of hardware.
An interesting alternative is to constrain the packetization scheme of sGT connections. We require a Hi packet to have the same length as all Lo packets it could
transfer its priority tokens to (that is, all Lo packets in flight in the network layer for
the given sGT connection). This constraint ensures the transfer of the correct number of priority tokens during a possible priority transfer and avoids mixed priority
packets as those may fail to timely release switch configuration on the escHi virtual
channel (thereby breaking the contention-free time-slot allocation).
In its simplest form, all packets for a given SuperGT connection are required to have
the same size (all in-flight Lo packets are thus guaranteed to have the same size as a
Hi packet transferring them its priority). In this thesis we use this simple constraint
that all packets on a sGT connection need to be assigned the same size 5 .

6.4.2 Ensuring Guarantees on sGT Connections
As for a GT connection, throughput and latency guarantees on an sGT connection
come from the time-slot allocations. Whereas on a GT connection guarantees are
5 More complex techniques need to ensure that there are no in-flight Lo packets on a given SuperGT
connection before dynamically reconfiguring the packet size. A possibility would be to use the end-to-end
credit based flow-control scheme to track packet consumption, or the LoCntn counter defined in Section
6.4.2. Another technique could be based on information from higher-layer protocols, such as in the case
of a bus transaction request sent over the NoC. The reception of the transaction response can be used as
an indicator of the consumption of the request packets. Given the relatively large design space left, the
study of more refined packetization techniques could be an interesting topic for future work.
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attached to a particular packet, on sGT connections the guarantees are a property
of the connection itself. Indeed, on an sGT connection, individual Hi packets can
transfer their priority tokens to other Lo packets from the same connection that are
stalled ahead in the network layer. Guarantees are thus linked to the priority tokens
rather than to individual packets.
Nevertheless, what matters to a producer IP is to get the data packets (not the priority tokens) timely across the NoC. Given a continuous stream of data at the producer
IP, Hi packets are guaranteed to be timely injected into the network, pushing all Lo
packets eventually stalled ahead and thereby providing the expected guarantees on
data transfer. Now, assume a Lo packet is stalled in the network layer (having lost
arbitration to another Lo packet from a different connection) and no data is available at the producer NI to timely send a Hi packet. In this situation the data may
remain stalled in the network layer for an undetermined amount of time thereby
breaking the latency and throughput guarantees, which is of course not acceptable.
Several techniques are possible to guarantee that stalled Lo packets on sGT connections get timely promoted to Hi packets. A first possibility, detailed further in this
thesis is to have the producer network interface to generate dummy Hi packets (they
are dummy in the sense they do not carry any data payload nor credits) during allocated time-slots and when no payload data is available to transmit. These dummy
Hi packets eventually ”push” stalled Lo packets from the same sGT connection by
transferring their priority tokens. 6
In the rest of the thesis we assume the SuperGT NoC to use the dummy Hi packet
injection to provide the necessary guarantees. Should data not be present in the producer NI when an allocated time-slot occurs, a dummy Hi packet may be generated.
Nevertheless, it is not always necessary to generate these dummy packets, as in the
worst case there can only be a limited number of Lo packets in-flight inside the network layer on a given sGT connection. Should the IP not generate any data for a long
time, the producer NI only needs to generate as many dummy Hi packets as there
are packets in flight in the network. Techniques to minimize the amount of dummy
flits injected by a SuperGT network interface are further discussed in Section 6.5.2.

6.4.3 Architecture of the SuperGT Network Interface
The SuperGT network interface can support multiple connections of any of the following QoS classes: BE, GT and sGT. In many aspects it bears similarities to the
GT/BE network interface of the Æthereal NoC. Though the principles of SuperGT
can be applied to other types of network interfaces, we present in here a SuperGT
derivative of the Æthereal NI presented in [169]. Furthermore we focus on how sGT
connections are supported by such a network interface; BE and GT QoSs are trivially supported by the same scheduler. The only difference comes from allocating
(respectively) only Lo and Hi flits to the BE and GT connections.
Similarly to Æthereal, to ensure that the consumer NI can timely consume all packets
6 As Section 6.5.3 explains, upon priority transfer between a dummy Hi packet and a stalled Lo packet
only the priority tokens are transmitted and the (demoted) dummy packet is dropped by the virtual channel
manager. Dummy packet dropping is not required for SuperGT to function, but is an enhancement we
have implemented in our SuperGT NoC model.
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it receives, an end-to-end credit-based flow-control scheme is used per connection.
The time-slot table in Æthereal is replaced by a packetization (and slot) table. Every
connection in the system requires such a packetization table (detailed further in this
section).
We use the 3-phit flit format of [169]. Phits are composed of a 32-bits data-path
and of a 2-bit (out-of-band) flit flow-control path. The Æthereal packet header format can be directly reused, whereas the out-of-band flit flow-control requires some
slight modifications7 (Figure 6.7). A minor change in the out-of-band flit flow-control
information is the renaming of the priority levels GT/BE to Hi and Lo. The other
changes with respect to the flit format of [169] is the use of a control bit in phit 2 to
tag dummy flits. Whereas in Æthereal both control bits in phit 2 are used to encode
the flit length (in phits), we serially encode the flit length on phits 2 and 3. Note that
this flit-encoding scheme allows SuperGT to distinguish empty flits (”Flit Sz” = ”00”,
Dummy = ’0’) from dummy flits (”Flit Sz”=”00”, Dummy = ’1’). Dummy packets are
composed only of dummy flits and may not carry data nor credits.
As in the Æthereal flit control scheme, we only encode in the out-of-band information of the first phit whether the flit is empty (and its priority-level, Hi or Lo) and
in the last phit whether it is a termination of packet. Note that the encoding of flit
type in the flit control is only partial whereas (in the general, multi-flit packet case)
it needs to be explicit in the packetization table. The complete encoding of the four
possible flit types {Head, Atomic, Body, Tail} is {”10”,”11”,”00”,”01”} so that the high
bit can be used to signal the start of a packet and the low bit the termination of a
packet (an Atomic flit is a combined Head+Tail flit).
Last

Dummy
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Flit Sz0

Flit Sz1

Lo/Hi

(2-bit) control-path

rd

3 data
word

nd

2 data
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st

1 data
word
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Figure 6.7: SuperGT flit format. The flit is separated into a 2-bit control-path and a 32-bit
data-path. The control-path slightly differs from the one used in the Æthereal flit format.
A bit in the second phit is reserved to tag dummy flits. The flit size (number of valid
phits) is serially encoded in the low-order bits of phits 2 and 3. The data-path of the flit
carries phits containing either packet headers or data-payload.

The packet header occupies the first phit in the first flit of a packet. It contains a credit
field, a queue identifier and the path from source to destination (source routing)
[169]. In SuperGT we need to have the connection information at every router for
the virtual channel manager to distinguish between connections and only perform
priority switch only between packets on the same connection. Though Æthereal
7 Only a TLM model of a complete SuperGT NoC has been carried out so far, so that the packet header
and flit formats have never needed to be extensively optimized. The TLM model assumes 1 phit is reserved for the packet header and all necessary information is actually transmitted out-of-band in the
TLM transaction representing a flit.
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is a source-routed NoC, instead of shifting the path information at every hop, it
rotates it (and reverts the bits encoding output ports at every hop) so as to keep all
information about the source to destination path [82]. In Æthereal, the purpose of
this path re-rotation is to allow the receiving NI to bit-reverse the entire path so as
to get the reverse path, even though there may be routers with different degrees on
the path [83]. Furthermore, in a SuperGT NoC the rotated path combined to the
queue identifier can be used as unique connection identifier without adding extra
bits to the packet header (note that though unique at every router, this connection
identifier changes from one hop to another).
To ensure the QoS guarantees on an sGT connection, the scheduler in this network
interface is designed to send dummy Hi packets when a time-slot is allocated and
there is no data available to send actual payload. At any moment in time we limit
the number of unnecessary dummy Hi packets to be sent to the worst case number of
Lo packets in flight at time-slot n%|S| by using a LoCntn counter. Section 6.5.2 further
details how the LoCntn counter (in combination with a configurable MaxLoPacketsInFlight register per connection) is used to track the worst-case of Lo packets in flight.
Figure 6.8 shows a schematic of a SuperGT network interface. The scheduler in the
system decides on whether to send a packet and determines packet priority on an
sGT connection based on the current time slot n%|S| and on state information inside
the NI. Once a packet has been selected to be sent, all flits are pipelined at successive
time-slots. The algorithm to decide on packet sending is the following:
• Hi packet if: prod queue empty ∧ credits ∧ Hi ∧ start packet
• Hi packet (dummy) if: prod queue empty ∧ (LoCntn > 0) ∧ Hi ∧ start packet
• Lo packet if: prod queue empty ∧ credits ∧ Lo ∧ start packet ∧ space router
The signal prod queue empty notifies that the producer FIFO is empty, the high-bit
of the flit-type in the packetization table is the start packet signal and the space router
signal notifies that the first router on the path can accept a full Lo packet. The
space router signal is simply generated by comparing the space left in the sGT FIFO
and the (fixed pre-determined) packet length of the connection.
Imposing a fixed packet size (for both Hi and Lo packets) on the sGT connection
allows to keep the packet format fixed upon transfer of the priority tokens and
thus avoids the SuperGT router from having to re-packetize data. Nevertheless, this
scheme requires the NI to be able to inject a full packet into the network layer at a
given priority (Lo or Hi). Whereas for Hi packets this is guaranteed by the contentionfree time-slot allocation and the high-priority, it may be an issue for Lo packets (composed of more than a single flit). Thus, another difference to a regular Æthereal NI
are the extended control flow signals from the router connected to the producer port
of the NI (Figure 6.8). Being able to read the amount of free space in the sGT FIFO
at the first router connected to the NI is a sufficient (but not necessary) condition to
fulfill this requirement. Note that for 1-flit packets no extended flow-control signals
are required at the NI (so that NI and router ports can stay the same).
Table 6.4 shows an example of a packetization table for a SuperGT NI supporting two
connections. Such a table requires 3-bits of data per connection per time-slot: 1 bit
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Figure 6.8: SuperGT network interface supporting two connections. Thanks to the configurable packetization tables in the scheduler block, the connections can be configured
to support any of the three QoSs the SuperGT NoC supports: BE, GT and sGT. The producer and consumer FIFOs of the connections are bi-synchronous and are used to cross
the clock-domain between the NoC and the connected IP-block. The communication
primitive supported natively by this network interface is message passing. Connecting
IPs that use any other communication primitives (such as a bus protocol) require a bridge
at the system layer.

for the priority and 2 bits for the flit type (should only 1-flit packets be allowed, then
a single bit is required for the flit-type, indicating whether an Atomic flit is allowed
or not).
In such a table, time-slots are allocated in a contention-free manner, so that for any
given time-slot no two connections may have a Hi priority flit. Packets are furthermore allocated in a valid manner, so that between start and end of packet only flits
of the same priority are allowed and all packets on an sGT connection have the same
size.
Thanks to the encoding of the packetization scheme in the table, the network interface can simply read which subsequent flits to inject after a head flit has been
scheduled for injection. As the packet sizes on sGT connections are constrained to
be fixed, it is possible that (if there is not enough data on the producer queue) the
NI may have to send flits that are only partially filled or even empty (note that these
are empty flits, not dummy flits). The rule for Hi packets is to always send a packet
if the producer queue is not empty (ensure guarantees). The same simple rule is
also used for Lo packets in our implementation, but it would be interesting as future
work to study the trade-offs that are offered by conditionally deciding when to send
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Slot
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Priority (1-bit)
Conn 0 Conn 1
Lo
Hi
Lo
Hi
Lo
Lo
Hi
Lo
Lo
Lo
Hi
Lo
Lo
Lo
Lo
Lo

Flit Type (2-bit)
Conn 0 Conn 1
Atomic
Head
Atomic
Tail
Atomic
Head
Atomic
Tail
Atomic
Head
Atomic
Tail
Atomic
Head
Atomic
Tail

Table 6.4: Packetization (and slot allocation) table for a network interface supporting two
SuperGT connections (|S| = 8). Connection 0 is configured to support a connection with
a spread slot allocation of 2 time-slots. The priority entry requires 1 bit and the flit type
requires 2 bits. The most significant bit of the flit type is also used as a start-packet signal.
Connection 1 is configured to support the advanced multi-flit packetization scheme of
Figure 6.9(a) (Section 6.5.3).

Lo packets, based for instance on the filling percentage of the producer queue.
As the SuperGT network interface is still in an exploratory phase at the TLM level,
we have not yet attempted to optimize the size of the packetization table (Table 6.4),
though for a hardware implementation this is a very important parameter. Indeed,
for a time-slot wheel with |S| time-slots, there can be at most |S| concurrent connections. In Æthereal, the time-slot table has thus |S| entries of log2 |S| bits, for a total of
|S| × log2 |S| bits per network interface [83] (we assume |S| is a power of two). Each
entry is thus a simple binary encoding of the connection number that the time-slot
(associated to the entry) is allocated to. In a SuperGT network interface, to encode
|S| connections, we need 3 bits per connection, making a total of 3|S|2 bits for the
table. If only 1-flit packets are to be supported, it is sufficient to encode (at every
time-slot) the number of the connection that is granted a Hi flit, yielding the same
size of packetization table as the Æthereal time-slot table (log2 |S| bits). If at a given
time-slot no Hi flit is allocated, any connection can send an Lo flit.
For the worst-case number of connections, compared to the Æthereal time-slot table,
the SuperGT packetization table scales poorly. However, in practice, only a limited
number of concurrent connections may be required at a given network interface (except maybe for the network interfaces connected to memory nodes). If we constrain
the number of connections C supported at the network interface to C = log2 |S|, we
get C ∈ [3, 8] for |S| ∈ [8, 256] and a scaling of the packetization table comparable
to that of the Æthereal time-slot table. Furthermore, by supporting C = log2 |S| sGT
connections, the packetization table has sufficient bits to support |S| GT connections,
should the GT QoS be used (in that case the packetization table is used as a time-slot
table, encoding the connection number that has a GT time-slot allocated). The optimization of the packetization table size and the trade-off between area and number
of concurrent connections are very interesting topics for future work. The optimization of the packetization table to encode for both GT and sGT QoS classes is another
interesting topic to be addressed in future work.
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6.5 Advanced Issues in the SuperGT NoC
Beyond the general principles of SuperGT NoC, this section discusses subtleties of
the system. Section 6.5.1 generalizes the 1-flit contention-free packetization schemes
discussed in Section 6.3.2 to multi-flit packets. It furthermore details the optimization of congestion on sGT connections by the dropping of dummy packets upon
transfer of priority. Section 6.5.2 details how to minimize the injection of dummy
packets to further reduce congestion of Lo packets. Section 6.5.3 discusses the use
of different packet switching techniques for the SuperGT NoC. Sections 6.5.5 and
6.5.6 respectively discuss the buffer sizing of respectively the SuperGT routers and
network interfaces. Finally, Section 6.5.7 presents a possible extension to the virtual
circuit switching in SuperGT routers to reduce congestion of low-priority traffic.

6.5.1 Contention-Free Packetization Schemes - Multi-Flit Packets
This section discusses contention-free packetization schemes when taking into account multi-flit packets. Indeed, given a particular (contention-free) time-slot allocation, several packet sizes can be used and thus several packetization schemes of
both Hi and Lo packets on a sGT connection can be derived. We discuss and compare
multi-flit packetization schemes to their single-flit counterparts.
Figure 6.9 shows several examples of valid packetization schemes for an sGT connection. In Figures 6.9(a) and 6.9(b), the sGT connection is allocated two consecutive
time-slots. The only possible packetization for Hi packets of size 2 is to send a Head
flit (H) in the first allocated slot (0) and a Tail flit (T) in the last consecutively allocated slot (1) (Figure 6.9(a)). We note this packetization scheme {HHi,0 , THi,1 }. All
valid packetization schemes for Lo packets on this sGT connection are necessarily of
size 2 and must ensure that a Tail flit is injected before the next allocated time-slot.
For instance, the packetization scheme {HLo,7, TLo,0 } crosses the boundary of nonallocated and allocated slots and is thus not allowed. In principle, all packets of size 2
starting at time-slots {2, 3, 4, 5, 6} would be allowed and can be dynamically chosen.
However, for implementation efficiency reasons we pre-allocate the packetizations
(Section 6.4.3). Figure 6.9(a) shows such a pre-allocated packetization scheme that
allows injecting flits all-around the time-wheel (should Lo packets be selected for
admission).
Figure 6.9(b) shows a different valid packetization scheme that uses the two same
consecutively allocated time-slots 0 and 1. In this case we have chosen to make
packets of size 1. These packets are called atomic packets and are composed of one
Atomic flit (combined Head+Tail flit). The packetization scheme represented also allows to inject a packet at any moment in the time-wheel. It trivially guarantees that
full Lo packets never cross the boundary between non-allocated and allocated timeslots. Note that though this packetization scheme has a different type of protocol
overhead than the previous one. Whereas in Atomic and Head flits the first phit is reserved for the NoC protocol header, in Tail (and Body) flits it is free to use for payload.
In other words in Atomic packets we pay NoC protocol overhead at every flit. However, remember that sGT connections force packets to have the same size. Therefore
if the packet is scheduled for transmission, unused payload space is filled with ”bub-
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Figure 6.9: Packetization examples on a SuperGT connection with a time-wheel of |S| =
8 slots. (a) Two-slots allocated. This packetization scheme has packets of size 2 (for
both Hi and Lo packets). Its schedule allows (if the Lo slots are unused) to inject data at
any moment in the time-wheel. At time-slot 0 a Hi packet may be injected, at time-slots
{2,4,6} Lo packets may be injected. (b) Two-slots allocated. This packetization scheme
has packets of size 1 (for both Hi and Lo packets). Its schedule also (potentially) allows
packets to be injected at any moment of the time-wheel. (c) Three-slots allocated. This
packetization scheme uses packets of size 3 and does only allow to inject a Hi packet at
time-slot 0 and a Lo packet at time-slot 4. No data may be injected at time-slots 6 and 7.
Other packetization schemes are possible for this time-slot allocation, the one allowing
injecting data at any-moment of the time-wheel requires packets of size 1.

bles”. In the worst case, for a packet of size two, only the first data phit in the Head
flit carries payload and all other phits in the Head and Tail flits waste bandwidth that
could be used for other connections. The optimal choice of packetization scheme in
combination with the contention-free time-slot allocation as a function of the properties of the IP traffic (transaction length, required guarantees, traffic characteristics) is
a very interesting topic of study for future work. We expect small packet sizes (one
or two flits) to be the best option for sGT connections (Section 6.5).
Figure 6.9(c) shows a NI managing a SuperGT connection with three consecutively
allocated time-slots in the time-slot wheel. A possible packetization policy for Hi
packets of size 3 is to send a Head flit (H) in the first allocated slot (1), a Body flit (B)
in the second one (2) and a Tail flit (T) in the last consecutively allocated slot (3). For
this packetization scheme ({HHi,1 , BHi,2 , THi,3 }, {HLo,4, BLo,5 , TLo,6 }) no flits may
be admitted in time-slots 7 and 0. The other valid packetization scheme for packets
of size 3 is {HHi,1 , BHi,2 , THi,3 }, {HLo,5, BLo,6 , TLo,7 } and it is of course possible to
derive valid packetization schemes for packets of sizes 2 and 1. Between the end
of a packet and the beginning of the next one in the schedule, time-slots where no
packet may be started, such as time-slots 7 and 0 in the example of Figure 6.9(c), are
encoded in the packetization table (at the network interface) as {Lo,Body}.
Note that the admission of a full Lo packet in the network layer needs to be guaranteed before the next allocated time-slot occurs, so particular care has to be paid at the
flow control between network interface and local router (Section 6.5.4). Combined to
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a valid packetization scheme, the admission of a full Lo packet in the network layer
guarantees all packets admitted on the sGT connection have the same size. This particular flow control is not required for Hi packets since they can never block in the
network layer (more specifically their priority tokens never stall).
Finally, note that, by forbidding the use of two time-slots in the wheel, this packetization scheme clearly illustrates that in the general case the SuperGT QoS is of the non
work-conserving type (and thus emphasizes its relation to the non work-conserving
GT QoS). Though, for all n-flit packetization schemes, where n verifies the relation
∃k ∈ N∗ , |S| = n × k, SuperGT can be made work-conserving (the packetization
scheme is set to allow sending Lo n-flit packets on all non-allocated time-slots). The
particular case of 1-flit packetization schemes is very interesting as it does not require
the network interface to use special flow-control signals coming from the router.

6.5.2 Minimizing the Amount of Dummy Packets
Multiple techniques can be used to track the number of Lo packets in-flight on an
sGT connection. For instance, one can use the end-to-end credit-based flow control
scheme to determine how many of the sent Lo packets have been consumed (and are
thus no longer in-flight). In this thesis we propose a simple counter-based mechanism to keep track of the worst-possible case of Lo packets still in flight on an sGT
connection.
Let MaxLoPacketsInFlight be the maximum possible number of Lo packets in flight on
a given connection. This number is easily determined at design-time (or at connection allocation time) as the minimum of the total number of Lo packets that can be
scheduled between two successive Hi packets (depends on the pre-allocated packetization scheme) and of the total number of Lo packets that can be buffered along
the path in the network layer (a function of the number of hops between source and
destination of the packet and of the buffer depths in the routers).
Let LoCntn be the worst case number of Lo packets in flight at time-slot n%|S|.

LoCntn =

min(LoCntn−1 + 1, MaxLoPacketsInFlight),
max(LoCntn−1 − 1, 0),

if sent a Lo packet
if sent a Hi packet

LoCntn is incremented upon sending of a Lo packet (and saturates at the worst possible case of in-flight Lo packets) and is decremented every time a Hi packet has been
sent (and saturates at 0). A hardware implementation of such a system requires a
counter that can be incremented or decremented and a few comparators. We expect
small counters (a few bits) to be sufficient to represent all possible packets in flight,
so an inexpensive and efficient implementation should be relatively simple to obtain.

6.5.3 SuperGT Virtual Channel Management - Multi-Flit Packets
This section generalizes the 1-flit packet virtual channel management from Section
6.3.2 to multi-flit packets. We furthermore detail the dropping (by the virtual channel manager) of dummy packets that have transferred their priority tokens. For q-flit
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packets (q > 1) we need to extend the notation of Section 6.3.2 by adding the superscripts h,b and t to respectively distinguish between Head,Body and Tail flits. We
furthermore use a x superscript to indicate when the flit type does not matter (we
assume correct flit sequences in packets).
With this notation hHink is the Hi Head flit of packet number k on connection n and
b p
Lol is a Lo Body flit of packet number l on connection p. If no dropping of dummy
flits is to be supported, the virtual channel manager does not need to distinguish
between dummy Hi packets and regular packets. In that case, the regular flit format
of Æthereal can be used.
Nevertheless, as an extra optimization, we describe in this section how to use the virtual channel manager to drop dummy flits when they have transferred their priority
tokens. The dropping scheme makes dummy flits (and packets) special. We require
all dummy flits to be of the Atomic type (equivalent to 1-flit packets). A q-flit dummy
packet is thus composed of q dummy Atomic flits (in fact q independent 1-flit dummy
packets). With this scheme, upon dropping of a dummy flit, no re-packetization is
is a dummy Atomic Hi flit of
needed. Dummy Hi flits are starred, so that aHin,∗
k
a dummy packet (number k) on connection n. Note that because of the dropping
scheme, there can be no dummy Lo flits.
Using all possible states of the SuperGT virtual channel manager at the end of the
output phase and all possible inputs, we detail the states at the end of the output
phase in Tables 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7. The first one addresses the situations where no priority transfer is to occur, whereas Tables 6.6 and 6.7 specifically discuss the priority
transfer cases.
Incoming
h n
Lok
b n
Lok
t n
Lok
h p
Lol
h n
Lok+1
x n
Hik
x p
Hil
x n,∗
Hik
x p,∗
Hil

Output Phase
escHi sGT
x n
Lok
x n
Lok
x n
Lok
t n
Lok
x n
Lok
x n
Lok

Input Phase
escHi
sGT
h n
Lok
b n x n
Lok , Lok
t n x n
Lok , Lok
x n
Lok
h n
Lok+1 ,tLonk
x n
Hik
x p
x n
Hil
Lok
x n,∗
Hik
x p,∗
x n
Hil
Lok

Comment
accept
accept, if space
accept, if space
not allowed (p = n)
accept, if space
accept
escape channel (p = n)
accept dummy
escape dummy (p = n)

Table 6.5: States of the SuperGT virtual channel manager for q-flit packets (q > 1). The
state at the end of the input phase is computed as a function of the state at the end of
the output phase and of the possible flit incoming. For all connections p = n. States that
require a priority transfer are described in Tables 6.6 and 6.7.

The first three rows of Table 6.5 detail accepting a multi-flit Lo packet; they correspond to row 1 in the 1-flit packet scheme of Table 6.3. Row 4 shows that a Lo packet
on a connection p is not to be admitted should there be any flit from another connection n buffered on the sGT FIFO. Row 5 shows that Lo packets on the same connection as the one being buffered on sGT FIFO may be admitted. The rest of Table 6.5
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Incoming
h n
Hik+1
b n
Hik+1
t n
Hik+1
a n∗
Hik+1
a n∗
Hik+1
a n∗
Hik+1

escHi
-

Output Phase
sGT
t n b n h n
Lok , Lok , Lok
h n
Lok+1 , tLonk , bLonk
b n
Lok+1 , hLonk+1 , tLonk
t n b n h n
Lok , Lok , Lok
t n b n
Lok , Lok
t n
Lok
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escHi
-

Input Phase
sGT
h n
Lok+1 , tLonk , bLonk , hHink
b n
Lok+1 , hLonk+1 , tLonk , bHink
t n
Lok+1 , bLonk+1 , hLonk+1 , tHink
t n b n h n
Lok , Lok , Hik
t n b n
Lok , Hik
t n
Hik

Table 6.6: Priority transfer states (for a full packet) of the SuperGT virtual channel manager for q-flit packets (q > 1). The example is shown for q = 3 flits, and is easily generalized to any number of Body flits. Note that dummy Atomic flits are dropped upon
priority transfer.

is very similar to the entries of Table 6.3 simply because Hi flits are guaranteed to be
transmitted in a flit cycle and thus behave (for the virtual channel manager) as 1-flit
packets.
Flits from Hi packets that do require priority transfer are to be buffered (and are thus
not transmitted in a flit clock cycle) so that we need to distinguish the different flit
types. Table 6.6 shows thus an example with a 3-flit packet that trivially generalizes
to any number of Body flits (and thus to all q-flit packetization schemes with q > 1).
The first three rows correspond to the 3 flit cycles in which a 3-flit Hi packet enters
the virtual channel manager. Note how for every incoming Hi flit the priority tokens
are transmitted to the head of the sGT FIFO.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Incoming
h n
Hik+1
b n
Hik+1
t n
Hik+1
h n
Hik+1
a n,∗
Hik+1
a n,∗
Hik+1
a n,∗
Hik+1
a n,∗
Hik+1

Output Phase
escHi sGT
t n b n
Lok , Lok
h n
Lok+1 , tLonk
b n
Lok+1 , hLonk+1
t n
Lok
t n b n
Lok , Lok
t n
Lok
t n
Lok

escHi
a n,∗
Hik+1
-

Input Phase
sGT
h n
Lok+1 , tLonk , bHink
b n
Lok+1 , hLonk+1 , tHink
t n
Lok+1 , bLonk+1 , hHink+1
h n
Lok+1 , tHink
t n b n
Lok , Hik
t n
Hik
t n
Hik

Table 6.7: Priority transfer states of the SuperGT virtual channel manager for q-flit packets (q > 1) upon partial transfer of priority tokens in the packet (should wormhole
switching be used). The example is shown for q = 3 flits, and is easily generalized to
any number of Body flits. Note that dummy Atomic flits are dropped upon priority transfer.

Table 6.7 discusses priority transfer (between packets of the same length) but, for
which only the last few flits of the packet gaining priority is being buffered on the
sGT FIFO. The flits of the other part of the packet are blocked ahead on the path
(wormhole switching). Rows 1 to 3 show the three flits hHink+1 , bHink+1 , tHink+1 incoming at router Rr . In rows 1 and 2 priority transfer occurs between the entering Hi flit
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and the head of the sGT FIFO. Note that the priority transfer occurs between flits of
different types (the header of packet k is indeed buffered at the next router on the
path, noted router Rr+1 ). As a consequence, in the third flit cycle (row 3), the Tail
flit tHink+1 transfers its priority tokens to the Head flit hLonk+1 from its own packet (the
one that had been demoted on row 1). At the end of flit cycle 3, the newly promoted
h n
Hik+1 flit leaves router Rr (and leaves the sGT FIFO in the state it was for packet k
on row 1). hHink+1 is now the incoming flit on router Rr+1 (row 4). There, it transfers its priority token to the last flit of packet k, thereby completing the transfer of
priority tokens from packet k + 1 to packet k on connection n. Note that it is possible that this last priority transfer will never occur (should the congestion have been
removed and the destination NI have consumed tLonk ). This is not an issue as priority tokens are timely transmitted together with data (the NI just received more data
than the minimum guaranteed) and the flit flow-control ensures that data is correctly
transmitted.
Table 6.7 furthermore discusses the priority transfer of (droppable) 3-flit dummy
packets to regular 3-flit packets that are buffered across several routers on the path.
Row 5 shows the same situation as row 1, but for an incoming dummy flit. Consequently, on rows 5 and 6 the same priority transfers occur as on rows 1 and 2, with
the difference that the dummy flits are dropped after the priority transfer. In the
third flit-cycle of the 3-flit dummy packet (row 7) there is no more data from packet
k to push at router Rr , so the last Atomic aHin,∗
k+1 flit of the dummy packet takes the
escape virtual channel (is thus not dropped) and is scheduled for input at Rr+1 (row
8). Thanks to the use of the Atomic scheme for all flits of a dummy packet, there is
no problem in being routed to router Rr+1 , as Atomic flits are in fact 1-flit packets.
At router Rr+1 the last aHin,∗
k+1 flit of the dummy packet transfers its priority token
to the Tail flit of packet k before being dropped. All priority tokens are transferred
from packet k + 1 to packet k, so that the guarantee properties on the connection
are preserved and all flits of the dummy packet k + 1 are correctly dropped, thereby
reducing the congestion due to dummy traffic.

6.5.4 Packet Switching in SuperGT NoC
In the most general case, the SuperGT NoC uses a hybrid switching mechanism,
mixing Virtual Cut Through (VCT) (or Store and Forward (SAF)) at the boundary
with the network interface layer and any other type of packet switching (SAF, VCT
or wormhole) inside the network layer.
The need to use VCT at the boundary with the network interface layer is to fulfill the
requirement of the producer network interface to send a full packet with Lo priority
without blocking occurring at the network layer. This requirement arises from the
fact that priority transfer needs to be performed on a full-packet (remember Lo and
Hi packets that transfer priority tokens need to have the same size to preserve the
number of priority tokens and to avoid re-packetization). If part of a Lo packet (on
an sGT connection) was to be blocked in the network layer for long enough (maximally a slot-wheel revolution) and part would still be in the network interface layer
waiting to be admitted, the producer network interface would need to send a Hi
packet instead of the end of the Lo packet, disrupting the number of priority tokens
in a packet. Clearly this is not an allowed condition and we thus require to allow the
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complete injection of a Lo packet in the first router connected to the producer network interface. Using VCT or SAF between the producer network interface and the
first router on the path, is a sufficient condition to realize this requirement. A direct
consequence is that the maximum packet size on an sGT connection is constrained at
design-time by the dimensioning of the sGT FIFO connected to the network interface
layer.
Inside the network layer, the transfer of priority tokens can be pipelined across several routers along the path, hence no particular switching mechanism is required
(any of the SAF, VCT or wormhole switching mechanisms fits). Moreover, because
Hi packets cannot be blocked inside the network layer (thanks to the congestionfree allocation of time-slots), we do not require VCT (or SAF) at the boundary with
the network interface layer. In other words, Hi packets can use wormhole-switching
between network interface layer and network layer, thus reducing the buffer requirements. Also, should only 1-flit packets be allowed on a sGT connection, there are no
particular requirements on the type of packet switching to be used (the same ports
are used on routers and network interfaces). Indeed, the regular flow-control between router and NI guarantees that a complete flit is admitted (or not). In this case
all 1-flit Lo packets are guaranteed to be either completely admitted at the network
layer or completely stalled in the network interface, which is a sufficient condition
for sGT to function. Note furthermore that neither BE nor GT connections have the
same restriction: wormhole switching may be used on either of the QoS classes in
the SuperGT NoC.

6.5.5 Buffer Sizing in SuperGT NoC Routers
We have seen in the previous section that Hi packets can use wormhole-switching
between network interface layer and network layer. Furthermore, thanks to the
contention-free time-slot allocation, Hi flits are never blocked. A direct consequence
is that the minimum buffer requirement for the escHi FIFO is two phits (ping-pong
buffer to allow pipelining of Hi flits).
The amount of buffering space provisioned for Lo packets is a design-time parameter
of the sGT FIFOs. Remember that the sGT FIFOs in the router ports connected to the
producer side of the network interface layer need to buffer a full Lo packet, so it
may be useful to dimension these FIFOs separately (should multi-flit packetization
schemes be allowed on sGT connections). The smallest possible sGT FIFO is 1-flit
deep. Such a sGT FIFO is also usable at the boundary with the network interface
layer, but then all packets on sGT connections in the SuperGT NoC are limited to a
size of 1-flit.
In regular NoCs, the more buffering space is provided, the less contention is experienced for low priority packets. However, on the SuperGT NoC this fact is less clear
as the packet size strongly influences the size of the sGT FIFO. Dimensioning the
sGT FIFOs is related to the head-of-line blocking issue Section 6.5.7 discusses. Indeed, because of the priority transfer scheme, the sGT virtual channel is restricted to
only allow Lo packets from the same connection as the one being currently buffered.
All Lo packets from other connections are therefore rejected until the sGT FIFO empties. Though flits (or full packets) of the same connection are admissible on the sGT
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virtual channel, increasing the size of the FIFO is unlikely to reduce the congestion
of Lo packets. Indeed, not only it does not help packets from other connections to
access the sGT FIFO, but it allows a given connection to ”hug” the sGT FIFO longer
as it is more likely to have flits buffered onto it. The shorter the sGT FIFO and the
shorter the Lo packet, the more fair the admission scheme is and the more likely is
the congestion to be reduced.
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Figure 6.10: Packetization of cache-bridge transactions into NoC transactions by a SuperGT NI for an sGT connection. Packetization schemes are considered for packet sizes
1, 2 and 4. Because SuperGT imposes packet sizes to be constant on a sGT connection,
write acknowledgments and read requests require a lot of NoC overhead for large packet
sizes. In terms of amount of traffic the best packetization schemes are the ones with packets of sizes 1 and 2. Overall, the best packetization scheme is the one with packets of size
one because all time-slots are potentially eligible to send a packet on an sGT connection.

Let us consider the packet sizing of an sGT connection on a realistic example. Assume a L1 cache controller needs to perform misses to an L2 memory over the NoC.
A cache-bridge is required at the system layer to wrap the bus transactions performed by the cache controller into NoC transactions. Assume the overhead of this
bridge is of two 32-bit words for a request (1 word for the base address and 1 word
for the request parameters) and one 32-bit word for a response. Let us furthermore
assume the cache fetches one line of 8 32-bit words in one transaction (or two lines of
4 32-bit words). Figure 6.10 shows the packetization performed by a SuperGT NI of
the cache-bridge transactions for packets of size 4, 2 and 1 flit. Clearly, the 1-flit and
2-flits packets packetization schemes lead to the best implementation, as the number
of flits is reduced to 6 per transaction (against 8 for 4-flit packets). Furthermore, the
latency of the 1-flit packetization scheme is also expected to be the best one because
a 1-flit packet scheme avoids ”holes” in the time-slots, so that all slots in a sGT connection are potentially eligible, thereby reducing latency. A sGT FIFO of size 1 flit
is thus perfectly compatible with this best possible packetization policy. Though we
expect that very small sGT FIFOs are the best trade-off of area versus performance,
a quantitative study of this dimensioning is left as future work.
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6.5.6 Buffer Sizing in SuperGT NoC Network Interfaces
Buffer sizing in the NIs is very important to sustain the bandwidth (and latency)
guarantees an IP is offered on a guaranteed connection. Indeed, if the NI buffers are
too small at the producer side, waiting for the allocated slots may stall the IP (and
break the guarantees). Or, if buffers are too small at the consumer NI side, the producer NI may stall waiting for credits to be sent back. However, buffers in the NIs
are very expensive in terms of area, so they cannot be over-dimensioned too generously. An example of simulation-based NI buffer-sizing is extensively discussed in
Section 6.6.2.
Coenen et al. propose an algorithmic approach to the dimensioning of buffers in
network interfaces for GT connections in Æthereal [52]. This approach takes into
account the network layer latency and the extra delay incurred by the end-to-end
credit-based flow-control scheme. The resulting buffer sizes are larger than those
obtained by simulation, but do guarantee to capture the worst-case scenario (assuming the production and consumption rates of the IPs are correctly modeled).
Whereas in this work, we perform the buffer sizing in the network interfaces based
on simulation results, it is relatively simple to extend the algorithm of Coenen to
sGT connections. The algorithm sizes both buffers in producer and consumer network interfaces on either forward or return path of a connection. As both paths are
equivalent, we only consider here the forward path composed of: a producer IP, a
producer NI, a consumer NI and a consumer IP (Figure 6.11).
IPProd

Producer IP
(PIP[ ])

NoCCons

Producer NI
(PNIHi[ ],PNILo[ ])

NoCProd

IPCons

Consumer NI
(CNIHi[ ])

Consumer IP
(CIP[ ])

credit

CreditsReceived

Figure 6.11: Forward path from producer IP to consumer IP. The data flows on the forward path are used to size the buffers in the SuperGT network interfaces.

As our algorithm is only a minor modification of Coenen’s, we reuse as much as
possible notations and assumptions from [52]. The main assumption here is that
worst-case production (and consumption) rates of IPs can be modeled as periodic
over a period of Ti time-slots in the NoC (respectively Tc time-slots). The NoC itself has a time-wheel of periodicity |S|. The number of data tokens an IP produces
(or consumes) as a function of time is thus written as the array P IP [1 . . . Ti ] (respectively CIP [1 . . . Tc ]). These arrays are used as input to the algorithm. Furthermore, the algorithm requires as inputs the packetization schemes for the producer
and consumer network interface. We note P N IHi [1 . . . |S|] and P N ILo [1 . . . |S|] the
two tables that describe the packetization scheme for the producer network interface. P N IHi [1 . . . |S|] (respectively CN IHi [1 . . . |S|]) contains a ”1” when an Hi slot
is assigned and a ”0” when none is assigned to the connection at the producer (re-
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spectively consumer) network interface. Similarly, P N ILo [1 . . . |S|] contains a ”1”
when an Lo slot may be elected for scheduling and a ”0” when it is not allowed to do
so.
Producer and consumer NIs are connected by a forward path (and reverse path for
credits) on the network layer. The latencies of these paths are respectively of Tf wd
and Trev time-slots. The algorithm relies on the fact that all producers and consumers on the forward path have periodical production and consumption rates that
are multiples of the time-slot length. The effect of the combined system is thereby
periodical and its periodicity (Tsys ) is (at most) the least common multiplier of the
three periods Ti , |S| and Tc . As in [52] the algorithm presented in here needs to be
run with all possible relative shiftings between these three periods.
To determine the maximum buffer size required at the producer NI (maxprodbuffer),
we compute (over Tsys ) the worst case difference between the amount of data produced by the IP and consumed by the NoC (via the producer NI). This difference
equates to the maximum buffer size required, so as never to stall the producer IP.
The maximum buffer size required at the consumer NI (maxconsbuffer) is also determined so as never to stall the producer IP (and therefore provide the expected
throughput and latency guarantees).
The SuperGT variant of Coenen’s NI buffer sizing algorithm is given in Algorithm
2. After initializations, we iterate over all time-slots in Tsys (line (8)). In line (9)
we determine the amount of data the producer IP has generated at time-slot n. In
line (11) we determine (from the producer IP point of view) the worst case possible
consumption of data by the NoC (at a slow rate so that a large NI buffer is required).
We thus only allow the consumption of data by the NoC during the allocated slots
(with Hi flits). Line (12) schedules the arrivals of NoC data (after traversing the
forward path of latency Tf wd) on the consumer NI. The worst case arrivals for the
consumer NI are those that generate the highest burst of data (and require a large
FIFO to buffer them). We therefore take into consideration all possible time-slots at
which data can be admitted into the NoC (both Hi and valid Lo scheduled slots).
Line (14) simply updates the maxprodbuffer to be as large as the worst case amount of
data that could not be admitted into the NoC (and has thus to be buffered). In line
(15) we update the buffer filling at the consumer NI N oC P rod with the data arrivals
from the network layer. Should there be any data to be consumed it is consumed at
the consumer IP rate (line (17)) and credits are accordingly released (line (18)).
We now need to consider the worst case in sending credits back to the producer NI
via the reverse path. The worst case occurs when credits arrive slowly, so we only
schedule sending of credits in the allocated time-slots (Hi flits) on the reverse path
(line 19). The credits received at the producer NI are updated in line 20.
Finally, the maxconsbuffer can be updated at lines 23 and 24. We require the buffer
in the consumer NI to be large enough to contain the data being currently buffered
(N oC Cons − IP Cons ), plus in the worst case all possible data that can be scheduled
at the producer NI given the credits it has received. This ensures that all future
NoC data can be admitted on the consumer NI without stalling the NoC (thereby
preserving the guarantees).
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Algorithm 2: SuperGT network interface buffer sizing.

Input: Packetization schemes at producer and consumer NIs and worst-case
IP production and consumption traffic patterns.
Output: Buffer sizes at producer and consumer NI.
S UPER GT NI S IZE(P IP [1 . . . Ti ],P N IHi,Lo [1 . . . |S|],CN IHi [1 . . . |S|],CIP [1 . . . Tc ])
(1) Tsys ← least common multiple of Ti , |S| and Tc
(2) IP P rod ← 0
(3) N oC Cons ← 0
(4) N oC P rod ← 0
(5) IP Cons ← 0
(6) maxprodbuffer ← 0
(7) maxconsbuffer ← 0
(8) foreach n in [1 . . . Tsys ]
(9)
IP P rod ← IP P rod + P IP [n%Ti ]
(10) if IP P rod − N oC Cons > 0
(11)
N oC Cons ← N oC Cons + P N IHi [n%|S|]
(12)
N oC Arriving [n + Tf wd ] ← P N IHi [n%|S|] + P N ILo [n%|S|]
(13) if IP P rod − N oC Cons > maxprodbuffer
(14)
maxprodbuffer ← IP P rod − N oC Cons
(15) N oC P rod ← N oC P rod + N oC Arriving [n]
(16) if N oC P rod − IP Cons > 0
(17)
IP Cons ← IP Cons + CIP [n%Tc ]
(18)
credit ← credit + CIP [n%Tc ]
(19) if CN IHi [n%|S|] ∧ credit > 0
(20)
creditArriving [n + Trev ] ← credit
(21)
credit ← 0
(22) CreditsReceived ← CreditsReceived + creditArriving [n]
(23) if N oC Cons − CreditsReceived > maxconsbuffer
(24)
maxconsbuffer ← N oC Cons − CreditsReceived

6.5.7 Extended Virtual Channel Switching in SuperGT Routers
Performing priority transfer on sGT connections imposes the constraint on the sGT
virtual channel to only admit Lo flits from a single connection at a time. Packets
from other connections can use the sGT virtual channel as soon it becomes empty,
so packets from different connections can be interleaved. The downside of this restrictive admission policy is that the congestion on Lo packets is likely to increase in
a similar way head-of-line blocking increases congestion in input-buffered routers
(reducing the time an Lo packet may be buffered to avoid this type of congestion is
another good reason to keep the sGT buffers very small).
A solution to reduce the effect of head-of-line blocking is to increase the number of
virtual channels. The same technique to increase the number of sGT virtual channels
can also be applied in the case of the SuperGT NoC. Figure 6.12 shows an example
of a SuperGT router with multiple sGT virtual channels. Whereas the sGT virtual
channels can be multiplied, a single escHi channel is required as a consequence of
the contention-free time-slot allocation scheme.
Though we expect that only a limited number of extra virtual channels would bring
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Figure 6.12: SuperGT router with multiple sGT virtual channels. Such a router uses an
(n+1)NxN switch, where n is the number of sGT virtual channels and N is the arity of the
router. A single escHi virtual channel is required per input and multiplying the number of
sGT virtual channels reduces the congestion on Lo packets induced by restricting the sGT
FIFO to buffer only packets from a single connection at a time. The maximum amount of
sGT virtual channels in an input is constrained by the number of physical input ports in
the previous router. Should two sGT virtual channels on the same input compete for an
output port, round-robin arbitration is performed at the packet level.

significant reduction to the congestion, we devise a virtual-channel flow-control
scheme that limits the absolute maximum number of virtual channels per input to
the input arity of the previous router in the system. The virtual channel switching
technique is simple. All virtual channels associated to physical input port p are relabeled on the output to come from virtual channel p. We thus restrict routers to
allow only one active switch configuration from any of the physical input ports to a
given output port. Should two sGT virtual channels associated to the same physical
input port compete for an output port, round-robin arbitration is performed at the
packet-level.
Any of the virtual channels on the input port can be selected to concurrently connect
to an output port, the only restriction is that all output ports need to be different
of one another. Seen from a physical input port, the head-of-line blocking effect is
reduced as several virtual channels can concurrently target different output ports on
the router.
We expect that adding virtual channel switching to sGT virtual channels could be
expensive in area for limited gains in Lo congestion reduction. Nevertheless a quantitative study is interesting for future work to verify this hypothesis.

6.6 System Simulation
This section demonstrates, at a cycle-accurate level, the SuperGT NoC on a realistic
example. We compare the performance advantages of the SuperGT QoS over a strict
GT using SystemC simulation transaction-level models of the SuperGT NoC.
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6.6.1 Simulation Setup
To evaluate the performance of the SuperGT system, an instance composed of three
processor nodes and one memory node has been created within NoCTurn, a custom SystemC MP-SoC platform simulator. NoCTurn is a cycle-annotated simulator
where the NoC-level transaction is a flit (the experiments use 3 phits per flit). Each
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Figure 6.13: System simulation setup.

processor, a TIC62 instruction set simulator, is connected to a local bus that gives
direct access to a private L1 memory and to a bus-shell adapter that allows access
to remote memories through the NoC (Figure 6.13). The bus-shell behaves as a 4way set-associative write-back cache that transmits cache misses and line evictions
as bursts of data onto the NoC (we further denote the combination of a bus-shell
and cache controller as a cache-bridge). The memory node is a slave on the NoC, to
which it connects through a similar bus-shell unit.
As Figure 6.13 shows, the four bus shells in the system are attached to four network
interfaces that are connected to a single router, resulting in a star topology. The
contention on the L2 link is sufficient to illustrate the behavior of the various QoSs.
This system has been used to create two experimental setups. One uses GT and BE
traffic (modeled to resemble the ÆGS−BE router) whereas the other uses SuperGT
and BE traffic. The connections P0-L2 and P1-L2 are GT (SuperGT) and have the
same time-slot allocation for both experiments (Table 6.8). P1-L2 is allocated half the
bandwidth of P0-L2. Connection P2-L2 only supports BE (only Lo packets on the
SuperGT NoC) traffic.
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Connection
P0-L2.req
P0-L2.rsp
P1-L2.req
P1-L2.rsp

Slot allocation
08
4 12
6
10

Table 6.8: Slot allocations for all request (req) and response (rsp) paths (|S| = 16).

All processors access data stored in L2 through caches. Cache-misses and line evictions are converted to NoC transactions by the NI bus-shell adapter.

6.6.2 Applications and Simulation Results
Processors P0 and P1 run a data parallel version of cavity detection, a simple, but
computationally intensive, image-filtering application from the medical domain (Figure 6.14). The cavity detection algorithm, expressed in C code, has three main functionally pipelined stages: horizontal, then vertical Gaussian filtering and edge detection. The application is easily data-parallelized with x-loop tiling. Both input and
output image frames (640x400 pixels) are stored in L2 (Figure 6.13).

Image_in[M][N]

for 0<=y<M
for –6<=x<N

Horizontal Filtering

Vertical Filtering

Edge Computation

Image_out[M][N]
Output Generation

Figure 6.14: Cavity detector application.
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Processor P2 performs FFTs on data also stored in L2 over a BE connection. In the
following experiments the FFT is computed over 65535 points so as to generate as
much as possible traffic on this non-guaranteed connection. In both SuperGT NoC
and GT/BE NoC setups this BE connection looses arbitration to the high priority
(respectively Hi and GT) packets on the two guaranteed connections. Furthermore,
in the SuperGT/BE setup, its traffic also competes with the Lo priority traffic on the
SuperGT connections P0-L2 and P1-L2. We simulate the processing of a complete
frame in the cavity detection application (the data traffic due to the bootstrapping of
the TIC62 instruction set simulators is also included).
Figure 6.15 compares the throughput on the request channels from processors P0,P1
and P2 to the L2 memory for both experiments with the SuperGT NoC and the
GT/BE NoC. Figure 6.15(a) focuses on comparing the guaranteed channels from
{P0,P1} to L2. SuperGT is shown to have the highest throughput compared to GT
(up to 3x when compared to the connection allocated the least time-slots). The figure furthermore shows that the throughput of the sGT connections are very close to
one another, so that the difference in Hi slots allocated between processors P0 and
P1 is absorbed thanks to the use of Lo packets. On the contrary, the difference in slot
allocation is well visible on the GT connections.
Figure 6.15(b) details the best-effort channel from P2 to L2. In this case, the advantage of throughput is to the GT/BE NoC as the BE connection has up to 1.6x better
performance than the Lo one. This is of course to be expected as packets on the Lo
connection compete with Lo packets on the two sGT connections, whereas in the
GT/BE NoC this never occurs. To illustrate the effect of dummy Hi packets on sGT
have on Lo connections, Figure 6.15(b) furthermore compares the (bottom-most) Lo
curve to an ideal one where no dummy Hi packets need to be injected on sGT connections. The ideal curve shows a throughput 43% higher than the one competing
against dummy Hi flits of sGT connections. It is possible to avoid injecting dummy
Hi flits by implementing a time-out mechanism in the SuperGT virtual channel manager (Section 9.2.2). The cost in protocol overhead (on sGT connections) should be
compared to the ideal gain (on Lo connections) shown here.
To assess the improvements in terms of latency an sGT connection can offer compared to a GT one, we have traced the cache miss latencies at the level of the cachebridge as a function of time. Figures 6.16 and 6.17 compare these cache miss latencies
for experiments using a SuperGT NoC and a GT/BE NoC. Both figures show the
same data, with the exception that figure 6.16 is a running average over 10 measurements of the actual cache miss latencies displayed in figure 6.17. In the latter, minima
and maxima are accurate, but the general trend is more difficult to read, hence the
interest of the averaged one.
Figures 6.16(a) and 6.17(a) focus on comparing the guaranteed sGT and GT connections. Thanks to the packetization scheme of one-flit and to the possibility to inject
Lo flits, the SuperGT NoC displays a major improvement over the GT/BE NoC as
cache miss penalties are diminished by up to a factor 8. Similarly to the throughput,
the latencies of both sGT connections only differ by a very small factor (about 2% on
an average in this case), hiding the difference in time-slot allocations. On the contrary, this difference is well visible on the latencies obtained over the GT connections,
where the fewer slots allocated, the higher the cache-miss latency.
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Figure 6.15: Comparing SuperGT and GT/BE QoS throughput. (a) Guaranteed channels
from {P0,P1} to L2. Overall SuperGT has the highest throughput (up to 3x) compared to
GT. The difference in Hi slots allocated between processors P0 and P1 is absorbed thanks
to the use of Lo packets. On the contrary, the difference in slot allocation is well visible
on the GT connections. (b) Best-effort channel from P2 to L2. The BE connection has the
best performance (up to 1.6x) compared to the (bottom-most) Lo connection. This is to be
expected as the Lo connection competes against the Lo packets of the sGT connections of
processors P0 and P1. The bottom-most Lo curve is taken when sGT NIs inject dummy
Hi packets to provide guarantees. For comparison purposes we also provide the ideal
version of the Lo traffic, when no dummy Hi packets need to be inserted (the processors
P0 and P1 produce more data than the NoC can absorb). Up to 1.4x throughput is lost
when compared to an ideal version without dummy Hi packets.

Figures 6.16(b) and 6.17(b) look at the non-guaranteed connections from processor
P2 to L2. As one would expect, the miss penalty on the BE connection is lower
than the one on the Lo connection. This is due to the fact the Lo packets on the
latter connection not only loose arbitration to the (regular) Hi packets on the sGT
connections (as the BE ones loose arbitration to the GT ones) but they furthermore
loose arbitration to the dummy Hi packets and have to additionally compete with
the Lo packets of the sGT connections. Nevertheless, the increase in miss penalty for
the non-guaranteed connections in the SuperGT NoC compared to the GT/BE one
is only of a factor 1.45x, whereas the decrease in miss penalty for the guaranteed
connections is up to 8x. In essence the sGT connections in the SuperGT NoC seem
to be a very interesting solution to improve (on average) the cache miss penalties
while still providing a guarantee on a maximum miss penalty (the same as in a GT
connection).
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Figure 6.16: Cache-miss latency (averaged over 10 points) for SuperGT and GT/BE. (a)
Guaranteed channels from {P0,P1} to L2. Overall SuperGT has the lowest cache miss
latency (up to 8.4x lower!) when compared to the GT version. Such a high reduction
in latency is possible thanks to the heavy use of Lo packets on the sGT connections that
allow sending cache-miss requests and responses as soon as possible, whereas the GT
case needs to wait for several wheel revolutions (a miss transaction with payload requires
four 1-flit packets). Also thanks to the Lo packets, the difference in slot allocation is
absorbed for the SuperGT, whereas the miss penalty for GT is inversely proportional to
the number of allocated slots. (b) Best-effort channel from P2 to L2. The BE connection
has a cache miss latency 1.45x lower than the Lo connection. This is to be expected
as the Lo connection has to compete with Lo packets from the sGT connections. Note
nevertheless that the difference in penalties is much less dramatic than for the guaranteed
connections.

Figure 6.18 compares two versions of a SuperGT NoC that only differ by the amount
of buffering on the sGT FIFO in terms of cache miss latencies. One NoC instance
uses 1-flit deep router FIFOs, whereas the other one uses 8-flit deep ones. In the
first instance, packet sizes on sGT connections are restricted by construction to 1-flit
(atomic) packets. In both experiments we keep the same packetization schemes as
in Table 6.8 and they impose 1-flit packets on the sGT connections regardless of the
sGT FIFO depth. On the non-guaranteed connections however, packet sizes are dynamically selected as a function of the producer IP buffer fillings and the maximum
packet size is set to 2-flits.
For both guaranteed sGT and non-guaranteed (Lo) connections the performance improvements in terms of cache miss latencies for an increased sGT FIFO size are on
an average of respectively 14% and 12%. This is a minor improvement in performance compared to the large area overhead incurred by increasing FIFO sizes. This
experiment confirms that sGT FIFO sizes of 1-flit are likely to be a good choice for
the SuperGT NoC.
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Figure 6.17: Cache-miss latency (instant) for SuperGT and GT/BE. This figure is the
instant version of the Figure 6.16 and is given for comparison purposes as it clearly shows
the minimum and maximum latencies.

Finally, tables 6.9 and 6.10 show the maximum buffer fillings in the network interfaces (in 32-bit words) during the simulation of the processing of one frame for both
types of NoCs. Consider the maximum buffer fillings of the guaranteed request
channels ({P0,P1}→ L2) for both experiments. For the producer side they are identical, whereas at the consumer side a sGT connection requires double the size of the
buffers in a GT connection (note though that the absolute numbers are small). This
difference is simply explained by the fact that sGT connections produce (on an average) much higher bursts of data than the GT ones, so the buffers at the consumer NI
need to be larger. Furthermore the flow of credits is also accordingly more bursty in
nature.
Because the cavity application has more reads than writes, the effect in differences in
the time-slot allocations on the guaranteed channels can only be observed in terms
of maximum buffer fillings for the response channels ({P0,P1}→ L2). Indeed, the
GT channel (P0→ L2) has more slots allocated, and can send more data; therefore
the buffer fillings at the consumer side are higher: 3 32-bit words compared to 1 for
the other GT response channel. Note however that also in terms of buffer fillings,
the sGT connections absorb the differences in time-slot allocations.
Consider now the non-guaranteed channels (P2→ L2) in the two experiments. In
both cases the producer buffer is overflown as the IP produces data faster than there
is best-effort bandwidth left on the NoC to absorb it (in Table 6.9, MAX indicates that
the large NI buffer instantiated for simulation has been completely filled). However,
for the consumer NI, the buffer in the BE connection of the GT/BE NoC is 7 times
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Figure 6.18: Comparing different sizes of sGT FIFO (1-flit deep versus 8-flit deep). (a)
Guaranteed channels from {P0,P1} to L2. (b) Best-effort channel from P2 to L2. In both
cases the performance improvement due to the increase of the buffer size is negligible
(12 to 14% improvement for an area increase due to an 8x FIFO size increase). sGT FIFOs
should probably be kept as small as possible.

larger than the one in Lo SuperGT NoC. This is an indication that the BE traffic is
not only larger on a GT/BE NoC as we have previously noted, but that it produces
higher burst peaks as it only looses arbitration to GT flits. In the SuperGT NoC
Lo connections have smaller burst peaks because they may loose contention in the
network layer also to the Lo packets on sGT connections.

6.7 SuperGT VCM Implementation and Synthesis
The fundamental difference between the SuperGT router and a BE/GT TDMA router
such as ÆGS−BE [85] is the way the two virtual channels are managed. This section
details the HDL implementation of the differentiating block, the sgtVCM (Figure
6.19) and its synthesis results in 90nm TSMC STD logic technology. We furthermore discuss the overhead incurred by enhancing routers such as ÆGS−BE with one
sgtVCM per input port.

6.7.1 SuperGT VCM Implementation
The sgtVCM contains a simple connection tracker module to indicate whether the
current packet belongs to the same connection as the packet that occupies (or last
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Connection
P0-L2.req (sGT)
P1-L2.req (sGT)
P2-L2.req (Lo)
P0-L2.rsp (sGT)
P1-L2.rsp (sGT)
P2-L2.rsp (Lo)

Producer FIFO
6
6
MAX
3
3
3

Consumer FIFO
2
2
1
4
4
4

Table 6.9: Simulated maximum buffer occupation (32-bit words) for sGT/Lo connections
(SuperGT NoC) during simulation of one frame.

Connection
P0-L2.req (GT)
P1-L2.req (GT)
P2-L2.req (BE)
P0-L2.rsp (GT)
P1-L2.rsp (GT)
P2-L2.rsp (BE)

Producer FIFO
6
6
MAX
3
1
155

Consumer FIFO
1
1
7
4
4
4

Table 6.10: Simulated maximum buffer occupation (32-bit words) for GT/BE connections
(GT/BE NoC) during simulation of one frame.

occupied) the sGT FIFO. The connection tracker checks the connection ID field in the
header flit of every incoming packet against the stored value of the previous one. The
connection tracker is implemented as a simple register (prevConn r in Figure 6.19)
and control logic activated when a header-flit enters the sgtVCM. If the incoming flit
is tested to be a header flit and matches the registered value of the last connection
ID the sameConn signal is asserted. This signal indicates that the incoming packet
belongs to the same connection as the last packet buffered on the sGT FIFO 8 .
The value of the sameConn signal (together with other signals) is used by the sgtVCM
to determine whether the incoming flit is to be pushed onto the sGT or the escHi
FIFO. Pushing a flit onto the sGT or escHi FIFO or another is simply achieved by
driving their respective enable signals ensGT and enescHi . The value of the previous
connection register (prevConn r) is only updated if the packet is pushed onto the sGT
FIFO.
The behavior of the escHi FIFO is simple, it is state-less and has high-priority. So,
whenever flits are pushed onto it, they are immediately scheduled for output. The
more complex part of the decision tree depends on the state of sGT and on whether
there are flits coming in the sgtVCM. When the sGT FIFO is empty, any incoming flit
is pushed on this FIFO, regardless of its priority. When there are flits buffered on the
sGT FIFO we have to distinguish the case where the incoming flits are on the same
connection as those buffered.
8 The main implication is that, if the incoming packet is of Hi priority, priority transfer is to be performed. The flits of the incoming packet are demoted to Lo and the buffered flits at the head of the sGT
FIFO are promoted to Hi.
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Figure 6.19: SuperGT Virtual Channel Manager.

The actual HDL implementation of the sgtVCM is based on a look-up table, given in
Table 6.11. The signals ensGT , enescHi , priosGT and prioescHi are the outputs of the
sgtVCM logic as a function of a 4-bit input vector: the virtual channel switch vector
(vcSwVect). The vcSwVect entry in Table 6.11 is composed of the following 1-bit signals (starting with the most significant bit): dataPrio is the data priority (0 for Lo and
1 for Hi), sameConn is the output of the connection tracker and indicates whether the
entering packet belongs to the connection currently active in the sGT FIFO. The two
last bits of vcSwVect are status bits (empty and almost-full) of sGT FIFO (Listing 6.1).
The signal sGTFifoAlmostFull is true when the sGT FIFO has still place for exactly one
more flit. This signal is useful to reduce the latency on computing an eventual backpressure signal. Our HDL implementation of the sgtVCM is meant to be generic and
be usable for input or output buffered routers. The generation of a backpressure signal is thus left to the link controller of the router. Nevertheless internal signals such
as sGTFifoAlmostFull, ensGT and enescHi can be exported to ease the implementation
of such a link controller.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−− v c S w i t c h V e c t o r
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
s i g n a l vcSwVect : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 3 downto 0 ) ;
...
vcSwVect <= f l i t P r i o
& −− i n c o m i n g f l i t p r i o r i t y
−− ( ’ 0 ’ = Lo , ’ 1 ’ = Hi )
sameConn
& −− same c o n n e c t i o n
sGTFifoEmpty
& −− sGT FIFO empty
sGTFif oA lmostFull −− sGT FIFO a l m o s t f u l l
;
Listing 6.1: sgtVCM vcSwitchVector.
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vcSwVect
”000-”
”0-1-”
”0100”
”0101”
”100-”
”1-1-”
”110-”
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ensGT
’0’
’1’
’1’
’0’
’0’
’1’
’1’

enescHi
’0’
’0’
’0’
’0’
’1’
’0’
’0’

priosGT
’0’
’0’
’0’
’0’
’0’
’1’
’1’

prioescHi
’1’
-

comment
reject Lo: other connection
accept Lo
accept Lo: same connection
reject Lo: sGT FIFO full
accept Hi on escHi FIFO
accept Hi on sGT FIFO
accept Hi+priority transfer

Table 6.11: Truth table for VCM logic. vcSwVect contains the inputs,ensGT , enescHi ,
priosGT and prioescHi are the outputs.

The size of the sGT and escHi FIFOs is an important matter. Determining the size of
the escHi FIFO is simple, it just has to be able to store one single flit as the contentionfree allocation guarantees that the flit will exit the router on the next flit clock. The
FIFO size of the sGT virtual channel, as with classic packet-switched routers, is a
trade-off between latency due to contention (for Lo priority packets) and area/energy overhead. The larger the FIFO, the less contention but also the more area and
energy consumed. However, the SuperGT sGT FIFO has one particularity with respect to classic virtual channels for packet-switched routers: it needs to reserve one
entry for Hi flits as they need to be always accepted. Indeed, if the sGT FIFO is
full with Lo flits from the same connection and priority transfer needs to occur, one
flit-space needs to be foreseen to accept the guaranteed incoming Hi flit. The sGT
FIFO uses the sGTFifoAlmostFull signal to reserve this one-flit space for a Hi flit. The
sGTFifoAlmostFull is simply asserted when the sGT FIFO has still one entry free. It is
then up to the link controller of the SuperGT router to raise the backpressure signal
to ensure that no further Lo flits are allowed.

6.7.2 Synthesis Results
We have implemented the differentiating block of the SuperGT router, its virtual
channel manager9 . The sGT and escHi FIFOs are 34 bits wide (32-bit data and 2-bit for
flit information) and there are 4 phits per flit (due to restrictions of the FIFO model).
The sgtVCM has been synthesized at gate level with Synopsys Physical CompilerTM ,
in 90nm TSMC standard cell technology, worst case conditions (no testing inserted).
This example uses 21 bits for the connection ID register (15 bits for source routing
and 6 bits for NI ID).
The total area of the sgtVCM is under 0.0217mm2, out of which 0.0209mm2 are for
the standard cell implementation of the FIFOs. In a commercial design these could
be replaced by custom or semi-custom implementations, that can be a factor 3 to 5
less expensive [196]. In essence, the overhead of 4% due to the logic of the sgtVCM
9 This implementation of the virtual channel manager does not support dropping of dummy Hi flits.
Nevertheless determining whether a flit is a Hi dummy is simply a matter of checking the payload of the
flit and requires to compare one bit in the out-of-band flit flow-control information. We therefore expect
only a minor change to the area and frequency results obtained.

SuperGT VCM Implementation and Synthesis
Component
sGT (4-deep)
escHi (1-deep)
Control logic
Total

Comb.
6492
1846
378
8716
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Non-comb.
9894
2629
480
13003

Total (μm2 )
16386
4475
858
21719

Table 6.12: sgtVCM area (TSMC STD Cell 90nm).

is negligible compared to the area of the FIFOs being managed, making the sgtVCM
an inexpensive addition to a regular packet-switched router with 2 virtual channels.
For the sake of comparison, if the 6x6 ÆGS−BE router with 2 virtual channels of
[85] was to be extended with the logic of 6 sgtVCMs its area would be increased
by only 6.6% (in 0.13μm technology the ÆGS−BE area is 0.175mm2 and the logic
of one sgtVCM 1917μm2 ). To compare the router overhead in a direct NoC with a
mesh topology, we need the area of routers with arities 3,4 and 5. Let us consider
the model of Æthereal router derived by González [77]. Assuming a router with 48
words input queue depth and a data path width of 32 bits for each link/port (0.13μm
technology) the derived area cost model given in terms of router arity a is:
AR (a) = 0.808a2 + 23a

(10−3 mm2 )

Given this area cost per router, the area contribution of the routers to a (direct) square
2D-mesh NoC is simple to derive. Let n be the number of nodes in one of the mesh’s
dimensions, the area of the mesh as a function of n is:
AMesh (n) = 4AR (3) + 4(n − 2)AR (4) + (n − 2)2 AR (5)
The first term corresponds to the four corners in the mesh, the second term to the
routers on the sides of the mesh and the last one to the rest of the routers in the
middle of the 2D mesh. Figure 6.20(a) compares the area of a 2D mesh built with
the Æthereal routers as modeled in [77] versus the same routers extended with the
logic necessary to the sgtVCM. For a 6x6 mesh NoC the total area increase is only of
7.2% (4.15 vs 4.45 mm2 ). Figure 6.20(b) shows the percentage of area increase due
to the addition of sgtVCMs to the Æthereal routers modeled in [77] as a function of
router arity. The overhead computed on this model stays in the range [5.5%, 7.5%],
consistent with the 6.6% computed for a real instance of the ÆGS−BE router.
The unoptimized implementation of the sgtVCM presented in here can be clocked at
over 730M Hz allowing the implementation of high-performance SuperGT routers
(the ÆGS−BE router implemented in 0.13um technology runs at 500M Hz). We thus
assume that extending an ÆGS−BE with a sgtVCM is feasible without adding an
extra pipeline stage in the router10 .
10 Adding an extra pipelining stage in the Æ
GS−BE router would probably require increasing the flit
size to 4 phits to hide the flit processing latency.
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Figure 6.20: (a) Area overhead for mesh NoCs comparing a regular ÆGS−BE with its
SuperGT extension, (b) Percentage overhead of the sgtVCM on an ÆGS−BE router as
function of router arity.

6.8 Conclusion
This chapter presents the SuperGT packet-switched router and network interface.
Thanks to advanced virtual channel management the SuperGT NoC supports three
QoS classes: BE,GT and SuperGT. As for GT, the SuperGT QoS class allows to reserve resources on a connection to guarantee bandwidth. Additionally, on the same
connection, non-guaranteed bandwidth can be granted while guaranteeing in-order
packet delivery.
Simulation-based results on a simple, but realistic, application show throughput improvements up to 3x and cache-miss latency reductions up to 8x when comparing
the SuperGT QoS to the GT QoS. SuperGT is thus a very interesting QoS class for
applications that require a minimum amount of guarantees and that benefit from
further (non-guaranteed) bandwidth and reduced latency.
Synthesis results of the SuperGT virtual channel manager, the critical block in the
SuperGT router, show an area increase of less than 7% in a state of the art router
of large arity. In terms of buffering for the SuperGT router we recommend using
very small sGT FIFOs (1-flit deep) as larger FIFOs do not contribute much to reduction of congestion of low-priority packets for this NoC. The version of SuperGT
network interface described in this chapter is in many points comparable with the
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network interface of the Æthereal NoC. In terms of area, for multi-flit packetization
schemes, the packetization (and time-slot) table of the SuperGT NI does not scale
very well with a large number of sGT connections, when compared to the amount
of GT connections its equivalent time-slot table in the Æthereal NI supports. Nevertheless, for when limiting the number of sGT connections concurrently supported
to log2 |S| (|S| time-slots per time-slot wheel revolution), the SuperGT packetization
table area scales in the same order as the Æthereal time-slot table and can be furthermore used to support |S| GT concurrent connections, exactly as its related Æthereal
NI. Moreover, when restricted to 1-flit packetization schemes, the packetization table has the same size as the Æthereal time-slot table and all SuperGT connections are
work-conserving.
The (worst-case) SuperGT NI buffer sizing algorithm shows that one can expect SuperGT to require larger queues in the NI, compared to a simpler GT NoC, simply
because sGT can send larger bursts of data thanks to the extra bandwidth it may use.
The same is shown by simulation-based buffer sizing techniques. Though, whereas
SuperGT requires larger buffers than its GT counter part, the absolute sizes of these
NI queues remain modest. We recommend the use of 1-flit packets on sGT connections as NI ports do not require any changes and the sGT QoS is shown to be always
work-conserving.
SuperGT is a very interesting and novel QoS class, that could be beneficial to many
MP-SoC applications. Given the important benefits sGT provides in terms of latency
reduction, the SuperGT NoC can be a relatively inexpensive enhancement to state-ofthe-art packet-switched networks-on-chip with differentiated services. Many variations of SuperGT are possible, some of which are discussed in this chapter. SuperGT
opens thus a large design space to explore and the attractive benefits it provides
make it a very interesting candidate for future work.

C HAPTER 7

Run-Time QoS Management
Life is really simple, but we insist on making it complicated.
Confucius

T

he process of allocating guaranteed communication resources requires finding
an optimal or nearly-optimal route through the network from source to destination while ensuring a contention-free time-slot scheduling. It is a complex
allocation problem of spatial and temporal resources that needs to be performed at
run-time to establish new guaranteed connections1 .
At the time of publishing [120] there were no publicly available time-slot allocation
algorithms. We have thus studied several allocation algorithms, running on a central
StrongARM processor clocked at 200 MHz, and found that our extended version of
the IDA∗ algorithm -well known in the artificial intelligence domain- provides the
best results [120]. To establish the 40 guaranteed paths of a 3D pipeline to render a
complex scene, our algorithm requires between 450 to 900 μs, depending on the slot
table size. The memory foot-print of our algorithm is under 2.5 KB, which makes it
practical to implement on an embedded processor such as the StrongARM, that have
cache sizes of about 16 KB.
The run-time time-slot and path allocation algorithm developed in this section pertain to allocate guaranteed communication resources on BE/GT NoCs such as Æthereal [85], the SuperGT NoC (Chapter 6) and any other NoC requiring contention-free,
pipelined time-slot allocation. The Hill-Climbing algorithm described in Section 7.2
can furthermore be used for fast path-finding (without slot allocation) for BE connections. The concept of run-time communication resource allocation is essential to
support the Pareto switching enabled by IMEC’s MP-SoC design-tools and methodology. Recently, the UMARS (Unified MApping, Routing and Slot allocation) designflow has been published [92]. UMARS performs module placement, path-finding
and time-slot allocation for the Æthereal NoC. UMARS and our extended IDA∗ al1A

guaranteed connection is composed of a guaranteed request path and a guaranteed response path.
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gorithm are strongly related though their focuses slightly differ. UMARS focuses
on design-time platform creating so that, given expected traffic requirements, it attempts to perform an optimal module placement that meets the traffic constraints
and allows to balance the traffic over the NoC. More recently, Stuijk et al. have
extended the greedy resource allocations used by UMARS to exploit non-minimal
routing paths and use backtracking-based algorithms to extend the solution space
found by the greedy algorithms [185]. Additionally, for well characterized IP communications, Stuijk proposes the reuse of time-slots by scheduling several streams
in a conflict-free manner and exploiting network interface reconfiguration. Whereas
we also use backtracking and non-minimal routing paths, one difference to Stuijk’s
approach is the run-time orientation of our IDA∗ allocation algorithm that assumes
a dynamic instantiation of the IPs steered by the operating system (function of the
processor type, available computing and memory resources, etc.). Because it has to
allocate paths and time-slots at run-time on modest computing resources such as
the StrongARM, our algorithm is strongly optimized for execution speed and small
memory footprint. The dynamic reconfiguration of connections we furthermore propose in this chapter, could benefit from a run-time optimized port of Stuijk’s approach.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.1 introduces augmented reality, our driver application, and its mapping to a 4x4 MP-SoC. Section 7.2 details our
run-time time-slot allocation algorithm. Performance and memory footprint results
are presented in Section 7.3. Section 7.4 presents a proof-of-concept of the integration of a central allocation of communication resources and its assignment to remote
network interfaces in a NoC. Finally, Section 7.5 draws several conclusions.

7.1 Augmented Reality on an MP-SoC
Augmented Reality (AR) is a technique where computer-generated 3D images are
mixed with real-life video images and interact with the real scene as if they were
part of it. Augmented reality finds applications in avionics, medicine and of course
in games such as ARQuake [161] (Figure 7.1). These applications are typically very
compute-intensive and require heterogeneous compute resources for video and 3D
processing, for which MP-SoCs are suitable architectures.
The application we consider in this chapter, conceptually similar to AR-Quake, is
composed of two main parts: a 3D pipeline and a video decoding/encoding chain
composed of a camera (CAM), MPEG-2 encoder (ENC) and decoder (DEC) blocks, a
frame buffer (FB) and of memory blocks (Figure 7.2). The 3D image from 3D Out is
multiplexed with the video frames from CAM before going to the frame buffer (FB)
for display and to the encoding block to be sent over a wireless link to other players.
The decoding part of the video pipeline is used to display picture in picture of the
encoded streams of other players. The encoding part of the video pipeline is thus
used to encode a stream of the player’s display to send to the other players (team
mates).
The processing nodes in the 3D pipeline are 2 Vertex Editor (VE) nodes, that contain 2 vertex processors each and 4 Pixel Editor (PE) nodes, that each contain 4 pixel
processors (Figure 7.2). The rendering part of the 3D application is mapped to the
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Figure 7.1: Screenshot of Augmented Reality Quake:3D on top of live video. [1]

processing nodes in the 3D pipeline whereas the rest of it is mapped to a RISC processor ((App) in Figure 7.2). The constraints for the 3D part of our application are
a resolution of 640 by 480 pixels at 25 frames per second with a texture size of 128
by 64 pixels. For this example we consider that the 3D scene covers 30% of the total
image size, so that only 30% of the image has to be rendered by the 3D pipeline, the
rest being live video. The mapping of the various processors and memory modules
onto a 4 × 4 mesh NoC architecture is shown in Figure 7.3.
We consider that the communication requirements of the video chain do not vary
much over time so that the time-slot allocation can be computed off-line for this
part of the AR application. The required bandwidth used to reserve communication
channels for the video chain is indicated in Figure 7.2.

#Triangles
#Vertices
#Objects
VE in
Raster vtx
Raster z rd
Raster z wr
Raster tri
PE in
Text ram rd
Text ram wr
3D Out

Simple
500
250
10
1.53
1.1
35.16
10.55
1.14
333.98
7.5
0.003
35.16

Average
15000
7500
300
45.78
32.9
35.16
10.55
34.33
333.98
220
0.082
35.16

Complex
50000
25000
1000
152.59
109.67
35.16
10.55
114.44
333.98
750
0.275
35.16

Table 7.1: Number of elements of the 3D scene in the 3 scenarios and required bandwidth
(Mbits/s).
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Figure 7.2: 3D Pipeline and Video Chain.

The dynamic part of the communication comes from the 3D part of the application,
where we use 3 scenarios to describe the complexity of the scene to render (Table 7.1).
These scenarios are labeled simple, average and complex and differ by the number of
triangles, vertices and objects in the scene. These scenarios influence the amount of
bandwidth to reserve between the various blocks (Table 7.1). This required bandwidth has been estimated by analyzing the behavior of the 3D-pipeline under the
conditions generated by our 3 scenarios. The bandwidth of input and output of PEs
is invariant over the 3 scenarios because it only depends on the scene coverage, fixed
to 30 % in our example. Switching from one scenario to another requires adaptation
of the bandwidth reservation by performing time-slot allocation in a time negligible with respect to (non-predictable) scene complexity changes. We expect scenario
changes to occur in the worst case every 100ms, which is compatible with scene complexity changes that occur, for instance, when a player enters a new room with many
more objects to render.

7.2 Time-Slot Allocation Algorithm
Finding an optimal path through the network from source to destination while ensuring a contention-free time-slot scheduling is a complex allocation problem of spatial and temporal resources. It is desirable to find the shortest path possible, to avoid
congested links, and, to avoid deadlocks, a valid path through an NoC must avoid
having cycles [102]. This path finding problem needs moreover to be combined with
a pipelined contention-free time-slot allocation.
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Figure 7.3: Floorplanning on a 4 × 4 mesh NoC.

This section explains how topology and time-slots of TDMA NoCs can be modeled
with the unified time-space graph we define in here. Performing routing and timeslot allocation amounts in finding a path from source to destination on such a graph.
We discuss the efficiency of algorithms to perform this graph traversal and propose
our extended version of IDA∗ as a good trade-off between speed and optimality.

7.2.1 Graph Representation of TDMA NoC
It is possible to represent the network-on-chip as a graph, where nodes represent
routers and edges represent the physical links between the routers (Figure 7.4(a));
this corresponds to the spatial (eg. topology) description of the network. In order
to also represent time information, such as time-slots, the graph can be extended so
that a router R is represented by an ensemble of nodes R|S| = {Ri , i ∈ S}, where S
represents the ensemble of time-slots and |S| the number of time-slots in one timeslot rotation. Edges represent transitions in space -going from one router to anotherand in time -traversing one hop takes one time-slot. For instance, Figure 7.4(b) represents the 2x2 mesh topology of Figure 7.4(a) with |S| = 3 time-slots. The edges have
been chosen so that only pipelined schedules of time-slots are authorized (Section
3.3.1, [76]). We call such a graph a time-space graph of the network. The scheduling
is said to be pipelined if for any hop along the reserved path, time slot Tn (n ∈ S) is
allocated implies that time-slot T(n+1)mod|S| is allocated for the following hop.
The representation of the time-space graph of the network is maintained centrally on
the processor performing time-slot allocation. Central configuration of the network
is feasible for the relatively small-scale networks we are considering2 (a few tens
2 For the coming years it is likely the that most complex MP-SoCs will not have more than a few tens
of nodes. Moreover, the applications for nomadic embedded systems are rarely of the ”embarrassingly
parallel” type, so their parallelization is unlikely to require more than a few tens of nodes. We thus expect
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Figure 7.4: (a) Graph representation of a 2x2 mesh network. (b) Graph representation of
the (pipelined) virtual paths over the same 2x2 mesh network with 3 time-slots (|S| = 3).

of nodes). The time-space graph of an NoC does solve both the path finding and
the (pipelined) time-slot allocation problems. Time-slot allocation and path finding between any two nodes is simultaneously obtained by solving an optimal-path
problem over the time-space graph of the network.

7.2.2 Hill-Climbing and IDA∗
Given the time-space graph representation of an NoC (and its associated time-slot
wheels), finding a path between source and destination as well as a valid time-slot
allocation is a matter of graph traversal. This section addresses thus graph traversal
algorithms that can be efficiently optimized for execution speed. We have tested two
of these graph traversal algorithms to perform run-time time-slot and path allocation: Hill-Climbing (HC) (Algorithm 3, Figure 7.5) and Iterative Deepening A∗ (IDA∗ )
[172].

Figure 7.5: Illustration of Hill Climbing on a 3x3 mesh network with SRC = S and
DST = G

HC is a depth-first (DF) traversal algorithm and has thus as drawback not to always
find the shortest path in one iteration, when there are a number of misroutes required
due to unavailable time-slot resources along the shortest path (Figure 7.6(a)). A solution to this issue would be to use a breadth-first (BF) traversal algorithm in place,
that future systems with hundreds of nodes to be clustered systems of the same granularity of the MPSoCs considered in here and thus match the assumptions of our central time-slot allocation algorithm.
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but this approach has the major drawback to drastically increase the memory usage.
The IDA∗ algorithm, builds on top of HC and combines the advantages of both approaches (HC and BF). HC is used to find a path because of its loop-detection and
low memory footprint properties with respect to BF. The loop-detection property
allows to eliminate paths that have cycles and thereby guarantee that the allocated
path on the NoC is deadlock-free. To also guarantee that HC yields the shortest path,
we initially allow 0 misroutes and incrementally allow more misroutes if no paths are
found. This principle is called Iterative Deepening and is illustrated in Figure 7.6(b),
where the search space is limited to 0 misroutes.
Algorithm 3: Hill-Climbing, ready for IDA∗ usage.

Input: Time-space graph of the network (including information about occupied time-space vertices from previously allocated paths), source and destination nodes, first time-slot at SRC and allowed number of misroutes.
Output: Set of hops composing the path from source to destination (P ath =
{∅} if failed).
HC(SRC,DST ,tSlot,nM isroutes)
(1) P athList ← {(SRC, tSlot)}
(2) while P athList = {∅} and DST ∈
/ P athList
(3)
T mpP ath ← Head(P athList)
(4)
P athList ← P athList − T mpP ath
(5)
foreach c = Child(T ail(T mpP ath))
(6)
if IsF ree(c) and W ithinM isroutes(c, nM isroutes)
(7)
ExtP ath ← T mpP ath + c
(8)
if N oLoopIn(ExtP ath)
(9)
T mpList ← ExtP ath
(10) P athList ← SortMinMisroutes,MinOccupancy (T mpList)
(11) return Head(P athList)
A version of HC, fit for usage in IDA∗ , is illustrated in Algorithm 3. The graph
traversal is performed by using a list of paths to explore. On line (1) the P athList is
initialized with a node in the time-space graph, the space dimension corresponding
to the source (SRC) node. In the loop of line (5) the paths are expanded in a DF
manner. Figure 7.5 illustrates several iterations of this loop. For every child of the
node being currently explored, the algorithm tests (line (6)) whether the child node
is free (contention-free allocation in the time-space graph) and whether the child is
on the shortest path (or within the number of misroutes allowed). If both conditions
are filled the new expanded path is added to P athList (line 10). P athList is sorted
so that its head contains the path with the minimum amount of misroutes and so
that the bandwidth occupancy of the path is minimized (every physical link in the
NoC is weighed by the amount of time-slots previously allocated and the algorithm
selects in priority the paths that minimize link costs). On line 11, the head of the
P athList is returned with the path containing the minimum amount of misroutes
(the algorithm can fail to find a path, in which case it returns an empty path).
The function WithinMisroutes on line (6) allows to limit the search space to a part of
the NoC graph (Figure 7.6(b)). This function enables our HC algorithm to be called
by the IDA∗ path finding, described by Algorithm 4. IDA∗ is used to find the shortest
paths by iteratively running HC on an increasing search space. Initially the search
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Figure 7.6: Path found with HC (a) and with IDA∗ (b).

space is restricted to the bounding box defined by the Manhattan distance between
source and destination nodes (Figure 7.6(b)) by setting the number of allowed misroutes to zero (line (3) in Algorithm 4). If the HC algorithm called at line (5) fails
to find a path within the restricted search space, the number of misroutes is incremented by one. Note that IDA∗ actually calls a FastHC algorithm that performs a
single HC for multiple time-slots to allocate (FastHC is discussed in section 7.2.3).
Algorithm 4: IDA∗ Extended

Input: Source and destination nodes, number of required time-slots and
maximum number of misroutes.
Output: Set of hops composing the path from source to destination and set
of slot-allocations at the first hop in the path.
IDA∗ E XTENDED(SRC, DST, nRequiredSlots, M axM isroutes)
(1) P ath ← {∅}
(2) Slots ← {∅}
(3) nM isroutes ← 0
(4) while (P ath = {∅} or |Slots| < nRequiredSlots) and nM isroutes 
M axM isroutes
(5)
{P ath, slots} ← FAST HC(SRC, DST, nRequiredSlots, nM isroutes)
(6)
nM isroutes ← nM isroutes + 1
(7) return P ath, Slots
Having an iterative search over the graph may at first sight seem inefficient, however
this is not the case. Assume the target is reached after the whole graph has been
searched in m misroutes. Let b be the average degree of a node in a graph and
d be the Manhattan distance between source and destination nodes. Our heuristic
assumes x-y routing on mesh networks, therefore every misroute increases the path
length by 2 hops. Generalization to more complex topologies is discussed in Section
7.2.4. In iterative deepening (IDA∗ ) the computation time required for the iterations
(0 . . . m − 1) can be calculated as:

Texec =

m−1


bd+2i

b2m − 1
)
b2 − 1

=

bd · (

=

O(b2m )

i=0
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The last term of the series is bd+2m−2 and bd+2m−2 = bd−2 b2m is O(b2m ) for m →
∞. In other words, the computing time of the complete series is dominated by the
computation of the latest stage of misroutes. Iterating over an increasing number of
misroutes is therefore not an excessively expensive operation.

7.2.3 IDA∗ Extensions for Greedy Allocation
The amount of bandwidth allocated is proportional to the number of time-slots allocated to a particular reserved channel. If all allocated time-slots are consecutive3 ,
then the allocation is said to be greedy. To perform time-slot allocations of channels
that require more bandwidth than available in a single time-slot, it is possible to run
several iterations of IDA∗ . However for a greedy allocation this is inefficient. We
have extended the IDA∗ algorithm to open paths composed of multiple time-slots
using a greedy heuristic. Instead of directly calling HC for every time-slot to allocate
the IDA∗ Algorithm 4, line (5) calls the FastHC heuristic detailed in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5: Fast Hill-Climbing (HC and fast parallel path allocation).

Input: Source and destination nodes, required number of time-slots and allowed number of misroutes.
Output: Set of hops composing the path from source to destination and slotallocation at the first hop in the path.
FAST HC(SRC, DST, nRequiredSlots, nM isroutes)
(1) foreach tSlot in SlotW heel
(2)
if IsF ree((SRC, tSlot))
(3)
P ath ← HC(SRC, DST, tSlot, nM isroutes)
(4)
Slots ← {tSlot}
(5)
if P ath = {∅} and nRequiredSlots > 1
(6)
Slots ← G A LLOC(P ath, tSlot, nRequiredSlots)
(7)
if P ath = {∅} and |Slots| = nRequiredSlots
(8)
break
(9) return {P ath, Slots}
FastHC calls HC to establish the shortest path between source and destination for one
given initial time-slot. If more slots are required it calls gAlloc to greedily allocate
monotonically increasing time-slot numbers (modulo —S—) along parallel paths4
to the initial one allocated by HC. The time-slots in the time-wheel are iteratively
explored (line (3) in Algorithm 6) for all nodes along the path (lines (6 − 9)). If, for
a given parallel path, all slots are free the initial time-slot at the source is added to
the allocated time-slots (line 11). When all required time-slots have been allocated
(line (12)) gAlloc returns. Note that if gAlloc fails to allocate all necessary time-slots
it will nevertheless return a list of a all free-slots for the parallel paths found. This
information is to be interpreted at higher layer and may be useful for fast negotiation
of QoS.
3 The

time-slots numbers are actually monotonically increasing (modulo —S—).
understand here parallel paths in time. The physical nodes along the path are the same, but they
are used at different time-slots
4 We
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Algorithm 6: (Greedy) Slot Allocation of Parallel Paths.

Input: Path in hops from SRC to DST , Slots the set of previously allocated
slots,first slot allocated at SRC and number of slots to allocate.
Output: Set of slot allocation at SRC
(upon failure |Slots| < nRequiredSlots).
G A LLOC(P ath, tSlot, nRequiredSlots)
(1) s ← tSlot
(2) Slots ← Slots + tSlot
(3) foreach ts in SlotW heel
(4)
s ← (s + 1)%|SlotW heel|
(5)
hopDepth ← 0
(6)
foreach hop in P ath
(7)
if not IsF ree(hop, s + hopDepth)
(8)
break
(9)
hopDepth ← hopDepth + 1
(10) if hopDepth = |P ath|
(11)
Slots ← Slots + s
(12) if |Slots| = nRequiredSlots
(13)
break
(14) return Slots

7.2.4 Generalization to k-ary n-cube topologies
Hill Climbing is a general graph traversal algorithm and as such is not restricted
to any topology type. However the IDA∗ algorithm presented in Section 7.2.2 assumes a mesh topology to be able to use the Manhattan distance as a simple measure of the misroute. This section explains a simple generalization of our extended
IDA∗ algorithm to the more generic topology of k-ary n-cubes. It also briefly discusses its further extension to arbitrarily irregular topologies. The properties of incomplete k-ary n-cubes are discussed in [154].
The Manhattan distance (also known as the Hamming distance) is applicable to hypercube (binary n-cube) topologies [32], so that our extended IDA∗ algorithm works
without modifications. Many common NoC topologies, such as rings, meshes, tori,
direct and indirect binary n-cubes, and Omega networks are isomorphic to the more
general k-ary n-cubes [61]. Nodes in a k-ary n-cube can be identified by a n-digit
radix k address an−1 , · · · , a0 , where the ith digit of the address represents the ith dimension. Typically, k-ary Gray-encoding is used for the addresses, simplifying the
computation of the distance between any two nodes. Figure 7.7 shows a 4-ary 3-cube
topology with 4-ary Gray codes used as addresses for the nodes.
For many of these topologies (though applicable), the Hamming distance is not a
good representation of the distance between two nodes in topologies with wraparound like tori. Indeed, in Figure 7.7 every node is adjacent to exactly two nodes
in every of the three dimensions. By definition the distance between two adjacent
nodes is 1. However, the Hamming distance between the adjacent nodes 000 and
300 is DH (000, 300) = |0 − 3| + 0 + 0 = 3, not 1.
For the more general case of the k-ary n-cubes, a distance measure must take into
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Figure 7.7: 4-ary 3-cube with 4-ary Gray-code encoded nodes (only visible nodes and
edges are displayed).

account the wrap-around links and hence compute the distance modulo k. The Lee
distance is fit to measure distances on a k-ary n-cube [40]. For an n-digit, radix k
node address A the Lee weight is defined as:
WL (A) =

n−1


|ai |,

where

i=0

|ai | = min(ai , k − ai )
The Lee distance DL between nodes A and B of respective addresses A =

i
i
and B = n−1
i=0 bi x (x , i ∈ [0, n − 1] are the unit vectors) is defined as:

n−1
i=0

ai xi

DL (A, B) = WL (A − B)
The minus operator in the Lee distance is the bit-wise difference modulo k of the
addresses of A and B:
A−B =

n−1


((ai − bi ) mod k)xi

i=0

DL (A, B) =

n−1


min((ai − bi ) mod k, k − ((ai − bi ) mod k))

i=0

The number of misroutes on a k-ary n-cube can be defined in terms of the Lee distance. The shortest path Ps (S, D) = (p0 , · · · , ph−1 ) between two nodes S and D
(where p0 = S and ph−1 = D) has to satisfy the following condition:
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DL (pi+1 , D) < DL (pi , D),

∀i ∈ [0, h − 2]

That is, every hop diminishes the distance to destination with respect to the previous
hop. Failing this condition is counted as a misroute. To generalize our implementation of IDA∗ to k-ary n-cubes, it is thus sufficient to modify the WithinMisroutes
function in Algorithm 3, line (6) to verify whether selecting child node c minimizes
the Lee distance to destination or if a misroute is still allowed.
For practical systems, the topology of the NoC is known at chip-design time and
the number of nodes is limited. Therefore, even for very irregular topologies it is
possible to define a WithinMisroutes algorithm that contains all shortest paths in the
system and for every node a cost matrix determining whether there is a misroute or
not.

7.3 Results and Discussion
We discuss the implementation results of our extended IDA∗ algorithm in terms of
memory footprint and performance. The testbench consists in allocating the 40 paths
of the 3D pipeline for each of the 3 scenarios. The extended IDA∗ algorithm (Section
7.2.2) has been implemented in C and optimized to run on a Strong-ARM SA-110
clocked at 200 MHz. We have used the ISS to profile the allocation algorithm code as
well as to estimate the cache hit ratio. The main optimization effort for performance
has been spent in minimizing the accesses to the time-slot table array.
We have measured the time required to create a new path and to modify an existing
path for each of the three scenarios in the augmented reality application. The central
time-slot table is initialized with the slots reserved for the constant video chain. The
time measurements of the modification of existing paths has been tested for both
increase of the allocated bandwidth from the “simple” to the “complex” scenario,
and for reduction of bandwidth from “complex” to “simple”. Table 7.2 shows the
amount of time-slots that must be reserved for the various tests. The measurements
have been performed on a SA-110 ISS and on a Compaq iPAQ H3600, with a SA-1110
processor (similar to the older SA-110). Using an ISS besides the real architecture not
only allowed us to simulate the cache hit ratio and perform code optimizations to
maximize it, but it also allowed to remove the operating-system overhead from the
measurements on the real platform.
#time-slots in |S|
create simple
create average
create complex
simple2complex
complex2simple

5
35
35
39
4
-4

8
40
40
48
8
-8

16
49
53
71
22
-22

32
72
84
123
51
-51

Table 7.2: Required number of time-slots for the creation of the 3 scenarios and for the
switching from “complex” to “simple”.
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7.3.1 Memory Footprint
The memory footprint of the time-slot allocation application is dominated by the
time-slot tables. The central time-slot tables indicate which router output port Ro is
reserved when a flit comes from the router input port Ri in time-slot Tn .
Table 7.3 shows the memory usage for |S| = {5, 8, 16, 32} time-slots. The “timeslottable” variable contains a central copy of the time-slot tables (information about
time-slots occupied by previously allocated paths). The “connInfo” variable contains
information over all paths established and is required to modify or delete an existing path. It results from this table that the algorithm is sufficiently low on memory
requirement to run on an embedded processor such as the Strong-ARM SA-110 (16
KB of cache).
#time-slots in |S|
timeslottable
connInfo
other
total

5
320
256
228
804

8
512
256
228
996

16
1024
256
228
1508

32
2048
256
228
2532

Table 7.3: Memory footprint for different |S| in bytes.

7.3.2 Path Reservation Performance
Figure 7.8 shows the timing measured on a StrongARM SA-110 ISS for different
amounts of time-slots (|S| = {5, 8, 16, 32}). It shows the creation of the simple, average and complex scenarios as well as the expansion from simple to complex and the
decrease from complex to simple.
Strong-Arm SA-110: Slot Scheduling Time
1000

create simple (40 conns)

Slot Allocation Time (μs)

919.6

create average

900

create complex

800

simple2complex

700

complex2simple
636.2
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571.7
487.7 507.2
473.7
444
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400
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130.7
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57.2
15

0
0

5

81
22.2
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107.8

49.1
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20
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30

35

Time-Slots

Figure 7.8: Timing in μs for the various creation or modification scenarios for |S| =
{5, 8, 16, 32} time-slots.

From Table 7.2 and Figure 7.8 we can derive typical compute-times required for the
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allocation of one time-slot under different conditions (Table 7.4). The most expensive
in compute-time is naturally the opening of new paths which is about 20% more
than than simply adding a time-slot to an existing path and about 70% more than
removing one slot. The computing time per slot per hop is about 5 μs (1000 processor
cycles). For the longest possible path this amounts to 920μs which is very reasonable
compared to the expected 10 to 100 ms time to switch scenario. It grows linearly
with the total number of time-slots |S|.
Action
open new conn.
increase existing conn.
decrease existing conn.

Compute-time
4.3 to 6.4 μs
3.2 to 5.4 μs
1.1 to 2.1 μs

Table 7.4: Allocation time per time-slot per hop.

7.4 Dynamic Allocation and Assignment
This section discusses the integration of the IDA∗ algorithm on a central processor
with the assignment mechanism of time-slots and paths on an MP-SoC. We have
realized a proof-of-concept of this complete system on NoCTurn, our TLM MP-SoC
platform simulator.

7.4.1 Configuration Interfaces
The models of network interfaces within NoCTurn have been extended to be configured through a control interface. Every connection within a network interface
is managed by a NI engine. There are thus as many control interfaces in an NI as
there are engines. The control interface can be accessed either locally or remotely
according to a uniform protocol that specifies:
• Source NI,Engine
• Destination NI,Engine
• Path
• Time-slot allocation (if any)
The control interface is remotely accessed through the NoC by sending packets with
a special ctrl tag field set in the packet header. Locally, the control interface is accessed by sending messages on a socket of the message-passing API provided by the
NoCTurn NI. Consecutive negative socket handles are reserved to access the control
interfaces in the local NI engines. The control interface in the engine n − 1 is accessed
through socket handle −n, ∀n ∈ [0, e − 1], where e is the total number of engines in
the local NI.
The StrongARM (SA-1110) ISS [6] integrated to NoCTurn has been extended to access the message-passing API of the NIs through memory-mapped registers. The
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StrongARM ISS can thus be used as the central controller of our system, to allocate
paths and time-slots with IDA∗ and assign the allocated resources by configuring the
remote NIs with messages destined to their control interfaces.

7.4.2 Remote Configuration Process
Opening a guaranteed connection between a source and destination IPs requires invoking the IDA∗ algorithm twice: once for the request path and once for the response
path. The communication resources (path and slots) of the request path have to be
assigned to an engine in the NI at the source IP and those of the response path to an
engine in the NI of the destination IP.
Algorithm 7: OS opening of guaranteed connection.

Input: SRC and DST , number of slots for request path and for response
path.
Output: Path IDs for request and response.
O PEN C ONNECTION(SRC, DST, nSlotsReq, nSlotsRsp)
(1) {reqP ath, reqSlots} ← IDA∗ E XTENDED(SRC, DST, nSlotsReq)
(2) {rspP ath, rspSlots} ← IDA∗ E XTENDED(DST, SRC, nSlotsRsp)
(3) if |reqSlots| = nSlotsReq and |rspSlots| = nSlotsRsp
(4)
reqP athID ← R ESERVE({reqP ath, reqSlots})
(5)
rspP athID ← R ESERVE({rspP ath, rspSlots})
(6) R EMOTE C ONFIG(DST, SRC, {rspP ath, rspSlots})
(7) R EMOTE C ONFIG(SRC, DST, {reqP ath, reqSlots})
(8) return {reqP athID, rspP athID}
Algorithm 7 details the steps taken by the central controller to assign open such a
guaranteed connection. On lines (1 − 2) paths and time-slots for request and response paths are requested to our IDA∗ algorithm. Upon success these resources are
effectively reserved in a table on the central controller (lines (3−5)). Then, on line (6)
(line (7)), the assigned path and time-slots are transmitted to configure the engine in
the source (destination) IP.
Algorithm 8: Remote assignment of allocated path and time-slots.

Input: Source and destination nodes, path and time-slot lists.
Output: Remotely configured path.
R EMOTE C ONFIG(SRC, DST, {lstP ath, lstSlots})
(1) LocalM sg ← L OC C ONF M SG(SRC,O S PATH(SRC),O S S LOTS(SRC))
(2) S OCKET S END(LocalEngineHandle, LocalM sg)
(3) RemoteHandle ← S OCKET O PEN(SRC)
(4) RemoteM sg ← R EM C ONF M SG(SRC, DST, {lstP ath, lstSlots})
(5) S OCKET S END(RemoteHanddle, RemoteM sg)
(6) S OCKET C LOSE(RemoteHandle)
The remote configuration step is depicted in Algorithm 8. There are two main steps
in the process. The first one is to configure an engine on the central controller with a
precomputed path (OsPath{SRC}) and time-slot allocation (OsSlots{SRC}) to reach
the target of the remote path configuration (lines (1 − 2) in Algorithm 8). The op-
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erating system can choose whether to send the configuration as GT or BE packets.
The pre-reserved time-slots to the configuration target are thus optional; a simple BE
request path with posted writes can be used for that purpose5 . In the second step we
send the computed path and time-slots to the remote target through the socket API
of the NI (lines (3 − 6)). The control interface in the remote target NI receives the
configuration message and accordingly assigns its parameters to the assigned path
and slots. The request (or response) path is established and the engine reports it as
being valid.
Note that in Algorithm 7 we first assign the response path and then the request path.
For a simple master-slave connection –as between a processor node and a memory node– this may be sufficient to avoid transient blockings in the network during
the reconfiguration process (transactions from the master processor never have to
wait for the response path to be configured). This system avoids the need for synchronization between the central controller and the masters in the application being
configured. Otherwise, all masters in the application need to be initially synchronized on a barrier that is released by the central controller once the configuration is
finished 6 .

7.4.3 Simulation Results
The proof-of-concept simulation setup is composed of a 3x2 mesh NoC with differentiated services, with a shared L2 memory, a StrongARM ISS playing the role
of central controller and four TIc62 DSP ISSes (Figure 7.9). The system uses cachecontroller bridges to perform data communication. The DSPs run data-parallelized
versions of two applications: MP-Cavity (Section 6.6) and FFT for which we have
readily available source code (the augmented reality application is only described in
terms of traffic requirements). Two of the DSPs run the MP-Cavity and the two others a 2096-points FFT. Every DSP in the system needs one connection to the shared
L2. The central controller performs time-slot and path allocation with IDA∗ and remotely configures the connections between the four DSP nodes and the memory
node.
A model of this simulation setup has been created to run on NoCTurn, our TLM MPSoC platform simulator (Appendix B). NoCTurn provides a very accurate model of
the platform, so that the StrongARM ISS executes the real binary of path and slot allocation and control messages are sent over the NoC to configure the remote network
interfaces. Table 7.5 shows the results of the path and time-slot allocation performed
by the run-time manager. Table 7.6 furthermore details the number of processor
cycles required for the algorithm to perform the allocation and the number of processor cycles required to effectively re-configure the remote network interfaces. This
assignment time includes the time required for the StrongARM to reconfigure its
5 Using BE packets for configuration purposes avoids reserving time-slots (or re-allocating them at
run-time) for the sole configuration purpose, but makes it more difficult to put a boundary on the reconfiguration time.
6 A possible implementation is to have a flag in the local memory of every master in the system and
a barrier in a shared memory. The central controller initializes the barrier to the number of masters that
have to reach it, configures their communication connections and releases all local flags. The local flags
are required because the masters cannot initially access the remote shared memory for they do not have
their connections initialized yet.
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Figure 7.9: Simulation setup of path/slot allocation and assignment experiment on a 3x2
mesh NoC. The IDA∗ path finding and slot allocation is executed within the run-time
manager running on the StrongARM CPU. Paths are assigned by the StrongARM by
sending control messages to the NIs through the NoC.

local network interface with a pre-computed path to the network interface to reconfigure and the time to transmit the reconfiguration message over the NoC. The total
process of path computation (4 time slots per path) and reconfiguration takes on an
average 136μs for a StrongARM processor clocked at 206MHz. Compared to the previous experiment we require about twice the number of processor cycles to compute
a path (per hops per time slot). Two factors differ in both experiments, the StrongARM processor architecture (SA-110 versus SA-1110) and especially the compiler
used. Indeed in this experiment the code is compiled with the GCC 3.2 toolchain,
whereas the previous experiment benefited from the optimized ARM compiler that
unfortunately cannot be used with the StrongARM ISS integrated to NoCTurn.

Path ID
0
1
2
3
4
5

Src NI
NI[0 0]
NI[1 2]
NI[0 1]
NI[1 2]
NI[1 0]
NI[1 2]

Dst NI
NI[1 2]
NI[0 0]
NI[1 2]
NI[0 1]
NI[1 2]
NI[1 0]

Route
R[0 0] R[0 1] R[0 2] R[1 2]
R[1 2] R[1 1] R[1 0] R[0 0]
R[0 1] R[0 2] R[1 2]
R[1 2] R[1 1] R[0 1]
R[1 0] R[1 1] R[1 2]
R[1 2] R[1 1] R[1 0]

Slots
0123
0123
0567
4567
8 9 10 11
8 9 10 11

Misroutes
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 7.5: Path and slot allocation and assignment on 3x2 mesh NoC.
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Path ID
0
1
2
3
4
5
Average

Alloc.
40744
26803
23314
23167
23470
23301
26800

Set
2510
1111
1059
1058
988
1162
1315

Total
43254
27914
24373
24225
24458
24463
28115

Alloc. pHS
2546.5
1675.19
1942.83
1930.58
1955.83
1941.75
1999

Set pHS
156.88
69.44
88.25
88.17
82.33
96.83
97

Total pHS
2703.38
1744.63
2031.08
2018.75
2038.17
2038.58
2096

Table 7.6: StrongARM cycles for path and slot allocation and assignment (pHS is per
Hop, per Slot).

7.5 Conclusion
This chapter discusses algorithms to perform dynamic time-slot allocation on NoCs
that provide hard-guaranteed QoS with TDMA techniques. These algorithms are executed on a central Strong-ARM processor clocked at 200 MHz and are usable for embedded multi-processor systems with either circuit-switching and packet-switching
NoCs. The efficiency of the algorithms presented is tested on an augmented reality application composed of a 3D pipeline and an MPEG-2 decoder/encoder video
chain that is mapped to a 4x4 MP-SoC. The most efficient algorithm to perform both
routing and time-slot allocation is an extended version of IDA∗ and has a memory
footprint under 2.5 KB for a slot table size of 32. It is thus well adapted for usage on
an embedded processor. Typically, per time-slot, the creation of one hop on the path
takes about 1000 processor cycles (5 μs) when opening a new path and about 850
cycles when adding bandwidth to an existing path. Allocation time grows linearly
with the slot table size.
The integration of central allocation of communication resources and their assignment to a distributed MP-SoC over a NoC is addressed. The proof-of-concept implementation on NoCTurn, our TLM MP-SoC platform simulator shows that the resource assignment time is negligible with respect to the allocation time. The assignment process could nevertheless become a bottleneck if complex synchronization
schemes are required between several processors in the application upon path/slots
allocation. Future work could focus on defining the needs of such initialization processes including a starting synchronization scheme and the study of QoS trade-offs
for configuration packets. Furthermore, though the dynamic path and time-slot allocation techniques developed in here are directly applicable to allocating SuperGT
resources, it would be interesting to optimize the allocation algorithm to take into
account the packetization policy refinements for SuperGT.
The chapter demonstrates that central run-time time-slot and path allocation and assignment is practical for future MP-SoCs with QoS-enabled NoCs. This is beneficial
to many MP-SoCs platforms, as applications –unknown at platform design-time–
can not only be ran, but are also offered guaranteed communication ensuring predictability and real-time behavior.
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MP-SoC Proof-of-Concept
It doesn’t matter how beautiful your theory is,
it doesn’t matter how smart you are.
If it doesn’t agree with experiment, it’s wrong.
Richard Feynman

8.1 Introduction

M

ulti-processor systems-on-chip (MP-SoC) display complex communication
that requires a communication backbone to provide flexibility, scalability
and different levels of quality-of-service (QoS). Networks-on-chip (NoC),
are natural candidates to become this communication backbone. The choice of NoC
features and parameters are thus critical for the communication architecture. However, the type of inter-processor communication (message-passing or shared memory with caches or scratch-pads) has a high impact on the traffic generated on the
NoC and has thus to be taken into account.
This chapter addresses the impact of architectural choices such as the usage of a
cache versus a scratch-pad memory on NoC supported MP-SoCs. We present the
parallelization of a video encoder with its mapping to two different flavors of an
MP-SoC platform with six DSP nodes and a shared L2 memory, interconnected by
a packet-switched NoC with differentiated services. The first architecture provides
cache-based inter-processor communication, whereas the second one relies on software controlled DMAs to perform scratch-pad management. We introduce a novel
type of distributed DMA to help perform scratch-pad management in complex memory hierarchies. The major contribution is a simulation-based detailed quantitative
comparison of the differences between the two mappings. We show that the scratchpad mapping has the best overall performance, that it helps smoothing NoC traffic
and that it is not sensitive to the QoS. We furthermore demonstrate that, on the contrary, cache-based MP-SoCs are very sensitive to the QoS level and to the amount
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Figure 8.1: MP-SoC platform using an NoC as a communication backbone. Processor,
Memory and I/O nodes interface to the NoC by means of bridges (cache-controllers or
DMAs) that encapsulate bus transactions into NoC transactions.

of bandwidth available and that they generate significantly more NoC traffic than
their scratch-pad counterpart. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first reallife case study performing a detailed comparison and analysis of scratch-pad versus
cache-based NoC-supported MP-SoC systems.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 8.2 details the MP-SoC platform architectures we are addressing. Section 8.3 discusses related work. In section
8.4 we present the parallelization and mapping of the application. Section 8.5 details the simulation setups and configurations used in the experiments. Section 8.6
extensively discusses the results. Finally, section 8.7 concludes.

8.2 Platform architecture
The MP-SoC hardware architectures we target are composed of processor and memory nodes interconnected by a switched communication backbone (Figure 8.1).
Processor nodes typically contain one or several processing units (CPUs, DSPs, ...)
and a local hierarchy of buses and memories. The simplest form of local memory hierarchy, includes a scratch-pad memory (L1) for data and a local instruction memory.
Memory (and I/O) nodes only contain a memory hierarchy.

Platform architecture
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All types of nodes interface to the NoC through a bridge. The simplest bridge is a
direct interface to the Network Interface (NI) and allows processor nodes to perform
message passing. In this chapter we address more complex versions of bridges that
interface bus-based communication to the NoC backbone. The role of these bridges is
to encapsulate (and decapsulate) memory transactions into (from) NoC transactions.
In this chapter we compare two variations of the same platform architecture that only
differ by the type of bridges used. The first platform type uses a communication
assist (Section 8.2.1) bridge to help performing scratch-pad management, whereas
the second uses a cache-bridge (Section 8.2.2) to perform communication across the
various layers of the memory hierarchy. Note that the platform version using cachebridges can lock a portion of the cache to use as a scratch-pad for local data such as
stack and heap. In this sense this architecture is already an optimization with respect
to classic pure cache-based architectures in which any local data may generate cache
misses and replace useful (local) data.

8.2.1 Scratch-Pad Management with Communication Assist
The communication assist (CA) is a hardware component (an evolution of a DMA)
that manages the transfers of blocks of data between different memories in a system.
It performs transfers independently of the processor, so that communication and
computation happen in parallel. The CA is controlled by code included in the application running on the (local) processor. Controlled prefetching of data greatly helps
hiding the long communication latency introduced by the NoC, the bridges and the
remote memory layers. The prefetch code can of course be manually inserted in the
application code, but it can also in great part be automatically annotated by an application analysis tool (Section 8.4.4). Note that computing how long ahead the data
prefetch should be starting to avoid the processor to stall (waiting for data) requires
a good estimate of the bandwidth actually offered by the communication infrastructure for the given transfer. To this end, we prefer to use NoCs that allow reservation
of resources to provide bandwidth guarantees to individual connections.
The CA is an advanced distributed DMA controller. Distributed means in this context that the CAs at both ends of the connection are working together to execute
a block-transfer, using a communication protocol on top of the network protocol.
Block-transfers (BTs) are transfers of a data-structure, or a part of data-structure,
e.g. a macro-block of a larger image. Source and destination data-structures of a
block-transfer may have different sizes, layout and random offsets. The CA supports two-dimensional BTs to transfer smaller parts of a larger multi-dimensional
data-structure, such as a video frame, without losing the spatial relation between
the different parts. For example, two neighboring macro-blocks of an image can be
transferred in two separate block-transfers, while in the destination memory they
can form a single data-structure as if the two were transferred at once.
Distributing DMA functionality enables not only scalability of the platform, but also
memory to memory transfers. For instance a processor can request a transfer from
off-chip SDRAM (L3) to on-chip L2. The CA on the processor tile forwards the request to the CA of the L2 memory tile.
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8.2.2 Cache Bridge
The cache bridge is in the first place a cache controller. In our system the cache is
configured to have a write-back policy and the replacement policy is least recently
used (LRU). The cache line-size is set to 16 bytes. Associativity and set-size are configurable. Section 8.6 explores the effect of a sweeping of these parameters on application performance and traffic generated.
Cache misses and line evictions are encapsulated by the cache bridge into NoC transactions. Based on a simple (and small) look-up table, the destination NoC address
is resolved within the cache bridge depending on the physical address of the cache
line affected by the miss or the eviction.
Within address ranges mapped on the same remote memory node, memory consistency (of private data) is guaranteed by the in-order-packet delivery property of the
NoC (Section 8.2.3). For shared data it is the responsibility of the designer (or of the
design-tool) to guarantee release consistency at a higher level.
No support for hardware cache coherency is provided. Indeed, as NoCs are not
broadcast communication architectures (not in the sense a shared bus is) it is not
possible to support simple snooping cache coherency protocols. In this case, one has
thus to implement directory-based cache coherency protocols, that are very expensive for NoCs both in terms of latency as in terms of area.
As coherency is nevertheless required for (cached) shared data, the cache bridge
provides support to perform software-controlled cache coherency. In particular, the
cache bridge has control (and status) registers memory-mapped on the processor bus
to allow explicit invalidates and flushes of lines containing an address the processor
explicitly requests to be invalidated or flushed. Particular care has to be paid to align
data of cached shared data to the cache lines (Section 8.4.5).

8.2.3 Network on Chip
The communication backbone of our platform architecture is a packet-switched NoC
with prioritized virtual channels to support differentiated quality-of-service levels.
Though the current case study would be relevant to other types of NoCs, we have
used a model of a network similar to the ”GS-BE central programming architecture” of
the Æthereal NoC [85]. GS-BE is a pure packet-switched NoC that provides Guaranteed Services (throughput and latency) and Best Effort. The guaranteed services are
provided by dividing the bandwidth in time-slots. Such an NoC is relevant to our
purpose because it offers the types of bandwidth guarantees the scratch-pad memory management techniques require and it allows to contrast the effect of the QoS
offered by the NoC on the traffic offered by the various bridge types.
The NoC uses wormhole switching with source routing for flexibility and deadlock
avoidance. Routing is deterministic to guarantee in-order packet delivery and no
packet-dropping is allowed. Two classes of QoS are supported: a low-priority best
effort (BE) class and a high-priority, connection-oriented, guaranteed throughput
(GT) class. All GT connections use a (centrally computed [120, 76]) contention-free
time-slot allocation algorithm to guarantee that contention between GT packets can
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never occur in the system (Section 3.4). The priority scheme ensures that GT packets
always win contention over the BE ones, hence guaranteeing bandwidth and fixed
packet latency. The amount of bandwidth reserved on a GT connection is proportional to the number of time-slots allocated to it.

8.3 Related Work
Poletti et al. discuss in [163] the advantages of DMA-enabled scratch-pad memories
with respect to caches in a multi-processor environment. The MP-SoC considered
uses an AMBA bus as communication backbone. The paper focuses on dynamic
applications and dynamic scratch-pad management, requiring a dynamic memory
manager for the scratch-pad. The authors use a classic DMA that can only perform
block-transfers between a processor node and the memory node on the next layer in
the memory hierarchy. In contrast, we focus on NoC supported MP-SoCs and our
communication assist has the ability to perform transfers between any two layers of
the memory hierarchy (memory node to memory node transfers are possible).
Another article of Poletti et al. [164] presents a technique to implement message
passing on top of (distributed) shared memory MP-SoCs. Two flavors of MP-SoC
communication backbones are used: a shared bus and a cross-bar. One of the applications used by the authors to test their message-passing API is QSDPCM, the
same application we use as a test case. The authors do not (extensively) discuss
the parallelization of the application, nor specify the resolution of the images encoded, nor the processor architecture used to execute it. Results are thus impossible
to compare and this is particularly unfortunate as the authors seem to claim that presenting a distributed shared-memory view of the platform to the application leads
to inefficiencies. This is quite surprising, since our application uses a distributed
shared-memory view of the platform and achieves very high processor utilization
loads with a low number of stalls.
The approach presented by Bekooij et al. in [26] also relies on providing a messagepassing API on top of a distributed shared-memory architecture. In contrast to the
previous approach, the authors spend much effort in hiding the communication latency. They indeed rely on having specialized hardware modules to manage token
FIFOs. These FIFOs are properly dimensioned to hide the latency of the NoC and
of the memory hierarchy to keep the processing pipeline filled. The MP-SoC considered in [26] uses the Æthereal NoC as communication backbone.
Pieper et al. discuss in [162] how to dimension caches in a bus-based multi-processor
SoC platform. They introduce a new metric that allows a high-level simulation
method to achieve a speed-up of a factor of 20 to 50 with respect to classic address
trace based simulations. In this work, the architecture (cache size and associativity)
is optimized (in an ad-hoc manner) for a given, fixed application.
Benini et al. present MPARM in [27]. MPARM is a SystemC MP-SoC platform simulator that allows simulating real applications and operating-systems using instruction set simulators (ISSs). MPARM has a strong focus on state-of-the art communication backbones: AMBA, ST-Bus (though a bit-accurate model of the ×-pipes NoC is
being integrated). Conceptually, MPARM is similar to the NoCTurn simulator used
in this chapter.
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Figure 8.2: Overview of the QSDPCM algorithm.

8.4 Application Mapping
8.4.1 Application Overview
The Quad-Tree Structured Differential Pulse Code Modulation (QSDPCM) algorithm
is an inter-frame compression technique for video images [182]. It consists of a hierarchical motion estimation, quad-tree quantization, variable length encoding and
image reconstruction (Figure 8.2). The encoder iterates over all macro-blocks (MBs)
in the image, first horizontally (Y-loop) then vertically (X-loop), and processes them
one at a time.
The hierarchical motion estimation consists of 3 steps: first at quarter resolution
(ME4), then half resolution (ME2) and finally at full resolution (ME1) for every macroblock (16x16 pixels) in the image. It determines the motion vector with which the
difference between the current and reconstructed previous image can be encoded
using the shortest code word. For this purpose the input image is sub-sampled by a
factor four (SS4) and two (SS2).
Quad-tree quantization (QC) works by recursively splitting the motion compensated
predicted error frame from the ME1 step into four quadrants until, within a certain
threshold, such a quadrant can be approximated by its quantized mean value.
The image reconstruction decodes the frame by dequantization and motion compensation (MC). The output stream is compressed using variable-length coding (VLC).
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Figure 8.3: QSDPCM kernel execution times for QCIF resolution.

8.4.2 Profiling & load balancing
We aim to achieving a target performance of 30 frames per second at VGA resolution
(640x480) with a minimum required L1 memory and a maximum of useful processing load, well balanced over all processors. We start by profiling the sequential,
kernel optimized QSDPCM code on a single TI C62 DSP. The computation time of
the different functions can be measured by compiling and running the performance
optimized application on an instruction set simulator (ISS). The results are displayed
in figure 8.3. To achieve the performance target, 6 DSPs are required when they are
operating at their most energy efficient frequency (410MHz in this case [11]).
From the measurements it is clear that the ME1 task is by far the most demanding. It
has about 4 times more cycles than the other motion estimation tasks or the complete
quantization and coding together.

8.4.3 Parallelization
Analysis of the code shows that all kernels can be executed in parallel by constructing a functional pipeline with each kernel in a different pipeline stage. Balanced
requirements for the processor nodes can be achieved by merging multiple kernels
into one thread and assigning them to a single DSP, and by exploiting data-level parallelism by duplicating threads and assigning each of them to a different processor.
For the QSDPCM application a 3-stage functional pipeline and a 4-way data split (of
the ME1 thread) is chosen. The SS2, SS4, ME2 and ME4 kernels are merged into the
ME42 thread and the QC and VLC kernels are merged into the QC thread, as shown
in figure 8.4. This task-graph representation is classic for synthetic application generators such as TGFF [67]. However, it fails not only to capture inter-task synchronization but also the granularity of the synchronization of the various pipeline stages,
e.g. macro-block level or slice level (an ensemble of adjacent macro-blocks covering
the complete width of the image). It is therefore important to use real applications
running on ISSs instead of synthetic applications.
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Figure 8.4: QSDPCM parallelization: three stage functional pipeline and a 4-way data
split of ME1.

If all stages of the pipeline are synchronized at the slice level, the data-split is also
(naturally) a split of a slice. We have chosen to make the data-level split of the ME1
threads at the granularity of a slice, rather than a macro-block, giving each of the four
ME1 processors (ME[1..4]) one quarter of a slice (10 macro-blocks) to process (Figure
8.5). Such a coarse-grain data split has the advantage of averaging out the variation
in processing time over all macro-blocks inside a slice chunk. Moreover with such
a split, data transfers to each processor can be larger, which decreases the relative
overhead in the case of the DMA supported scratch-pad mapping (though we chose
to keep them small for reduced L1 size). The disadvantage of this data-split choice
is that it takes longer before the functional pipeline is filled (filling this functional
pipeline is denoted as pre-amble later on).
Special attention needs to be paid to the motion vector arrays MV2 and MV1 as
they are shared data between the pipeline stages M E42 → M E1 and M E1 → QC,
respectively. A motion vector is composed of a X and a Y coordinate (unsigned
characters) encoding the displacement of a given macroblock between the previous
and the current frame. In a VGA (640x480) image there are 40x30 macroblocks of
16x16 pixels. Note that, given the parallelization, the MV2 array is written by a single
processor (ME42) and (non-overlapping portions of it are) read by the four ME1
processors, whereas parts of the MV1 array are written by the four ME1 processors
and read by a single processor (QC).
The very same data and functional split of the application is used in both mapping
cases: scratch-pad and cache. Application threads are statically scheduled using
barrier synchronization at the Y-loop (slice) level, which iterates over the macroblock stripes of the image (Figure 8.5).
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Figure 8.5: QSDPCM synchronization is performed at the slice level. ME42 processes
an entire slice and is one slice ahead of the 4-way data split of the ME1 threads. That
data-split is made at a coarse granularity of 10 macro-blocks per processor. QC is the last
stage of the functional pipeline; it processes an entire slice.

8.4.4 Scratch-Pad Mapping
In the case of the scratch-pad mapping, inter-processor communication is performed
by transferring blocks with a communication assist.
To automatically schedule the prefetching of the block-transfers (and optimally layout arrays in the memory hierarchy), the application mapped has been analyzed
with a multi-processor version of the single-processor tool (MHLA) described in
[42]. The memory access analysis is an input to the MHLA tool to decide on the
assignment of data to the different memory layers and the scheduling of the blocktransfers. A trade-off between bandwidth and L1 memory usage must be made to
choose the right size of the data copy. The overhead of the block-transfer header is
lower when choosing large copies, but they require more space in L1. The MHLA
tool generates C-code with scheduled block-transfers for a family of (Pareto-optimal)
solutions with different memory requirements (the early version used generated the
block-transfer schedules but required manual intervention to finalize the C-code). It
is the responsibility of the designer to choose one particular trade-off point. For this
application, we have chosen to use 4KB of scratch-pad memory. We thus assume that
the platform running this application provides processor nodes with L1 memories
of at least 4KB.
In the scratch-pad mapping the coherency issue is solved for the shared data of the
motion vector arrays MV2 and MV1. Indeed, coherency problems can only occur
when several processors write shared data. The only array written by multiple processors is the motion vector output of the ME1 stage: the MV1 array1 . Given the chosen data split (slice chunks with 10 macro-blocks per chunk) there are no overlapping
macroblocks between ME1 processors. Consequently all motion vectors written in
the MV1 array as an output of ME1 are written by a single processor (different pro1 There are two MV1 arrays, one for every dimension of the motion vector, but as the discussion is the
same for either of them, we refer to the MV1 array without specifying the dimension.
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cessors write different parts of the array). Moreover, as data-transfers performed
with the CA allow to copy only the required data (contrary to a cache where a cache
line could contain data belonging to another processor) no two entries of MV1 in L2
are written by the same processor, this avoiding all coherency issues.

8.4.5 Cache Mapping
The cache mapping version of the QSDPCM is adapted to the platform architecture
using cache bridges. There are three main differences between this code and the
scratch-pad version. The first difference is that there is no explicit prefetching of
data. Data prefetching with caches is a known technique used in literature [95], but
is out of the scope of this chapter. A direct consequence is that every read or write
miss will cause the processor to stall, waiting for data to be fetched over the NoC.
This stall time can be furthermore increased by also waiting for the flush to memory
of the line being currently replaced by the new line fetch (assuming a write-back
cache).
The second difference is that ensuring coherency of shared data for the MV1 array
becomes a problem. Indeed, all ME1 vectors still write at the same (non-overlapping)
positions in the MV1 array. However, portions of the MV1 array, private to two
different processors will share the same cache line. Indeed, every ME1 processor
processes 10x30 macroblocks (40 macro-blocks per slice, 30 slices per frame and a
data-split between 4 ME1 processors) and hence requires MV1 arrays of size 300
bytes, which is not a multiple of 16, the cache-line size. In case of private portions
of the MV1 array overlapping on the same cache line, a processor will overwrite
portions private to the other, resulting in data corruption. Which private portion
becomes corrupted depends on the order of execution of the line flushes and is not
necessarily deterministic.
The need to ensuring coherency has an important impact on the application code.
Indeed, MV1 data needs to be properly laid out in memory. To this end, we have
chosen to use a padding of 4 bytes for the MV1 arrays: 304 is a multiple of 16, so that
all MV1 data private to a given ME1 processor never has to share a cache line with
MV1 data from another processor.
The third difference in application code comes from the need to explicitly add cacherelated commands to the application code to properly transfer all shared data. Specifically, all shared data that is being read needs explicit line invalidations by the reading processor to guarantee that the latest value stored in L2 is retrieved (the value
cached locally could be out-of-date as no hardware cache coherency is provided).
Conversely, to guarantee that all shared data, temporarily stored in the local caches,
is effectively committed to the L2 memory requires explicit flushes in the application
(we use a write-back cache to avoid the systematic line flushes a write-through cache
would load the NoC with). Explicit flushes and invalidates are performed using an
API (cache line flush(unsigned char* addr) and cache line invalidate(unsigned char* addr))
that accesses memory-mapped control and status registers of the cache. Both functions simply take the physical address of a byte (short and int require explicit casting
in the application code). A third API function, cache sync() needs to be called to ensure that the previous explicit flush or invalidate has succeeded.
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Note that the linker script specifies that only the frame (and a few smaller framerelated) arrays to reside in L2 and be actually cached. The stack is situated in a
local scratch-pad memory (locked cache lines) to optimize away useless traffic on the
NoC, improving application performance. Mapping this application to a pure cachebased system simply requires an adaptation of the linker script and a recompilation.

8.5 System Instantiation and Experiments
This section describes the instantiation of two versions of the MP-SoC platform used
to map the cache and scratch-pad versions of the parallelized QSDPCM application.
These platforms only differ by the type of NoC bridge used. In addition to varying
the type of high-level communication bridge we also vary the type of QoS used on
the NoC (BE and GT).

8.5.1 Simulation Setup
The parallelized version of QSDPCM presented in this chapter requires six processor
nodes (ME42, ME1[1], ME1[2],ME1[3],ME1[4] and QC) to run the various threads
and an L2 memory node to store the current and reconstructed VGA frames plus a
few other smaller temporary arrays required for the kernel processing.
Figure 8.6 shows the instantiation of the MP-SoC platform used for the experiments
as well as the mapping of the various threads to the processor nodes. Every processor node is composed of a TI-C62 DSPs (an ISS), with a hierarchy of buses, an
instruction memory and a scratch-pad data memory (L1). The DSP can issue two
load/stores per cycle and the L1 is a banked memory with four banks. The memory node contains an L2 memory. The NoC interconnects all processor and memory
nodes. It is composed of routers and network interfaces modeled in SystemC at the
transaction-level. It provides both BE and GT QoS classes and uses a mesh topology. An atomic transaction of the NoC is the transmission of a flit between any two
routers or between a network interface and a router. A flit, or flow-control unit, is
the sub-unit of a packet for which the processing of the flow control is atomic. On
the data-path, the flit can be furthermore decomposed into pipelined units of data
(called phits). The NoC modeled here uses a 32-bit data-path (plus 2 bits for out-ofband flow control information) and has three phits per flit. In one transaction (one
flit-clock) there are thus 96 bits of data transmitted.
The purpose of the experiment is to show the effect of application mapping and
bridge types over NoC traffic. We did thus not attempt to optimize NoC topology
nor thread to DSP node mapping. The underlying assumption is that we use an
MP-SoC platform designed for a certain application domain and thus not optimized
to a particular application. In other words, the platform architecture is an input
to the application mapping process. Moreover, an application dynamically started
by an operating system may have a sub-optimal allocation of threads to processing
resources.
We use NoCTurn, a custom MP-SoC platform simulator to build the cache-bridge and
communication assist versions of this MP-SoC platform (Figure 8.6) and simulate the
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Figure 8.6: Mapping of parallelized QSDPCM to MP-SoC platform.

QSDPCM application. NoCTurn is a transaction-level SystemC simulator that uses
an XML-based configuration file to describe the MP-SoC platform and the NoC in a
very flexible way (this instance of the NoC is configured to mimic Æthereal; the main
differences are likely to come from the packetization policy in the network interfaces
as they are less detailed in literature). At the NoC level, the atomic transaction is
a flit (96 data bits per flit, ie. three 32-bit phits) whereas for a processor the atomic
transaction consists of the simulation of one ISS cycle.
As the QSDPCM application has a relatively high data locality, at VGA resolution it
requires relatively modest amounts of bandwidth from the NoC. To have a realistic
NoC load we have chosen to clock it at a modest 75MHz (40ns per flit), providing a
total bandwidth of about 4GB/s (286 MB/s per point-to-point link). The TI-C62 DSP
instruction set simulators are clocked at 500MHz and instructions fit in L1. We use
time-annotated functional models of communication-assist and cache bridges.
For flexibility, the NoC uses source routing and has been configured to provide both
BE and GT services. We use wormhole-switched, input-buffered, routers with two
prioritized virtual channels. The low-priority virtual channel carries only BE packets
and can buffer up to 8 flits. The high-priority virtual channel is assigned to transfer
GT packets. A central contention-free allocation of time-slots guarantees that no
two GT packets collide in the system at any time, thus effectively guaranteeing the
throughput. A direct consequence is that the GT virtual channel only needs buffering
space for phits of the flit it is currently processing (the flit will be out at the next flit
cycle). We thus use a 1-flit deep buffer.
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The GT network interfaces are configured with time-slot wheels of 16 time-slots
(18MB/s per time-slot in the current configuration). The GT network interfaces furthermore use end-to-end credit-based flow control to guarantee that the target GT
network interface has sufficient buffer space to consume all GT data it receives from
the NoC.

8.5.2 Experiments
We have two flavors of the same application (and MP-SoC platform) and two possible QoS configurations for the NoC. In the case of the scratch-pad mapped application, we only present the results using the GT QoS. Indeed, data prefetching
code has been inserted in the application code based on the assumption the NoC
can guarantee pre-computed bandwidth requirements, making it a natural candidate to use only the GT QoS. Using GT connections has here not only the advantage
of guaranteeing the precomputed application performance, but also of guaranteeing the same performance regardless of other applications potentially concurrently
sharing communication resources. This technique combining pre-computed data
pre-fetches over a guaranteed NoC allows to optimize applications independently
of each other and guarantees run-time composability. This experiment is referred to
as MHLA-GT.
For the cache-based version of the application we have the choice of using a single
QoS class (BE or GT) or have certain connections use BE and the others GT. For
simplicity, we have chosen to study the two cases at the extremes of the spectrum.
In one class of experiments (Cache-BE) we use only BE connections and in the other
(Cache-GT) only GT connections are used.
For all three classes of experiments we use the same pre-computed paths through
the NoC. Furthermore the MHLA-GT and Cache-GT experiments use the exact same
(pre-computed) time-slot allocations. Table 8.1 shows, for every source network interface, the source routing configuration and the time-slot allocation (GT only). The
source routing is indicated as a list of coordinates of the routers to follow from source
to destination (Figure 8.6). The source slots are only relevant to GT connections
(MHLA-GT and Cache-GT experiments). They indicate the time-slots at which the
source network interface may inject flits in the network. As GT flits are guaranteed
to cross one hop per flit-clock (there is one flit per time-slot), it is sufficient to specify
the time-slot table at the source network interface (no time-slot tables are required in
the routers).
The careful reader will notice that we have allocated two time-slots for the (ME42,L2)
and (QC,L2) connections and one time-slot for each of the (ME1[1..4],L2) connections. This choice is derived from the need to satisfy the bandwidth requirements
computed for the scratch-pad (MHLA) mapping given the constraint of an L1 data
memory of 4KB (Section 8.4.4). Note that all connections have for target the L2 memory. The sum of the number of allocated time-slots at the memory side is 8 (8 slots
for incoming data and 8 for outgoing data) amounting to 50% of the bandwidth of
the NoC and thus sparing some bandwidth for other applications to execute concurrently on the same MP-SoC.
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Path
M E42 → L2
L2 → M E42
M E1[1] → L2
L2 → M E1[1]
M E1[2] → L2
L2 → M E1[2]
M E1[3] → L2
L2 → M E1[3]
M E1[4] → L2
L2 → M E1[4]
QC → L2
L2 → QC

Source Routing
(0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1)
(1, 1), (1, 0), (0, 0)
(0, 1), (1, 1)
(1, 1), (0, 1)
(0, 2), (0, 1), (1, 1)
(1, 1), (0, 1), (0, 2)
(1, 0), (1, 1)
(1, 1), (1, 0)
(1, 1)
(1, 1)
(1, 2), (1, 1)
(1, 1), (1, 2)

Source Slots (GT)
01
01
8
3
10
5
3
7
12
9
56
11 12

Table 8.1: Path and time-slot allocations in the experiments.

NoCTurn achieves very good simulation speeds. With all statistics enabled, a VGA
frame is encoded in 9.1 minutes (MHLA-GT experiment), corresponding for the
DSPs to a total of 317K cycles/s (53K cycles/s per DSP) and for the NoC to a total of 3K flits/s (respectively 374K cycles/s and 3.5K flits/s without extensive NoC
statistics).

8.6 Results and Discussion
In this section we present and analyze system-level results contrasting the effects of
the application mapping type flavor (and of the related NoC bridge). We furthermore compare the effect of the QoS on the same type of application mapping.

8.6.1 Exploration of Cache Parameters
By construction, we have specified that the scratch-pad mapping of the application
needs an L1 memory of at least 4KB. But, what cache size and configuration should
be used for the cache-based mapping? Thanks to the high flexibility of our platform
simulator, we have run a batch of experiments varying the cache size and its associativity. We have explored a direct-mapped cache, a 2-way and a 4-way set-associative
cache. For all associativity settings we ran experiments with cache sizes of 512 bytes,
1KB, 2KB, 4KB, 8KB and 16KB. All caches are configured to flush dirty lines to L2 using a write-back policy and use a least recently used (LRU) line replacement policy.
Figure 8.7 is a plot of the total number of read and write misses that occurred during
the processing of one complete VGA frame. For every of the ME42, ME1[2] and QC
processors we show the cache misses for a selection of cache sizes and associativity
(2k 4w indicates a 4-way set-associative cache of 2KB and 4k 1w a direct-mapped
cache of 4KB).
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A high number of cache misses indicates a large stall penalty for the DSP (waiting
for data to be fetched over the NoC) and is thus inversely proportional to the application performance. We are to select a cache configuration where, for all thread
types, the number of misses is low. For this application, the direct-mapped cache
performs poorly for sizes under 8KB, whereas there is little performance difference
when going from a 2-way set-associative cache to a 4-way one.
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Figure 8.7: Cache misses for various cache sizes and cache associativity.

Given the results of Figure 8.7, a 4KB, 2-way set-associative cache seems to be a
good performance/hardware-complexity trade-off. The rest of the experiments is
thus performed using these parameters for the cache configuration (optimal for this
application).

8.6.2 Compared Performance
This section compares the three experiments MHLA-GT, Cache-GT and Cache-BE in
terms of execution time. The GT and BE experiments use the optimal configuration:
a 2-way set-associative cache of 4KB with write-back and LRU commit and eviction
policies. It is important to note that in both experiments not all data is cached. For
instance the DSP stack (contains scalars and many intermediate arrays) is mapped
to a local scratch-pad memory (or to locked lines of a cache that needs then to be
bigger than 4KB). This hybrid solution is already an optimization with respect to a
purely cache-based system where a temporary scalar put on the stack could replace
a cache-line needed in the next processing cycle.
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For each of the three experiments and for every processor type (ME42,ME1 and QC)
figure 8.8 presents a stack-plot of the necessary DSP cycles required to complete the
processing of one frame. We only present the results for the processor ME1[2] as the
other ME1 processors have very similar results (an indication that the difference in
latency due to the difference in number of NoC hops is negligible). The more DSP
cycles required, the lower the application performance.
The total DSP cycles are the sum of the cycles spent in L2 stalls, L1 bank conflicts,
thread synchronization, pipeline pre-amble and processing cycles. The L2 stalls correspond to the accumulated cache-miss penalties for the cache-based experiments
and to the accumulated cycles waiting for block-transfers for the MHLA experiment
(not all data prefetches can be perfectly overlapped with computing time). L1 bank
conflicts occur when both load/store units of the TI-C62 DSP attempt to access the
same bank in the 4-banked L1 data memory. They prove to have a minimal impact
on the overall processing cycles so we omit them in discussing the results thereafter.
Thread synchronization corresponds to the number of cycles a DSP stalls waiting for
the other pipeline stages to complete before processing the next image slice. The preamble is the time the ME1[1..4] and QC processors spend in the first thread synchronization waiting for the pipeline to fill-up. Finally the processing cycles (roughly)
correspond to the time spent in effective data processing.
First notice that, for every experiment (MHLA-GT, Cache-BE and Cache-GT) taken
in part, the total number of required DSP cycles is almost the same for all processor
types2 . This result is very simply explained by the fact that all pipeline stages are
synchronized with one another. While obvious, this effect is typically not captured
when using traffic generators, regardless of whether using randomly generated data
or application traces from single-processor simulations.
Overall, the MHLA-GT experiment has the best performance and the best ratio of
processing cycles to total number of cycles (Table 8.2). MHLA-GT also displays the
lowest ratio of cycles spent in thread synchronization and L2 stall cycles (Table 8.2).
The percentage of total cycles spent in preamble is marginally higher for the MHLAGT experiment but its absolute value is lower.
Experiment
MHLA-GT
Cache-BE
Cache-GT

L1
1.5
0.9
0.3

L2
14.6
26.1
46.6

Processing
66.8
45.2
17.7

Preamble
5.9
4.9
5.1

Thread Sync
11.2
22.9
30.3

Table 8.2: Average percentages of L1 and L2 stalls, processing, preamble and thread
synchronization cycles with respect to the total number of cycles.

On the contrary, despite the very same time-slot allocation, the Cache-GT displays
the worst performance, a factor 3.7 slower than its scratch-pad counterpart. Most of
the DSP cycles are spent in L2 misses (46.6 %) and in thread synchronization (30.3
%). Whereas in the MHLA-GT case the bandwidth reserved is sufficient to avoid
stalls thanks to the timely data pre-fetches, the same amount of reservation is insufficient for the Cache-GT experiment. Despite the guarantees provided by the GT
2 The processor running the QC thread has a slightly higher number of cycles, but this is an artifact
of the application testbench that after processing one frame, fetches the reconstructed frame from L2 to
verify its correctness by computing a CRC.
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Figure 8.8: Processing cycles. Cache (BE and GT) versus MHLA (GT).

connections, the communication becomes a bottleneck causing very high cache-miss
penalties. The higher amount of thread synchronization (Figure 8.8) is a direct consequence of the cache miss penalties on the ME42 processor. For every slice the
ME1[1..4] and QC processors stall, meaning that the cache miss penalty on ME42
cannot be hidden in the processing pipeline.
Compare now the Cache-BE to the Cache-GT experiment (Figure 8.8). In terms of
overall performance the BE version is a factor 3.1 better than its GT counterpart.
The main difference in performance comes from the higher amount of stall cycles
spent in waiting for cache misses to L2. Naturally, both applications have strictly
the same number of cache misses as they are running the same binary code and
the cache-configuration is the same. The difference in the cache miss penalty only
comes from the amount of bandwidth available on the NoC in both experiments.
In the Cache-BE experiment as much bandwidth as available can be used, so in the
current setup, where the QSDPCM is the only application running on the platform,
we obtain the best possible performance of the cache mapping. Of course, when
sharing the communication resources with another application, the performance of
the Cache-BE experience will not only degrade, but it will degrade in a completely
non-predictable manner (no composability of applications).
Conversely, in the Cache-GT experiment, whereas bandwidth is reserved so that performance is predictable, the maximum bandwidth available is also constrained by
the reservations. In this case, the amount of GT bandwidth reserved is insufficient
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to absorb the traffic peaks generated by the cache misses. The direct consequence
is a very high cache miss penalty explaining the 46.6% of cycles spent in L2 stalls
compared to the 26.1% of the Cache-BE experiment (Table 8.2). In the Cache-GT
experiment, the ME1[2] processor spends 45.1% of its total cycles in thread synchronization, whereas for the ME42 and QC the amount of thread synchronization is
almost negligible. This is an indication that the ME1[1..4] processors have sufficient
bandwidth allocated with the one time-slot, but have to wait on ME42 and QC. The
communication bottleneck is thus in the bandwidth allocated to these two processors. Naturally, more time-slots can be allocated for ME42 and QC. However, with
all slots allocated, the overall performance will be at best as good as the BE one. The
more time-slots allocated, the less resources are available to other applications.
The careful reader may notice that, especially for the ME42 processor, there are more
”processing” cycles for the Cache-GT experiment than for the Cache-BE (Figure 8.8).
This is an artifact of way processing cycles are counted on the ISS for the cache experiment. Indeed, we count the explicit cache flushes (and invalidates) as application
code and hence they appear as processing cycles. In ME42, explicit cache flushes occur in a loop when committing the MV2 (motion vector) array to L2. At every cache
flush the DSP stalls waiting for the line to be committed. With less bandwidth available in the GT experiment, the cache flushes cause the DSP to stall longer, artificially
increasing the ”processing” cycles.
Finally, note that the best possible case of cache mapping, Cache-BE, is still a factor
1.23 slower than the scratch-pad MHLA-GT mapping. The difference is explained
by the lower number of stall cycles in L2 memory accesses of 14.6% for MHLAGT versus 26.1% for Cache-BE (Table 8.2). The scratch-pad version is able to hide
an important part of the latency of the NoC and the entire memory hierarchy by
pre-fetching data (overlapping communication with computation). A cache also attempts to overlap communication and computation by exploiting spatial locality, but
cannot be as effective as a (good) scratch-pad manager. Indeed, application control
flow can be analyzed offline to perform scratch-pad management.

8.6.3 Compared NoC Traffic
We have shown that the cache miss penalty is related to the amount of bandwidth
available on the NoC. The less bandwidth available, the higher the miss penalty.
Moreover, the cache generates more traffic than the scratch-pad experiment. Indeed, after the first compulsory misses, all cache misses (reads or writes) that replace (valid) dirty lines require not only the missing line to be fetched from L2, but
also the dirty line to be committed to L2. Scratch-pad management can avoid this
issue by performing a life-time analysis of the arrays and avoiding to replace the
useful ones. An additional reason for a higher traffic on a cache-bridge architecture
is the ratio between protocol overhead and amount of useful data sent. The cache
bridge protocol needs minimally an overhead of two words per missing line. One
word is used for the address of the line to fetch/commit and the other for other flags
and a command: read, write, read-answer, write-acknowledge. In a cache the ratio
bridge protocol to application data sent over the NoC is fixed by the cache-line size.
The communication assist bridge has also a protocol overhead (8 words for the most
complex 2-dimensional block transfers). However, the amount of data transferred
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can be proportionally much larger than the protocol overhead, hence reducing the
gross amount of traffic NoC load with respect to a cache bridge.
Whereas for a cache miss the processor stalls for a duration equivalent to the latency
of the miss, in the standpoint of NoC traffic it is difficult to find a relevant definition for the latency of a block-transfer. Indeed, their size varies and the pre-fetching
hides a part of the latency. A relevant measure is then the L2 stall cycles and these are
directly measurable on the processor (Figure 8.8). We therefore analyze NoC traffic
from a bandwidth point of view. Figures 8.9(a,b) show the instant throughput at the
output of the network interfaces in the ME42, and L2 nodes. The Cache-GT experiment generates traffic for the longest time as the execution of the application takes
longer. This shows, now in terms of NoC traffic, that the execution of the Cache-GT
mapping is slower due to the limited bandwidth (effect already noticed on the L2
stall cycles of Figure 8.8). The effect of saturation due to the limits imposed by the
reservations is best observed in Figure 8.9(a) (Cache-GT experiment). Note however
that the traffic saturates at a level lower than the actual amount of bandwidth reserved, simply because of processor stalls induced by the complex synchronization
between the various pipeline stages (themselves limited by the bandwidth reservations). Again, this outlines the importance of using real applications and not only
traffic generators.
Note in figure 8.9(b) that Cache-GT displays numerous peaks of traffic, thereby
making a very poor usage of the reserved resources. The two other experiments
make a much better usage of the bandwidth, either because the scratch-pad mapping smoothes the traffic (MHLA-GT) or because the peaks of cache traffic can be
absorbed with all bandwidth available (Cache-BE) (Figure 8.9(b)). This shows, in
terms of NoC traffic, that data-prefetching allows filling much better the guaranteed
bandwidth, making a much better usage of the reserved resources.
Figures 8.9(b,c) contrast the instant and average throughput of the output of the L2
memory node. The main contribution to this traffic is thus due to read-responses
to requests from the DSPs. It is very interesting to notice that, whereas the MHLAGT has a lower average traffic than the Cache-BE experiment, in terms of instant
throughput it generates much higher peaks. Though this may seem at first counterintuitive, it is actually explained by the fact that the scratch-pad based mapping
performs read requests in much larger blocks than a cache-line. Therefore, every
read request on the scratch-pad mapping generates a large burst of data (albeit limited by the GT reservations). On the contrary, a cache requires a larger number of
request/response transactions to transfer the same amount of data. This has two
consequences: on the one hand, overall more traffic needs to be sent as the overhead of the cache-bridge protocol is multiplied by the number of transactions (this
explains the high average throughput). On the other hand, the peaks of data generated are limited by the cache-line size thereby explaining the low peaks of instant
traffic for the cache BE experiment (the high density of peaks adds up to a higher
average throughput though). Note furthermore that an increase in the number of request/response transactions for the same amount of application data transferred has
a non-negligible impact on latency (which explains the particularly poor behavior of
the Cache-GT experiment).
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8.7 Conclusion
This chapter presents the parallelization of a video encoder application and its mapping to two flavors of a NoC supported MP-SoC platform. The first version of the
platform uses scratch-pad management to perform data transfers in the memory
hierarchy, whereas the second one is cache based. We introduce a novel type of
distributed DMA to support the data transfers of the scratch-pad version of the platform.
By running the two versions of the application on a custom MP-SoC platform simulator, we quantitatively show that the scratch-pad mapping obtains the best performance results overall. We show that this mapping benefits from using a guaranteed
throughput QoS as its performance can be guaranteed regardless of other application load on the platform. Furthermore, this mapping helps in smoothing the NoC
traffic and can be used to efficiently fill-up the NoC resources reserved.
Our results show that, on the contrary, the GT QoS greatly hinders the performance
of the cache-based mapping (a factor 3.7 slower than its scratch-pad counterpart).
Using a best-effort QoS (on an unloaded NoC), the cache-mapping version is only
20% slower than the scratch-pad mapping. However, the NoC load will impact the
BE cache-mapping in an unpredictable way, possibly requiring an application rewrite taking into account the other traffic loads, introducing high NRE re-design
costs.
We demonstrate that, for the transfer of the same amount of application data, a
cache-based MP-SoC generates significantly more traffic on the NoC than a (correctly used) scratch-pad supported MP-SoC. We recommend, where possible, to use
scratch-pad management for NoC supported MP-SoCs as they show excellent performance. In addition, they are not sensitive to QoS levels and can thus benefit from
guaranteed bandwidth to achieve predictability. Finally, their efficient usage of the
bandwidth reservations leaves headroom for other applications, ensuring composability.
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Conclusions
From the moment I picked your book up until I laid it down,
I was convulsed with laughter.
Someday I intend reading it.
Groucho Marx

I

n the history of EDA, sustained exponential technology scaling has created a
number of gaps between the increasing number of available gates per area unit
and the productivity of the designers. Several paradigm shifts have been necessary to bridge these gaps. Register Transfer Level (RTL) synthesis has allowed to
transform a high-level (behavioral) design into a gate level description, abstracting
away complexity from the designer and opening up the way to the age of ASICs.
Very soon, multiple ASICs have been integrated on a single chip, leading to complex
SoCs, where IP-reuse is key.
The complexity of SoCs has been rapidly growing, raising serious issues of verification and of last-minute changes required by the rapid evolution of standards in
the domain of nomadic embedded systems. Programmability of these SoCs has thus
become the first key challenge to face the ever increasing non-recurring engineering
costs, leading to the MP-SoC paradigm shift. The second key challenge for MP-SoC
platforms is to achieve scalability so that different product generations can be made
by extending a base architecture. Scalability requires processing, storage and communication resources to be distributed; programmability requires them to be configurable. Whereas IP-reuse has made distribution of processing and storage common on state-of-the-art SoCs, the distribution of communication resources is a new
and challenging topic. Distributed, scalable communication resources are grouped
under the term network-on-chip (and are at the core of this thesis). The third key
challenge arises from the fact that MP-SoC platforms are programmable parallel architectures. Several applications, independently designed and optimized, are thus
likely to concurrently run on an MP-SoC platform, sharing processing, storage and
communication resources. To avoid unpredictable application behavior, shared plat-
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form resources should be virtualized so as to present the applications with the illusion they are running on private platforms independently of one another. Platform
virtualization is a complex key topic and should ideally cover all shared resource
types: processing, storage and communication. This thesis takes a first approach at
platform virtualization focusing on virtualization of communication (and to a lesser
extent of storage). Though not a hard constraint, processing resources are assumed
to be private1 (not shared).
This chapter is a concluding overview of the work covered in this thesis and is further organized as follows. Section 9.1 summarizes the thesis. Section 9.2 discusses
interesting topics to explore in future work. Finally, Section 9.3 gives concluding
remarks.

9.1 Summary
Because programmability and run-time management of several applications are key
to the MP-SoC paradigm challenge we take a top-down approach, starting from their
requirements to derive an adequate MP-SoC platform template (Figure 9.1). The
design-time application flow we are considering, assumes a (distributed) sharedmemory view of the platform. It relies on software-controlled scratch-pad management to exploit data-reuse and complex memory hierarchies to trade-off memory
size versus bandwidth and energy use (in case of large L1 memories, data can be
prefetched long in advance). Blocks of data are pre-fetched to hide the memory
and communication latency, but require hard bounds on bandwidth (and latency) to
determine how long ahead the pre-fetch is to occur. We derive a set of properties
of the underlying MP-SoC architecture to support these assumptions and requirements. Communication is virtualized so that resources can be reserved or reactively
managed in order to provide bandwidth and latency bounds (Chapters 4 and 6).
Furthermore, virtualization allows to guarantee composability of independently optimized applications. A distributed shared-memory view of the platform is provided
by bridges at the system layer (Chapter 8, Appendix B). A specific communicationassist bridge provides advanced support for block-transfers (scratch-pad management) (Appendix A).
The run-time manager requires the platform to be flexible and reconfigurable, so
as to dynamically start applications. Moreover, communication resources are to be
managed at run-time, either in a proactive mode or in a reactive mode. Proactive
management of resources mainly relates to the run-time configuration of virtualized
communication resources. Reactive communication run-time management implies
monitoring, decision making and actuating. Finally, whereas virtualization of communication helps application composability, it may negatively impact application
start-up time (transient peaks of application state data take longer on virtualized
resources). To support the requirements of the run-time manager, we introduced advanced forms of virtualization to reduce application freeze-time (Chapter 6). Hardware support and algorithms for monitoring, decision making and actuating are provided (Chapters 4 and 5). We presented reconfigurable, flexible models of NoCs in
Chapter 5 and in Annex B. We provided support for proactive control of virtualized
1 Time-slicing

of the processor is a simple virtualization technique for the processing resources.
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communication resources under the form of a run-time time-slot and path finding
algorithm and of a remote NoC reconfiguration mechanism (Chapter 7).
Top-Down Requirements from:
- Run-Time Management
- Application Design-Flow

Run-Time Manager
Application
TI-C62

L1
Data

L1

MP-SoC Platform Simulator: NoCTurn

Inst.

System Layer (Bridges)
Communication-Assist Bridge
Network Interface Layer
Network Layer
NoC for Scalability
QoS for Virtualization
Advanced QoS: SuperGT

Reactive Communication Control
Run-Time QoS Management
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MP-SoC Proof-of-Concept: QSDPCM Cache vs. Scratch-Pad Mappings

Figure 9.1: The thesis spans the whole MP-SoC system-level view.

We now give a brief overview of the different chapters in this thesis.
Chapter 3: Networks-on-Chip are elegant solutions for scalable, flexible, run-time
reconfigurable communication resources that can support QoS to provide virtualization. We recommend the use of NoCs that provide guarantees for bandwidth and
latency as well as non-guaranteed (best-effort) services. The Æthereal NoC is a good
template fulfilling these basic requirements. Chapter 3 discusses fundamental concepts and state-of-the-art of NoCs and of QoS. Though NoCs are often considered
to finish at the network-interface layer, we recommend for NoC exploration to also
take into account the system-layer (and ideally also the application layer) as it has a
very important impact on the traffic in the underlying layers.
Chapter 4: Reactive communication control of an NoC requires three main components: monitoring of the communication, decision making processes and actuating.
After analysis of the design-space of reactive communication control, we study two
solutions close to the extremes. In both cases we use a traffic-shaping actuator at the
connection-level. The first solution furthermore uses connection-level (network interface layer) monitoring and it uses a global decision making under the control of a
run-time manager. We show that reactive flow-control can drastically reduce block-
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ing (95%) on the NoC for a very small drop in throughput (less than 5%). The second
solution extends the NoC hardware to perform link-level monitoring and uses a distributed decision making process to control the actuators. The hardware overhead is
small (about 5% per router) and the complete control loop between congested link to
actuator at the origin of congestion is shown to react swiftly (within the flight time
of 10 packets) so as to reactively control congestion.
Chapter 5: A proof-of-concept NoC-enabled MP-SoC platform emulator running realistic applications in real-time is demonstrated in Chapter 5. The Gecko2 emulator
features two NoCs (separating data and control) that interconnect 1 master processor
(StrongARM) to 8 slave processors. Two of the slave processors expose the underlying FPGA fabric of the emulator and can be used for dynamic partial reconfiguration.
Gecko2 is steered by a run-time manager and demonstrates hierarchical reconfiguration of computing resources and reactive communication control of an NoC.
Chapter 6: Whereas the two previous chapters focus on providing a form of (weaker)
platform virtualization based on reactive control of the communication, this chapter
and the following ones assume a proactive form of communication virtualization
based on hard real-time guarantees provided with TDMA. State-of-the-art communication virtualization provides hard real-time guarantees on bandwidth (and
latency), but at the same time sets an absolute maximum on how much resources
may be used by a guaranteed connection. This is problematic because resources often need to be over-allocated so as to absorb unpredictable peaks of traffic above
the reserved resources (or to minimize average latency). We introduce a novel QoS
class, SuperGT that extends the GT QoS class and allows to use more communication resources than strictly reserved. SuperGT uses priority transfer for packets
so as to guarantee in-order packet-delivery on the same connection. Simulation results show throughput improvements up to 3x and cache-miss latency reductions
up to 8x for the SuperGT QoS compared to the GT QoS. Synthesis results of the SuperGT virtual channel manager, the critical block in the SuperGT router, show an
area increase of less than 7% in a state-of-the-art router of large arity. Moreover, the
SuperGT network interface can be made to scale like state-of-the-art network interfaces. SuperGT is a very interesting and novel QoS class, that could be beneficial to
many MP-SoC applications. Given the important benefits sGT provides in terms of
latency reduction, the SuperGT NoC can be a relatively inexpensive enhancement to
state-of-the-art packet-switched networks-on-chip with differentiated services.
Chapter 7: We address (central) run-time management of virtualized communication resources in Chapter 7. We introduce a time-space representation of NoCs with
TDMA QoS and an algorithm to perform dynamic time-slot allocation and path finding. For a realistic application running on a 4x4 MP-SoC, we show that this algorithm
can perform the allocation of a connection (time-slots and path) in maximally 900μs
when executing on a modest Strong-ARM processor clocked at 200 MHz. Furthermore, the run-time reconfiguration of communication resources in a distributed MPSoC over a NoC is addressed. The proof-of-concept implementation on NoCTurn,
our TLM MP-SoC platform simulator shows that the resource configuration time is
negligible with respect to the allocation time. NoCTurn is furthermore detailed in
Appendix B.
Chapter 8: In order to verify the effectiveness of our top-down approach to MPSoC platforms, starting from the application design-flow requirements, Chapter 8
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presents the parallelization of a realistic video encoder application (VGA resolution)
and its mapping to two flavors of a NoC supported MP-SoC platform. The first version of the platform uses scratch-pad management to perform data transfers in the
memory hierarchy, whereas the second one, used for comparison purposes is cache
based. To support the data transfers of the scratch-pad version of the platform, we
use IMEC’s communication-assist, a novel type of distributed DMA, further detailed
in Appendix A.
By running the two versions of the application on the NoCTurn MP-SoC platform
simulator, we quantitatively show that the scratch-pad mapping (combined to its
dedicated platform support) obtains the best performance results overall. We furthermore show that this mapping benefits from using virtualized communication as
its performance can be guaranteed regardless of other application load on the platform, thereby achieving application composability. Our results show that, on the
contrary, virtualization of communication greatly hinders the performance of the
cache-based mapping (a factor 3.7 slower than its scratch-pad counterpart). Even
when using the total bandwidth of a Best Effort (BE) QoS (unloaded NoC), the cachemapping version is still 20% slower than the scratch-pad mapping. Moreover, in the
presence of traffic from other applications, the NoC load will impact the BE cachemapping in an unpredictable way, possibly requiring an application re-write taking
into account the other traffic loads, introducing high NRE re-design costs. We thus
demonstrate that the combination of our MP-SoC platform support and its efficient
exploitation by the design-tools does not only offer the best overall performance, but
also ensures composability2 of applications, thereby validating our approach.

9.2 Future Work
This thesis takes a holistic approach of MP-SoC platform communication so as to
analyze the impact of the various layers on one another. It starts from the combined
requirements of a run-time manager and of the application layer to derive an MPSoC platform architecture that spans as many layers as possible, from the systemlayer down to the (upper boundaries of the) data-link layer (Figure 9.1). However,
in view of time, this vertical approach of MP-SoC spans the horizontal dimensions
of the design-space relatively narrowly, leaving much latitude for future work.

9.2.1 Reactive Communication Control
For the matter of reactive communication control on NoCs, we see three interesting
directions for future work. A logical first enhancement of the global connectionlevel management would be to extend the flow-control mechanism to also perform
congestion-control. A central view on the congestion in the system allows to globally
optimize the system. Many decisions can be taken such as shaping traffic with the
2 Under the assumption of private computing resources (or fixed time-slicing of processor resources)
the TDMA sharing of the bandwidth at the network interface layer ensures that memory accesses at
the system layer are serialized. Hard-guarantees are thus propagated to the storage resources, thereby
virtualizing the platform and ensuring applications run independently of one another.
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actuator, but also to re-route traffic on less congested paths. A central congestioncontrol requires the run-time manager to take into account the interaction between
several connections, based on their paths through the network. Congestion is thus
not directly measured at the data-link layer but hot-spots are located by correlating
information such as the respective paths taken by connections at the network layer
and the congestion notifications from the network interface layer.
Another direction for future work could start by combining both the central and distributed approaches we have taken here, as extensive trade-offs can be done in their
interaction. For instance it would be very interesting to have the global controller
fine-tune the parameters of the window size algorithm (such as the values of k and
l controlling the aggressiveness of the window) and let the distributed mechanism
control the actuators for faster reaction time.
Finally, reactive communication control is also relevant to NoCs with more virtualization capabilities, such as NoCs providing guaranteed services. Reactive communication control could for instance be used to regulate the traffic of lower priority
QoS classes.

9.2.2 SuperGT QoS
The SuperGT QoS and SuperGT NoC open a large design space to explore and provide attractive benefits, making them very interesting candidates for future work.
One of the topics that should be addressed first is determining the best performancecost trade-off for SuperGT connections in terms of maximum packet size. We indeed expect that 1-flit packets are the optimal choice for SuperGT connections, but
the effects of packet-size (in SuperGT connections) on low-priority traffic congestion
should be quantified.
In terms of area cost, using 1-flit packets for SuperGT has many advantages: the
NI port does not need to be changed, the buffers in the routers can remain very
small and the packetization table in the SuperGT NI is reduced by one-third. In
terms of bandwidth, the NoC protocol overhead due to small packet sizes is to be
compared to the unused payload space filled with ”bubbles” (caused by the fixed
packet size constraint for SuperGT connections). In terms of latency, the loss due
to NoC protocol overhead is to be compared to the gains provided by the workconserving property of 1-flit packetization schemes for SuperGT connections.
A second very important topic for future work is the optimization of the packetization table inside the SuperGT network interface. This optimization should furthermore take into account the encoding for both GT and sGT QoS classes. A related
topic is determining the best trade-off between the number of simultaneous SuperGT
connections supported and the cost of the packetization table.
Another direction for future work is the minimization of the Hi dummy packets
sent over SuperGT connections to improve the performance of non-guaranteed (lowpriority) traffic. For instance, the network interface could be made to send less
dummy packets thanks to a better estimation of the number of Lo packets in flight
(the end-to-end credit-based flow control scheme could be used to this end). Or, instead of injecting dummy packets at the network interface in order to timely eject
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stalled Lo packets in the network layer, it would be possible to include a deadline
information in the packet header (e.g. the time-slot number at which a Hi packet
would be present at the router where the packet is stalled). The virtual channel manager needs then to have a time-slot counter and promote the stalled Lo packet should
a Hi packet not arrived before the deadline expired. This technique has the advantage of avoiding the injection of dummy Hi packets that waste bandwidth usable
at other connections. However, it increases the cost of the routers (local time-slot
counter) and generates more NoC protocol overhead because of the deadline information that needs to be transferred. A quantitative comparison of both techniques
would be interesting for future work.
In general, it would be interesting to evaluate the SuperGT QoS on a more complex
application and the QSDPCM cache-based mapping of Chapter 8 is an ideal candidate. Finally, another very important topic for future work is a HDL implementation
of a SuperGT network interface (and ideally of a complete SuperGT NoC) to accurately quantify the performance/costs trade-offs.

9.2.3 Run-Time QoS management
Future work on run-time time-slot and path allocation could focus on defining the
needs of NoC reconfiguration mechanisms. Indeed, once the communication resources have been centrally assigned, the decisions need to be distributed to configure the various network interfaces. The results of the early work presented in
section 7.4.2 (similar to the very recent publication of Hansson on the reconfiguration of the Æthereal NoC [91]) could be extended for instance to synchronize the
various threads upon starting of an application.
Another interesting future work direction for the distributed configuration of the
network-interfaces using the network layer is the study of QoS trade-offs for configuration packets. On the one hand, if GT connections are to be used for configuration
it is possible to guarantee the reconfiguration latency. On the other hand GT connections require allocated time-slots for the sole purpose of reconfiguration. Either
the reconfiguration latency is increased by dynamically allocating these time-slots, or
time-slots are pre-allocated for reconfiguration and remain unused during the whole
application run-time, thereby wasting guaranteed bandwidth and increasing bandwidth fragmentation. On the contrary, if BE connections are to be used, it is inexpensive to have pre-allocated paths to send the configuration packets, but it becomes
difficult to predict the reconfiguration latency. Extending the run-time time-slot and
path allocation algorithm to sGT connections is thus a very interesting topic.
Finally, the dynamic time-slot and path allocation algorithm should be generalized to
different topologies, and a method to perform allocations for optimized non-regular
NoC topologies should be derived.

9.2.4 Communication Assist
The communication assist should be addressed in view of a complete platform virtualization (including processing and storage additionally to communication). Indeed,
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we have assumed in this work that there is dedicated hardware support to perform
block transfers for every pair of FIFOs in the network interface (in other words that
the NoC is connection-oriented). With a GT QoS, the time-slot allocation guarantees that packets from different connections arrive at different moments in time, so
the memory accesses (on a memory node for instance) are serialized. Thanks to this
serialization, all memory conflicts are effectively avoided between different guaranteed connections (the virtualization of the communication resources ripples up to
the storage). While this approach is consistent it is only pragmatic for a limited number of connections. On a connection-oriented NoC a communication assist serving
multiple GT connections serialized by the time-slot allocations can use the time-slot
information to predict which connection is likely to be active. Hardware resources
to serve a single connection are thereby sufficient.
More high-level services than just BTs are required for bridges at the system-layer.
Future work should address the study of a unified communication-assist bridge that
performs BTs, that supports token FIFOs, that responds to load/store requests from
the local processor and that provides cache controller functionality. Furthermore,
hardware support for higher-level synchronization primitives, tailored to the latest
developments of the application design-flow, such as loop-syncs (or forward-syncs)
should be evaluated. These synchronization primitives can be understood as (loose)
barrier synchronizations that let threads be a few (but limited) loop iterations ahead
of other threads they synchronize with.
On a transaction-oriented NoC, block-transfers are composed of multiple networklayer transactions. A communication assist, such as the one developed for the 3MF
platform, needs to implement hardware support for connections (at, or above, the
network-interface layer) for the duration of a block-transfer. The dynamic establishment of these connections by negotiation between the two remote communication assists is expensive in terms of latency and the pre-reservation of connections
is expensive in terms of hardware. Future work should thus investigate the optimal approaches to supporting block-transfers on transaction-oriented NoCs. This is
particularly important as many commercial NoCs are marketed as bus-replacements
and are thus constructed to appear as transaction-oriented at the system-level.
The 3MF communication-assist is interesting because it supports transaction oriented NoCs, but can be improved in many ways. The Leon2 controller is used to
flexibly implement the block-transfer protocol and to manage the communication
assist. Nevertheless most of its processing time is spent in programming the parameters of the DMA-In and DMA-Out engines through memory-mapped I/O. It would
thus be desirable to replace the Leon2 with a dedicated controller more integrated to
the DMA-In and DMA-Out engines. Attention should be especially paid to optimizing the initialization of the BT parameters in the DMA-In and DMA-Out engines.
For instance, special register files could be shared by the controller and the engines.
The amount of programmability of the CA-controller (FSM vs RISC) spans a large
trade-off space.
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Support for strides and hardware support for n-dimensional block-transfers seems
feasible. The cost/performance trade-offs should be evaluated. The configuration
contexts for multi-dimensional block-transfers can be fairly large. A caching mechanism of these contexts could be studied.

9.2.5 MP-SoC Proof-of-concept
It would be interesting for future work to also take into account instruction fetches
from L2 (we have indeed assumed instructions fit in the L1). Instructions could
be either pre-fetched with block-transfers or could be accessible through instruction caches. Many questions are to be answered: Which approach of caches or
scratch-pad brings the best trade-off for instructions? What QoS to use for instruction fetches? How do instruction fetches impact the data transfers?
To confirm the results of chapter 8 on QSDPCM, it would be interesting to compare
to one or several other mapped applications. Additionally it would be interesting
to evaluate the effect of application composability (or lack thereof) when running
several applications concurrently (a minimal version could run several instances of
QSDPCM). To this end, a third comparison point, closer to state-of-the-art design
techniques should be introduced. In that configuration, the communication backbone should be a central shared bus and the system-layer should provide hardware
cache coherency (based on snooping).

9.2.6 Platform Simulator
There is always a large latitude in what features can be added to a platform simulator. Though, the first things NoCTurn should be enhanced with are:
• extending the communication backbone to also support central shared buses,
• simulation of instruction fetches over the NoC,
• better modeling of memories, in particular of SDRAMs.

9.3 Concluding Remarks
Technology scaling has led to the need for an MP-SoC paradigm shift. This paradigm
shift consists in the combination of programming models with dedicated platform
support (bridges providing a distributed shared memory view of the platform and
hardware support for block transfers, virtualization of communication, etc.) and is
essential in bridging the MP-SoC design gap. Furthermore, NoCs are at the core
of the communication architectures of MP-SoCs, bringing them the required scalability and QoS support. Indeed, QoS can be used to achieve the virtualization of
communication resources that is essential to application composability. The MP-SoC
paradigm helps in bridging the design gap and reduce non-recurring engineering
costs and should continue to do so in the next years to come.
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Conclusions

It is important to note that a slowdown in scaling is occurring and because of physical limitations at the atomic level, the end of technology scaling is foreseen before
2014 [179]. Does the end of technology scaling mean that the MP-SoC paradigm shift
as defined will be the answer to the design of advanced multi-processor systems in
the years to come?
On the one hand, though the density of transistors per silicon die will stagnate, more
transistors will be integrated in a single package thanks to techniques such as 3D integration. Not only does 3D integration permit increasing the number of transistors,
but it is also likely to change some parameters of current multi-processor systems.
Indeed, it should be possible to stack layers of memory on top of the processing resources that require them, providing large L1 memories accessible with low latencies
and thus changing the techniques for exploiting memory hierarchies. Moreover, 3D
integration of processing resources should make systems integrating hundreds of
nodes a reality, whereas the techniques developed in this thesis often rely on centralized control that will likely not scale to such large systems.
On the other hand, several concepts and techniques addressed in this thesis should
nevertheless remain valid. For instance, structured inter-processor communication
will be all the more required in systems integrating an even larger number of nodes.
NoCs likely need to evolve to support 3D (or higher-dimension) architectures. Research on these extensions at the physical and data-link layers has already started.
Moreover, the current techniques for the network layers above the data-link layer
should be directly applicable to higher-dimension NoCs. Virtualization of communication resources is very likely to be still required in systems with stacked chips,
because wires will still have to be shared.
Though chip stacking will increase the number of processing nodes, the amount of
parallelism of nomadic applications remains limited. It is thus very likely that future
systems will be clustered architectures, where a cluster of processors would run a
small number of such applications. The properties of such a cluster would then correspond to the assumptions we have from MP-SoC platforms, so that the techniques
described in here would largely apply to the cluster-level. It is likely that there will
be a need for hierarchical NoCs supporting communication at the cluster level as
well as inter-clusters. These hierarchical NoCs combined to the extension of their
virtualization and management may very well turn out to be the next architectural
challenge of multi-processor systems.

A PPENDIX A

Hardware Support for Proactive Management
of Distributed Shared Memory
We only labor to stuff the memory,
and leave the conscience and the understanding
unfurnished and void.
Michel de Montaigne

T

he MHLA design-flow requires support for a distributed shared-memory programming model. As Chapter 1 details, advanced MP-SoC platforms with
a switched communication backbone need bridges to support a distributed
shared memory paradigm over switched communication backbones such as NoCs.
This appendix presents the communication assist bridge, defined according to the requirements of our application design-flow (Chapter 2). Section A.1 introduces a
high-level model of the communication assist and how it supports complex 2D block
transfers (as well as synchronization primitives) across a complex MP-SoC memory hierarchy. Section A.2 further details the communication assist protocol. Section A.3 discusses synchronization primitives issues in MP-SoCs and describes the
HW synchronization support provided by our communication assist. We then detail
a Hardware Design Language (HDL) level proof-of-concept implementation of the
communication-assist, tailored to the constraints of the 3MF MP-SoC platform. The
performance advantages of Scratch-Pad Management (SPM) supported by our communication assist over a classic cache-based system are extensively discussed and
quantified in chapter 8.

A.1 Communication Assist Overview
Performing SPM on an MP-SoC platform, such as the one depicted in figure A.1,
requires hardware support from the platform. The Communication Assist (CA) is
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a distributed DMA module that performs transfers of data across the memory hierarchy. It is distributed in the sense that both CAs at the initiator and the target of
the block transfer are involved in the transfer. This technique allows memory nodes
to act as masters and thereby enables memory to memory transfers in a complex
MP-SoC memory hierarchy. A Block Transfer (BT) protocol is required between both
ends to perform a BT transaction. Figure A.1 shows an example of such a transaction.
The bottom left DSP issues a BT (write) request to its local CA; once the request is
issued, the DSP can continue processing. The initiator CA sends control information
(the BT protocol) over the NoC announcing an incoming block of data to write to the
target CA1 . The control information is followed by the actual data to be written. The
target CA receives the BT control information, configures its local DMA engine and
has it effectively copy the incoming data to the local memory hierarchy. Upon completion of the writing, the target CA sends an acknowledgment to the initiator CA,
thereby finishing the transaction. From this moment on, whenever the DSP checks
whether the BT is finished, it will be informed it has been completed.
The communication assist we consider is meant to perform block transfers on top of
a NoC. In contrary to a bus architecture, a NoC supports concurrent input and output data transfers, so our CA has two DMA engines. One copies data from the local
memory onto the network interface layer. The other copies data from the NI layer up
to the system layer into the local memory (Figure A.2). Concurrent input and output BTs are supported, as long as the local memory is banked (and the scratch-pad
management has scheduled the BTs to access different banks). The CA furthermore
contains a (possibly programmable) core to support the BT protocol and control the
input and output DMA engines. To provide a shared memory view of the platform,
the CA needs to resolve the address of the target node on the NoC. To this end, the
CA contains a look-up table associating memory address to the network ID (Figure
A.2).

A.1.1 Block-Transfer Geometrical Parameters
The communication assist supporting the MHLA design-flow is required to provide
1D and especially 2D block transfers, so that data spatial correlation is kept in the
transfer. To drive the complex address generation module included in the DMA
engines, a number of geometrical parameters need to be communicated. Figure A.3
shows the 12 geometrical parameters required to perform a 2D block transfer. An
array of the following dimensions is copied from a source buffer to a destination
buffer.
• copy size 0: horizontal size of the data block to copy
• copy size 1: vertical size of the data block to copy
The transfer copies thus a block of size copy size 0 × copy size 1 from a source buffer
(src) to a destination buffer (dst) for which we need to define:
1 Note that this mechanism assumes there is a connection reserved on the NoC between initiator and
target CAs. On a transaction-oriented NoC, such as the Arteris NoC used in the 3MF platform, connections have to be provided at the system layer (in the CA itself). This higher-layer connection has either be
pre-reserved at design-time or the BT protocol has to be extended to negotiate connection opening.
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Figure A.1: 7-node MP-SoC. Block transfers are (distributed) DMA data copies performed by a communication assist in the complex memory hierarchy of an MP-SoC platform. The CA takes care of the data transfer to allow concurrent computation and communication on the requesting processor. DMA functionality is distributed because both
initiator and target communication assists are involved in the data transfer. Note that
memory nodes have communication assists as well, so complex memory node to memory node block transfers are possible.

• src (dst): a pointer to the beginning of the source (destination) buffer
• src size 0 (dst size 0): horizontal size of the source (destination) buffer
• src size 1 (dst size 1): vertical size of the source (destination) buffer
• src offset 0 (dst offset 0): horizontal offset of the copy in the source (destination)
buffer
• src offset 1 (dst offset 1): vertical offset of the copy in the source (destination)
buffer
The CA uses the physical memory addresses (src and dst pointers) to resolve the location of these buffers in the memory hierarchy (and uses the aforementioned look-up
table to this end (Figure A.2)). It assumes thus a (partially) global address mapping
on the platform, corresponding to a distributed shared memory view.
Another requirement of the MHLA design-tools is that the BTs are to support transfers from the source buffer to the destination buffer, modulo the size of these buffers
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Figure A.2: Communication Assist Bridge. The Communication Assist (CA) bridge provides a shared-memory view of the platform with (distributed) DMA functionality over
a NoC. It has a controller (programmable CA-core) that steers two advanced DMA engines. The DMA-Engine In copies block transfer data from the network interface layer
into the local memory, whereas the DMA-Engine Out copies data from local memory
onto the network interface layer. DMA-Engines In and Out can function concurrently if
the memory in the local node is banked (in the absence of bank conflicts). The CA core
handles the block-transfer protocol.

(Figure A.4). Indeed, MHLA automatically inserts BT prefetch code in the application code, often within nested loops, such as in the following example of pipelined
prefetching:
int A[]
for y=0..W
BT_ISSUE_AND_SYNC(A
for x
A[]

A_x)

int A[], A_x[2][]
BT_issue(A
A_x[0])
for y=0..W
BT_sync()
if (y<W)
BT_issue(A
A_x[(y+1)%2)
for x
A_x[y%2]

Having the option to perform the transfer, modulo the size the buffers allows to
simplify the generated code. As a result, unnecessary control-flow operations to
test for the infrequent condition where the copy would go over the boundaries of
either source or destination buffers are thus avoided on the DSP/CPU controlling the
CA. Figure A.4 gives a graphical view of a copy wrapping around the source buffer
and an example of a source image with a modulo transfer in the destination buffer.
Furthermore, because the communication assist uses a look-up table to determine
the NoC ID of the target and that it furthermore does not allow data to be written
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Figure A.3: A 2D block transfer requires 12 geometrical parameters. Source and destination have 5 private parameters and the two dimensions of the copy are to be known
at both ends of the transfer. Minimally 7 parameters need thus to be transferred in the
request part of the protocol.

outside of the boundaries of the destination buffer, the communication assist can be
used as an inexpensive way to help providing memory protection in systems without
an Memory Management Unit (MMU).

A.2 Communication Assist Protocol
The communication assist is a form of an advanced, distributed DMA. Processor
nodes, as well as memory nodes are enabled with CAs. Furthermore, memory nodes
can act as masters to perform memory node to memory node transfers (usually initiated at the request of a third CA on a processor node). This section discusses the
protocol required by the CAs to communicate with one another. Whereas the CA on
a processor node receives block transfer requests from the processor (or from a remote CA), the CA on a memory node only receives BT transfer requests from remote
CAs. Besides this nuance, the CA of a memory (or I/O) node and of a processor
node are exactly the same.

A.2.1 Preemption specific protocol
The BT transfer protocol needs to support preemption in order to perform bandwidth balancing by supporting several concurrent BTs on the same communication
channel (Section 2.1.5). Preemption implies that BTs are divided into chunks. Upon
preemption, both on initiator and target sides, a BT descriptor is saved in a busy
list with updated information (Block transfer ID, geometrical parameters, number of
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Figure A.4: Modulo wrap-around for a 2D block transfer.

bytes sent, etc.).
The communication channels are (logical) FIFOs and several BTs can be pending on
the same communication channel. Therefore, upon resumption of a preempted BT,
the sending CA needs to transmit a BT preamble to allow the receiving communication assist to find back the BT in its busy list. The aim is to maintain this extra
protocol information due to the preemption mechanism to a minimum (one word).
The question arises of how to identify the correct BT in the busy list of the receiving side. Having a unique BT ID, platform wide, is not practical. The BTs should
therefore be identified by:
• a BT Sequence ID, set by the requesting side (unique for the requesting side),
• a CA ID, unique identifier of the requesting CA (unique platform-wide, static)2 .

A.2.2 Block Transfer Message Format
The format of our CA protocol is depicted in figure A.5. A BT message is composed
of a BT preamble, of an optional field containing the (up to 12) geometrical parame2 On a connection-oriented NoC, FIFOs in the network interface layer are reserved to a particular communication channel, so the FIFO identifier is sufficient to resolve the requesting side and can be used in
place of the CA ID.
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ters of the BT and of an optional chunk of payload data. The chunk of data can either
be the complete data payload of the BT or only a portion of it.
Priority
(2)
Chunk size
(9)
Byte Enable (3)
CA ID
(6)
Sequence ID (6)
2D Transfer (1)
Modulo Mode (1)
Reserved
(1)
BT Command (3)

Preamble
(1 word)

Geometrical Parameters
(up to 12 words)

1 Data Chunk
(n words)

Figure A.5: Block transfer format. The block transfer message is composed of a BT
preamble (BT command, BT ID, etc.), followed by the geometrical parameters of the BT
and (optionally) by a chunk of the data payload of the BT. (Optionally) subsequent BT
chunks only contain preamble and payload.

The 1-word BT preamble can be adapted to different platforms, but it necessarily
contains the following fields:
• BT command: the block transfer command (Section A.2.4)
• CA ID: the unique identifier in the platform of the CA sending the BT message
• Sequence ID: the identifier of this transaction at the CA sending the BT message
• Chunk Size: the number of data payload words included with the current BT
message (zero means full payload, when applicable)
• Priority: the priority field is used to multiplex several BTs on the same reserved
channel and perform software-controlled bandwidth balancing (Section 2.1.5)
The BT preamble in figure A.5 additionally contains optional fields of the BT protocol:
• Modulo mode: enables/disables address generation modulo the source (destination) buffer size
• 2D transfers: specifies whether the transfer is 2D or 1D (the number of geometrical parameters is different)
• Byte enable: specifies whether generated addresses are multiples of 1,2,4,8 or
(transfer of characters, shorts, integers, up to long long integers)
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A.2.3 Block Transfer Protocol and Geometrical Parameters
The initiator CA is passed all geometrical parameters of the BT by the requesting processor. However, the target CA only needs to reconstruct the destination block shape.
Therefore, for a 2D BT only 7 geometrical parameters (out of 12) need to be transferred to the target CA: dst, dst size 0, dst size 1, dst offset 0, dst offset 1, copy size 0
and copy size 1.

A.2.4 Block Transfer Commands
The communication assist supports two classes of commands: those related to transfer of data and those related to synchronization. Block transfers are transactions, so
they are always composed of a request command issued by initiator CA and of a
response command originating from the target CA. Table A.1 gives an overview of
the commands supported by the CA protocol.
Command
BT RD
BT RD AN S
BT W R
BT W R ACK
BT LL
BT LL AN S
BT SC
BT SC AN S
BT SY N C

Payload
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
-

Description
Read request of a block of data from the target.
Target response with data read (written at initiator).
Write request of a block of data into the target.
Target acknowledges write has been performed.
Load Linked (LL) request (Section A.3).
LL response (Section A.3).
Store Conditional (SC) request(Section A.3).
SC response(Section A.3).
Processor checks completion of a requested BT.

Table A.1: Block transfer commands in the BT protocol. Indicates whether the associated
BT message contains data payload or not.

The API accessible to a processor to request block transfers is similar to all request
commands in the communication assist protocol. In other words, a processor can
call: BT RD, BT W R, BT LL, BT SC to have the local CA initiate to transfers
of these types. A processor calls BT SY N C to check whether a BT transaction is
finished. Response commands in the protocol are naturally only generated (and
received) by CAs. Once the response to a given BT transaction is received by a CA,
the corresponding transaction is considered as finished and all subsequent calls of
the processor to BT SYNC indicate the BT has been transfered 3 .

A.2.5 Block Transfer Transaction
This section shows message sequence charts of various BT transactions in the system.
A BT transaction occurs between an initiator (source) CA and a target (destination)
3 Pending BT requests are queued on a busy list. BT SY N C returns false for the block transfers found
on the busy list, and returns true otherwise. This mechanism allows BT requests to be synched several
times or not synched at all, thereby simplifying the requirements on the application code.
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CA. The initiator behaves as a master and the target as a slave. Note that all CAs can
alternatively be masters or initiators.

Block Transfer Read
A block transfer read (BT RD) request is issued by an initiator CA when its local
processor needs a block of data to be copied from a remote memory to its own local memory. If the block is prefetched sufficiently ahead of time, communication
and computation can be overlapped, effectively hiding the latency of the MP-SoC
memory hierarchy (of the CA, of the NoC and of the memory).
Figure A.6 shows the message sequence chart of a BT RD. The initiator CA sends
a BT message composed of a preamble (with the BT RD command) and of the 7
geometrical parameters to a target CA. The target CA processes the request and
responds with multiple BT RD AN S chunks. Every BT chunk is composed of a
BT RD AN S preamble followed by a portion (chunk) of the data payload of the BT.
The initiator CA keeps track of the amount of data received from the various chunks,
so when the latest data word is received the transaction is implicitly finished.

Target

Initiator
BT_RD

_ANS
BT_RD

_ANS
BT_RD

_ANS
BT_RD

Figure A.6: Message sequence chart of a block transfer read. The transaction is initiated
by sending a BT read request command followed by the geometrical parameters of the
BT. The target CA responds with a number of BT read response chunks. The end-oftransaction acknowledgment is implicit, as the initiator CA keeps track of the amount of
data it receives.
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Block Transfer Write
A block transfer write (BT W R) request is issued by an initiator CA when its local
processor needs a block of data to be copied from its own local memory to a remote
memory.
Figure A.7 shows the message sequence chart of a BT W R. The initiator CA sends
a BT message composed of a preamble (with the BT W R command), of the 7 geometrical parameters to a target CA, and of a chunk of the BT payload. The target CA
processes the BT preamble and the geometrical parameters to configure its DMAEngine In to generate the addresses required to write the payload BT data from the
network interface layer into the local memory. The first chunk of data is written into
the memory of the target BT. The initiator CA sends subsequent chunks composed
of a preamble (identifying the current BT transaction) and of the data payload to
write. Chunks are processed in the order of reception by the target CA. The target
CA keeps track of the amount of data it has been writing to its local memory and
knows from the geometrical parameters the total amount of data that needs to be
written. When the last byte has been written, the target CA sends a BT W R ACK
command (a simple BT preamble without payload) to notify the initiator CA of the
completion of the transaction.

Target

Initiator
BT_WR

BT_WR

BT_WR

_
BT_WR

ACK

Figure A.7: Message sequence chart of a block transfer write. The transaction is initiated
by sending a BT write request chunk, composed of the BT write request command, of the
geometrical parameters and of a chunk of data payload. Subsequent BT write chunks
are sent. Upon completion of the write of the last chunk, the target CA sends a BT write
acknowledge to explicitly finish the transaction.

Note that in this scheme, there is no negotiation between initiator and target CA to
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verify whether the target CA is ready to process the BT write request. We indeed assume that there is a connection established between initiator and target and we rely
on an end-to-end flow-control scheme at the network interface layer to block the BT
transaction (without creating congestion in the network layer), should the target CA
not be ready. For MP-SoC platforms that do not provide these services (connections
and end-to-end flow control), at the image of the 3MF MP-SoC platform, extensions
are required at the level of the CA (Section A.4).

A.3 Synchronization with a Communication Assist
The communication assist is designed to help scratch-pad management in a distributed shared memory MP-SoC platform. Not only does it provide hardware
support to accelerate scratch-pad management, but it also provides hardware support for coherent write primitives. Coherent write primitives are typically used
to implement the synchronization primitives required by shared memory systems
(semaphores, barriers, etc.). Section A.3.1 introduces the issue of synchronization
and synchronization primitives in MP-SoC platforms. Section A.3.2 discusses the
HW support of a particular type of low-level synchronization primitives by the communication assist. Section A.3.3 illustrates a simple implementation of a semaphore
based on the provided level-synchronization primitives.

A.3.1 Synchronization in a Shared Memory System
In a (distributed) shared memory system, accesses to a shared array need to be protected to ensure data coherency. Indeed, if write accesses to a shared variable occur
in an uncoordinated manner, data corruption may occur.
In the example of Figure A.8, both CPU1 and CPU2 access the shared array on the
L2 memory. To avoid data corruption, write accesses to the shared array are be
serialized with a semaphore. The semaphore (sema) in this simple example is also
a shared variable in L2 and has two states: free and busy. The semaphore can only
be acquired by a single CPU, thanks to the lock function. The call to the lock function
is (typically) blocking and only returns when the semaphore is free. Upon returning,
the semaphore is marked as being busy for the other CPU to wait. Once a CPU has
locked a semaphore it has exclusive access to the shared array. When it has finished
accessing the shared array, the CPU unlocks the semaphore for the other CPU to
access it.
Naturally, as the semaphore is also a shared variable concurrently accessed by writes
from both CPUs (to write its state from free to busy), it needs special read/write
primitives to avoid corruption. Indeed, the state of the semaphore may not change
between the moment it is read as being free and the moment the CPU attempts to
write it as being busy. Special hardware support is required to make a read followed
by a write as an atomic operation.
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On CPU 1:
while(1) {
lock(&sema);
for(…) {
// protected access
// to shared array
}
unlock(&sema);
}
On CPU 2:
while(1) {
lock(&sema);
for(…) {
// protected access
// to shared array
}
unlock(&sema);
}

Shared Variable (sema)
Requires Coherent Store

L2 memory
Shared Array

CA

Interconnect
CA

L1

CA

L1
CPU 1

CPU 2
Local Copy (sema)

Figure A.8: Communication assists provide hardware support for synchronization. In a
shared memory system, accesses to shared arrays need to be protected with synchronization primitives (such as semaphores). However, the synchronization primitives are themselves based on shared variables. They require specific hardware support for generic and
efficient implementation.

A.3.2 CA support for atomic read/write primitives
The communication assist provides support for the atomic read/write primitives
used to implement synchronization primitives such as semaphores or barriers. Processors in recent board-level multi-processor systems support this by implementing a single atomic instruction. However supporting this in hardware is known
to be challenging problem since it requires both a memory read and a write in a
single, uninterruptible instruction [95]. Moreover, to allow IP-reuse we need to
provide support for IP blocks that do not natively support such instructions. We
have thus enhanced our CA with a pair of instructions: Load Linked (LL) and Store
Conditional (SC) [95]. These instructions are to be used in sequence, first load-linked,
then store-conditional. If the contents of the memory location specified by the load
linked are changed before the store conditional to the exact same address occurs,
then the store conditional fails, thereby leaving the value unchanged.
In the communication assist, LL and SC are implemented to transport scalars and
thus only require an address as ”geometrical” parameter. Upon reception of an LL to
a given memory address, the CA monitors that particular address for other changes
until the subsequent SC is received. Figure A.9 shows the message sequence chart
of an LL/SC sequence between an initiator (as one of the CPUs of Figure A.8) and
a target (the L2 memory in Figure A.8). The initiator CA sends a BT LL request
composed of a preamble and of the address of the shared (synchronization) variable to read. The target CA starts monitoring that address for changes and returns a
BT LL AN S response composed of a preamble and of the value read. Depending
on the returned value (when it indicates the synchronization variable is free), the ini-
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tiator CA sends a BT SC request at the exact same address, together with a value to
store. The target CA, depending on whether the watched address has been modified,
may store the new value in its local memory or not. It then returns a BT SC AN S
response with a status code that indicates whether the store has been successful or
not.
Target

Initiator
Addr

Target

Initiator
Scalar Add
r

BT_LL

SC Success?

Register @LL

_ANS
BT_SC

Scalar
Value

BT_SC

_ANS
BT_SC

Status
Code

Figure A.9: Message sequence chart of a BT LL (left) and of a BT SC (right).

A.3.3 Semaphore implementation example
Load-linked and store-conditional are low-level primitives that allow the implementation of synchronization primitives classically used in shared memory multiprocessor systems. Listing A.1 gives an example of how the lock and unlock primitives of a simple semaphore can be implemented.
The semaphore itself is a shared variable called sema and located in a remote memory node at the address REMOTE ADDR. By convention it is free (unlocked) if it
contains the value zero and locked otherwise. Acquiring (locking) the semaphore
is a matter of polling it until it becomes free and then attempting to write a nonzero value to it using the LL/SC pair of primitives. To unlock the semaphore it is
sufficient to assign the value zero to sema.
/ ∗ Sem a p h o re l o c k macro ∗ /
#de fi ne l o c k ( REMOTE ADDR)
{
sema ,
SC status ;
int
do {
do {
LL ( sema , REMOTE ADDR ) ;
} while ( sema ! = 0 ) ;
/∗ Poll until f r e e .
∗/
SC ( 1 , REMOTE ADDR, S C s t a t u s ) ; / ∗ Try l o c k ( s e t t o 1 ) . ∗ /
/∗ Repeat u n t i l l o c k .
∗/
} while ( ! S C s t a t u s ) ;
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}
/ ∗ Sem a p h o re u n l o c k macro ∗ /
#de fi ne unlock ( REMOTE ADDR)
{
( ∗ REMOTE ADDR) = 0 ;
}
Listing A.1: Semaphore lock and unlock, implemented with LL and SC.

A.4 3MF Communication Assist
The 3MF MP-SoC emulator (chip planned), implemented at IMEC, uses the transaction oriented NoC from Arteris as communication backbone interconnecting its distributed shared memory hierarchy (Figure 2.14). To support the scratch-pad management of the MHLA-based design flow tools, we have implemented a proof-ofconcept HDL version of the communication assist, tailored to work on the nonconnection-oriented NoC.
The version of the NIUs used on the 3MF platform provides an AMBA AHB interface
that provides a shared memory view at the system layer. Ideally, the communication
assist should directly interface with the network interface layer of the Arteris NoC.
However, as the Arteris NTTP protocol is proprietary, the CA needs to be interfaced
at the system layer with the AHB socket. The CA protocol is thus encapsulated
using AHB bus transactions. To limit the overhead of the transactions we leverage
the possibility of the AHB protocol to send 16-beat bursts of 32-bit data words. We
furthermore leverage the global memory map provided by the Arteris NIU to resolve
the NoC destination of a particular BT and to distinguish the control part of the CA
protocol from the data payload. Table A.2 details the allocation of the AHB address
bits:
Address Bits
31..27
26
25
24..0

Description
unique NoC ID of the node
CA bit (addresses internal CA resources)
P bit (not used)
32-MB public address space

Table A.2: Memory allocation of the 3MF platform. 5-bits are reserved to uniquely identify nodes on the NoC and bit 26 is used to distinguish between CA protocol and data
payload.

Figure A.10 gives a simplified block-diagram view of the 3MF communication assist.
On the network side, the CA interfaces with two Arteris AMBA AHB NIUs. The
NIU-I is used to send data out of the DMA-Engine Out onto the NoC. Both posted
and non-posted writes are supported. The NIU-T writes data from the NoC into the
DMA-Engine In via a control FIFO (CFIFO) that separates CA protocol from data
payload. On the memory side, the CA interfaces as a master with two AMBA AHB
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buses. It is thus possible to perform concurrent input and output BT accesses on a
banked memory. On a processor node, the local CPU connects as a master on the
AHB4 bus to send requests to the CA controller. Note that a CA bypass is provided
for the host processor (on a processor node) to directly perform loads and stores on
the NoC. The CA is architected around five AMBA buses that connect its different
components:
Memory
Adaptor

Communication
Assist

CTRL
Leon2

CA-CTRL

CPU

Network

Banked
Memory

BYPASS

Figure A.10: (Simplified) view of the communication assist in the 3MF. The CA on a
memory node does not have a CPU. The 3MF CA uses a Leon2 SPARC processor as
controller core. It interfaces with the NoC through an AMBA AHB bridge.

1. CTRL: The core of the CA is architected a programmable controller. We have
chosen to use the highly configurable 32-bit Leon2 SPARC core from Gaisler
research (www.gaisler.com) because of improved performance and availability
under a L-GPL license. We have determined that simpler 8-bit CPUs are too
slow, as controller tasks involve a lot of data movement and having a 32-bit
CPU simplified integration in the 32-bit AHB framework used for the Arteris
NoC.
To save area we only use the integer core. Furthermore, we have stripped off
the data and instruction caches and replaced them with custom AHB wrappers
that support 8-/16-/32-bit read and write accesses. We use 1 interrupt input
and added support for sleep mode (gated clock) in order to save power.
The Leon2 SPARC core has an available compilation tool chain based on gcc.
We have therefore implemented the CA protocol and control functionality in
C. The firmware uses about 3300 lines of C code. It implements a negotiation
between initiator and target CAs to guarantee that the target CA is ready to
process the incoming BT4 .
4 The

negotiation is optional. It can be disabled if FIFOs are reserved at design-time to support static
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2. CFIFO: The controller FIFO is a custom hardware block added to support connections at the system-level. The controller FIFO component contains two FIFOs: a control and a data FIFO. The control FIFO is used for CA protocol (processed by the firmware on the Leon2). Data destined to the control FIFO is
detected according to AHB address bits 25..21 provided by the NIU-T. The
data FIFO contains the BT data and the BT ID (bits 20..16 of the AHB address).
The data FIFO is read by the DMAIN component.
3. DMAIN: The DMA-Engine In supports both 1D and 2D transfers, with simple
or modulo address generation and supports BTs of different data types (8-,
16- and 32-bit writing). The BT ID is provided by bits 20..16 of AHB address
at NIU T side and no arbitration is required as the current BT to process is
determined by the CFIFO component.
Two versions of the DMAIN components are used on the 3MF platform. The
version instantiated on a processor node has 4 contexts to support up to 4 concurrent input BTs, whereas the version on the memory node supports 32. Each
context contains the geometrical parameters of the BT and is implemented in
hardware for fast context switching.
4. DMAOUT: The DMA-Engine Out supports both 1D and 2D transfers, with simple or modulo address generation. It supports BTs of different data types (8-,
16- and 32-bit) by using only 32-bit reading. Data types of 8 and 16-bits are efficiently packed into 32-bit words (native data type of the NoC) by combining
several words. If the BT size is not a multiple of four bytes, up to 3 bytes more
data than required are read, transmitted over the NoC and discarded by the
DMAIN component. BTs are arbitrated in a round-robin manner at the granularity of a chunk. As for the DMAIN component, there are two versions of
the DMAOUT, one with 4 contexts supporting 4 concurrent outgoing BTs on a
processor node and one with 32 contexts on the memory node.
5. COMM: The communication component provides support to the Leon2 controller for 16-beat burst AHB transfers through the NoC to improve the performance of the BT negotiation phase.
6. INTC: The interrupt controller multiplexes the interrupt lines from COMM,
DMAOUT, DMAIN and CFIFO components into one interrupt for the Leon2
controller. It furthermore supports programmable software interrupts, controls
the Leon2 sleep, reset and hold signals and controls resume/interrupt output
to host processor (on a processor node).

A.4.1 Communication Assist Implementation Results
This section gives post-synthesis estimations of the area of both memory and processor node versions of the 3MF communication assists. We use the general-purpose
90nm standard cell library from TSMC and meet the target performance constraint
of 150 MHz. The instruction and data memories of the Leon2 core are semi-custom
modules from the Artisan library. Table A.3 gives an overview of the parameterization of the different components in the CA.
connections.
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The communication-assists with 4 and 32 BT contexts occupy respectively areas of
0.51mm2 and 0.60mm2. Hierarchical synthesis results are shown into details in Tables A.4 and A.5. The Leon2 processor together with its data and instruction memories represents about 60% of the area. Not only is the Leon2 the major contributor
to area usage, but much of the firmware code is spent on copying data (geometrical
parameters) to initialize the DMA engines. Future work should thus focus on replacing the Leon2 processor with a more dedicated core, ideally having its register
file shared by the DMA engines and featuring dedicated instructions to initialize the
geometrical parameters, thereby reducing both instruction and data memories.
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Parameter
CFIFO DATA FIFO LENGTH
CFIFO CONTROL FIFO LENGTH
IMEM SIZE

Value
16
16
8192

DMEM SIZE

4096

DMEM SIZE

8192

DMA VARIABLE WIDTH

25

DMA VARIABLE WIDTH

19

DMA VARIABLE WIDTH

16

DMA CONTEXTS N

32

DMA CONTEXTS N

4

DMAOUT FIFO LENGTH

32

DMAOUT FIFO LENGTH

18

Description
Depth of data FIFO in CFIFO.
Depth of control FIFO in CFIFO.
Instruction memory size (bytes) for
CA firmware.
Data memory size (bytes) for CA
with 4 BT contexts (ARM, ADRES,
EMIF and FIFO nodes).
Data memory size (bytes) for CA
with 32 BT contexts (L2 nodes).
Number of bits for BT geometrical
parameters (FIFO and EMIF nodes:
32MB addressable).
Number of bits for BT geometrical
parameters (L2 nodes: 512KB addressable).
Number of bits for BT geometrical parameters (ADRES and ARM
nodes: 64KB addressable).
Number of active BTs in each way
(L2D nodes use a macro-cell register
file).
Number of active BTs in each way
(other nodes use a flip-flop register
file).
DMAOUT transmit FIFO depth
(ADRES and EMIF nodes need a
ping-pong buffer to ensure enough
space is available for reading and
writing a complete burst simultaneously).
DMAOUT transmit FIFO depth
(FIFO, L2 and ARM nodes).

Table A.3: Parameters influencing area of CAs in different nodes of the 3MF platform.
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Component
Ctrl FIFO
COMM
DmaIn
DmaOut
Data Mem
Inst Mem
INTC
Leon2 CPU
Rest (Buses, arbiters)
Total

Total
12529
25134
28110
67323
111827
148022
4135
55751
53427
506259
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%
2.5
5.0
5.6
13.3
22.1
29.2
0.8
11.0
10.6
100

Combin.
2460
4466
10891
19938
641
646
1554
25759
-

Non-combin.
10070
20668
17219
47385
1284
1309
2581
29992
-

Black-box
0
0
0
0
109902
146067
0
0
-

Table A.4: Area breakdown of 3MF CA with 4 contexts (in μm2 , TSMC 90nm).

Component
Ctrl FIFO
COMM
DmaIn
DmaOut
Data Mem
Inst Mem
INTC
Leon2 CPU
Rest (Buses, arbiters)
Total

Total
25296
13379
62825
93160
148120
147989
4137
55886
44046
594837

%
4.3
2.2
10.6
15.7
24.9
24.9
0.7
9.4
7.4
100

Combin.
4604
2614
11781
19213
715
631
1550
25895
-

Non-combin.
20692
10765
9955
29191
1338
1291
2587
29991
-

Black-box
0
0
41090
44756
146067
146067
0
0
-

Table A.5: Area breakdown of 3MF CA with 32 contexts (in μm2 , TSMC 90nm).
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Frederick Chopin

M

ulti-Processor System-on-Chip platforms, especially the NoC-enabled kind,
are complex systems that require a system-level approach in multiple domains. This system-level approach is required as well for the mapping of
realistic applications as it is required for architectural exploration. The use of real
MP-SoC chips or of emulated versions (such as the ones from Chapter 5) brings the
highest level of accuracy and confidence in the validation of the results. However,
visibility inside the system to measure performance or to debug, as well as flexibility for platform exploration are much more difficult to obtain. A simulation-based
approach is thus desirable as a first step for validation of application mapping and
platform exploration. On the one hand sufficient realism is required both from (simulated) platform hardware and from application software. On the other hand sufficient simulation speed is required to validate the results of realistic applications.
From the application point of view, by system-level approach we mean a modeling
of the platform resources that exposes concurrency, sharing of resources (computing, memory and communication) and that gives a timing accuracy at a granularity
relevant to the application. For embedded MP-SoC application mapping we attempt
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to obtain the best performance/energy ratio as possible, so we require an accuracy
at the processor-instruction level and at the memory transaction level (load/store).
From the architecture point of view, at every layer of the MP-SoC stack, the layer
above should provide realistic data for a test-bench and the layer below should be
modeled at the transaction level. For instance, to explore routers (network layer) it is
sufficient to model a flit-transaction at the data-link layer (below) and we require the
network interface layer to provide input patterns of flits modeling packet injections
corresponding to realistic traffic. Naturally, when one considers a complete MP-SoC
device, the requirements for realistic models at the layer above ripple through up to
the application layer. As a consequence we require the same accuracy granularity as
the application mapping, being instruction-level accuracy for processors and wordlevel transaction for memory accesses. We call this type of modeling Transaction
Level Model (TLM).
This appendix addresses the TLM simulation of NoC-enabled MP-SoC platforms
that can run realistic applications and are flexible and extensible to be used for architectural exploration of the MP-SoC stack. In particular, such a simulator should
fulfill these requirements:
• validate the mapping of realistic applications with an accuracy at the instruction level,
• permit system-level platform exploration,
• use a NoC-based communication backbone,
• allow extension of component-libraries with user-defined components,
• provide users with facilities for system visibility and debug,
• report detailed statistics,
• and simulate fast enough to map and validate realistic applications (e.g simulate the decoding of 10-20 HDTV frames over a week-end).
Back in Q4 2003, when MP-SoC activities started at IMEC (integrating design technology for application mapping, MP-SoC platform exploration and run-time management), there were no publicly available simulators (or simulation environments)
that fulfilled our requirements. We thus started to develop NoCTurn, an in-house
TLM MP-SoC platform simulator. The rest of this appendix is organized as follows.
Section B.1 gives an overview of NoCTurn and explains its hierarchical composition
of network and IP-nodes. Section B.2 details the network instantiation and configuration. Section B.3 discusses the composition of system-level IP-nodes. Section
B.4 uses the example of the cache-mapping of the QSDPCM application detailed in
Chapter 8 to illustrate the type of statistics NoCTurn produces. Section B.5 discusses
related work. Finally, section B.6 concludes.

B.1 TLM platform simulator
NoCTurn is an MP-SoC platform simulator written in SystemC. For performance reasons we model only at the level of transactions: an instruction for a processor and a
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memory-access or a bus-transaction for communication.
NoCTurn has been designed to simulate complex NoC-enabled MP-SoC platforms
that run realistic applications from the nomadic domain (multimedia, wireless, ...)
and to output detailed timing and energy statistics. To facilitate platform-exploration,
platforms are described and configured in XML. Based on the XML input, the appropriate MP-SoC platform simulator is dynamically instantiated so as to reduce the
exploration/simulation turn-cycle (thus avoiding SystemC code generation and simulator compilation for every configuration). Particular care has been taken to make
the NoCTurn framework easy to extend with new (user-defined) library components
and for their debugging.
Figure B.1 gives an overview of the MP-SoC platform simulator. Based on SystemC
and XML libraries, NoCTurn models a communication backbone under the form of
an NoC composed of links, routers and network-interfaces. On top of the network,
IP-nodes are defined to represent processor or memory nodes. An IP-node contains a
hierarchy of local memories and buses, (optionally) one or more processors (modeled
as Instruction Set Simulator (ISS)es) and a system layer component (a cache, or a
communication-assist, etc.) giving access to the underlying NoC.

Figure B.1: NoCTurn TLM MP-SoC Simulator. NoCTurn is a XML-configurable SystemC
simulator of a complete NoC-enabled MP-SoC system. NoCTurn features models of ISSes,
memories, buses, caches, communication-assists, NoCs. Given an XML description of
the platform and an application under the form of executables for the ISSes, NoCTurn
outputs timing and energy statistics.

The instantiation of the platform (its description and configuration) as well as input
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figures for timing or energy consumption of certain components are input to the simulator as an XML file (Figure B.1). Other inputs used by the simulator for platform
configuration are for instance the application binaries to load for the ISSes. Several
steps occur upon a simulation run:
1. The input XML description of the user-specified platform is parsed by the NoCTurn simulator,
2. Accordingly, components from a library are instantiated (network components
such as routers and architecture components such as ISSes and memories),
3. The components are bound together and configured with parameters from the
XML input file,
4. Simulation is initialized: binaries are loaded on ISSes, memories are loaded
with input data, etc.,
5. Simulation is run, until a specified time-stamp or until all the processes (SystemC threads) in the simulation end,
6. Finally feedback is provided to user in terms of timing and energy consumption statistics.
The structure of the XML platform description in NoCTurn, reflects our view of
the MP-SoC abstraction stack and of the NoC protocol stack. Listing B.1 gives an
overview of hierarchical decomposition of the system description for NoCTurn XML
configuration files. The top level platform is instantiated as the <Platform> tag
and it expects two sub-tags <Network> and <Architecture>.
The <Network> portion of the platform description contains communication backbone of the MP-SoC and is composed of the data-link, network and network-interface
layers of the network stack. It interfaces with the rest of the platform through a message network-interface layer API (further detailed in Section B.2.3). The system-layer
of the NoC protocol stack and the system application layer of the MP-SoC stack is
covered by the <Architecture> portion of the platform description. For the latter, ISSes can be instantiated to run application binaries.
<?xml v e r si o n= ” 1 . 0 ” ?>
<P l a t f o r m>
<Network i d= ” NI−L a y e r ”>
<Links>
i d= ” LNK RTR0−NIC0 ” />
. . <Link
.
</Links>
i d= ” RTR0 ” >
.<Router
..
</Router>
<I
n
t
e
r
f
a
c
e i d= ” NIC0 ” >
...
</ I n t e r f a c e>
</Network>
<A r c h i t e c t u r e i d= ” S y s t e m −L a y e r ”>
<IPNode i d= ” P r o c e s s o r N o d e 0 ” n i c = ” NI−L a y e r . NIC0 ”>
<Clock i d= ” c l k ” period = ” 2 ” />
. . . />
<Bus
i d= ” L o c a l B u s ”
<Mem
i d= ” D a t a L 1 ”
. . . />
. . . />
<Mem
i d= ” I n s t L 1 ”
<Proc
i
d=
”
DSP
”
. . . />
...
</IPNode>
...
</ A r c h i t e c t u r e>
</ P l a t f o r m>

Listing B.1: Separation of Network and Architecture layers.
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B.2 Network Components
NoCTurn is a TLM MP-SoC platform simulator. The NoC part of it is also thus simulated at the transaction level and the atomic transaction is a flit. To furthermore
enhance performance, we have designed NoCTurn to use as few SystemC threads
as possible. The complete network communication backbone in NoCTurn is implemented as a single thread and concurrency is modeled with a method-based technique
along with timing annotation to avoid expensive SystemC thread-switching.
The <Network> part of NoCTurn covers the data-link, network and network interface layers.

B.2.1

Data-Link Layer

At the data-link layer the atomic transaction is a flit. In NoCTurn flits are represented
by the NoC data type (noc data t). This data type is inspired by the Protocol Data
Unit (PDU) concept defined in OCCN [54]. It is an union composed of a user-defined
Flit Header class and of an array of bytes containing the flit payload. The Flit Header
class is user-defined and contains out-of-band flit-flow control information as well as
statistics about the flit (e.g. injection time) and debugging information (flit number,
sender, etc.). The flit clock (in ns) and the flit size (in 32-bit words) are specified as
parameters of the <Network> tag (Listing B.2).
To avoid inefficient data copies of the complete flit structure, flits are passed by
pointer (noc data t*) between an output (sender) and an input (receiver) (Figure
B.2). We have devised a zero-time handshaking scheme that can represent any type
of data-link control-flow. The sender output port calls the try send() method on the
input interface at the receiver. The latter responds (in one SystemC delta-cycle) by
calling the put ack() method on the sender. Any type of control-flow signals can be
transmitted in a single transaction in the noc data t structure (flit). Timing can be annotated on both sender and receiver as a function of the result of the handshaking.
Three types of network components are defined at the data-link layer within NoCTurn, links, ports and FIFOs. Physical wires are represented by the <Link> tag and
flit-FIFOs are represented by the <Fifo> tag. Listing B.2 shows an example of a
<Link> connecting the output <Port> of a router (RTR0 0) to the input <Port>
of another one (RTR0 1). Note that ports have directions (the type argument is either
in or out). Note furthermore that the <Link> tag and both <Port> tags have the
exact same id=”LNK RTR0 0-RTR0 1”. This means to NoCTurn that these components are to be physically connected.
<Network c l k = ” 4 0 ” f l i t s i z e = ” 3 ” id= ” NoC1 ” topology = ” m e s h 3 2 ” type= ” NoC ”>
<Links>
<Link i d= ” LNK R T R 0 0−R T R 0 1 ” l e n = ” 1 E−3” vdd= ” 1 . 2 ” cw= ” 6 2 E−12 ”
cx= ” 7 1 E−12 ”
c f = ” 3 7 E−12 ” />
...
</Links>
<Router i d= ” R T R 0 0 ”>
<P o r t s>
. . . <P o r t i d= ” LNK R T R 0 0 −R T R 0 1 ” type= ” o u t ” />
</ P o r t s>
<F i f o s>
. . . <F i f o depth= ” 8 ” id= ” BE ” type= ” i n ” />
</ F i f o s>
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NI / Rtr-output class
(public sc_module)

class abs_rd_itf
{
void try_send(noc_data_t*);
}

class abs_rd_itf
{
void put_ack(noc_data_t*);
}

NI / Rtr-input class
(public sc_module)

Figure B.2: NoCTurn Data-Link Layer. At the data-link layer the atomic transaction is a
flit. Flit data is passed by pointer (noc data t*) between an output (sender) and an input
(receiver). We have devised a zero-time handshaking scheme that can represent any type
of data-link control-flow. The sender output port calls the try send() method on the input
interface at the receiver. The latter responds (in one SystemC delta-cycle) by calling the
put ack() method on the sender. Any type of control-flow signals can be transmitted in
a single transaction in the noc data t structure (flit). Timing can be annotated on both
sender and receiver as a function of the result of the handshaking.

</Router>
<Router i d= ” R T R 0 1 ”>
<P o r t s>
. . . <P o r t i d= ” LNK R T R 0 0 −R T R 0 1 ” type= ” i n ” />
</ P o r t s>
<F i f o s>
. . . <F i f o depth= ” 8 ” id= ” BE ” type= ” i n ” />
</ F i f o s>
</Router>
</Network>

Listing B.2: <Link> and <Fifo> are data-link layer components representing wires
and flit-FIFOs.

The <Fifo> tag represents a flit FIFO. It has a depth argument representing the
number of flits it can buffer. It also has a type field of values in or out that specifies
whether this is an input or an output buffer. The id field is used only when several
<Fifo> tags are instantiated per port, thereby modeling virtual channels.
The <Link> represents a set of uni-directional point-to-point wires connecting two
routers or a router and a network-interface (by default a link represents a set of 32
such wires). More than just a way to bind ports of routers or network interfaces,
NoCTurn links have a data-dependent energy-model based on the wire lengths and
capacities. We use the model defined by Sotiriadis and Chandrakasan in [180]. The
relevant arguments are the link length (len in mm), the voltage (vdd in V) and the
wire capacities per length unit. We use three capacity types: the wire-capacity (cw),
the cross-coupling capacity (cx) and the fringe capacity1 (cx). When energy con1 The

fringe capacity is the cross-coupling capacity between a wire on the sides of the bus and the
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sumption is enabled at the link-level, we really model also the physical layer in the
network stack as we take individual bits into account and we take into account the
energy contribution of every single phit (for multiple-phit flits, the flit is thus not the
atomic transaction for the link energy computation).

B.2.2

Network Layer

Routers are used to model the network-layer. NoCTurn provides a very flexible
XML-configurable router template for packet-switched routers. Figure B.3 gives an
overview of this template. The input and output buffering (and port) stages are
readily modeled and can be easily instantiated in XML using <Port> and <Fifo>
tags. Virtual channels are supported by instantiating several <Fifos> on the input
ports (respectively on the output ports). The functionality (and timing) of forwarding flits from the inputs onto outputs characteristic of a certain router behavior is
user-specified (by a library developer).
router_inputs
…
…

router

router_outputs
…
…
…

…
…

…

…
…

…
…
…

…
…

…

Configuration
via XML

…

…

User-specific
model

Figure B.3: NoCTurn Network Layer. NoCTurn defines an XML-configurable template
to model routers. Input and output virtual channels are configurable in XML and the
central router-functionality is user-definable in a component library.

Two models of routers are readily available in the NoCTurn library. The default
model is a packet-switched router with (prioritized) virtual channels2 . Packets on
virtual channels with the same priority are interleaved in a round-robin manner at
the flit-level. The other router model available in the current NoCTurn library is a
SuperGT router (Chapter 6).
At the network layer, NoCTurn currently recognizes four types of flits: Head, Body,
Tail and Atomic. Head flits contain the packet header and, if the flitsize allows, payload data. Body and Tail flits only carry payload data (the flow-control signals are
carried out-of-band, in the Flit Head class). Packets are composed of a Head flit, followed by an arbitrary number of Body flits and end with a Tail flit. The Atomic flit
is a single-flit packet (at the same time Head and Tail). NoCTurn allows modeling
energy consumption at the network-layer based on energy costs (in pJ) per flit QoS
class and per flit type as defined in XML (Listing B.3). To optimize for simulation
environing dielectric.
2 Only input-buffered routers have been extensively tested.
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speed (roughly 20 to 30% improvement), energy modeling is disabled by default.
The presence of an <Energy> tag enables it at both network and data-link layers.
<Energy>
< F l i t Q= ” BE ”
< F l i t Q= ” BE ”
< F l i t Q= ” BE ”
< F l i t Q= ” BE ”
< F l i t Q= ” GT”
< F l i t Q= ” GT”
< F l i t Q= ” GT”
< F l i t Q= ” GT”
<F l i t
</Energy>

type= ”HEAD”
type= ”BODY”
type= ” T A IL ”
type= ”ATOM”
type= ”HEAD”
type= ”BODY”
type= ” T A IL ”
type= ”ATOM”
type= ” VOID”

value = ” 7 5 . 9 5 ” />
value = ” 7 5 . 9 5 ” />
value = ” 7 5 . 9 5 ” />
value = ” 7 5 . 9 5 ” />
value = ” 6 0 . 2 5 ” />
value = ” 6 0 . 2 5 ” />
value = ” 6 0 . 2 5 ” />
value = ” 6 0 . 2 5 ” />
value = ” 2 4 . 4 ” />

Listing B.3: Energy Model at Network Layer.

The energy contribution of the router clock tree is to be included in the flit energy
figures (the value tag contains thus the sum of clock and processing energy). Idle
clocks are simply modeled by defining a VOID flit type in the energy cost (Listing
B.3). The routers individually collect energy statistics during a simulation run and
are reported at the end of the simulation3 . Statistics are reported at the end of simulation (both individually and cumulated).

B.2.3

Network Interface Layer

The network interface layer is the last layer in the NoCTurn part of the <Network>
description. Every IP-node defined in the <Architecture> part of the NoCTurn
platform description connects to one network interface in the <Network> part, by
specifying the id of a given <Interface> tag in its nic field. The current model
of NoC in NoCTurn is connection-oriented. Connections are composed of a request
path and a response path through the NoC and require a pair of FIFOs in the network interface layer at every end. The request path (seen from the initiator side) is
associated to an output FIFO and the response path to an input FIFO. Network interfaces in NoCTurn support multiple concurrent connections. Every connection (pair
of FIFOs) is managed by a network interface <Engine>. The role of the <Engine>
is on the one hand to packetize4 data from the output FIFO and inject it into the
network layer and on the other hand to depacketize data from packets from the network layer and put it on the input FIFO. Figure B.4 shows an example of a network
interface that multiplexes several connections with its local engine(s).
As for the network layer, NoCTurn defines a template of XML-configurable parts of
the network interface. For instance, an <Interface> has two <Port> tags to
define its inputs and outputs to the network layer. Furthermore an <Interface>
can declare n <Engine> tags to support n concurrent connections. Connections
are automatically interleaved on the output port accordingly to a prioritized roundrobin scheme.
3 Advanced C++ Design Patterns, such as visitors are used to ease statistics collection upon end-ofsimulation and to ease integration of new library components.
4 The NoCs currently in the NoCTurn library use source-routing for maximum flexibility (and to avoid
the hardware cost of routing-tables in the network layer).
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Figure B.4: NoCTurn Network-Interface Layer. Network interfaces in NoCTurn support
concurrent connections by instantiating multiple Engines to packetize and depacketize
data from the system-layer into the format of the network layer.
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Thanks to pre-defined base-classes, the NoCTurn framework facilitates the addition
of new engine types. The current component library contains three types of engine
distinguished by their QoS type argument Q. The first engine type (”BE”) provides
a best-effort QoS. As Listing B.4 shows, the BE <Engine> can specify additional
arguments such as the packetization policy. The default packetization policy (MAX)
waits on the input FIFO to fill-up until the maximum packet size (in flits) specified
by the packetsize argument is reached. Shorter packets are produced if a flush signal
is provided by the system-layer.
The second engine type (”GT”) provides guaranteed throughput and latency by
TDMA allocation of time-slots5 . The packetization policy of the GT <Engine> is to
build-up packets as long as possible in the number of consecutively allocated timeslots. Flits injected by the GT <Engine> are assigned the highest priority. The third
engine type currently supported by NoCTurn is an experimental SuperGT engine
type (”SuperGT”) modeling the SuperGT QoS (Chapter 6). All three engine types
support end-to-end credit-based flow-control.
<I n t e r f a c e i d= ” NI0 ”>
<P o r t s>
<P o r t i d= ” LNK R T R 1 1−N I C 1 1 0 ” type= ” i n ” />
<P o r t i d= ” L N K N I C 1 1 0 −R T R 1 1 ” type= ” o u t ” />
</ P o r t s>
<Engine i d= ” E n g 0 ” Q= ” BE ” p o l i c y = ”MAX” p a c k e t s i z e = ” 8 ”
c r e d i t s =” 1 ”
c r e d i t s T h r e s h o l d = ” 5 0 ”>
<F i f o depth= ” 2 5 6 ” id= ” r e v ” type= ” i n ” />
<F i f o depth= ” 2 5 6 ” id= ” f w d ” type= ” o u t ” />
</Engine>
<Engine i d= ” E n g 1 ” Q= ” GT” c r e d i t s = ” 1 ” c r e d i t s T h r e s h o l d = ” 5 0 ”>
<F i f o depth= ” 2 5 6 ” id= ” r e v ” type= ” i n ” />
<F i f o depth= ” 2 5 6 ” id= ” f w d ” type= ” o u t ” />
<F i f o depth= ” 1 2 8 ” id= ” c t l ” type= ” c t r l i n ” />
</Engine>
</ I n t e r f a c e>

Listing B.4: XML Configuration of a Network Interface.

Note in Listing B.4 that <Engines> have an in and an out <Fifo>6 . These FIFOs
buffer data between system and network layers and their depth is specified in bytes.
They furthermore decouple the clock speeds of the system and network layers and
perform data-format conversion (if required). The FIFOs in individual <Engines>
are accessed from the system-layer (defined within the <Architecture> tag) with
the following message-passing API:
• int send(int con, char* buf, int sz) Sends a message of length sz bytes from a
byte buffer onto the connection con (managed by the engine with index con).
The return code indicates the number of bytes effectively sent.
• int recv(int con, char* buf, int sz) Receives a message from connection con into
a byte buffer of size sz bytes. The return code indicates the number of bytes
effectively received.
5 The time-slots can be pre-allocated and specified in the XML file (in a dedicated <Connection>
tag), or can be assigned at run-time as in Chapter 7.
6 The careful reader will furthermore notice an (optional) third type of engine <Fifo>: the ctrlin type.
These FIFOs are reserved to receive control packets, used for remote <Engine> configuration as Chapter
7 details.
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• int flush(int con) Requires the engine managing connection con to flush its
output FIFO.
• int status(int con, statusCommand t cmd) Gets information (FIFO sizes, amount
of data buffered, ...) from the engine managing connection con.
• int open(int con,QoS t q,) (optional) Opens a connection (configures an engine).
• int close(int con) (optional) closes a connection allowing the engine to be reused.

B.3 System-Level Components
The layers above the network interface layer (from the system layer and up) are
described under the <Architecture> tag in NoCTurn. It is within this architecture
section, that IP-nodes are instantiated within <IPNode> tags (Listing B.1). They
define the architecture of processor, memory and I/O nodes. An IP-Node contains
one or multiple of the following tags:
• <Clock> Multiple clocks can be defined within a single IP-Node.
• <Bus> Multiple buses can be defined within an IP-node.
• <Mem> An IP-node can have multiple local memories.
• <Proc> Zero or more processors can be defined within an IP-Node.
An IP-Node furthermore contains a system-layer component giving it access to the
underlying network interface layer (defined in the <Network> tag). When no
system-layer component is defined, it is assumed that processor nodes use a messagepassing programming model in a distributed memory architecture. Processors can
then directly access the network-interface layer using the message passing API defined in section B.2.3. To model shared-memory architectures, it is needed to instantiate one of the two following (system-layer) bridges in the IP-node:
• <CA> A communication-assist, as defined in Appendix A provides BlockTransfers (DMA-like) access to remote shared memories.
• <Nish> A Network Interface SHell (NISH), further defined hereafter, wraps
the processor bus accesses (loads/stores) into NoC transactions.

B.3.1

Bridge Models

The NISH is the model of a bridge component in NoCTurn. The NISH translates
transactions at the system-layer, such as a bus load, into NoC transactions at the
network-interface layer and vice-versa. To this end a NISH has a look-up table to
translate bus addresses into NoC IDs (or paths on the NoC in case of source routing).
Figure B.5 shows an example of such a NISH. More than simply translating bus
transactions into NoC packets (and vice-versa), this NISH is furthermore extended
with cache functionality.
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Figure B.5: NoCTurn Network Interface Shell with Cache.

Listing B.5 details the cache type of NISH in the NoCTurn library. All NISH components need to connect to a bus local to the IP-node. They perform transactions
to/from this bus and must therefore be memory-mapped onto this bus. This is exactly the purpose of the <Map> tag, to define the start and end addresses of the
slave port of the NISH onto this port. Multiple <Map> tags can be defined. All
master bus transactions accessing this address range are handled as a cache miss
(or hit) by the NISH. The <Cache> tag specifies the properties of the cache controller. We have defined here a write-back 2-way set-associative cache of 4KB, with a
Least Recently Used (LRU) line-replacement policy (the line-size has 16 bytes). The
<Ctrl> tag specifies the memory-mapped address of a set of three control registers
for the cache. These control registers are used by the processor to explicitly request
cache line fetches or flushes, so as to implement software-controlled cache coherency
(Chapter 8).
<Clock i d= ” C l k 1 ” period = ” 2 ” />
<Bus
i d= ” B1 ” Type= ” M a g i c ” c l k p e r i o d = ” 0 ” dbg= ” 1 0 0 ” />
<Nish i d= ” N0 ” Type= ” C a c h e ” dbg= ” 2 0 ” c l k = ” C l k 1 ” BusID= ” B1 ” >
<C t r l s t a r t = ” 0 x F 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ” />
<Map s t a r t = ” 0 x 0 0 1 4 9 0 0 0 ” end= ” 0 x 4 0 1 4 9 0 0 4 ” engine= ” 0 ” />
<Cache ways= ” 2 ” t a g b i t s = ” 2 1 ” s e t b i t s = ” 7 ” l i n e b i t s = ” 4 ”
w r i t e = ” WRITE BACK ”
replacement = ” LRU” posted= ” 0 ” />
</Nish>

Listing B.5: XML Configuration of a Cache-NISH.

The other type of system-layer bridge currently supported by NoCTurn is a (timed)
functional model of the communication-assist defined in Appendix A. Listing B.6
details an instance of such a communication-assist. As for the <Nish>, there is
a <Map> tag that specifies the address range managed by the communication assist. In this case block transfers that target remote memory addresses in the range
[0x149004 - 0x5c9000] will be handled by the communication assist and will be served
by the <Engine> id=0 in the underlying network interface.
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<Clock i d= ” C l k 1 ” period = ” 2 ” />
<Bus
i d= ” B1 ” Type= ” M a g i c ” c l k p e r i o d = ” 0 ” dbg= ” 1 0 0 ” />
<CA
i d= ” CA1 ” Type= ” v 2 ” c l k = ” C l k 1 ” BusID= ” B1 ” Channels= ” 1 ”
SetupCycles = ” 2 0 ” CABusPrio= ” 2 0 ”>
<Map s t a r t = ” 0 x 1 4 9 0 0 4 ” end= ” 0 x 5 c 9 0 0 0 ” engine= ” 0 ” />
</CA>

Listing B.6: XML Configuration of a Communication Assist.

B.3.2

Processor and Memory Models

The NoCTurn library defines a set of four processors, three of them are ISSes, the
fourth one is an untimed ”virtual” processor, implemented as a SystemC thread
(code can be time-annotated to model any type of processor). Two of the ISSes model
DSPs: a Texas Instruments TI-C62 VLIW and IMEC’s coarse-grain reconfigurable
processor ADRES. The other ISS models a RISC processor: a StrongARM SA-1110.
Listing B.7 gives an example of the instantiation of IP-nodes containing each of these
processor models.
<!−− TI−c 6 2 DSP −−>
<IPNode i d= ” T i N o d e ” n i c = ”NOC1 . NIC−T i ”>
<Clock i d= ” C l k T I 1 ” period = ” 2 ” />
<Bus
i d= ” B u s T I 1 ” Type= ” M a g i c ” c l k p e r i o d = ” 0 ” dbg= ” 1 0 0 ” />
<Mem
i d= ” T I 1 . M d a t a ” Type= ”SRAM” c l k = ” C l k T I ” BusID= ” B u s T I 1 ” c y c l e s = ” 0 ”
Base= ” 0 x 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ” S i z e = ” 0 x 4 0 0 0 0 0 ” dbg= ” 4 0 0 0 ”>
o f f s e t = ” 3 2 7 2 0 0 ” a l i g n = ” 1 ” />
<I n i t type= ”PGM” f i l e = ” i n f r a m e . pgm ”
<I n i t type= ”PGM” f i l e = ” i n p r e v f r a m e . pgm ” o f f s e t = ” 1 0 0 0 0 ” a l i g n = ” 1 ” />
<Save type= ”PGM” f i l e = ” o u t r e c o n s t r u c t e d . pgm ” o f f s e t = ” 6 3 4 4 0 0 ”
X= ” 6 4 0 ” Y= ” 4 8 0 ” maxval= ” 2 5 5 ” a l i g n = ” 1 ” />
</Mem>
<Mem
i d= ” T I 1 . M i n s t ” Type= ”SRAM” c l k = ” C l k T I ” BusID= ” B u s T I 1 ” c y c l e s = ” 0 ”
Base= ” 0 ” S i z e = ” 0 x C 0 0 0 0 ” dbg= ” 4 0 0 0 ”> </Mem>
<Proc i d= ” T I 1 ” Type= ” T I C 6 2 ” c l k = ” C l k T I 1 ” BusID= ” B u s T I 1 ”
LocalMemory= ” T I 1 . M d a t a ”
LocalInstMemory= ” T I 1 . M i n s t ”
BIN= ” T I b i n / q s d p c m . o u t ”
s t d o u t f i l e = ” t i 1 . s t d o u t ” />
...
</IPNode>
<!−− ADRES CGA −−>
<IPNode i d= ” A d r e s N o d e ” n i c = ” NOC1 . NIC−A d r e s ”>
<Clock i d= ” C l k C G A 1 ” period = ” 2 ” />
<Bus
i d= ” BusCGA1 ” Type= ” OCCN Std ” c l k = ” C l k C G A 1 ” />
<Proc i d= ” CGA1 ” Type= ” ADRES” c l k = ” C l k 1 ” BusID= ” B1 ”
Arch= ” m o r p h o 8 x 8 . x m l ”
Base= ” 0 ” S i z e = ” 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 ”
Obj= ” m a i n . SCHI ” />
...
</IPNode>
<!−− StrongARM RISC −−>
<IPNode i d= ” A r m N o d e ” n i c = ” NOC1 . NIC−Arm ”>
<Clock i d= ” C l k S A 1 ” period = ” 2 ” />
<Bus
i d= ” B us SA 1 ” Type= ” OCCN Std ” c l k = ” C l k S A 1 ” />
Type= ” Si m i t A R M ” c l k = ” C l k S A 1 ” BusID= ” BSA1 ”
<Proc i d= ” SA1 ”
Base= ” 0 x 4 0 0 0 ” S i z e = ” 0 x 2 0 0 0 0 0 ”
BIN=
” s i m i t b i n / s i m i t i m g ” />
...
</IPNode>
<!−− V i r t u a l P r o c e s s o r ( SystemC T h r e ad ) −−>
<IPNode i d= ” V p No d e ” n i c = ”NOC1 . NIC−Vp ”>
<Clock i d= ” C l k V P 1 ” period = ” 2 ” />
<Bus
i d= ” B us V P 1 ” Type= ” OCCN Std ” c l k = ” C l k V P 1 ” />
<Proc i d= ” VP1 ” Type= ” V i r t u a l ” c l k = ” C l k V P 1 ” BusID= ” B us V P 1 ”>
<Main argv= ” 0 1 ” />
. . . </Proc>
</IPNode>

Listing B.7: XML Configuration of Processor Models.
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Upon instantiation of the simulation and before simulation is started, binaries are
(optionally) loaded for the ISSes to execute. Note that in all ISSes a <BIN>7 tag
indicating the (relative) path to the binary to load.
Memory models for L1 data are integrated to the StrongARM and ADRES ISSes so
that parameters such as base address and size are specified within their respective
<Proc> tags. The virtual processor uses the memory of the host processor running
the simulation, so memory can be dynamically instantiated. Code executing on the
virtual processor requires compiling application code written in SystemC and linking it to the NoCTurn simulator. To avoid lengthy static linking to the simulator, we
compile the code running on the virtual processors as a dynamically linkable library
and link it at run-time to NoCTurn (a default empty implementation of this library
is provided should there be no virtual processors running). As a consequence all
virtual processors in the system load the exact same binary. Should these virtual
processors execute different codes a simple case switch can be used, testing for the
virtual processor name (or its id) and conditionally calling different functions.
Note that the TI-C62 DSP node explicitly instantiates SRAM memory components
(<Mem> tags) for instructions and data. The same models can be used within memory or I/O nodes. Note furthermore that the data memory (TI1.Mdata) has <Init>
and <Save> tags. These are used to respectively initialize portions of the memory
before the application is started and saving portions of the memory after the simulation has ended. Finally, note that the TI-C62 DSP is connected to a bus of the Magic
type. This bus functions asynchronously and can execute a transaction in zero SystemC time (or within a specified delay). This is very useful to simply model the
hierarchy of buses used by a VLIW DSP with multiple load-store units (the TI-C62
has two). Timing is simply annotated in the processor8 .

B.4 Simulation Example
The NoCTurn simulator is rich with statistics reporting. In this section, based on
the example of the QSDPCM application of Chapter 8, we give a quick overview of
the type of statistics NoCTurn produces. To this end we use the cache-mapping of
QSDPCM with the best cache configuration as derived in Chapter 8. The NoC is
thus configured to provide best-effort connections and the cache is configured to be
2-way set-associative with a size of 4KB.
NoCTurn has three main types of statistics. The first type of statistics are log traces
of variations of certain parameters (throughput, packet latency, ...) with time. Figure
8.9 shows examples of instant and average throughput collected by NoCTurn during
the encoding of one frame with the QSDPCM application.
The second type of statistics, the Message Sequence Chart (MSC), also reports logs
as a function of time. The purpose of an MSC is to represent time-diagrams of
7 ADRES calls it an <Obj> tag instead, because the architecture of the ISS itself is configurable. What
we load are architecture-independent instructions, whereas a binary file would imply the assumption of
certain parameters such as data-path width or number of bits per instruction to be hardcoded.
8 By connecting the TI-C62 to a NISH-cache through a Magic bus we simulate the behavior of an L1
cache.
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messages passed between several actors. We have defined an MSC-language for
describing and specifying the communication behavior of system components and
their environment by means of message interchange and a tool (mscgen) that provides a graphical representation if the corresponding message-sequence chart. The
communication-assist component has been extended to log block-transfer transactions in the MSC-language. Listing B.8 shows an example of the MSC-language generated by the communication assists of a processor and memory node upon generation of three BT WR requests. Figure B.6 is the corresponding graphical version of
the MSC as generated by mscgen (mscgen -T eps -i ex.msc -o msc.eps).
msc {
procCA ,memCA; //−−
procCA −> memCA
−−−;
memCA −> procCA
−−−;
procCA −> memCA
−−−;
memCA −> procCA
−−−;
procCA −> memCA
−−−;
memCA −> procCA
}

d e c l a r e s t h e a c t o r s exchanging messages
[ span =1 , l a b e l = ” ( 2 4 5 9 4 ˜ 2 4 7 3 0 ) ( 1 , 0 ) BT WR ” ] ;
[ span =1 , l a b e l = ” ( 6 5 7 5 4 ˜ 6 5 7 9 5 ) ( 1 , 1 ) BT WR ACK ” ] ;
[ span =1 , l a b e l = ” ( 6 5 8 3 5 ˜ 6 5 9 3 0 ) ( 2 , 0 ) BT WR ” ] ;
[ span =1 , l a b e l = ” ( 1 0 6 9 5 4 ˜ 1 0 6 9 9 5 ) ( 2 , 1 ) BT WR ACK ” ] ;
[ span =1 , l a b e l = ” ( 1 0 7 0 3 5 ˜ 1 0 7 1 3 0 ) ( 3 , 0 ) BT WR ” ] ;
[ span =1 , l a b e l = ” ( 1 4 8 1 5 4 ˜ 1 4 8 1 9 5 ) ( 3 , 1 ) BT WR ACK ” ] ;

Listing B.8: MSC-Language.

Figure B.6: Message Sequence Chart.

The third type of statistics are cumulated statistics (number of bytes transmitted,
number of cache misses, instruction counts, energy consumption, ...) and are reported at the end of the simulation in a log file. As an example, Listing B.9 shows
selected excerpts from the simulation log obtained after the simulation of the 4KB
2-way set associative mapping of QSDPCM (formatting has been slightly edited to
fit the page layout). All connections in this example are best-effort. We first see the
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overall network statistics in the various network interfaces9 and routers of Figure 8.6.
We then focus on statistics for the IP-Node (0,0) running the ME42 part of the QSDPCM application 8.5.1. In particular we show the statistics of the bus, data memory,
instruction memory, of the TI-C62 DSP and of the cache NISH.
NIC1 2 0 . Eng 0 :

267773 F l i t s (15%) : 104076 Bubbles (39%) : 1964360 B y t e s
( dat/crd/dat% 1632932 331428 83%) ( 2 7 . 6 5 8 MB/s )
NIC0 1 0 . Eng 0 :
38020 F l i t s ( 2%) :
16774 Bubbles (44%) : 254948 B y t e s
( dat/crd/dat% 204468
50480 80%) ( 3 . 5 9 0 MB/s )
NIC1 1 0 . Eng 0 : 277796 F l i t s (16%) :
69449 Bubbles (25%) : 2500164 B y t e s
( dat/crd/dat% 2222368 277796 89%) ( 3 5 . 2 0 2 MB/s )
NIC1 1 0 . Eng 1 :
53416 F l i t s ( 3%) :
13354 Bubbles (25%) : 480744 B y t e s
( dat/crd/dat% 427328
53416 89%) ( 6 . 7 6 9 MB/s )
50484 F l i t s ( 3%) :
12621 Bubbles (25%) : 454356 B y t e s
NIC1 1 0 . Eng 2 :
( dat/crd/dat% 403872
50484 89%) ( 6 . 3 9 7 MB/s )
NIC1 1 0 . Eng 3 :
52768 F l i t s ( 3%) :
13192 Bubbles (25%) : 474912 B y t e s
( dat/crd/dat% 422144
52768 89%) ( 6 . 6 8 7 MB/s )
NIC1 1 0 . Eng 4 : 331432 F l i t s (19%) :
82858 Bubbles (25%) : 2982888 B y t e s
( dat/crd/dat% 2651456 331432 89%) ( 4 1 . 9 9 9 MB/s )
NIC1 1 0 . Eng 5 :
50972 F l i t s ( 3%) :
12743 Bubbles (25%) : 458748 B y t e s
( dat/crd/dat% 407776
50972 89%) ( 6 . 4 5 9 MB/s )
NIC1 1 1 . Eng 0 :
38410 F l i t s ( 2%) :
16929 Bubbles (44%) : 257772 B y t e s
( dat/crd/dat% 206804
50968 80%) ( 3 . 6 2 9 MB/s )
90165 Bubbles (42%) : 1505732 B y t e s
NIC0 0 0 . Eng 0 : 215643 F l i t s (12%) :
( dat/crd/dat% 1227940 277792 82%) ( 2 1 . 2 0 1 MB/s )
NIC0 2 0 . Eng 0 :
39744 F l i t s ( 2%) :
17532 Bubbles (44%) : 266544 B y t e s
( dat/crd/dat% 213780
52764 80%) ( 3 . 7 5 3 MB/s )
NIC1 0 0 . Eng 0 :
40258 F l i t s ( 2%) :
17739 Bubbles (44%) : 270232 B y t e s
( dat/crd/dat% 216820
53412 80%) ( 3 . 8 0 5 MB/s )
RTR0 2 :
92512 F l i t s ( 2%) : 741456 B y t e s
RTR0 1 : 181016 F l i t s ( 3%) : 1450760 B y t e s
RTR0 0 : 493439 F l i t s ( 9%) : 4005896 B y t e s
RTR1 2 : 599205 F l i t s (11%) : 4947248 B y t e s
RTR1 0 : 587113 F l i t s (11%) : 4756872 B y t e s
RTR1 1 : 1456716 F l i t s (16%) : 11871400 B y t e s
NoC : 4866717 F l i t s (10%) : 39645032 B y t e s ( 0 . 5 5 8 GB/s )
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
S t a t i s t i c s f o r MagicBus QSDPCM. T I n o d e 0 0 . B1
Clk−period
0 s
T r a n s a c t i o n s 3589111 (Wr/Rd: 98880/3490 23 1 )
Used Bandwidth 5 0 . 6 6 8 8 MB/s
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
S t a t i s t i c s f o r SimpleSRAM QSDPCM. T I n o d e 0 0 . Mdata
Mem A cce s s e s
0
(
4076475 backdoor )
Mem Reads
0
(
3097450 backdoor )
Mem Wr i t e s
0
(
979025 backdoor )
Mem Bank Misses
0
Mem Row Misses
0
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
S t a t i s t i c s f o r SimpleSRAM QSDPCM. T I n o d e 0 0 . Minst
Mem A cce s s e s
0
( 78091643 backdoor )
Mem Reads
0
( 77561198 backdoor )
Mem Wr i t e s
0
(
530445 backdoor )
Mem Bank Misses
0
Mem Row Misses
0
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
[ snip ]
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
OVERALL S t a t i s t i c s f o r QSDPCM. T I n o d e 0 0 . TI1
cycles |
a ) c y c l e s ( e x c l . s t a l l s ) 14268291
b ) L1 bank c o n f l s t a l l s
45286
c ) e x t mem s t a l l s
19131873
d ) #i n s t l o a d 9695132 ( d/a =67.95%)
e ) #l 1 a cc . 4076475 ( #R=3097450 , #W=979025 , #Confl =45286 , b/e =1.11%)
f ) #e x t a cc 3589111 ( #R=3490231 , #W=98880 , c/ f = 5 . 3 )
TOT s t a l l s ( b+c )
19177159
TOT c y c l e s ( a+b+c )
33445450
9 Bubbles correspond to the number of flits that had one or two empty phits, due to mismatch between
cache-miss transaction and packet-size.
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L0 I c a c h e s t a t i s t i c s
size
hits
miss
ratio
2
211317
9483815
4487.96%
4
4868299
4826833
99.15%
8
7036191
2658941
37.79%
16
8627402
1067730
12.38%
32
9406762
288370
3.07%
64
9529602
165530
1.74%
128
9571027
124105
1.30%
###############################
Performance o f s i m u l a t o r ( on hydra12 ) :
exec time ( s e c )
669.62
r a t e ( cyc/ s e c )
49946.91
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
S t a t i s t i c s f o r Cache−Nish QSDPCM. T I n o d e 0 0 . N0
Ways 2 , S e t s i z e 128 ( l i n e s ) , Line s i z e 16 ( b y t e s )
Reads ( a c c e s s e s / b y t e s : 3 4 8 7 5 4 0 / 3 4 8 7 5 4 0 ) ,
Misses 54879 ( 1 . 5 7 3 5 7 3 %)
Wr i t e s ( a c c e s s e s / b y t e s : 9 8 4 0 0 / 9 8 4 0 0 ) , Misses 7273 ( 7 . 3 9 1 2 6 0 %)
Line e v i c t i o n s on ( Read miss/Write m i s s : 54879/7273 )

Listing B.9: Excerpt of NoCTurn statistics log.

B.5 Related Work
Some commercial tools pertaining to high-level simulation of SoCs are System Studio from Synopsys [7], RealView SoC Designer from ARM [114], CoMET from VaST
[187] and ConvergenSC from CoWare [2]. To the best of our knowledge neither of
these vendors currently supports flexible models of NoCs, suitable for architectural
exploration. When we started the development of NoCTurn, we have concurrently
evaluated the possibilities to extend ConvergenSC for our needs. Unfortunately, at
the time, the bus libraries within ConvergenSC were not ready for user-extension and
thereby not matching our requirements.
Benini et al. present MPARM in [27]. MPARM is a SystemC MP-SoC platform simulator that allows simulating real applications and operating-systems using instruction set simulators (ISSs). MPARM has a strong focus on state-of-the art communication backbones: AMBA, ST-Bus (though a bit-accurate model of the ×-pipes NoC
is being integrated). Conceptually, MPARM is similar to the NoCTurn simulator.
Thanks to collaborations with Philips Research (now NxP) we had the opportunity
to evaluate SystemC versions of the Æthereal NoC TLM simulator. Early versions
used random traffic generators and were thus not suitable for our purposes that
required to run real applications. Though the more recent SystemC versions of the
Æthereal NoC TLM simulator (we had access to) have been extended with ISS nodes
containing ARM-7 processors, the simulator and NoC model are the property of
Philips Research (now NxP) and were thus difficult to extend for our purposes for
licensing reasons10 .
Written in SystemC [8], NoCTurn uses the DOM implementation of the XERCES-C++
XML library [9]. OCCN, the On-Chip Communication Network, is a SystemC library
and development framework for the modeling and simulation of on-chip communication architectures [54, 3]. Though the very latest release of OCCN features a
10 Though out of the scope of this thesis, it is interesting to note that collaboration works with Philips
Research have lead to extending the ISS-enabled versions of the Æthereal simulator with parts of the
NoCTurn simulator, such as IMEC’s communication-assist, the TI-C62 DSP ISS and models of buses and
memories [18].
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framework to model NoCs, the early communication modeling framework was not
suitable so we had to implement our own NoC modeling technology. NoCTurn thus
only uses a very small part of the OCCN framework, limited to the use of the PDU
data-type and to some of the statistics collecting classes.

B.6 Conclusion
NoCTurn is an MP-SoC platform simulator written in SystemC at the transactionlevel model. It has been designed to simulate complex NoC-enabled MP-SoC platforms that run realistic applications from the nomadic domain (multimedia, wireless, ...) and to output detailed timing and energy statistics. To facilitate platformexploration, platforms are easily described and configured in XML. Based on the
XML input, the appropriate MP-SoC platform simulator is dynamically instantiated
so as to reduce the exploration/simulation turn-cycle (thus avoiding SystemC code
generation and simulator compilation for every configuration, as some of the commercial tools such as ConvergenSC require).
Particular care has been taken to make the NoCTurn framework easy to extend with
new (user-defined) library components and for their debugging. Component libraries contain a flexible model of NoC with several QoS levels, models of cache
and communication assist bridges. Models of ISSes containing RISC and DSP processors allow the validation of mapping of real applications, such as the QSDPCM
encoder presented in Chapter 8.
A number of lessons have been learned (or confirmed) from the development and
exploitation of NoCTurn. First of all, architectural exploration of MP-SoCs and in particular of NoCs should be made at the system-level. Indeed, only at the system-level
can a designer precisely evaluate the impact of assumptions and shortcuts taken at
the various layers of abstraction. For instance, it is not uncommon to see many publications on adaptive routing on NoCs that only take into account the reduction in
packet latency (low end of the network-interface layer), but that neglect to take into
account the relevant end-to-end message latency (at the system layer). A second lesson is that good software practices such as the usage of design patterns (visitors, etc.)
and of XML-configuration greatly improve the usability and extensibility of a simulator. Finally, though obvious, simulators permit shortcuts that emulators do not so
that architectural exploration benefits from using a flexible simulator.
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Summary

M

ost of us own and daily use a mobile phone. These devices are often
(Systems-on-chip) SoCs with multiple RISC processors for user-interfaces
and protocol stack processing and DSPs dedicated to voice, audio and
video processing. Rapid product evolution requires design (Non-Recurring Engineering) NRE costs, in the range of 10M$ to 100M$ (0.13μm designs). It is thus of
uttermost importance to drastically reduce the design NRE costs and improve timeto-market. To this end, a paradigm shift focused on design productivity tools is
required for (Multi-Processor System-on-Chip) MP-SoC platforms.

We have identified three key challenges to the MP-SoC paradigm shift. Platform programmability is required to reuse a fixed platform in different products/applications
and furthermore improving time-to-market by reducing the design re-iteration time.
Platform reusability is needed to evolve the hardware of platforms through product
generations. Hardware components should be made re-usable through abstract interfaces and the platform itself needs to be scalable to undergo evolutions. Platform
virtualization enables the reuse of software components as well. Platform hardware
is virtualized to give the illusion to every application it is executing on its private
set of resources (processing, storage, communication), achieving predictability and
application composability.
To address the programmability issue of MP-SoC platforms, we focus on DSP and
RISC processors and rely on IMEC’s (Memory Hierarchy and Layer Assignment)
MHLA application design-flow to program them. The MHLA approach uses a sharedmemory programming model and exploits scratch-pad management in complex memory hierarchies in order to achieve high performance implementations with optimal energy consumption. The MP-SoC architecture we propose provides advanced
DMA bridges that accelerate scratch-pad management of the memory hierarchy.
Platform reusability and scalability is achieved by using a packet-switched networkon-chip (NoC) as the communication backbone of the MP-SoC platform. Virtual-
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ization of the communication architecture is furthermore achieved by considering
NoCs with differentiated (Quality-of-Service) QoS levels.
The main contributions of this thesis are:
• Reactive congestion-control of a NoC. A technique to achieve platform virtualization is perform reactive congestion-control: traffic in a packet-switched NoC is
monitored at run-time. Upon detection of congestion, traffic is re-shaped at the
network interfaces to reduce congestion and improve overall packet latencies.
We present a central, operating system congestion control mechanism and a
distributed hardware-supported one.
• SuperGT QoS. Pro-active communication virtualization is provided with differentiated QoS levels. We introduce SuperGT a new QoS class that combines the
advantages of bandwidth reservation techniques and those of best-effort traffic. SuperGT provides a minimum level of guarantees and allows using more
bandwidth than strictly reserved. It is beneficial to traffic sources that have
unpredictable peaks of high traffic and that also require guarantees, caches are
good examples of such traffic sources.
• Run-Time QoS Management. For programmability of virtual platforms, it is important to be able to control the virtualization of the resources at run-time. We
introduce an algorithm to perform run-time time-slot allocation on a RISC central controller. We demonstrate on a case study that it is practical for MP-SoCs
to use central time-slot allocation and reconfigure connections on an NoC.
• MP-SoC proof-of-concept. To address the integration of the three key challenges
of programmability, reusability and virtualization, we pre-sent, to the best of
our knowledge, the first real-life case study performing a detailed comparison and analysis of scratch-pad versus cache-based NoC-supported MP-SoC
systems. We parallelize and map a video encoder to different types of MPSoC platforms: one using caches and software-coherency and the other using
scratch-pad memories. The scratch-pad mapping uses the MHLA design-flow
in combination with our communication assist to prefetch data and hide communication latency. We prove its superiority with respect to a cache-based
design-flow and thereby validate our MP-SoC methodology based on software
controlled scratch-pad management.
Implementation-oriented contributions focus on IPs to provide advanced DMA support in a distributed shared-memory platform and on providing MP-SoC exploration, verification and demonstration frameworks:
• Gecko2 is a proof-of-concept implementation of an MP-SoC system emulated
on an FPGA. The StrongARM processor present inside a Compaq iPAQ PDA
is linked to an FPGA that contains 8 slave processors interconnected by two
NoCs (control and data). The data NoC is controlled by a central operatingsystem.
• NoCturn is an advanced, performant and XML-configurable MP-SoC platform
simulator. Implemented in SystemC, it features highly configurable transactionlevel models of NoCs, communication assists, cache controllers, memory models and instruction set simulators for various types of processors. NoCTurn is
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engineered to run complex applications on cycle-accurate models of advanced
MP-SoC platforms and to output detailed performance and energy statistics.
• Communication Assist. To enable efficient programmability of distributed sharedmemory MP-SoC platforms, we present our communication assist, a distributed
advanced (Direct Memory Access) DMA engine that performs block transfers
in a complex MP-SoC memory hierarchy as required by the MHLA designflow. We furthermore present an overview of the HDL implementation of the
communication assist used in IMEC’s 3MF MP-SoC platform.
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